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A RAILROAD with its rolling stock and buildings constitutes
a manufacturing plant which its owners operate in the manufacture and sale of transportation. The " layout or arrangement of a modern manufacturing plant is as much an item of
design as is each individual machine or process. This book
attempts to describe the fixed portion of a railroad plant and
to give the underlying principles of the design of its layout.
A policy adopted in the preparation of the book has been to
treat briefly and generally those subjects which are fully and
well covered in special volumes, to which the student is referred,
and to go into detail in those subjects treated only in books of
the same class as this one.
An effort has been made to indicate at least indirectly that
there are other methods of doing things than those presented,
and to lead the student or reader to think of other possible
ways than those described in the book.
The plan of first describing the thing and then discussing its
design, has been followed. Part I describes the permanent
way in as much detail as has been thought wise ; Part II discusses the fundamental principles governing the design of the
grade line, while Part III describes the methods of applying
these principles to secure the most economical location and
construction. Part III also contains many suggestions which
would have been most welcome to the author when he was
placed in charge of his first residency.
Not much space has been given to diagrams for the discussion of locomotive and grade problems, but the author uses
diagrams and believes in diagramming almost all formulas for a
thorough study of the effect of variations in the variables, and
iii
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he suggests to instructors using this book for class work that
they give not a little time to graphical representation of the
principles of Part II. Additional examples for the application
of these principles may be formulated from the data appearing
on Plates I to XI inclusive.
The author has tried to use few words, and to have all of
them mean something, in the desire to condense into proper
proportion for a broad civil engineering course almost all of the
fundamental principles of a great subject, which may be amplified as much as desired by those using the book.
The wisdom of including so long an appendix as appears may
be questioned. The author has felt that the value to the young
engineer of Professor Taylor's paper and the discussion on it,
even though some of the principles discussed in the text are
repeated, is great enough to warrant the appearance of almost
the whole matter. Nothing is more effective in fixing principles than a well-discussed example from practice, and the
variety of viewpoints and suggestions in this discussion will
furnish many ideas to the student reader.
In addition to what has been said of the scheme of the book
as a whole, it may be proper to call attention to some particular
features or portions.
It is hoped that the sequence of arrangement and the method
of treatment may commend themselves to the student and
teacher. In the introduction there are presented briefly, and
far from completely, what are thought to be rational ideas of
railroad political economy. The paragraph on the comparative
worth of cross-ties is thought to be sound and to furnish correct
principles for economic investigations in other directions. It is
hoped that the brief discussion of the locomotive as a traction
engine will be found valuable, and that the articles on curve
resistance and the cost of the worst class of rise and fall, which
are original, will be found correct. The article on reconnaissance estimates, and that on the work of the residency, will perhaps be of service to young engineers on their first work.
The author is indebted to Mr. Ray Morris for criticism of

portions of the introduction and to the following for permission
to use cuts or matter : To the Railroad Gazette and Mr. B. B.
Adams for cuts from the Railroad Gazette and from The Block
System; to the Ramapo Iron Works for cuts of frogs and
switches; to Engineering News for cuts from that journal and
from Tratman's Track ; to Mr. G. W. Kittredge, Chief Engineer of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, for
numerous standard plans ; to the Hall Signal Company for the
electrotype for Plate (p. rr4); to the American Locomotive Company and the Baldwin Locomotive Works for electrotypes of
locomotives for Plates I to XII. Other indebtednesses are
noted in the text.
Every author of a text-book treating of the economics of railroad location must of necessity be indebted in great measure to
the late A. M. Wellington, and the author of this book wishes
to acknowledge this indebtedness and to express his admiration
for the man who has done more than any American, if not
more than any man, to raise railroad location from a trade to a
profession.
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INTRODUCTION
Inception of a Railroad Enterprise. — Railroads in America are
built for a single avowed purpose; namely, to make money for the
projectors.
These projectors have various ideas as to how the money is to
be made. In one case — perhaps the majority of cases — they
expect to make a sufficient profit on the business of general transportation to pay a fair return on the money invested in the road.
In another case they expect to make money by the sale of lands
owned by them. The road. is built to or through these lands from
some important commercial center, in order to make the lands
accessible and hence to bring them into market at a price sufficient
to yield a profit on the cost of the lands and the cost of the road.
In another case the road may be projected by a company of men
owning coal, iron, or other mines, for the purpose of getting the
output of the mines to the nearest or best market at a minimum
cost. In this case the road may be built if the estimated difference between the cost of transportation by rail and the cost by
wagon or other available method is sufficient to pay interest on
the cost of the road and equipment. In another case a company
of men owning and operating a railroad conceive that an extension
of the line into new territory, or the building of a lateral branch
to some commercial or agricultural district, will, whether it will
be remunerative in itself or not, bring such an added volume to
the business of the existing road, which additional volume of
business can be conducted without much additional expense, that
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the net result of the loss, if any, from the branch itself and the
gain to the main line will be sufficient to yield a fair return on the
cost of the new line.
In other cases — fortunately comparatively few a road is
projected and, sometimes, when the funds can be secured, actually
built, for the purpose of blackmail. That is, some vicious-minded
person, noting that an existing road is doing a handsome business
and making a simil./ profit, conceives the idea that its owners
will be so anxious that heir business shall not be interfered with,
that they will be glad to offer to any other company proposing to
build a parallel line a substantial bonus to keep off; and that if
these owners do not make such an offer, the parallel line may be
built and rates reduced so as to damage the existing company to
an extent that will bring it to terms and compel it to buy the new
road in self-defense. Such projects have not usually been successful.
Formation of Company. — In any case, if the road is to be a
new one, independent of any existing organization, the order of
procedure may be somewhat as follows: —
The person who conceives the idea of the road associates with
himself other persons whom he may be able to impress with the
feasibility of his scheme, and they organize themselves into a
company or corporation by filing with the State authorities articles
of incorporation which set forth the purpose of the corporation,
the amount of capital stock that it is proposed to issue, the
names of the first board of directors, the extent and location of
the proposed line, and some other items, varying according to the
requirements of the State in which the company is organized
It is not unusual for a company to be organized under the laws
of a State in which no one of the individuals forming the company
lives -and within which no part of the proposed line lies. This
is done because of some provision of the laws of that State that
the organizers think particularly favorable to them.
Formerly a special enactment of the legislature was necessary
to give a company power to condemn land for its purposes. Now
in most States. if not in all, this power is conferred by general
laws to companies organized under those laws.

The right to build and operate a road is known as a franchise
or charter, and that is what the company secures from the State.
It carries with it the right to take such lands as may be needed
for the purposes of the road, the company to pay for such lands
a fair value. This value may be arranged by agreement between
the company and the owners of the land taken, or, in case they
are unable to agree, the value of the land is settled by a court,
through a commission. If condemned by a commission, the
company is estopped from ever using the property for any
other than the avowed purpose for which it was acquired,
while if the fee is obtained by deed, the company is not so

2
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limited.
Stock. — A certificate of stock is a paper certifying that the

person in whose name it is made out owns a stated interest in the
capital stock of the company issuing the certificate, and such a certificate constitutes evidence of membership in "the company."
From the bookkeeper's standpoint the company is indebted to
the holders of stock in the amount of their holdings, and to this
extent stock and bonds are of the same nature; but bonds bear
a definite rate of interest, while stock takes what it can get in
dividends.
The persons forming the company agree to take each a certain
amount of the capital stock of the company. Persons whose

subscriptions for stock are accepted, thereby become stockholders in the company. The company is a legal entity that
does business just as an individual, except that it does it through
others, who are known as its officers. It is usual for each stockholder to have one vote in the affairs of the company for each
share of stock owned or held by him.
The stockholders usually elect a board of managers, known as
the directors, and this board of directors elects the general officers
of the company, sometimes partly from its own membership.
The board of directors determines all matters of general policy,
not requiring action by the stockholders, and the officers execute its orders, being responsible for the detail of the operations
undertaken. This is the theory. In practice the board of

4
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directors often becomes simply the endorser of the acts of its
executive committee or the president of the company.
In many, but not all States, the company does not exist in law,
even though its articles have been filed, until a specified portion
of the capital stock has been subscribed and paid for in cash.
The portion not subscribed by the originators of the scheme
may go into the treasury of the company to be sold for funds
with which to build. While held by the company it is known
as treasury stock.
It is not necessary, nor usual, when a new company is being,
organized, for the subscribers to the capital stock to pay in full
the par value of the stock subscribed for; indeed, it is more usual
for these first subscribers to pay very little for their stock. The
company hopes to borrow enough money to build and equip the
road, and the amount paid by the subscribers to the stock will
usually be the difference between the cost of the road and equipment and the sum the company is able to borrow. It will frequently be not more than enough to pay the cost of the preliminary surveys necessary to furnish information as to the probable
approximate cost of the road. It is sometimes not so much
as this, and sometimes nothing at all beyond the legal requirement, and often ways are found of evading even this. When the
money for construction is borrowed, the company executes a
mortgage covering usually the franchise and entire property.
Bonds. — Bonds, which, like notes, are promises to pay, and
which refer to the mortgage as security, are issued, usually in
$roco units, in the amount of the mortgage, and the lenders
of money receiving these bonds are said to be purchasers of
bonds.
These bonds are of two general classes, — registered bonds and
coupon bonds. The ownership of the former is kept track of by
the trustee or company; and when a bond is sold by one person
to another, the change of ownership is registered, so that the
interest, when it falls due, may be sent to the right owner. It is
usually sent by check. The coupon bonds have coupons attached
to them, each coupon being a draft on the company for a stated
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portion of interest falling due at a stated time. Whoever owns
such a bond simply clips off each coupon as it falls due and deposits it in his bank for collection. The principal of a coupon
bond may be registered, but not the coupons, which are payable
to bearer.
If the projectors of the line have faith that it will be able to earn
at least the interest on its first cost, and if they be men of means,
they may supply the whole of the money necessary to build and
equip the line. In this case they do not buy the capital stock of
the company, paying into the treasury therefor its par value, but
'they lend the necessary money to the company; that is, they buy
its bonds, receiving as a bonus a certain portion of stock, — usually an amount equaling at its par value the par value of the
bonds taken. If the projectors are not men of means, they endeavor to persuade capitalists to lend the necessary money, and
to do this for the bonds (usually sold for somewhat less than par
value) and so small a stock bonus as can be arranged. The company must be able to convince the capitalists that the business
the road will be able to do will, under fair management, which
must be supposed, at least pay all operating expenses, including
repairs and renewals, and the proposed interest on the bonds to
be issued. To this end an estimate of the cost of constructing
and equipping the road, and an estimate of the probable cost of
operation and revenue, must be made.
Railroad loans arc not made on the basis of the actual road-bed
and rolling stock as security, though of course these items have
some small inherent value; but the security is the business the
road may be able to do, or may be made to do, under proper management. This fact explains why it is often possible to borrow
the whole actual cost of the road and equipment, rather than
one half or other small fraction of its estimated value, as would
be the case with a dwelling or other real estate.
The stock and bonds together constitute the capitalization of
the company, the bonds having precedence in the distribution of
the earnings up to the amount of their interest rate. What is
called preferred stock is sometimes issued, which, after the bonds,

6
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takes precedence of the common stock in the distribution of earnings up to a specified dividend rate.
Engineer's Estimates — The cost of construction and equipment is usually estimated by an engineer, after a reconnaissance
survey, or a preliminary survey, of the proposed route. The estimate of probable cost of operation and revenue may also be made
by him, but is more usually made by some of the promoters of
the plan. A competent engineer should be able to make all the
estimates. If the promoters endeavor to borrow money, that is,
float their bonds, through some well-known trust company or
banking house, such company or house may have its consulting
engineer go over the estimates submitted, in order to satisfy itself
that they are reasonably correct.
If the engineer who is employed to make a preliminary estimate
makes it from a reconnaissance only, his work consists in going
over the territory between the selected termini or principal points,
on foot or horseback, and estimating, from his knowledge of
what other lines more or less similarly located have cost, what
this line, along a route that he selects, will probably cost. The
estimate should include the road-bed, track, bridges, side tracks,
water stations, buildings of all kinds, and rolling stock. In order
to estimate the necessary rolling stock, he must have some rough
idea of the business to be done, which he gets from observing the
character of the country, the population and nature of industries,
with possibilities for development, and comparing these features
with those of some existing line or lines having as nearly as may
be similar tributary territory. He finds the business done by the
existing line or lines, and the rolling stock required, from the
annual reports of these lines, a synopsis of which, often enough
for his purpose, is furnished in Poor's "Manual of Railroads,"
or in the reports of the State Railroad Commissioners, or the
statistical reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission. His
estimate is, of course, only roughly approximate.
If he makes a preliminary survey, he actually lays out a line,
after having determined by a reconnaissance which of several
possible routes is the best, takes levels along the line and con-

structs a profile. On this he draws a grade line, from which
he computes the probable quantities of excavation and embankment, the lengths and weights of iron bridges, the amount of
timber for timber bridges, the masonry, etc., and hence is able to
make a much closer estimate of the probable cost of the road-bed
to sub-grade — that is, under the ties or sleepers — than he is
able to make by reconnaissance only. He also gains a more exact
knowledge of the rate of grade that must be used, and hence is
better able to estimate the operating expense, since this is much
affected by the rate of grade.
Construction- — If the estimates prove satisfactory, there will
probably be little difficulty in floating the bonds; and when
these have been subscribed for, the work of final location and
construction may begin.
The bonds bear interest from the date of issue and delivery,
and it is sometimes provided that the money will be advanced
to the company only so fast as the engineer and president shall
certify to the completion of work.
Whether or not the whole issue is drawing interest, it is invaiably wise to build as rapidly as possible, that the interest on
'Ion-productive capital shall be as small as possible, and that as
soon as may be the road shall begin to earn something- If it
can be so arranged, it is usually best to open any completed portion of the road, provided the business of the completed portion
will warrant the running of trains, without waiting for the cornpinion of the whole line.
The road may be built by contract, or by day labor under
charge of the engineer or a superintendent. The contract method
is usually the better. The chief engineer will have entire charge
of the work of construction, and will, with the assistance of the
attorney for the company, and after consultation with the president, draw all specifications and contracts for the work.
Operation. — On the completion of the road the chief engineer is
usually assigned the control of road-bed, track, bridges, and
buildings, while a chief of motive power, or master mechanic, is
assigned control of the construction, or purchase, and mainte-
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nance of the rolling stock. Both of these officers report to and
are under a general manager, the general superintendent, or the
president. Usually the general superintendent has charge of the
movement of trains and the handling of business. The organization varies in the different companies according to the magnitude
of the enterprise and the ideas of the management, — that is,
the president and board of directors.
The freight agent attends to the securing and forwarding of
freight business. The passenger agent likewise attends to securing and forwarding passenger business. Both of these officers
make known their wants as to trains to the officer in charge
of the movement of trains — usually the general superintendent.
There may be a superintendent, or engineer, of bridges and
buildings, and a general road master, the latter in charge of track,
both reporting to the chief engineer or general manager or other
officer according to the organization. Both of these officers should
be under the chief engineer.
The road is operated by these various officers and their assistants, presumably to the best advantage as they see it, the president
usually being responsible for matters of general policy, and all
such matters must be referred to him. He will know what he can
order and what he must refer to his board of directors.
Railroad Failure. If the company fails to pay the interest on
its bonds, as it falls due, foreclosure proceedings may be instituted,
and the road sold to the highest bidder, usually some one representing the bondholders, who will then form a new company for
the operation of the road. In point of fact a company is usually
formed before the sale and is probably the only bidder. Foreclosure proceedings are usually taken only by request of a majority
or large number of the bondholders. Moreover such action is
generally avoided by the appointment of a receiver on the request
of some bondholder or bondholders. A receiver is an officer of
the court, appointed to take charge of the road and operate it
pending some arrangement that may be made by company and
bondholders, looking to a reorganization of the company on a
new financial basis. Sometimes the receiver is able to bring the

road back to a paying basis, when it may be returned to the original company. Again, when no arrangement is arrived at, he
may sell the road by order of the court, the bondholders usually
buying it in at foreclosure sale.
There are several reasons for the failure of a railroad company,
any one or more of which may cause the downfall. At least two
of these are chargeable in great measure — frequently wholly —
to the engineer.
r. The whole enterprise is an unwise one, there being no need
of the road in the locality where it is; that is, all the business the
locality can furnish at any possible rate will not pay the cost of
operation, to say nothing of interest on the invested capital.
2. Poor location; that is, the line is so located as to reach
such business as there is at a great disadvantage, thereby discouraging business, or it is located with too heavy grades and too
sharp curvature to permit of economical operation. This cause
usually operates only in cases where there is sharp competition.
3. Poor construction — costing so much for repairs and renewals and for operation as well, that no profit results. This is
not so serious a difficulty as the second.
4. Bad management in operation.
5. Dishonorable financiering intended or tending to wreck the
company to the profit of the financier.
6. Bad management in financiering, such as unduly increasing
the bonded indebtedness, or overcapitalization. This is sometimes done with dishonest intent, and sometimes honestly by
charging to capital account and borrowing money on improvements that are really but renewals which add nothing to the cash
value, or earning capacity, of the road.
Overcapitalization. — It is a most fatal mistake to load a corporation with a fictitious capital in this way — and one of the
most troublesome distinctions the management has to make is
that between expenditures for capital and for legitimate operating
expenses. Let it be supposed that a company owns five hundred
freight cars, two hundred of which are so nearly worn out that
they must be scrapped, and that the company is really in need of
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more cars than the five hundred. It may buy three hundred new
cars and charge the cost of the three hundred cars to capital,
while it seems clear at once that the cost of two hundred should
be charged to renewals, a legitimate operating expense. If the
new cars are of larger capacity, or of better form, than the old
ones, permitting by their use a reduction in operating expense,
a portion of the cost may perhaps be said to belong to capital,
and the scrapped cars have a small value as scrap; but such fine
distinctions should not be made.
Again, if rails are worn out and replaced, no part of this item
belongs to capital, but to operating expense, unless, indeed, the
new rails are heavier and conducive to reduced cost of operation,
when some indeterminate portion of their cost may fairly be placed
to new capital; but, again, this distinction is not in accordance
with a wise and conservative policy.
When it has become evident by reduced expenses and increased
dividends that several such items have increased the value of the
property, it will be possible to increase the capital stock to cover
this increased value. Bonded indebtedness should not be increased for this purpose.
Stock Watering. — Increasing the stock in this way is sometimes known as stock watering, and the legitimacy of the practice
is often questioned. One reason for it is to hide large dividends
from the public, which usually demands that owners of public
utilities shall receive only what is deemed a fair return on their
actual investment. On the other hand, the cost of reducing the
grades throughout the line, so as to permit the handling of longer
trains and consequently fewer of them, thus materially reducing
the expense of operation and increasing the value of the property,
is legitimately a charge on capital, and it is right to increase the
capital account to pay for it, although the more conservative
companies do not charge such work as this to the capital account,
but to operating expense. Such conservatism is doubtless to be
commended, and it is notable that the owners of the road most
prominently before the public in the pursuance of this policy in
recent years suffered less than those of almost any other road

during the panic of 1893 and the following years. If new stock
is issued to cover simply increased value due to previous betterments charged to operating expense, such stock should be distributed gratis and pro rata among the stockholders.
Railroad Valuation. — The valuation of a railroad property is
one of the most difficult tasks coming to an engineer. The valuation may be for one of several purposes: —

I❑

I. To determine the price of purchase or sale.
2. To determine the proper distribution of joint expenditures
or receipts of two or more companies, or their relative rights in
joint properties.
3. To determine the allowable capitalization in those States
controlling this matter.
4. To determine proper traffic rates.
5. To determine a value for taxation.
There may be two general bases for valuation: —
r. The value of the physical property without reference to its
earning capacity.
The value of the property and business as a "going con2.
cern."
It is advanced that the first basis is the correct one to use in
cases 2 and 3 above, and that the second basis is properly used in
cases r and 5. Proper traffic rates have no relation to valuation
except that the minimum net income should be at least sufficient
to pay interest on the physical valuation.
The value of a property as a going concern must include the
value of its physical property, which may or may not be at
any given time in good condition.
The present value of the physical property is the actual cost of
construction, including that portion of renewals that has added
to the value of the property, as heavier rails, rolling stock and
bridges, signaling equipment, etc., plus the probable cost of the
right of way if the road were to be built now, and the present value
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of land and buildings other than right of way, less the depredation
of present track and equipment since its construction or purchase.
For existing roads it is practically impossible to determine the
original cost and the additions to value that have been made
from time to time, hence the present value of the physical property of an existing road is determined by estimating the cost of
reproducing the road-bed, structures, and equipment, with the
necessary right of way, adding the value of land and buildings
other than the right of way, and deducting the depreciation of the
present track and equipment since its construction or purchase.
It is submitted that where taxation is based on physical value,
the probable cost of right of way, which must include real and
imaginary damages, should not be used, but rather the value of
that right of way based on the value of adjacent property. For
ascertaining a proper capital value, the probable actual cost of the
right of way should be used. That cost is likely to be from two to
four or more times the value of adjoining land. The difference will
not be great in new, wild country of little value, and it may be
considerable in thickly settled territory already well served by
existing railroads.
The value of a railroad property as a going concern is the value
of its net earnings capitalized at some assumed proper interest
rate. The net earnings are the gross earnings less the following
items:

have been made within the period. It is necessary to make an
examination of the physical property to determine within what

x. Maintenance of way and structures, including a sinking
fund for renewals.
2.
Maintenance of equipment, including a sinking fund for
renewals.
3- Conducting transportation.
4- General expenses.
5- Taxes.
6. Rentals.
Whether or not the sinking funds mentioned should be included
depends on the length of time taken for averaging income and
expense and what renewals charged to expense of maintenance
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time renewals of its various parts must be made in order to
determine the sinking fund allowance. This may be so large in
the case of some items needing renewal at once, that for these
items, after deducting a normal sinking fund allowance, a gross
sum equal to the cost of the immediate renewals should be
deducted from the final capitalized value of the net income.
The resulting value should represent the gross allowable capital, all of which is considered as a debt, the "company" being
responsible to the individual bondholders and stockholders alike
for the face value of the bonds and shares held. The purchase
value of the property would be this gross capital less the bonded
indebtedness.
If the bonds are drawing a higher rate of interest than that
assumed in the determination of the value of the property, due
allowance must be made in determining the purchase value, by
subtracting from the gross capital a sum obtained by capitalizing
the actual annual interest charge at the rate assumed in determining
the gross capital value.
The difference between the value of the physical property and
the capitalized earning value may be called the value of the franchise or charter. This may in some few cases be a negative
quantity due to excessive cost of a line that would bear only moderate cost, to moderate cost for a line for which there was no need,
to poor management of the property, or to such poor location

that successful operation in competition with strong rivals is
impossible. The details of valuation are too numerous to warrant discussion in this text.
In determining a value for taxation, the taxes cannot be first
deducted from the gross income because they are not known,
but the gross income less all deductions except taxes should be
capitalized at a rate found by adding the interest rate and the
tax rate.
This rule is based on the theory that what is known as personal
1roperty as well as real property is taxable, and that such taxes,
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for convenience and certainty of collection, should be assessed
against the corporation rather than against the individual holders
of its bonds and stocks.
It is not the purpose of this book to discuss theories of taxation,
and the subject, though an interesting one, will not be pursued
further.
The Railroad and the Public. — The railroad, with some marked
differences, is of the nature of a toll road, and for it the State
exercises its right of eminent domain, — the right to take private
property, for reasonable compensation, against the will of the
owner. The railroad is always to some extent a monopoly. The
State, therefore, is entitled - to control the railroad in some degree,
and has assumed to control the amount of its capitalization, the
safety and efficiency of its service, the reasonableness of its tariff
rates, and the equity of its dealings with its numerous patrons,
insisting that there shall always be on any one road equal rates
and efficiency of service for all business offered under like
conditions.
•
Texas was the first State to completely control capitalization.
The control of interstate roads by the federal government, while
undoubtedly wise, hangs on a very slender thread of interpretation of a clause in the Constitution giving Congress the control
of interstate commerce, — a clause that was formulated before
railroads were thought of.
New York and Michigan have enacted (r9e7) what are perhaps
the most comprehensive and wisest laws controlling corporations
that have been enacted by any of the States.. It should be remarked that in such laws especially the wisdom and fairness of
the execution is of the first importance.
It is essential that the issuance of capital stock and bonds be
controlled in order that railroad securities may be given stability
and the innocent purchaser of these securities protected from
the selfish or dishonorable, if not illegal, acts of powerful financial manipulators who have been guilty of diverting to their
own pockets money that most right-thinking people believe
belongs to the stockholders of the manipulated properties, in the

THE RAILROAD AND THE PUBLIC
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shape of either cash dividends or improvements in the physical
property.
It is essential for the public good that railroad service be safe,
and maintained at the highest possible plane of efficiency consistent
with the magnitude of the business. It is a fact that railroad
service in America is reasonably efficient, but it is not reasonably
safe. Much more attention should be given to this item of control than to the item of maximum rates, which should in general
be left to take care of themselves; but equal rates for equal service
to all patrons should be jealously guarded that the business rights,
privileges, and natural advantages, of persons and communities
may be conserved.
The railroads, and all other corporations enjoying the semi or
wholly monopolistic advantages of a public franchise, must be
controlled for their own protection — that is, protection of their
stockholders — by the State; but they should be protected also
from hasty, ill-considered legislation that tends to increase their
expenses, or diminish their income or profits. Legislation affecting these items should be had only after the fullest investigation
of an honest and competent commission. •
It is generally assumed by the public that only a fair return on
the capital actually invested should be earned by public corporations enjoying franchises. This is doubtless true, but it remains
to be determined what such a fair return may be. In one State
at least it has been fixed at 8 per cent. It must certainly be more
than can be realized from a savings bank or a government bond,
else no one will put his time or energy into the development of
the business. It is asserted with some positiveness that a fair
return should not be measured by the capital actually invested,
but in a large degree by the volume of business done. Some
bank stock — and, indeed, some railroad stock — is worth many
times its par value because of the magnitude of the business done
on a small capital. There is no reason why the wise and energetic management of a railroad property, so long as its rates are
just and reasonable, and its service safe and efficient, should not
profit in some measure in proportion to the magnitude of the
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business it does; and, indeed, there is good reason why it should
so profit in the incentive that is thus given to increase the efficiency and extent of the business, which means added prosperity
to the whole territory which it serves.
The cost of service, the magnitude of the business, the ability
of the traffic to pay, and the freedom with which it moves, are
all factors to be considered with the invested capital in determining
the just and reasonable rate for service and a just and reasonable
return on the invested capital.
The consideration of this great subject in detail, like the matter
of taxation, is foreign to the purpose of this book, and the author
contents himself with the announcement of the foregoing principles
for the consideration of the student reader.
The Engineer's Duty. — Short branch lines excepted, it is very
rare that a railroad, once built, is abandoned; for it is very rare
that one is built that will not pay at least the operating expenses
and a little over, though perhaps not enough to pay interest on
its original cost. The road that will do just this, however, causes
a loss to its original owners, who usually have to surrender it,
with whatever they have put into it, to the bondholders, who then
operate it for what they can get out of it.
It is the business of the engineer, therefore, to locate and build
the cheapest line that will safely carry the expected traffic, increasing the expenditure beyond what is necessary to do this only when
it can be clearly shown that the increased expenditure will be profitable in itself, and not even doing this if the increased expenditure will endanger the successful completion of the whole line,
including equipment and a more or less extended period of unprofitable operation. If the company can secure all the money
needed, then he is to leave no improvement in his line unmade that
he can conclusively show to be a profitable improvement. Wide
road-bed, heavy ballast and track, and permanent, heavy masonry
and bridges are built for an assured traffic that will pay the interest
on such construction, but they are not warranted for a road of
probably thin traffic.. The traffic will determine the advisable
expenditure for light grades and easy curvature.

PART I
PERMANENT WAY
AMERICAN railroad permanent way is made up of steel T rails
about 33 feet long, joined together with one of several forms of
joint bars, and fastened by spikes to wooden cross-ties or sleepers
bedded in a ballast of earth, cinders, gravel, or broken stone,
resting on a road-bed made by grading up the hollows and grading
down the hills in the line of the road, and such culverts and bridge
structures as are necessary for stream crossing and drainage.
Railroads are standard gauge, broad gauge, or narrow gauge.
The gauge is the cross distance between the inside of rail heads.
Standard gauge is 4 feet Si inches. There are very few broad
gauge roads. There are a good many narrow gauge roads,
mostly in Europe, South America, and Asia. The commonest
narrow gauges are 3 feet in North America and x meter in
other countries.
Reference books for Part I are: Camp's " Notes on Track,"
Trat man 's "Railway Track and Trackwork," Foster's "Treatise on Wooden Trestle Bridges," and Berg's " Buildings and
Structures of American Railroads."
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The horizontal alignment of the center
Horizontal Alignment.
line of a railroad consists of straight lines called tangents, connected
by curves to which the straight lines are tangent. A railroad line
is considered to increase in length with the direction in which it
is originally located. Proceeding in this direction, the beginning
of a curve is called the point of curve, abbreviated, P.C., and the
end of a curve is called the point of tangent, abbreviated, P.T.
The curves are arcs of circles usually flattened at the ends into
what are called easement curves or transition curves. Easement
curves are usually some form of spiral, the many different methods
of laying these out always resulting in essentially the same curve.
A former method, still in limited use, of easing the passage between
tangent and curve, connects the main curve with the tangent by
a short arc of a circle of greater radius than that of the main curve.
Such a combination of main curve and two arcs of greater radius
is known as a three-center compound curve. If a main curve
consists of an arc of one radius only, it is called a simple curve;
if of two or more arcs of different radii, a compound curve. Curves
are known by their "degrees." The degree of a curve is the
angle subtended by a chord of too feet. If such a chord subtends 4 degrees at the center of the circle of which the curve is a
part, the curve is a 4-degree curve. In a three-center compound
curve the end arcs are usually about half the degree of the
main curve, but may be arcs of o-degree so-minute curves or
r-degree curves regardless of the degree of the main portion.
The point of junction of two arcs of different radii is known as
the point of compound curve, abbreviated, P.C.C. At this point
the two arcs have a common tangent, their radii lie in the same
line. If a spiral easement curve is used, its beginning may be
—
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called the point of spiral, abbreviated, P.S.; its end or junction
with the main curve, the point of spiral-curve, P.S.C.; the junction of main curve and closing spiral, point of curve-spiral, P.C.S.,
and final end of spiral, P.S.T. In any spiral the degree of curve
at any point of the spiral is proportional to the distance from the
P.S.; it is always o-degree at the P.S., and increases uniformly to
the degree of the main curve it joins. But little used in 188o, the
spiral is now used on almost all American roads.
The radius of a r-degree curve is 5729.65 feet. The radius of
any curve of degree D is found from the common expression for
the length of a chord subtending a given angle. The length C
of a chord subtending an angle of D degrees in a circle of radius
R is given by C = R X 2 sin D. If C be roo feet, then
s
R—
. Since for small angles the sine may
said to
sino D
vary with the angle, the radii of small degree curves will vary
approximately inversely as their degrees. Indeed, if the degree
were the angle subtended by an arc of too feet instead of a chord
of too feet, the radii would be exactly inversely as the degree.
For ready approximate computations the radius of a I-degree
curve is assumed to be 573o feet, and that of a D-degree curve
5730 A r-degree curve is relatively a flat curve; a ro-degree
D
curve is relatively a sharp curve; 12- to i8-degree curves are infrequently found in the mountain districts of the eastern United
States, 24-degree curves in the Rocky Mountains, 4o-degree
curves in some railroad yards, and a so-foot radius is the smallest
known to have been permanently operated on a standard gauge
road. Modern coupling devices make the operation of curves
of less than go feet radius nearly, if not entirely, impracticable,
and such radii are found only in yards, or city tracks. Street
cars are operated over curves of 3o feet radii with some difficulty,
but such curves are made with special guard rails, bent by machinery to true curves.
Vertical Alignment. — The alignment of a road considered in a
vertical plane through the center of the track is called the grade
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profile, or simply the profile. Grade profile is used to distinguish
the profile of the finished road from the profile of the original
ground surface along the center line before construction. The
grade profile consists of straight lines called the grade lines, connected where they change in inclination by curves called vertical
curves, which, as usually laid out, are arcs of parabolas, tangent
to the grade lines.
Grade lines or gradients are designated by the vertical change
in roo feet. A grade rising 2 feet in a horizontal distance of roo
feet is called a plus, or ascending, 2 per cent, or two-nought, grade,
commonly written + 2.0 grade; a grade line descending a half
foot in one hundred is called a minus nought-five grade, written
— o.s, or — 0.5 per cent. Ascending and descending, on an
original profile made for construction, refer to the direction in
which the line is advanced in the survey. On the profile of an
operating road these terms refer to the movement of traffic, and
hence, an ascending grade in one direction being a descending
grade in the other, the signs + or — on the drawn profile have
no meaning, and should be omitted for single-track roads, but may
reasonably appear on the separate profiles of double tracks.
Any grade from a o.o per cent, or level, grade to a 0.4 per cent
grade may be called light; from 0.4 per cent to t.o per cent, moderate; from 1.0 per cent to 2.0 per cent, heavy; and over 2.0 per
cent, very heavy. The character of the country through which
the road is built will vary these limits somewhat. Eastern trunk
lines seek grades o.3 per cent or under against their heavier traffic,
while grades of 4 per cent are frequent in the Rocky Mountains.
A little over 4 per cent is the heaviest grade in regular use on any
important road, but heavier grades, approximating 6 per cent,
exist and are operated on some mountain, mine, and logging
roads. A grade of 45 degrees would be a roo per cent grade.
A locomotive having only driving wheels and no tender could
theoretically just maintain itself at a uniform slow velocity on a
grade of about 244 per cent. The steepest trolley road grades
are about 15 per cent.
The length of the vertical curve is important and should be
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greater in sags of the grade line than at summits. In sags the
length of the curve in feet should be one hundred times the change
in inclination of joining grade lines divided by from 0.05 to 0.25;
and on summits half as long. The reason for these easy vertical
curves is to lessen the danger of breaking trains in two. There
is little danger of this at a summit, but in passing a sag the forward
end of a train begins to slow down as it reaches the grade of less
or ascending inclination, the rear portion crowds ahead, producing
slack couplings, and as the center of gravity of the train reaches
the less steep or ascending grade, the slack comes out, with a
greater or less jerk. This is practically obviated if the connecting
curves change inclination no more rapidly than from 0.05 to 0.25
feet per hundred, which is secured by the rule given. If a descending 0.5 per cent grade is followed by an ascending 0.5 per
cent grade, the change in inclination is 1.0 per cent, which, divided
by 0.05 and multiplied by Ioo, gives 2000 feet as the proper
length of connecting curve; if the divisor is 0.25, the curve is 400
feet long, which is commonly considered sufficient. The longer
the curve, the better; but a long curve usually means increased
earthwork cost, and the judgment is arbitrarily used in determining what shall be done. The greater part of existing vertical
curves (1907) are much shorter than they should be, few being
more than 400 feet long, regardless of the change in connecting
gradients.
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CHAPTER II
RAILS
Manufacture.* — Rails are designated by their weight per running yard. A 60-pound rail weighs 6o pounds per running yard,
and has approximately 6 square inches in cross-section.
Rails in use in America are mostly made from Bessemer steel,
though the tendency is to the open hearth process. Under the
Bessemer process the molten metal is first cast in ingots about
i6 inches by i8 inches by 4 feet. These are kept on end in a
furnace known as the soaking pit until they are to be rolled. They
are first rolled into bars between 7 and 8 inches square, known as
blooms. The rough ends of the blooms are cut off and the blooms
are reheated in a furnace and rolled into rails, or they may go
immediately to the rolls without reheating, passing through a
succession of rolls that gradually bring them to the desired form
and dimensions. Each bloom makes a rail from 3o to 120 feet
long, according to the section. The final rolls put the maker's
name, date of rolling, and sometimes weight of the section, on the
web of the rail. From the finishing rolls the rail goes to the saws
and is cut in lengths of about 33 feet 6 inches. It is then cambered in a cambering machine just enough, determined by experience, so that it may cool straight. It is then taken to the hot
beds to cool, and afterwards to the straightening press to be finally
straightened by a process known as gagging, and for the smoothing
of the rough ends left by the saws. The rail, which should have
shrunk in cooling to 33 feet, is then measured, the holes for the
joint bolts are drilled, and the rail is ready for the stock pile.
Because of occasional imperfect ends a small percentage of the
rails are made from 27 to 32 feet long, varying by whole feet.
* For full details of metallurgy and manufacture of rails, see any good work on
metallurgy of iron and steel or any good encyclopedia.
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There is a tendency toward the use of longer rails in order to
make smoother track with fewer joints. For many years the
standard was 30 feet. A standard of 33 feet was adopted by the
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association in 1904. Rails from 45 to 6o feet long are in regular
or experimental use. It is very desirable that they should be as
long as practicable. The principal difficulty with very long rails,
besides the difficulty of handling, is the effect of change of
temperature. The coefficient of expansion of steel is about
0.0000365, which means that 6o-foot rails, touching at 130 degrees F., would be T 76 inch apart at the joints at — 20 degrees F.
Chemical Composition. — The following chemical constituents
occur in Bessemer steel rails: carbon, silicon, manganese, phosphorus, and sulphur. Carbon makes the rail hard; too much
will make it brittle. American practice indicates that there should
be from 0.35 to 0.55 per cent of carbon, according to the weight
of the rail, the lower amount corresponding to the so-pound rail
and the higher to a roo-pound rail. French practice permits
higher carbon. The tendency in America is to increase the carbon. Silicon makes the metal fluid and dense, producing solid
ingots of fine grain. From o.r to 0.2 per cent is perhaps a proper
allowance. Of manganese, which is required in the converter,
chiefly to absorb the surplus oxygen from the air blast, there
should be from 0.7 to Lc, per cent. Phosphorus and sulphur are
injurious impurities that cannot be wholly eliminated. The
former produces brittleness, and the latter may cause the metal
to be seamy. Not more than 0.07 per cent of either should be
allowed, though as high as o.io per cent of phosphorus is sometimes permitted. Sulphur should be practically eliminated.
The Form of the Rail. — The form of the rail is very important.
The form in most general use is that recommended by the American Society of Civil Engineers, which body has designed a series
of sections varying by 5 pounds from 40 to roc pounds.
The principles underlying the design are these: Rolling the
metal at low temperature is very desirable, as it tends to make
it hard and close grained. Therefore, the head should be small

and should not much exceed the flange in metal, in order that the
rail may be rolled as cold as possible, and warp as little as possible
in the cooling. The top of the rail should be broad and nearly
flat (some noted engineers would make it flat), that the bearing
of the wheel on the rail may be sufficient. The corners should
be rounded for rolling, and the upper corners should be rolled to
small radius, considerably less than the radius of the curve joining
the tread and flange of the wheel, in order that the bearing on the
corner sholl be small. A contrary opinion has prevailed to some
extent; namely, that the curve of the corner should fit the curve
on the wheel. When this is so, the friction between wheel and
rail is not only rolling friction, but sliding or grinding friction, and
the rail wears rapidly, especially on curves. The action is partly
sliding anyway, and the outer rails on curves eventually wear to
fit the wheel, but this should be postponed as long as possible.
For the same reason the sides of the head should be vertical
instead of widening downward, although a slight widening will
do no harm. There should be good bearing under the head for
the fishing joints or splice bars. The flange should be wide
enough to give good bearing and considerable resistance to
overturning. With tie plates not so wide a base is necessary.
The web need not be more than about inch thick, but the rail
should be high, to give stiffness. A stiff track requires much less
power to operate than a flexible track. Mr. Dudley's experiments showed from 75 to roo horsepower per mile saved by an
So-pound rail as compared with a 65-pound rail.
The stiffness* of a rail or any beam may be said to vary directly
with the moment of inertia of its cross-section, which, in turn, in
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* By stiffness is meant the reverse of flexibility: thus, the deflection (4) of

a simple beam supported on points 1 units apart, and loaded with a concentrated
weight of P units, equals

P

in which E is
48 EI
-L
the modulus of elasticity of the material of the
Sliitl
E1■11111112. beam, and I the moment of inertia of the crosssection. Beams may he said to be stiff in inverse
proportion to their deflection for a given load; and
since this deflection is inversely proportional to the moment of inertia, the beam
may be said to be stiff in proportion to its moment of inertia.
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beams of similar cross-section, is proportional to the square of the
area of that cross-section. Since the weight per unit of length
is proportional to the area of cross-section, the stiffness is proportional to the square of the weight. Rails of one type but of
varying weights are not of exactly similar section, but are so
nearly so as to make the foregoing statement practically true.
In rails of equivalent section the stiffness varies with the cube
of the height and the first power of the breadth. Since the stiffer
the track the less the work of maintenance and the less the power
necessary to haul trains, there is economy in heavy, high rails.
The economy cannot be shown with any precision, but is real,
nevertheless. How far to go in the purchase of heavy rails is a
matter of experience. The forces acting on rails are indeterminate. The weights acting through the wheels of the rolling
stock may be known, but the effect of the blow-like load suddenly
applied, and the distribution of the supporting forces exerted by
the road-bed through the ties, are wholly unknown.
In accordance with the foregoing principles, the rail section
shown in Fig. r was recommended. In this section, whatever the

The American Society of Civil Engineers section has been
criticized by those using heavy rails as having a head too thick
and so out of proportion to the flange as to prevent sufficient cold
rolling. Whether this is true, or the softening of modern heavy
rails is due to increased rapidity of finishing at a higher heat than
necessary in order to produce more rails, dissatisfaction prevails,
and a new section is being
discussed (r907). The Dudley rail, designed for the
New York Central & Hudson River Railroad, is an
attempt to correct some of
the supposed defects of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers section. It is
shown in Fig. 2. A similar
attempt has been made in
the R. W. Hunt section,
shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. s
For light traffic, rails should
be from 7 ❑ to So pounds; for heavy traffic lines, So to 90 pounds
may be Laid; while for lines or parts of lines having particularly
heavy and frequent trains, as large city terminals, ioo-pound
rails should be used.
The Life of Rails.
The life of rails cannot be given; it is
estimated for 6o- to So-pound rails all the way from roo,000,000
tons of traffic to 2oo,000,000 tons; zoo-pound rails may carry
5oo,000,000 tons. But this depends much on the distribution of
the tons. Engines are supposed to cause rather more than half
the wear. Rails lasting several years in the main track may be
worn out completely in a few months when placed at the entrance
to a very busy yard. The life is sometimes stated by trains as
from 300,000 to 500,000 trains. Captain R. W. Hunt, an authority
on rails and steel, says that trunk line rails ought to last about
ten years. About half the head is available for wear, but only
about inch should be allowed to be worn off in the main track.
—
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weight, there is always 42 per cent of the metal in the head, 21
per cent in the web, and 37 per cent in the flange. The base
width always equals the height; the radii of the top and corners
are constant, as is the fishing angle.
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After this wear the rail should be placed in siding or yard service.
It is a recent practice to reheat and reran partially worn rails, to
give them a perfect section of slightly less than the original weight.
In very many cases rails are removed for bent or battered ends
before the full permissible abrasion has occurred.
Rail Specifications and Inspection. — Rail specifications should
include inferior and superior limits for carbon, silicon, and manganese, and superior limits for phosphorus and sulphur. They
should state weight, form of section, percentage of short rails
to be allowed, spacing and size of joint bar holes, and the kind of
tests to be met by acceptable material. In general, specifications
should state results to be secured rather than methods of manufacture.*
Rails should always be inspected at the mill for the purchasei
by a competent, experienced, and reliable inspector.
*For complete specifications see "Manual of Recommended Practice," American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.

CHAPTER III
RAIL FASTENINGS
JOINTS

Requirements. — Not all the requirements of a perfect rail
joint are met by any form yet devised. It is doubtful if any
perfect joint can be devised for the present form of rail and support. The joint should be such as to make the jointed rail act
as a continuous rail; that is, the joint should have exactly the
same strength and stiffness as the middle of the rail. The rail
moves with a wavelike motion in front of the advancing wheel.
This is partly due to the settlement of the ties, and partly to
the bending of the rail, which also bends under the wheels
between or over settling ties. The portion of rail at or near a
joint should bend as other portions of the rail. The ends of the
rails must be held in true surface under a passing wheel, that
one may not be battered. The rail should be so rigidly supported that it will not bend at all.
Types. — There are two distinct types of joints used on American railroads. 1. The angle bar. 2. The bridge joint, which
may or may not be combined with an angle bar.
The ordinary angle bar is shown in Fig. 4.
Two modifications, known as the too per cent and the Bonzano
joints, respectively, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The two commonest forms of bridge joint are the "Weber "
and the " Continuous," shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Joints are either supported (that is, the rail ends fall on a tie
known as the joint tie) or suspended (that is, the rail ends fall
between two ties called shoulder ties). The bridge joint is a suspended joint, the rail ends being supported on a metal base
extending between shoulder ties.
29
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BOLTS

Joints are made opposite or staggered; that is, the joints in one
line of rails are opposite the joints in the other line or opposite
the centers of the rails of the other line. Staggered or alternate
joints are the more used. Which of the two gives the safer track
has never been determined, but alternate joints would seem to be
the better for well-maintained track; while for track not well
ballasted, or likely to be poorly kept up, opposite joints are perhaps safer, giving harder blows on the joint or shoulder ties, but
less roll to the locomotives and cars.
Joint Action. — If the joint yields,
and it usually does, —
the advancing wheel jumps the depression and delivers a blow on
the forward rail a little beyond the end. Observation of almost
any track will show the effect of this blow on the rail. On single
track all rails will be hammered at both ends. On double track
each rail will be hammered on one end.
If the rail yields under the load of the passing wheel, — and it
usually does, — a portion of the load of the passing wheel comes
on the joint bar. If the rail has no support under its base, the
fishing angle under the head causes a lateral thrust, tending to
force the bar out from the rail. This thrust is carried by the bolt
heads and nuts to the bolts. The continual recurrence of this
thrust gradually loosens the nuts, thus loosening the bars and
taking away the support under the head of the rail. Therefore,
some form of joint supporting the rail base rather than the rail
head is desirable. This suggests that some form of bridge joint
will be the future generally used joint if the present T rail and
cross-tie construction is retained.

bars to about 70 pounds or more per pair for 4o-inch bars. They
should be proportioned to the weight of the rail, and should be
heavier for a three-tie joint than for a suspended joint, because
when the joint tie of a three-tie joint yields, the unsupported span
is greater than that of a suspended joint.
Bolt holes in angle bars are punched approximately oval in
form to fit the oval portion of the bolts. This keeps the bolts
from turning when the nuts are being screwed home.
Angle bars are usually made of softer steel than the rails, but
the correctness of this practice may be doubted, although it is.
endorsed by the American Society for Testing Materials. Specifications should give the form of the bar, both spacing and size,
limits in chemical composition, ultimate strength and elasticity,
manner of testing, and definite statements of what will cause
rejection of material or finished bars.*
Bolts. — The bolts used with angle bars are made oval under
the head. They are usually from 4 to inch in diameter, and
from 31 to 5 inches long, under the head. The bolt should project but little beyond the nut when the latter is set up. The nuts
may be square or hexagonal. Square nuts are generally used.
Nuts are held in place by some form of nut lock. The Harvey
grip-thread bolt and nut have ratchet threads so cut as to jam
when set hard against the joint bar and hold by friction. A bolt
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Angle Bars. — Angle bars are rolled in long bars and sawed to
required lengths. They vary from zo inches long with four bolts,
to 48 inches with six bolts. For a supported joint the angle bar
should be about 24 inches long with four bolts. For a suspended
joint the bars may be from 24 to 3o inches long with four bolts,
while for three-tie joints — supported joints — the bars should
be from 36 to 4o inches long with six bolts. Some roads use an
angle bar extending over the base of the rail to a bearing on the
tie. Angle bars will weigh from 45 pounds per pair for 2o-inch

Mg. g
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Fig. xo

and nut lock are shown in Figs. 9 and io. Bolts are shipped in
kegs containing about zoo pounds.
* For specifications see "Manual of Recommended Practice," American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
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TIE PLATES

SPIKES

Hook-Headed Spike. — Rails are held to cross-ties by spikes.
The ordinary form of hook-headed spike is shown in Fig. II. It
is a poor fastening. Lag screw spikes and various
forms of bolts have been used, but general American opinion is that as yet nothing better than the
spike has been devised, economy, convenience,
and safety all considered. An improved form of
spike is the Goldie, ground to a sharp point. In
driving, it tears the wood less than the ordinary
L.
form. A better form of fastening is desirable.
It is doubtful if the American preference for the
Pig. xi
spike is justified. Spikes are or 19A inch square
by 5 or 5/ inches long, measured under the head, as shown in
Fig. r t. Extra long spikes of 7 inches are made for use where a
long spike is necessary, as in the headblocks of
switches. Four spikes are driven into each tie.
--sSpikes are shipped in kegs containing Soo pounds. j,
Screw Spikes. — Screw spikes (Fig. 12) are
Arrlarb.
very largely used on the European continent
and are now being experimented with in America
(1907). Their cost is somewhat more than the
..P.Nr
7r
0.41cost of spikes, and the cost of driving them even
Vtr-by machines exceeds the cost of driving spikes.
Holes must first be bored in the tie. They are
of a diameter equal to that of the screw shaft at
the base of the thread. Screw spikes hold better
and longer than ordinary track spikes, requiring
Less frequent respiking. Their holding power
is from two to five times that of the ordinary Ai
spike, the greatest advantage being in soft
woods, and the least in oak, or other hard woods.
They do not tear the wood fiber of the ties, nor
Fig. z.2
cause cavities for holding water. There seems
to be good reason for adopting them, particularly for use with
chemically treated soft-wood ties, which wear out before they
-
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decay, in order to get the full value of the preservative
treatment.*
These screw spikes as used in France and Belgium weigh about
18 ounces each. It is estimated that they will cost from 4 to 4i
cents in the United States.
BRACES

Rail braces (Fig. 13) of cast or pressed steel or malleable iron
are used on curves and at switches where there is or may be
excessive lateral pressure on the rails.
Practice varies as to the number used.
It is suggested that there be four
braces to each rail on curves of from
3 to 6 degrees, six braces to each
rail on curves from 6 to BD degrees,
Fig. 73
and a brace on every alternate tie
for sharper curves than Do degrees. Braces would seem to be
needed on the outer rail only, but they are frequently put on the
inner rail as well, and when so placed, are placed on the same
ties that carry the outer braces. These inner rail braces brace
the rail against the thrust of heavy slow trains, and relieve the
spike heads from any possible pull on the tie caused by the
thrust on the outer rail.
TIE PLATES

Metal tie plates placed between the rail and tie lengthen the
life of a tie that cuts, and, if properly designed, increase the efficiency of the spike fastening in holding the rails to gauge and
to the ties.
The wave motion of the rail under the rolling loads causes a
wide tie to tend to rock in the ballast, and thus work loose. It
also loosens the spikes. Therefore the best bearing would be a
* For full discussion of various forms of screw spikes, machines for driving them,
and their use in Europe, see paper by Mr. Hermann Van Schrenk, Bulletin Na
so, Bureau of Forestry, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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TIE PLATES

narrow top and wide base. For this reason tie plates should be
made narrow on top, but wide enough on the bottom to cover
the whole width of a tie. Tie plates are made from 3i to 6
inches wide. They should be stiff enough to prevent bending
under the loads. They may be held firmly to the tie by lugs or
ribs on the bottom to be driven into the tie. Two forms are
used, chisel-pointed lugs driven into the tie across the grain, and
wedge-shaped ribs driven with the grain. With a given thickness
of plate the ribbed plates are stiffer, but the chisel-pointed lugs
give the greatest holding power against lateral displacement. It
is possible that flat-bottomed thick plates are to be preferred.
The efficacy of the lugs or ribs is doubtful. In Europe they are
little used. The Southern Pacific and Pennsylvania railroads
find flat-bottomed plates preferable.
The plates may have lugs or ribs on top to assist in bolding the
rail in place. These are sometimes lengthwise with the rail and
sometimes transverse. They should exist in one form or the
other. The flange needs bracing on the outside and holding

points or more on curves, to a plate for every tie. Soft-wood ties
should have plates on every tie. Hard-wood ties that fail from
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down on the inside. Two forms of tie plates are shown in Fig. 14.
European tie plates are heavier than those used in America.
There the mils are tipped toward the center, that the coned wheel
tread may bear fairly on the top of the rail. The tie plate is
fashioned accordingly. This is probably good practice, and
might well be adopted in the United States.
The use of tie plates is recent, but is rapidly increasing. The
practice varies, from their use at joints only, joints and half rail

7.
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decay need plates only where the wear is excessive, or there is
great lateral pressure. Such places are joints, curves, and track
near large stations, or in yards, where the intensity of traffic is
considerable. Preserved ties should be protected with plates.
Spike holes are made in the plates, sometimes two, sometimes
three. When three holes are made they are arranged for two
spikes on the outside and one on the inside of the rail. This,
though approved by some eminent railroad men and organizations, is believed to be the less defensible practice. To hold the
rail against overturning outward, two spikes on the inside are
better than one, and when tie plates are used all three spikes are
brought into play in resisting lateral displacement, no matter on
which side of the rail they are driven.

FORM AND SIZE

CHAPTER IV
CROSS-TIES

used in light street track, while ties 7 by ro inches are used in
some heavy track. The commonest size is 6 by 8 inches, the
smaller dimension being the depth. Ties are known as pole,
quarter, and slab, according to the cut from the tree. A pole tie
is cut from a trunk just large enough to furnish one tie; the crossAccording to standard specificasection is of this form:
have parallel faces not less than
tions such a tie should
6 inches wide. A quarter tie comes from a trunk making four
Such a tie should be of full required dities, thus:
A slab tie is from a log giving two ties,
mensions. /7"1
These ties should be full size.
thus:
tie timber is becoming scarce, a form adopted largely
7
As 1\2)
in Europe is recommended for ties to be treated by chemical preservative processes. This tie has a narrow top and wide base, as
shown in the figure f71 , contains some sap wood, and is of
a form permitting two ties to be obtained from a stick that would
give but one rectangular tie. The narrow top and wide base are
theoretically and practically desirable, the wide base distributing
the Load over a large area of ballast, and the narrow top diminishing the tendency to rock under the wave action of the rail. Tie
plates should be used on all such ties unless the rail has a very
wide base. Under the heavy loads now run over American rails
a broad tie 7 inches thick is desirable. For economy in tie production a uniform classification of ties based on dimensions is
desirable. Ties may then be gotten out by lumbermen with
reasonable certainty that if of sound material they will meet the
specification of some road and may be sold. Such a classification
adopted by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance
of Way Association, March, 1904, is: —
Class

Breadth,
Inches

Thickness.
Inches
1■••
t-•447t.0

Q..

1..)

47,7

Material. — Cross-ties, usually called simply ties, are made of
various kinds of wood, and sometimes , of steel. Concrete ties
and ties of reinforced concrete are in experimental use.
Wood for ties should be hard, should hold a spike well, should
not rot rapidly, and should be fairly straight grained. While the
wood should have these characteristics, the best wood furnished
by the country through which the road is built is what is frequently used. Where no forests exist and ties must be brought
in, the best wood obtainable for the money available is used.
Long leaf Southern pine is being largely used on roads in the
northeastern United States. White oak is considered one of the
best, if not the best of woods for ties. Chestnut is considerably
used in the territory where it grows, and makes a good tie, but
requires careful inspection, as it is apt to be unsound. Cedar,
white pine, tamarack, and other soft woods are used to some
extent. In the southwest Bois d'Arc is somewhat used. On the
Pacific coast redwood and Oregon pine (Douglas fir) are used;
the latter is hard and durable, the former soft, does not soon
decay, but cuts under the rail and the spiking soon destroys it.
Redwood ties with an oak bearing piece have been tried. Redwood with tie plates makes an excellent tie, and will last under
favorable conditions from twelve to fifteen years.
Form and Size. — Wooden ties are from 7 to 9 feet long for
ordinary track, the shorter length being used only in street railway or light steam road track. Ties longer than 9 feet are used
for special work, as on bridges and at switches. The usual lengths
are 8 feet and 8 feet 6 inches. The cross-section varies with the
character of the track and the part of the tree or size of the tree
from which the tie is cut. Ties as small as 5 by 6 inches are
38
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Length,
Feet

8,
8,
8,
8,
8,
8,

8 5 or
$.5 or
8.5 OT
8.5 or
8.5 or
8 5 or

9
9
9
9
9
9

CROSS-TIES

DURABILITY

Tie flaking. — Timber for ties is best cut in the period when
the sap is not flowing, as in the winter in northern latitudes. Ties
should be thoroughly seasoned before being used, as their life in
the track is thus materially increased. The seasoning should not
be less than six months, and need not exceed twelve months.
Ties are either hewn or sawn. A hewn tie as a rule has irregular
ends due to cutting to length with an ax. The ends of all ties
should be sawn square, bringing the ties to the specified length.
Hewing requires a better stick for working than sawing. Sawing

the rail is to bear. Special machines for doing this work have
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must of necessity be somewhat across the grain, and if carelessly
done may give a badly cross-grained tie. Sawing also leaves a
rough surface holding moisture. For these reasons hewn ties
have been generally preferred. At least one engineer claims he
has secured better results with sawn than with hewn ties. The
question is a disputed one. If the ties are treated with a preservative they are usually sawn, and excepting for the danger of
cross-grained ties being overlooked by the inspector, the objections to sawing do not hold for treated ties. Sawing may result
in economy of timber. Ties should be flat under the rails and

are sometimes "spotted "; that is, made smooth and flat where

4r

been devised. A sawn tie needs no such treatment. No sap
wood should appear in the body of a tie. It cannot always be
avoided on the corners, nor on the sides of a pole tie. After cutting, ties should be carefully piled for seasoning. The form of
the pile is important. No tie should touch the ground; they may
be piled on blocks or on string pieces. The ties should be well
apart to permit circulation of air; the top layers of a pile should
form a roof to shed water. A good form of pile is shown in
Fig. Is.* The ties should be piled for seasoning in the woods,
that they may not season too rapidly. Rapid seasoning causes
checking or splitting. The inspector examining the piled ties
puts a round spot of paint on the ends of those he accepts, and
a cross on those he rejects, which are known as "culls."
Durability. — Wooden ties fail in one of three ways: I. They
decay. 2. They "cut " under the rail. 3. They become spike
worn (called "spike sick " or "spike killed"). Some woods that
do not decay rapidly are finally ruined by redriving of spikes.
Some soft woods decay rapidly around the spike, requiring frequent redriving, which soon wears them out.
In the case of hard woods, cutting under the rail is not a real
mashing of the new wood of a tie; it is due to the vibration of the
rail, which wears away a partly weathered or softened surface,
exposing new surface to the action of the weather. With soft
woods the fiber may be actually crushed. Cutting is almost entirely prevented by the use of a proper form of tie plate. Ties
fail most frequently by decay. The life of a tie depends on the
kind of wood, the time of cutting, degree of seasoning, and the
climate and soil in which it is used. The average life is usually
placed at eight years. The following tablet is given, showing
the average life of various kinds of untreated woods.
* From Bulletin No. 14, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture, showing French practice.
t Mr. Filiburt Roth in Bulletin No. so, Forestry Division, U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
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White oak and chestnut oak
Chestnut
Black locust
Cherry, black walnut, locust
Elm
Red and black oaks
Ash, beech, and maple
Redwood
Cypress and red cedar
Tamarack (larch)
Long leaf pine
Hemlock
Spruce

8 years
8 years
o years
7 years
6-7 years
4-5 years
4 Years
12 years
to years
7-8 years
6 years
4-6 years
5 years

Catalpa lasts well, fifteen years being given as its average life.
It has but recently received much attention, but has been found to
thrive and grow rapidly in the Eastern States. European white
oak is a more durable wood than the average American white oak.
This fact must be remembered in comparing published reports of
European and American practice.
Ties used in the southern United States have a shorter life than
those used in the Northern States. This is largely due to differences in moisture and temperature. Ties laid in some portions of the western table-lands last many years. This is due to
the antiseptic character of the alkali soil, and the dryness of the
climate. Green ties are shorter lived than seasoned ties. According to the character of the wood, well-seasoned ties will last from
one to three or more years longer than ties placed in the track
green.
The matter of the life of ties is of great importance. About one
seventh of the entire cost of maintenance of way in the United
States is for tie renewals. This is twice the cost of rail renewals.
With the cutting off of the good timber of the country the cost
of ties is increasing rapidly. A tie that could be bad a few years
since for from 35 to 50 cents will now (1907) cost from 5o to So
cents, and the price is likely to increase.
Any practice or method that will lessen the item of tie renewals
will receive close attention of operating managers. Five general
ways of reducing this item may be suggested: 1. Treating the tie
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with some form of preservative to prevent early decay, thus somewhat lengthening the life of expensive hard-wood ties, and also,
what is of more importance, greatly increasing the life of cheap
soft-wood ties. 2. The use of mechanical devices for protecting
ties from wear, as tie plates, spike dowels, screw spikes, etc.
3. Made possible by the first and second methods, more economical methods of cutting ties from the Iog, getting two ties from a
log that with present methods yields but one. 4. Using metallic,
concrete, reinforced concrete, or other ties not subject to decay
or rapid wear. 5. Building an entirely different form of track
support, using longitudinal concrete or reinforced concrete supporting pieces. The fourth and fifth methods are as yet too
costly to introduce generally, but the fourth bids fair to be soon
adopted and the fifth will ultimately prevail.
Timber exposed to alternate wet and dry conditions in the
presence of earth decays rapidly on the outside. This is the condition of railroad ties bedded in poor ballast in the eastern United
States. In the western highlands, where the soil is alkaline, and
the moisture little, and in the Eastern States, where high-grade,
quickly draining ballast is used, the external decay is not so rapid.
Worn spike holes serve to hold water and hasten decay more than
rail bearing. Timber exposed to the atmosphere, but raised
from the ground, as bridge timbers, decays first on the inside,
said to be due to fermentation of the sap. Covered timber, as
the unexposed timber of covered bridges, or timber in the dry air
of houses, practically never decays. Moisture is thus necessary
to the decay of timber. Ties cannot be kept entirely free from
moisture. They may be somewhat protected from the effect of
fermentation by the introduction of antiseptic substances. One
or both of these results is the object of treatment with preservatives. The softer, more open grained, and less durable woods
are the more easily treated, and give relatively better results than
treated hard woods.
Preservative Processes. — There are a number of processes for
treatment, known by the names of the inventors of the devices by
which the ties are treated, or the chemical used. The commonest
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WELLHOUSE OR ZINC-TANNIN PROCESS

processes are Kyanizing, Burnettizing, zinc-tannin, and Creosoting. Kyanizing consists in treating the timber to a bath of
corrosive sublimate (chlorid of mercury). This process is somewhat dangerous because of the poisonous character of the chemical,
and is not much used. When used, however, it yields excellent results. Burnettizing consists of forcing chlorid of zinc into
the wood cells. This process and the modification of it, known
as the zinc-tannin, or Wellhouse, process, are extensively used.
The zinc-tannin process first treats the ties to the chlorid of zinc
solution, then to a solution of glue, or gelatine, and follows this
with a solution of tannin. The glue and tannin form an insoluble leathery substance closing the pores of the timber, preventing
the washing out of the zinc salt which is soluble. The glue is
sometimes introduced with the chlorid solution, saving one operation. Creosoting consists in forcing dead oil of coal tar (commonly called creosote) into the pores of the wood. Creosoting
is the most effective, but the most expensive of the processes
named. Zinc-creosote is the name given a process in which the
zinc solution of the Bunaette method is followed by an injection
of dead oil of tar.
Burnettizing. — The details of this process vary according to
the character of the wood treated and the thoroughness of treatment. For green ties the process is essentially as follows: The
ties are loaded on small cars, which are run into an iron cylinder
whose ends are then hermetically closed; a partial vacuum is then
created in the cylinder, after which the cylinder is filled with live
steam under low pressure. After fifteen or twenty minutes the
steam is pumped out and a second vacuum created and maintained for a few minutes, after which the cylinder is again filled
with live steam under low pressure, and this condition is maintained for several hours, three to six, according to the kind and
condition of the timber. The steam is then blown off and a third
vacuum created, after which the cylinder is filled with a solution
of chlorid of zinc under a pressure of about zoo pounds per square
inch, which is maintained for one or two hours. The solution is
then withdrawn, the cylinder opened, the cars run out and un-

loaded, and a new load run into the cylinder. The entire treatment requires from ten to thirteen hours. At some plants the
first vacuum and first steaming are omitted and the one steaming
given is of shorter duration. At such plants the process requires
from eight to ten hours. The steaming is to soften the cells and
their contents, and the vacuum to extract the sap and water from
the wood. The cylinders used are a little over zoo feet long,
about 6 feet in diameter, and take from 35o to 40o ties at a charge.
The degree of vacuum varies from 14 to 26 inches, the steam
pressure from 18 to 3o pcanids, the strength of the chlorid solution
from 2 degrees Beaume hydrometer (about 1.5 per cent of chemical) to 21 degrees Beaume (about 1.7 per cent chemical). A
green tie will absorb from 4 to 5 gallons of solution and, depending
on the strength of the solution, from 0.75 to 0.9 pound of chlorid.
The ties should be stacked and dried for from four to six weeks
after treatment. In Europe only seasoned ties are used, and the
entire steaming process is omitted, constituting a material saving
in cost. Thoroughly air-dried ties probably need no steaming.
The cost of treating ties by this method varies with the price of
chemicals, fuel, and labor. For the more elaborate process here
described, a cost of from 9i to 12 cents per tie 6 inches by 8 inches
by 8 feet is stated by Mr. Kruttschnitt of the Southern Pacific
Company.
Wellhouse or Zinc-Tannin Process. — As usually practiced this
process is the same as the Burnettizing up to the introduction of
the zinc chlorid solution. To this solution, before running into
the cylinder, a small percentage of dissolved glue is added. About
2 pounds of glue to zoo gallons of solution are used. After this
solution has been forced into the timber, the cylinder is emptied,
a solution of tannin (extract of hemlock bark) is run in, the pressure raised to zoo pounds per square inch, and maintained for
about one hour, after which the solution is run out, the cylinder
opened, and the (-barge of ties withdrawn. The tannin and glue
form an insoluble leathery substance, closing the pores of the
timber, thus preventing the washing out of the soluble chlorid.
The ties should be stacked and dried for from four to six weeks.
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The tannin solution contains about 0.5 per cent of tannin. With
but two vacuums and one steaming, this process requires about
nine hours. The cost has varied from ro to 15 cents per tie for
green ties.
Creosoting. —In this process dead oil of coal tar is generally
used, though wood creosote oil has been used to some extent.
The creosote oil is said to be less dense, sooner washed out, and
therefore less efficient than dead oil of tar. The oil is heated to
about 170 degrees F. for use. The process is essentially similar
to Burnettizing, except that the dead oil is used in place of the
zinc solution. The steaming may be double with three vacuums,
or single with two, or omitted altogether, and but one vacuum
created, followed at once by the introduction of the oil. The
pressure used in forcing the oil into the wood is from 8o to too
pounds per square inch. This pressure is maintained for from
one to two hours or longer; longer if the wood is not steamed.
With the double steaming the entire process requires eighteen to
twenty hours. From to to 12 pounds of oil per cubic foot of
wood are required; to pounds per cubic foot gives about 27 pounds
per tie. The oil weighs about 8.7 pounds per gallon. About
. 3 gallons per tie — a little more — are required. With open,
porous woods more oil is required. In France and Germany as
much as 3o pounds per cubic foot is sometimes used. The price
of oil varies, but may be averaged at, say, r cent per pound. Ten
pounds per cubic foot of timber would then cost 27 cents per tie
6 inches by 8 inches by 8 feet for oil only. For labor, fuel, depreciation, and profit, from 17 to 2 1 cents must be added, giving
close to so cents per tie for treatment by creosoting. Creosoting
being acknowledged to be the most efficient method of treatment,
efforts have been made to reduce the cost. A method called
Riiping, from the name of the inventor, puts the timber first under
pressure instead of partial vacuum, then forces the oil into the
cylinder without reducing the pressure. After a suitable interval
the pressure is relieved, the oil run out of the cylinder, and a
vacuum established. The air first compressed in the wood cells
now expands and forces all surplus oiI out of the wood. The
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saving of oil is estimated at from so to 6o per cent. This
would bring the cost of the method down almost to that of the
zinc-tannin process. Only thoroughly air-dried timber is used.
Comparisons. — 1. Durability of treated ties. The chlorid of
zinc is soluble and in moist soil or climate soon washes out of the
tie. In the dry Western States Burnettized sap wood pine ties
will last from twelve to fifteen years as an average. In more
moist regions the life will be much less. The Wellhouse or zinctannin process increases the life in moist climates, — how much
is not known, — but is probably not worth the extra cost for ties
used in the drier Western soils. The life of creosoted ties is
unknown. Well treated, they will be destroyed by use rather
than decay. Creosoted wood used for piling and bridge timbers
has an unknown life, all that has been well treated in the United
States being still in use, except where removed for other causes
than decay. It is supposed to be nearly indestructible.
2. Economy. The use of comparatively poor timber for railroad ties assures a lengthened life for the hard-wood forests, and
is thus of a value not directly measurable in money. To determine whether treatment is directly economical, four items must
be considered: r. First cost of the ties. 2. Life of the ties.
3. Cost of replacing ties. 4. Interest rate for money. If immediate expenditure is the governing matter, — immediate meaning
expenditure within two or three years, the life of the cheapest,
poorest ties, — only relative first cost need be considered. But
this is rarely good policy. Three other methods of comparison
are suggested, the first of which is the one commonly given, the
second not usually stated but believed to be the safest of the
three to follow, and the third apparently most closely in accord
with the actual conditions.
(i) The relative merits of two or more ties are compared on a
basis of annual cost, that tie being the cheapest which shows the
least annual cost. The annual cost is made up of: I. Interest
on first cost in the track. 2. Annual cinking fund to provide
for the cost of renewal at the expiration of the life of the ties.
While it would perhaps be economy to establish a sinking fund
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for renewals of perishable portions of a railroad property, no
such sinking fund is usually established. What eventually comes
about is a renewal each year of about that portion of the whole
of the ties that is represented by the reciprocal of the life of the
ties. If ties last on an average of seven years, about one seventh
are renewed annually. While this is not strictly true, it is so
nearly true that it is considered safe to determine the relative
merits of two or more ties by the following method: —
(2) The relative merits of two or more ties are compared on
a basis of annual cost, which is assumed to be made up of: r. Interest on first cost in the track. 2. First cost in the track divided
by the life of the tie. The result is probably always more favorable to the cheaper tie than that of the first method, though the
difference is not great. The second method is recommended on
the 'theory that where comparisons made on uncertain data
depending on future contingencies are close, it is usually safe to
adopt the article or procedure involving the least present expenditure.
(3) The relative merits of two or more ties are compared on a
basis of total cost for a definite business period, the total cost
being assumed to be the ultimate amount of the first cost at compound interest, and each renewal at the same rate, at the expiration of the giien period. The period should be short; probably
not much in excess of the life of the most durable tie in the comparison, and certainly not more than a period equal to the Least
common multiple of the several lives. The difference in total
cost discounted to the present time shows the present advantage
of the tie of least total cost. If a tie that will last seven years
costs 40 cents, and money is worth 4 per cent, and it is desired to
know how much may be paid fora tie that will last three years,
the first and third methods of comparison will give identical
results, the second a result somewhat larger than the other two,
and therefore, it is believed, on the side of safety.*
• The sum S to which a given principal P will amount if placed for n years at
compound interest of rate r is

S

P(1-1- r)".

(a)
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If the compounding is / times a year, the formula becomes

5

P(I +1
S t -

(a)

The sinking fund F that must be deposited annually at the end of the year at
compound interest of rate r to discharge a given sum S in n years, is
Sr

F

(3)

(1+ r)"—

The present value P of a sum S to be realized a years hereafter is that amount
which placed at compound interest will amount to the given sum at the expiration of the stated period, and hence, from (s)
S

P

(4)

(i +

If a given principal P is placed at compound interest for a period of k years,
and at the beginning of each succeeding period of k years an equal amount of
principal is added to the whole for a such periods, the total sum at the expiration
of the n periods of it years will be

PO -I- r) [(I +

r) nA — r]

r)k —

(5)

and the present value of this sum is

V —

P(t r) k [(I
(1 ± r)""6

r)" — r]

RI + r)S — r]

(6)

If two ties, or any other twn things, lasting n and n' years, are to be compared
by the first or third methods mentioned above in the text, and the cost of one is
desired in terms of the cost of the other, the two costs to be such that far the given
lives the two ties may show the same value, this cost is found from the following
formula, in which c is the cost of the tie lasting a years and c' the cost of the tie lasting
a' years,

e (L i + Fr,

_
+

( 1 ± r)"

To compare these costs by the second method given

12:
a

isr

\

k per + If

By these two formulas the sums that may be paid for a tie lasting three years, if
one lasting seven years costs 40 cents and money is worth 4 per cent, are respectively
53.53 and 19.56 cents.
The equations for c' are based on equal annual cost.

(r

so
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If a treated tie costs 8o cents in the track, and lasts sixteen
years, while an untreated tie costs 5o cents and lasts eight years,
money being worth 4 per cent, the relative values by the three
methods are as follows: —

with a prospect of future increase, the cheaper tie should be
purchased.
Spike Dowels. — There is warrant for any device of reasonable
cost that will increase the wearing life of a tie that has been chemically treated to preserve it from decay. Tie plates partially
serve this purpose; screw spikes are useful. The most recent
device is the spike dowel largely used in Europe. This is a
screw plug of fine-grained, creosoted wood (beech or birch)
screwed into the tie to receive and hold the spike. The plug is.

I.

So. Soo

First cast
Interest
Sinking fund

0-032

0.020

0.0367

0 - 0 543

So. 0687
Difference in favor of treated tie, So. oo56 + per year.
Capitalized excess value of treated tie, $ 0 - 1 4.
2. Interest

First cost

$0.032

life

So. 5oci

0-050

/0 - 0

743

$0.020
0-0625

$0.082
$0.0825
Difference in favor of treated tie, $o. 0005 per year.
a practical balance.
Capitalized excess value of treated tie, $0.0125

3. First cost at compound interest for sixteen
years
One renewal for eight years

111.498

$0.936
0.685

$1.40

$1.621

Pig. z6

Difference in favor of treated tie, So. 123.
The present value of which is So. 066 —.

If the treated tie is to cost So cents, the untreated tie to show
the same value must be had in the track for 46 i + cents by the
first and third methods, and for 49 1717 cents by the second
method.
Precision in such estimates is impossible, for though the mathematical formulas may be entirely correct with their several bases
of assumptions, the data are of necessity but estimates. There
is always an indeterminate element of cost in the annoyance, delays, etc., involved in track changes. Because of the destruction
of forests, ties are constantly increasing in cost. It is probable,
therefore, that if the money is available to purchase the longerlived tie, when the comparison by any method shows nearly equal
values, it is the tie to buy; whereas if the present income is small,

Fig. 12

much larger than the spike. A hole for the spike is bored through
the center of the dowel. The holding power of the spike in the
dowel is greater than in the tie, the wear of the tie about the spike
is prevented, and the dowel may be replaced when worn out.
The cost of six such dowels in a tie (the European practice is to
use six spikes instead of four to a tie) is estimated at 26 cents.
At this price it is doubtful economy to put them in new ties, but
almost certain economy to put them in treated ties so soon as
spikes begin to wear loose. The life of the tie will be perhaps
doubled at a fraction of its first cost. Special tools are used for
preparing the tie and inserting the dowel.

FORM

CHAPTER V
BALLAST AND ROAD-BED
BALLAST

Uses and Materials.
Ballast is the material in which the
ties are embedded. It spreads the loads over the more yielding
earth of the road-bed, helps hold the track in place, and serves
as a drain to carry away water from around the ties. It is cinders
or gravel or burnt clay or furnace slag or broken stone, according
to the amount of traffic, cost of the material, local conditions,
and financial condition of the road. In ascending order of suitability the materials are about as named. Where no ballast is
used, the tie is bedded in earth which is improperly called mud,
dirt, or earth, ballast. Ballast is so called by reason of the early
use in England for this purpose of the gravel brought by ships as
ballast.
Requirement. — A good ballast material is free from dust,
packs around the tie well, and yet drains itself quickly and thoroughly, leaving no water to soften it, to freeze, or to rot the tie.
Broken stone should be broken to pass through a 2-inch ring,
better a x i-inch ring, in all directions. Furnace slag should be
similarly broken; gravel should be coarse, free from earth and
fine sand, and without large stones. Gravel not naturally of this
kind should be screened.
The ballast should not be less than 6 inches deep under the tie,
is not usually more than x2 inches, and need not be more than
x6 inches for the heaviest traffic.
Ballast that drains quickly, like broken stone, should be filled
to the top of the tie throughout its length, and for a foot or so
beyond the end, and then sloped down to the road-bed. Ballast
that does not drain so well should be filled to the top of the tie
52
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at the center and sloped or rounded to the bottom of the tie at
the ends, and then sloped down to the road-bed. Sometimes
such ballast is raised above the tie at the middle. It is doubtful
if it is good practice to cover a portion of the tie with such material.
In the arid West the practice may be good.
How Obtained.
Broken stone is usually purchased from
contractors, but roads may own their own quarries and crushing
plants. Gravel is usually obtained in gravel banks belonging
to the road and worked by steam shovel, which loads directly
from the bank to cars run onto a side track laid for the purpose.
Slag is often furnished by furnace owners free on board cars at
the furnace, the road doing the breaking and hauling. Cinders
are obtained from the ash pits along the road and from mills
and power plants adjacent to the line. Burnt earth, used mostly
in the West, is obtained by burning clayey earth in kilns formed
by piling wood old ties or 4-foot fire-wood — in piles about
3 feet high and of the desired length, anything up to a mile,
covering the pile with alternate layers of slack coal and earth,
firing the wood, and slow burning it somewhat as in making
charcoal.
ROAD-BED

Form. — Railroad road-bed, meaning the earthwork on which
the ballast rests, is of various cross-sectional forms. What are

1_,64e# V\•`,1\

Fig. is

probably the best forms for earth embankment and excavation
are those suggested by Mr. D. J. Whittemore.*
These are shown in Fig. 18. Examples of the more common
* Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XXXII, p. 255, September, 1894.
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forms are shown in Fig. rg. The advantage of the Whittemore
form is stability, the cross-section being that which will be naturally assumed by the earth if it is originally built in the more usual

HALF SECTION IN
EXCAVATION

HALF SECTION IN
EMBANKMENT
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Slopes. — The side slopes of the road-bed depend on the material of which it is made, the minimum slope insuring stability
being used. With ordinary earth this is about r vertical on if
horizontal. In American practice this slope is called " r to r,"
the ratio of the horizontal to the vertical. Embankments of earth
will rarely stand for even a brief period at a steeper slope, and are
practically always made x on The sides of earth excavation
will stand for a time at steeper slopes, and for economy in first
cost are frequently taken out at x to r. This is unwise if the
money for the better slope is available. The steeper slope insures an increased cost of maintenance, or, with inefficient maintenance, a poor track. The earth sloughs down, filling the
ditches, thus obstructing the drainage, which softens the road-bed.

Fig.

n

form. To maintain the usual form with its sharp corners will
require much more labor than to maintain the naturally rounded
curves of the Whittemore section. Grassing is a material aid
to maintenance. It costs something and may be omitted in the
beginning if money is scarce and probable traffic doubtful, but
it is probably worth all or more than it costs if it can be afforded.

Fig. ao

An excavation in rock that is covered with a layer of earth is
taken out as shown in Fig. 20, a berme or shelf being left between
the foot of the earth slope and the top of the rock cutting.

Some sand and some wet clays require much flatter slopes, while
rock embankments may be made as steep as r on I. Rock excavations are usually taken out with vertical sides or a slope of
r on -, and some dry clays and hard pans seem to stand best
when cut down vertically. In any event, judgment is required

to determine the slopes.
Ditches. — An excavation through earth sloping across the
line of the road should be protected by a surface ditch on the
higher side from 6 to to feet or more back from the edge of
the cutting, running parallel with the excavation and discharging
into adjacent hollows. Such ditches and the side ditches through
the excavation should never be less than r foot deep, with rounded
bottoms, and side slopes depending on the material. The top
width will vary with the depth and side slope. Ditches should
be given a grade of not less than r per cent. If the road-bed
through the cut is level, the ditches may fall from the center
toward each end; if the road-bed is on a grade, the ditches will
fall for the most part with the road-bed. If the cut is long and
the grade light, a portion of the ditch near the upper end may
fall against the grade of the roadway.
Construction. — Across long level stretches of country a railroad road-bed will be in low embankment, thus providing thorough drainage and freedom from snow drifts. The material
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for this embankment is usually obtained alongside from shallow
ditches known as borrow pits. So far as possible these should
be given a grade and opened to neighboring streams to provide
drainage and prevent pools of stagnant water. If the subsoil is
porous gravel, this matter will usually take care of itself. The
borrow pits should not approach nearer than 6 feet to the foot of
the bank, and the side next the bank should have a stable slope.
The space between the foot of the bank and the edge of the pit
is called a berme.*
The bank is best built in layers slightly higher at the sides than
in the middle. It is not usual to remove the sod from the surface
on which an embankment is to be placed, but sod or other
perishable material should be excluded from the bank, particularly a low bank. The bank may be built by casting; that is,
shoveled by hand from pit to bank, by drag scrapers, by wheel
scrapers, or by grading machines, — the last named through
prairie country being the most economical Embankments made
by casting or grading machines are loose, will settle considerably, and must be built from ro to 15 per cent higher than
the finished grade is to be. Embankments built with scrapers
or wagons, and traveled by the teams drawing these tools, are
more compact and will settle but little, an allowance of from
3 to 5 per cent probably being sufficient. Many very high
embankments are of necessity made by dumping over the ends.
In hilly, rolling country the embankments will be made so far
as possible from the adjacent excavations. When these are insufficient, the additional material necessary may be obtained from
borrow pits alongside the embankments, but is better — though
sometimes Less cheaply — obtained by widening the excavations.
It is desirable to have wide excavations, and undesirable to have
undrained pits along the embankment. How to proceed in such
cases depends on the available money. The occasional additional cost of using material from widened cuts is due to the
*Along a canal, the side opposite the tow-path is called the berme or berme
side.
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necessary longer haul. The price per cubic yard received by a
contractor for grading is usually based on a specified limit of
haul; if this limit is exceeded an additional price is paid for what
is called overhaul. This is usually from -I to i cent per cubic
yard per Jo() feet overhauled.

WOOD BOX CULVERTS

CHAPTER VI
CULVERTS, BRIDGES, AND MINOR STRUCTURES
Structures Used. — When a stream is to be carried under a

railroad one of the following structures is used: —
A blind drain for an insignificant spring or hollow.
A box or pipe culvert for a small stream or hollow where water
may collect in time of storm or melting snow.
An opening, or stringer bridge, for an opening more than 4 feet
and not exceeding 16 feet wide in low embankments. Such openings may also be used where the bank is too low for box or pipe
culverts.
Arch culverts for similar openings or larger ones under high
embankments.
Trestle bridges of wood for temporary structures across deep
ravines, either dry or with streams in the bottom. As an average
such trestles are cheaper in first cost than earth embankments
with culverts when the height exceeds from 15 to 20 feet.
Trestle bridges of steel for permanent structures across deep
ravines or gorges in mountain work.
Pile bridges for temporary and permanent structures across
tidal estuaries, marshes, lakes, and moderate size, soft-bottom,
sluggish streams.
Girder bridges for openings of one or more spans from 16 to
75 feet, either for stream or road crossings.
Truss bridges for openings of one or more spans over 75 feet.
These limits of length are not absolute. Girder bridges are built
of more than ioo-foot spans, and truss bridges occasionally less
than 75 feet.
When a cattle pass is to be built under a railroad the usual form
is a stringer opening.
When a highway is carried across a railroad at grade a road58
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crossing is required; and if the highway is in the country where
stock is likely to be driven, cattle guards are required. Cattle
guards and road crossings will be used for a number of years to
come, but will eventually disappear with the abolition of all
grade crossings.
CULVERTS

Blind Drains. — A blind drain consists of cobble or large broken
stones, carefully laid so that water in small quantities can find its
way between them and thus under the bank. A better construction for the same purpose is a Line of vitrified earthen pipe or
cast-iron pipe, from 4 inches to z foot in diameter, laid with
head walls of rough masonry or concrete at the ends.
Wood Box Culverts. — Box culverts are built of wood or stone;
of wood in new construction under low embankments where stone

Fig.

2x

is very expensive, wood cheap, and the item of first cost an important one. Wood culverts consist of rectangular boxes as long
as the width of the bottom of the embankment, and are usually
built of heavy timbers, as shown in the plan, Fig. 21. A portion
of the cover timbers are notched down to hold the sides apart, or
planks are nailed to the under side of some of the cover sticks.
The timbers are fastened together with drift bolts or boat spikes.
Drift bolts are simply long pieces of round or square iron, some-

masonry at the ends. The masonry is rubble or concrete. Vitrified pipe may be had in lengths of from 2 to 3 feet, and in
c_es. Cast-iron pipe is ordinary
diameters from 4 to esh
water pipe for low pressure under low embankments, and for

N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Standard Pip e Culvert
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times pointed, and with or without heads. Boat spikes are squaresectioned, long, chisel-pointed nails, forged rather than cut.
Drift bolts are usually driven into holes bored for them. Boat
spikes may be driven without boring, but the boring is sometimes
done.
Very cheap, small box culverts of i or 2 square feet in section,
may be built of 2- to 3-inch plank, the sides being planks on edge
and the top and bottom short pieces nailed across. Such structures may be built for temporary use, but are not advised for
stream crossings. They may be used for side drainage where
failure and replacing does not interfere with the track.
Stone Box Culverts. — Stone box culvert walls are built of
rough, flat stone, the paving is of cobbles or broken stone on end,
and the covers of large thick stone. The walls and ends should
be laid in cement mortar, the paving-stones carefully laid close
together and grouted with cement grout. The length is determined by the width of embankment, and should be such that at
the natural slope the earth will fall around the end walls not quite
to the opening, and should reach the top back edge of the parapet
wall.
Such culverts are practically never built where the span is
more than 4 feet, owing to the difficulty of securing and handling
stones of sufficient size and strength for the covers; but double
boxes are sometimes built.
The side walls are sometimes stepped down at the slope of
the bank.
The box culvert is not now much built, the pipe culvert with
concrete end walls, or the concrete barrel culvert taking its
place. Some wide box culverts are built with old rail and concrete covers.
Pipe Culverts. — A pipe culvert consists of one or more lines
of vitrified earthen pipe or cast-iron pipe, with head walls of

PIPE CULVERTS
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OPENINGS

high pressure under high embankments. It is made in lengths
of 12 feet, and should be coated with the usual preservative
coating. The lengths may be cut to meet the requirements of
any embankment. The pipe should be firmly embedded in the
original ground, or in a prepared foundation, if the original grour.ct
is not sufficiently solid, and the head walls given a good foundation well below the pipe. The joints should be packed with
oakum or hemp yarn and cement mortar.
Circular concrete culverts have been recently built with success, and may often be used where gravel is cheap. Designs for
vitrified pipe and concrete culverts are shown in the figures.
(Figs. 22, 23, and 24.)
Arch Culverts. — Arch culverts, single or multiple, require
much care in design, and it would be foreign to the purpose of
this book to go into the theory of the design of these openings.
A general plan for moderate spans is shown in Fig. 25. Reinforced concrete arches are rapidly replacing masonry arches.
The wing walls are usually flared on the up-stream end, and may
be either flared or straight on the down-stream end. The length
of culvert is governed by the height of bank, the slope of which
should just catch the upper back edge of the parapet stone or
wall, and should follow down the slope of the wing walls.
Openings. An opening, open culvert, or stringer bridge,
consists of two abutments, which are designed as retaining walls,
on top of each of which lies a plank, 3 by r2 inches, called a wall
plate, on which rest the ends of the stringers that carry the track.
The abutments are either carried out straight (in which case they
are as long as the embankment is wide at the base), or the portion
outside of the road-bed is turned at an angle of 12o to 135 degrees,
as shown in Fig. 28, page 74. These wing walls, or straight end
walls, are either sloped down with the embankment or are stepped
down. If of masonry, they are usually stepped; if of concrete,
they are perhaps generally sloped.
When built of masonry the abutments are of random range
masonry with rubble backing; are not less than 3 feet thick at
the top, and at the bottom not less than of the height. The

safer rule is to make the bottom thickness half the height. The
wing walls need not be more than 21 feet thick on top. The front

F2g. 23

walls may be vertical or battered i inch to the foot. The back
of the wall may be stepped or battered, but should never be ver-

Doane et Slop.

N. Y • C.
R. R. Standard 2 X 2 Arch

Fig. 24.

Culvert
,Bottooz of Slope

tical. A portion of the wall may be carried up above the bridge
seat to hold the ballast, or an end plank may be used at the ends
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of the stringers. Coping stones should be used x foot thick,
projecting from 3 to 6 inches beyond the face of the wall.
Concrete is now much used for all classes of railroad masonry.
The closest attention to materials, proportions, and manipulation
is necessary to good work; but, when properly made, concrete
forms an excellent substitute for masonry walls. It is usually
cheaper, principally because it may be built by unskilled
labor. It is doubtful if it ever presents quite so good an appearance as first-class stone masonry, and while unquestionably very
durable, it is yet to be proven that it is as durable as stone
masonry. In combination with steel reinforcing bars it may be
used with economy for very flat arch bridges, often in places
where head room is insufficient for a high arch, and not infrequently the arch form is entirely omitted, the covers of culverts
of considerable width being made perfectly flat.
For cheap, hasty construction, piles may be used for the abutments of stringer openings. They will be backed with 3-inch
plank to hold the embankment, and may be sheathed with
plank on the stream side. They will be of sizes and forms
mentioned later under trestle bridges, and will be capped with
12— by 2-inch caps to carry the stringers. A double row of piles
placed 2i to 3 feet apart may be necessary if the embankment
is high.
The stringers will vary in size according to the span. The
span should be so fixed that commercial lengths of timber will
fit. The usual stringer section for openings of from 14 to 16
feet is 8 by 16 inches, while 7 by 16 inches and to by 16 inches
are not uncommon. Four, six, or eight stringers may be used.
When there are four stringers, they are placed in two double
rows spaced 5 feet apart center to center, each double row being
spread by II- to 4-inch wood packing blocks, or cast-iron packing
washers, and held together by machine bolts, to inch in diameter, and accompanying washers. The stringers may be held to
line on the abutment by a filler plank spiked to the wall plate.
When six stringers are used the additional stringers may be placed
3 feet from the center of the double row to the outside of outside
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stringer, or two rows of three stringers each, the stringers of each
row being separated by packing blocks or washers, may be laid
with the middle stringers of the two rows 5 feet apart, center to
center, as shown in Fig. 27. These exact dimensions are not
invariable. Eight stringers are usually in two sets of four.
Sawn bridge ties 6 inches by 8 inches by r2 feet, spaced from
4 to 8 inches in the clear, are laid on the stringers, and sometimes notched or dapped on them I inch. Guard rails are placed
on the ties, and also notched or dapped r inch. These guard
rails are placed outside the track rails; and if outside stringers
are used, should be placed over them. They should be of 6- by
8-inch stuff, bolted through tie and stringer at every fourth to
eighth tie, and spiked with boat spikes to the remaining ties.
Estimates of cost are made by estimating the lumber, including the ties, by the thousand feet, board measure, at an assumed
or known price per thousand in place; and the spikes, bolts, etc.,
are estimated by the pound.
Permanent openings having steel I beams for stringers, with
buckle, trough or plain plates, supporting ballast in which the
lies are laid, is a type of opening expensive in first cost, but gaining in favor, as indeed is the solid ballasted floor for all ordinary
railroad bridges.
Area of Water Way. — The area of water way required in a
culvert depends on, i. Maximum rate and duration of rainfall.
2. Character of drainage area tributary to the culvert. In character of drainage area is included the vegetation, the soil, the size,
the inclination, and the shape. A steep, short, amphitheaterlike area will deliver its water quickly and from all parts at once,
while a flat and much elongated area will deliver its water more
slowly, and the delivery for the whole area for a given storm will
not reach a given point at one instant.
The flow from a deep-soiled and timbered area will be more
regular than from a rocky, barren area, which will yield a flashy
flow, very large in time of storm or melting snow, very small in
periods of dry weather.
The judgment must be used in determining the necessary
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water way. The judgment will be aided by Myer's or Talbot's
formula. The former is,
Area of water way in square feet = C 1/ Drainage Area, in Acres;
the latter is,
Area of water way in square feet = Cl' (Drainage Area, in Acres) 3
The first is said to give too large water way for small drainage
areas, and the second gives water ways that will mean occasional
discharge under a head — the water backing up till the neces.

sary head has been obtained.
The C of both formulas is a variable coefficient depending on
the characteristics of the drainage area. For Myer's formula
C varies as follows: For gently rolling prairie C = x; for hilly
ground, 1.5; and for mountainous and rocky ground, 4. No
account is taken of the shape of the drainage area, which should
be allowed for in the coefficient. For Talbot's formula, C may
be taken as follows: For steep and rocky ground,
to I; for
rolling agricultural country subject to floods from melting snow,
and of valley lengths of three or four times their widths,
(plus for a short valley, minus for a long one); for very long
valleys and no accumulating snows, to or less.
TRESTLES AND PILE BRIDGES

Trestles. — A trestle bridge consists of a floor system like that
for stringer bridges resting on trestle bents instead of retaining
wall abutments and piers. The bent for single track consists

of a sill, on which rest four posts, two vertical or plumb posts,
and two batter posts. These posts carry a cap. The sill rests
on a foundation consisting of one or more mud sills of 6- by
12-inch plank under each post, or masonry piers solid throughout
the length of the sill, or separate under each post, or on piles.
Solid masonry piers are used on solid ground, and piles where
the ground is soft for a considerable depth. The height of the
bent is from the top of the cap to the bottom of the sill. The
batter posts have a rake or batter of 3 inches to the foot or less.
The length of the sill depends on the height of the bent. The
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posts may be mortised into the sills and cap, and treenails used;
they may be notched and drift bolted, or drift bolted alone;
they may be doweled; they may be joined by splice pieces on the
side, making a "plaster" joint ; special iron-joint plates may be
used, or split caps and sills. The last two methods are the most
modem and approved.
Sway bracing, one plank diagonally on each side of the bent,
should be 3 by ro inches, or 3 by 12 inches, bolted or spiked to

For the ordinary double-deck bent the lines of the posts are kept
continuous, the intermediate horizontal piece being sill for the
upper story and cap for the lower story. Longitudinal bracing
of various forms is introduced, to give longitudinal stability to
the bridge as a whole.
The stringers may rest on the caps with filling blocks or brackets
to keep them in place, or they may be drift bolted to the caps.
The use of corbels is not recommended.
When trestle bridges occur on curves, the best way of providing for the cant of the track is to frame the posts to unequal lengths
so that the cap has the proper slope, or to dip the entire bent,
sloping the foundation.
Trestles vary in the details of their design, but standard dimensions of principal parts are indicated on plans shown in Fig.
26 and may be adopted for ordinary structures. For special
structures or unusual loading the dimensions and arrangement of
the members must be designed in accordance with the general
principles of bridge design.*
Pile Bridges. — Pile bridges have the same floor system as
trestle bridges, and differ from these only in that pile bents are
used instead of framed trestle bents. For ordinary single-track
bridges four piles not less than 12 to 14 inches under the bark at
the butt are driven 4 feet apart on centers, or 5 feet for the center
space and 31 feet for the outer space. That the load may
come directly over the two center piles the spacing should be
about 4 feet io1 inches for the center piles, and this spacing
is sometimes adopted. The piles are capped with either
a split cap, as in framed bents, or a solid 12-inch by 12-inch by
r4-foot cap drift bolted down. The drift bolts should be about
by 20 inches. Sway bracing is used as in framed bents. The
side piles are sometimes driven with a batter, but this is not
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Fig. ,e. Trestle Bests

the cap, each post, and the sill. It is not absolutely necessary
that they should extend over the caps and sills, but it is better
that they should.
When the bents exceed x8 to 3o feet in height they are made
in two parts, and the bridge is known as a double-deck bridge.
If the height is greater than 40 to so feet, special designs are used.

* For these principles and for special floor systems Foster's "Wooden Trestle
Bridges" may be consulted, and for the design of steel trestles or viaducts, which
are unusual structures requiring special treatment, Johnson, Bryan, and Turneaure's "Framed Structures," or Merriman and Jacoby's "Bridges," may be

used
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necessary. The plies should be peeled before driving. The
N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. standard pile bridge is shown in Fig. 27.
There are various rules for determining when a pile is sufficiently
driven. All of these rules or formulas have empirical constants,
and are based on the supposition that the work done by the descending pile against the resistance of the surrounding earth at
a single stroke of the driving hammer equals the work done by
that hammer in its fall. Theoretically, the pile should be driven
until the determined earth resistance with the proper safety factor equals the pressure likely to come upon the pile. Where the
depth of comparatively soft soil is so great that piles may seemingly be driven indefinitely, perhaps one of these rules may be
used, and what is known as the Engineering News formula is given.
It is:
2 wh
Safe load =
s ± I
in which w is the weight of the hammer in pounds, h is the
fall in feet, and s the penetration of the pile in inches under
the last blow. The arbitrary constant r, added to s, is to allow
for the settling of the earth around the pile between blows ;
where the blows are rapid, as in the steam driver, the arbitrary
constant may be reduced to A.
But under ordinary circumstances piles may be driven to refusal,
oftentimes in very deep and comparatively soft soil, under the
blow of a 2000-pound hammer dropping 20 feet. The desired
minimum penetration of a pile for a blow of the hammer may not
be realized so long as the driving is continued; but if the driving
be discontinued for a time, the set of the materials around the
pile seems to give additional supporting force, and the piles
may be safe, though not realizing the full requirements of the
formulas. The engineer should not accept such pile driving
unless experience in the vicinity has taught him its safety.
If rock is known to be within reach of ordinary pile lengths, the
driving should be to the rock, but care should be taken not to
drive the pile after it has reached the rock. It is usually economy

PILE BRIDGES
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in driving to use a hammer in which the hammer is not tripped,
but carries the rope down with it; but the test blow should be
made with a hammer that trips, since a better blow is thus insured.
Piles are cut off at the proper level to receive the cap. If
badly broomed or split, the pile must be drawn and another
driven. In determining the lengths of piles some allowance for
brooming must be made. The butts are usually beveled off, and
frequently a rim of iron is driven on to prevent brooming and
splitting.
Piles are purchased by the lineal foot, and the driving is paid
for by the lineal foot driven. Careful examination should be
made of the site of a pile bridge by sounding with gas-pipe rods
or boring tools, in order that piles of the proper length may be
ordered. In specifying dimensions of piling it is well to demand
piles not less than 12 inches in diameter under the bark in the
middle, rather than some definite size at the butt, that the taper
shall be uniform and the point not less than to inches in diameter.
For pile bridges on curves, the piles are cut off at unequal
heights to give the proper slope to the cap.
Timber for Trestles and Pile Bridges. — For the stringers and
ties of trestle or pile bridges, southern long Leaf pine, Douglas fir,
commonly known as Oregon pine, or a good white oak are suitable; for piles, any of these timbers, or spruce. Good white pine
or spruce will answer for caps, guard rails, sway bracing, packing
blocks, etc., but not infrequently oak is as easily obtained and is
of course preferable.
Timber, except in piling, is estimated by the thousand feet,
board measure, in place in the structure, which usually means
including the iron, which is estimated by the pound.
Concrete Pile Foundation. — A late type of pile for foundation
for trestles or bridge masonry is the concrete pile made in place
by driving a collapsible steel tube, withdrawing it and filling the
hole with concrete, or made with reinforcing bars of steel to be
driven as wooden piles are driven.
Screw Piles. — For some special structures screw piles are used.
These consist of a central shaft with a very broad thread, usually
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made of cast iron and sunk by twisting into the soil. These
piles may be several feet in outside diameter and are but infrequently used where there is great depth of comparatively soft
bottom.
GIRDER AND TRUSS BRIDGES.*

In reading what follows it must be understood that practice
varies considerably on either side of the mean figures given,
according to the judgment of the designing engineer, the money
available, and the special requirements of the site of the structure.
The Masonry.
For double-track bridges the best form of
abutment is a wing wall retaining wall. The main wall will be
from 4 to 6 feet thick under the coping, and will have a thickness
of not less than 0.4 the height at any point below. The footing
courses will be 15 to 18 inches thick, and will project from
6 inches to i foot.beyond the base of the wall. The same projection pertains to whatever sort of foundation must be built below
the footing course. In a stream the top of the footing course
should not be above low water. The back portion of the wall
is carried up in what is called a parapet wall to retain the ballast,
and single large square stones may be Laid on the coping for bridge
seats. Piers will be from 18 to 22 feet long by from 5 to 7 feet
thick under the coping, which will be from 12 to 24 inches thick.
The piers will be battered, and on the up-stream side will have
an ice nose, as shown in Fig 29. Where no ice forms the upstream end may be rounded, and the best looking pier is one in
which above high water both ends are rounded. These piers,
if of masonry, should be built of first-class masonry; many are
now built of concrete.
Another form of pier consists of steel cylinders sunk in the
river around a cluster of piles and filled with concrete. One
cylinder is used for each truss, and the two connected with lateral
1' It is no part of the purpose of this book to take up the subject of bridge design,
but same general statements are given to assist the beginner in selecting a type
of bridge and to estimate its cost.
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ROAD CROSSINGS

bracing of plates or angles. Such piers may be used where there
is considerable depth of firm bottom to hold the pier against
flood and ice, and when the necessary bottom is wanting the
cylinders may be bedded in a cribwork filled with stone or
concrete.
For temporary wooden bridges in new country, pile abutments
and piers may be used.
Superstructure. For short spans, or where more than one
span is required, a deck bridge is economy if there is head room
for the necessary water way. The depth of the truss or girder
will be from ,% to of the span. For spans under 20 feet
rolled I beams may be used ; between 20 and too feet, plate girders ; between too and 250 feet, riveted lattice girders ; over 250
feet, pin connected trusses. These figures represent about average present practice, but there is a strong tendency to make all
but very long trusses of the riveted type, which, while more costly,
are stiff. For very long spans, 50o to over 6o* feet, the cantilever, steel arch, and suspension bridges are the types to use.
Bridge Weights. — The weights of steel in the various forms
of bridges may be estimated with sufficient precision from the
following formula taken from Johnson, Bryan, and Turneaure's
"Framed Structures." In these formulas 14/ is the total weight of
the span of length 1, but in plate girders l is the length over all.

Economical Spans. — The most economical length of span to
use for a bridge of several spans is usually stated to be that length
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which makes the cost of the substructure equal to that of the
superstructure. This is doubtless about true. If the piers are
of equal cost, the theoretically most economical length of span is
found from the following formula, in which C is the cost of a
single pier in dollars; p is the cost per pound of the iron in cents;
a is the coefficient of the P term in the bridge weight formula;
L is the total length of the bridge in feet; and x is the most

economical number of spans:
L
1=L
x

sirooC
ap

-

The most economical length of span may not always be used.
When the rock bottom of a small river, crossed at low height,
makes piers very cheap, the most economical span becomes so
small that the river would be filled with piers, obstructing the
water way, and sometimes in important navigable waters no
piers are permissible. Judgment must be used to determine
what shall be done. Area of water way should be determined
by investigations of high water, both from marks and inquiries
of old residents.
MISCELLANEOUS MINOR STRUCTURES

PLATE GIRDERS

Deck plate girder
12P + 15o1
Through plate girder, iron floor system
W = 1212 5001
Through plate girder, large ties on shelf or
flange angles
W=
+ iso I
+800l
Through plate girder, solid iron fl oor
W.
RIVETED Lames BRincEs
Deck bridge, cross-ties on top chord
Through bridge, iron floor system

TV = 7P -1.2001
W = 712 + 300 1

PIN CoNwErrEn BRupers

Deck span, cross-ties on top chord
Deck span, iron floor system
Through span, iron floor system

W = 51 2 + 25o
137— 512 + 475
772 + 6501
W

Road Crossings. — Road crossings are formed by laying planks
3 or 4 inches in thickness on filling pieces of sufficient thickness
to bring the surface of the planks to the level of the rail top, or
slightly below it. The filling pieces and plank are spiked to the
ties. One plank is usually laid outside the rails on each side
and four planks between the rails, leaving a flange way next
the rail and open joints filled with the ballast on which the planks
are bedded, between planks. The approach to the road crossing
consists of a graded roadway of such dimensions as may be necessitated by the difference in level of the track and intersecting
roadway and the importance of the road. Road crossings at
grade will be eventually abolished.
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Cattle Guards. — A cattle guard is a structure intended to
prevent cattle passing from a highway crossing to the right of way
of the railroad. It should be so designed as to make the passage
so difficult or unpleasant that no hoofed animal will cross it, and
yet it must not catch the animal and hold it if it attempts to make
the crossing. The modern form of guard is a surface guard, one
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form of which is shown in the figure. The type is called surface
guard to distinguish it from the older common type of pit guard,
which was a pit about 2 feet deep crossed by the rails on stringers,

and otherwise open on top or partly covered by triangular slats.
Sections of fence lengthwise of the track and resting at an inclination on the ends of the cross or wing fences sen-e to keep
small stock from getting around the ends of the wing fences.
Cattle guards will disappear with the abolition of grade crossings.
Fences. The right of way of American railroads is fenced
between stations, but as a rule not within the limits of any town
or city. The fence serves only to mark the boundaries of the
right of way and to keep cattle from the tracks. It is not designed
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to be effective in keeping men from trespassing. An effective
fence and police service would prevent probably two thirds the
deaths now due to operation of trains, and would do much to
eliminate the common tramp. It is generally supposed that
American roads cannot afford this adequate protection. It will
probably be recognized eventually as a necessity.
For present recognized needs, the best fence is a galvanized
wire fence 41 feet high, of about nine strands, close spaced near
the bottom to turn small animals. The vertical stay wires are
spaced r2 inches apart and the horizontal wires, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, and 9 inches. Barbed wire should not be used. The posts
may be cedar, chestnut, black locust, or other durable wood.
They should have a minimum section equal to the area of a circle
of 4 inches diameter, and should be 8 feet long. They should
be spaced from i6i to 33 feet apart, according to the character
of the ground and the service likely to be required, and set not
less than 3 feet in the ground where this is practicable. End
posts and gate posts are larger and longer, should be set not Less
than 4 feet in the ground, and thoroughly braced against the pull
of the fence and the cross strain of the opened gate. The wire
is usually strung on the side of the posts away from the track,
except on curves, where it is so placed as to put the wire strain
against the post.

SWITCH BART'S

CHAPTER VII
TURNOUTS
When one track branches from another, it
does so by what is called a turnout. The change from main
track to turnout is accomplished by introducing two movable
rails, either both main line rails (stub switch), one main line rail
and one turnout rail (split switch), or both turnout rails (Wharton safety switch).
Stub Switch. — The stub switch is shown in Fig. 31. The
movable main line rails P H and A B are called switch rails.
These rails are moved
P
H
at H and B from
A
B
main line to turnout
and back by means of
a lever L connected to
Fig. 3 1
the rails by rods. The
rails themselves are held together by tie rods. The outer rail
and the turnout curve of the main line rail cross at F, at which
point what is called a frog is introduced to provide channels for
the passage of the wheel flanges across the intersecting rails.
The switch rails are spiked to the ties for a part of their length
from P and A toward H and B, so that when pulled over at H
and B to the turnout rail ends they bend to an elastic curve which
in calculations is assumed to be a circular arc of radius equal to
that of the turnout curve, and the free length of switch rail is
computed on this supposition. The distance moved at H and B
is known as the throw. Guard rails G are placed opposite the
frog to hold the wheels close against the rail opposite the frog, to
guard against the possibility of the flange of the wheel next the
frog striking its point and running up on it with danger of derailment. These guard rails are used whatever the form of switch,
General Form.

So
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but there are frogs not in common use designed to make them
unnecessary.
The stub switch is introduced temporarily, or in unimportant
track.
Split Switch. — The split switch is the common standard, but
there are various forms of it. In the ordinary form, shown in
Fig. 32, one main line rail and one turnout rail are continuous.
The switch rails H P and
A B swing about P and B
and are beveled at the
points H and A so that
when H P is thrown against
Fig. 32
the main line rail it will lie close up at the point H, as will A B
at the point A when thrown against the turnout rail to make continuous main line. When in the position shown in the figure,
the switch rails are set for the main line. To set them for the
turnout they are thrown over at H and A till the point H lies
against the main line rail and forms with it an acute angle called
the switch angle. The turnout curve is tangent to the switch
rail at P and to the frog at its toe end a little to the left of F, the
frog being straight throughout its length.
The switch rail is of various lengths. For weights of rail under
65 pounds a switch rail 15 feet long with 51 or 51 inches spread
at the heel P, will answer; but for heavier sections a wider spread
must be had because of the wider base and the necessity for heavier
fastenings, and hence a longer rail is required to keep the switch
angle small. The common lengths are 14, 15, 18, 2o, and 24 feet,
although the last two are somewhat exceptional. For yard use,
where speed is slow and space cramped, switch points — as switch
rails are frequently called — of 7i, ro, and 12 feet are in common
use. It is not customary to curve the switch rail, but a few
elevated and subway roads have such curved points. This practice necessitates carrying both right and left hand points and the
use of short radii or long switch points.
Switch Parts. — In the two general classes of switches shown,
the movable end is called the point of switch, the fixed end the
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heel of switch, and the length of the movable rail the length of
switch. At the point of switch there is always an extra large and
long tie, sometimes two, which supports the movable points and
adjacent rails, and to which the lever for working the switch is
fastened. This tie is called the head-block. The distance from
head-block to the point of frog, measured by some makers along
the straight rail and by others along the curved rail, is called the
lead. Probably, technically, the distance along the curved rail
is the lead, and the distance along the straight rail would better
be known as the frog distance.
A standard form of split switch is shown in Fig. 33. The plates
shown at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are called friction plates, and the

FROGS

points to place at once after the wheels have passed. One method
of arrangement is shown in Fig. 33.
A switch is a facing-point switch to trains traveling the main
track in the direction switch — frog, and a trailing-point switch
to trains traveling the main track in the direction frog —switch.
The latter are the safer.
The Wharton Safety Switch. — This switch provides for a
continuous main line. It is a split switch, but with movable rails
in the turnout instead of the main line, the wheels being lifted on
an incline so that the flange will cross over the main line rail.

Although adopted to some extent, this switch is not in common
use.
Frogs. — Frogs were formerly made quite short and of cast
iron with steel points and top plates. They are now almost altogether made of rail of the same pattern as that used on the main

Fig .

Fig. 33.
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34

Split Switch

four pieces at and opposite i and 3 are called rail braces. This
switch is frequently made partially automatic by a spring arrangement attached to the first connecting-rod, called the head rod,
by means of which, unless the switch is thrown open by the lever,
it is kept set in the main line, but the train may enter the main
line from the siding, since the flanges of the wheels will throw
the switch against the spring, which will return the movable

Lae asij

as
line of the road. There are two general classes, stiff frogs and
spring rail frogs. One ordinary form of stiff frog is shown in
Fig. 34, and in Fig. 35 the names of parts are given. There are
several methods of construction. Figure 34 is a bolted frog ; some
Pig.

frogs are fastened together with yokes and are called yoked or
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clamped frogs; others have
the rails riveted to a thick
steel plate. Figure 36 is
a spring rail frog. The
movable wing rail is held
against the frog point by
springs at 5, thus giving
continuous main track.
The flange of a wheel of
a car taking the siding or
coming from the siding
throws the spring rail over
and passes through, the
spring bringing the wing
rail back at once after the
wheel has passed.
Frogs are known by their
number, which is the length
from point to heel divided
by the heel spread. Generally the length is taken
along the middle line, making the number equal half
the co-tangent of half the
frog angle. Some makers
use the length along the
gauge side, in which case
the number equals half the
co-secant of half the frog
angle. Expressed as equations,
n=4 cot F,
n=i cosec F.
Fig. is

There are many patterns of frogs and switches and devices for
operating them, and the student is referred to frog-makers' catalogs

for further details and patterns; he may gain much information by
studying the turnout details in any depot yard of his own city or

Set for Siding

Set for Main Line
Fig. 37

rig. 38

town. One form of safety switch and frog — the MacPherson
— is shown in Figs. 37 and 38. Its operation will be clear from
the figures.
Double Turnouts. — The track arrangement for a double turnout with a stub switch
shown in Figs. 39 and 4o,
is called a three-throw
A
a
switch, and for such a
switch three frogs are required. The switch rails
Fig. 39
PH and AB take three
positions as indicated in the figure, according to which track is
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to be traveled. When possible the frogs F and F are made of
equal angles. The frog F' will always be a greater angle, and
is known as the
P
crotch frog. With
A
F and F equal, the
number of F' is
0.707 times the
Fig. 40
number of F.
Split switches cannot be made three throw from one point.
They are arranged by using two complete switches, one beginning
beyond the heel of the other, called a tandem arrangement, or as

go-degree frogs; but if the crossing is at any other angle, two
frogs are acute and two are obtuse angled. The make-up of

the crossing is shown in
Figs. 42 to 45. A go-degree crossing is shown in
Fig_ 42. A crossing for
electric street lines over
steam lines is shown in
Fig. 43, but for heavy
interurban electric crossFig. AR
ings with steam lines a
standard steam railroad crossing is desirable. For the light street
and steam line crossing the steam line rails are simply notched

RAJ

Fig. 4g
shown in Fig. 41, in which one set of points is advanced about
2 feet beyond the other. In either case both switches may be
operated by suitable connecting-rods from one stand.
Crossings and Slips. — When one track crosses another, the
arrangement of rails is known as a crossing, and four frogs are
required. If the crossing is at right angles, the frogs are all
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for the passage of the street car wheel flanges, and no guard
rail is used along the street line rails, but in the heavier crossings the guard rails are placed alongside all the rails. Figure 44
is suitable for crossings of small angles, say under 18 degrees,
and Fig. 45 for crossings over 30 degrees.
When crossings are at permissible angles, slip switches may be
introduced, as shown in Fig. 46. In this crossing, by a movement of the slip points that will be evident on inspection, a car
from A or C may pass out at either B or D, and one from B or D

Fig. 46

may pass out at either A or C. These slip switches cannot be
well introduced when the crossing is at an angle greater than
about 9 degfees 30 minutes, or less than about 4 degrees. They
are numbered according to the number of the crossing frogs and
the above angles correspond approximately to frogs 6 and 15
respectively. Slip switches are used almost exclusively in yards,
and it is sometimes considered that their number is a measure
of the efficiency of the yard design, — the fewer slip switches the
better the design. This is so because these switches would be
used only in a ladder or lead track crossing a number of tracks,
and it is considered not to be good practice to introduce such
tracks. They seem sometimes to be necessary in re-designing
old yards, where space is cramped and it is impracticable to secure
more.
Movable Point Frog. — In connection with slip switches, movable-point crossing frogs, shown in Fig. 47, are frequently used,
and such frogs are advised where the crossing angle is less than
about 8 degrees, and for crossings on curves, even though the slip
switch is not used. When used with the slip switches or when
used for a small angle turnout frog, the movable points are thrown

•
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Fig. 47

by connecting-rods and bell cranks from the
same stand that controls the switch movement.
Gauntlet Tracks. — It is sometimes necessary that a double-track road shall be confined for a short distance to about the space
occupied by a single track; as, for instance,
when one side of a double-track bridge is
temporarily disabled, or where one track is
temporarily required for use in connection
with improvements. Instead of introducing
switches in such cases, the two tracks are run
together (as indicated in Fig. 48), using two
frogs, but no switches. Such an arrangement
is known as a gauntlet track.
Cross-Overs.— When two parallel tracks
are to be connected, this is accomplished by
putting in what is called a cross-over, consisting of two turnouts and short connecting
track which may be straight between frog
points or curved with a reverse curve at the
middle of the cross-over. The latter form is
used when it is desired to make the total
length shorter than would be possible with
straight track between frog points.
Cross-overs between• parallel main tracks
should be so placed as to make trailing-point
rather than facing-point switches for the main
line trains, as in Fig. 49.
Laying Out. — When a turnout or crossover is to be put in, some one point in it
will usually be fixed either arbitrarily or by
some local condition; and when one point is
fixed, the other points are determined by
computation. Thus, if the position of the
point of switch is known, the frog distance
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determines the distance of the point of frog, and vice versa.
With a stub switch the number of the frog and the gauge of

Fig. 48

the track determine the radius of the turnout curve, the frog
distance, and the length of switch rail. With the split switch
the length of switch rail is assumed or fixed, and that, together

Mails

uno
Fig. 49

with the gauge and the number of frog, determines the radius
of turnout curve and the frog distance. These elements and
the distance between parallel tracks determine the length of a
cross-over.
The numbers 7 to to include the commonly used frogs. Seven
is specified by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance
of Way Association as the minimum number to be used in yard
design. Special track designs at stations or elsewhere require
special frogs.

SMALL STATION SIDLNGS

CHAPTER VIII
SIDE TRACKS AND YARDS
Side tracks are used at stations to permit cars to be left alongside a depot platform, or a mill or factory, and to provide
for meeting or passing trains. For meeting or passing trains side
tracks may be required between stations.
Yards are areas containing collections of side tracks and necessary buildings at terminal, division, or junction points. Their
purposes are to provide housing for idle locomotives, repair shops
for cars and locomotives, storehouses of various kinds, storage
tracks for temporarily idle cars, and to facilitate the receiving
and despatching of freight. The area owned and used by the
railroad company at a station is known as the yard.
The proportion of side and yard tracks to main line track is
about as follows: For single-track roads of light traffic 15 per
cent; the proportion varies for increasing traffic up to over ioo
per cent for very heavy traffic; for great trunk lines of from two
to four tracks 33k to 5o per cent of the single-track mileage.
This proportion is increasing as business increases. When for
any road it becomes necessary to provide passing tracks every
five miles to hold three or four trains, a new through track is
desirable.
SIDE TRACKS

Small Station Sidings. — The position of side tracks at a small
station will depend on the alignment, and the local topography
and conditions. The station building, if there is but one, and
the side track, should be so located relatively as to secure a minimum of track crossing by passengers or teams, and a clear view
of the main tracks. At the same time economy of car and train
movement is to be considered. If the road lies on one side of the
92
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business center of the town or village, the station buildings
should be on the village side of the main tracks.
Figure so shows an arrangement for a small station, safe as
to track crossing and facing-point switches, but awkward for
freight handling.
The arrangement shown in Fig. sr much facilitates the handling of cars to be left at, or taken from, the station, though it
introduces facing-point switches in both tracks, and necessitates
the crossing of the side track by passengers, not a serious matter.
There should be separate passenger platforms for the two main
tracks, that farthest from the station building reached by an over-

Fig.

50

Fig.

N

head bridge or a subway, that there need be no crossing of a main
track. American practice has not yet reached the point of abolishing track crossing at stations, but it will before many years.
When the business will at all warrant it, there should be separate
freight and passenger stations.
The sidings shown in Figs. so and sr should be a little lower
than the main track to prevent cars being blown or pushed on to
the main track. Where this is not feasible, stub tracks S may
be placed with their outer ends buried in sand and the switches
set normally for the stubs. The stub should grade down hill,
outward. These precautions are advisable
for any side track connecting directly with the
3imn r.,ra track
main track, on which
52
cars may be left for a
time. Side tracks for cars to be loaded from, or unloaded
into, wagons — commonly known as team tracks — should be
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SIDING CONSTRUCTION

so located that there need be no crossing of tracks by teams. If
there are several such tracks, they should be stub tracks, the
spaces between them for wagons being reached from the ends,
as shown in Fig. 52. The tracks should be in pairs, each
pair spaced 52 feet, center to center, and the tracks of each pair
feet;fanter to center. Ingress and egress may be provided at
both ends if possible.
On single track road
Passing Sidings for Single Track.
passing sidings will be long enough to hold from two to four
trains, as the busi\B
A
ness requires. On
C\
light-grade roads a
Fig. s
train is frequently a
half mile or more long. A double siding, each siding holding
one train, is better than a single siding holding two trains. It
is laid out as in Fig. 53.
If two trains meet, one takes the siding and the other the main
line; if two trains meet and are to be met and passed by a third,
each of the first two trains takes a siding while the third train
keeps the main track. The arrangement of Fig. 53 introduces
two additional switches, but permits each of the two side-tracked
trains to proceed without delay, independently of each other, as
soon as the road is clear, and the motion is all forward, — a very
desirable condition. If any of the switches are to be operated
from a tower by interlocking devices, the tower should be at the
middle switches. These may be the leaving points or the entry
points; if the leaving points, the tower may certainly control
the leaving of the trains. If the middle switches are entering
points, the trains need not stop before entering the siding, the
towerman throwing the switch, and the leaving of the trains
may be controlled by signals at the leaving ends, operated from
the tower and interlocked with the switch which is too far away
to be thrown by the towerman. If the switches are power
operated, they may all be thrown from the tower.
Passing Sidings for Double Track Roads. For double track
roads the passing sidings may lie outside the main tracks or

between them. If between them, the main tracks must be spread
and the alignment interfered with. Figure 54 shows both arrangements, the middle switches being the leaving points. If
the sidings are between the main tracks, they may be connected
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Fig. 54

and additional switches put in at the extreme ends, as shown by
the dotted lines, to permit temporarily doubling the siding capacity in one direction, at the expense of that in the other.
When the sidings are outside the main tracks, the dotted crossover may be put in to permit the use of the main tracks for siding
in emergencies, but it is a doubtful expedient, involving some
danger. It will be noted that the emergency crossovers, which
are supposed to be of infrequent use, are so placed as to give
trailing point switches at the expense of backward motion of the
train using them.
On roads of heavy business these passing
Relief Tracks.
sidings may be long enough to permit the continual running of
the side-tracked train while the fast train passes. The track is
then virtually a third or fourth track, and is known as a relief
track.
Siding Construction.
Compared with the main line, side
tracks are apt to be of inferior construction; old, light rails and
old or cull ties are used, with poor ballast and surfacing. Passing sidings, particularly relief tracks, should be of practically
the same construction as the main line, the old rails and ties
being used on unimportant station, mill, and gravel sidings, or
spurs.
—
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YARDS

Car Movement. — The principal point to be considered in
designing a system of yard tracks is economy of movement of
cars. Yard tracks are not primarily storage tracks, but sorting
tracks on which trains are to be received, broken up, made up
again, and despatched in the shortest possible time at the least
possible expense. On New England roads the passenger-car
switching is about one tenth of the whole, hence the yard tracks
should be designed first for the freight traffic. This does not
mean that economy in handling the passenger cars should be
neglected. Freight division points and yards occur more frequently than passenger division points and yards.
A large portion of the cars handled by any railroad are received
by it at terminal or junction points from other railroads. They
are received in trains, or portions of trains, made up by the delivering road in the way most convenient to itself. On a road of
two or more divisions, trains to go the whole of one division, but
to be distributed in the second division, may be made up at the
terminal without reference to the order of distribution on the next
division. Varying ruling grades on different divisions may require the breaking up of through trains at division points. At
a large terminal point many cars are loaded, some with through
freight and some with local freight. Freight that is to go the
entire length of the road or division can be most economically
handled in through trains doing no switching en route. Local
cars can be most economically handled if they are arranged in
the train in station order; those to be dropped first nearest the
locomotive. It is cheaper to do the necessary sorting in the forwarding yard than out on the road. Therefore, cars received
or loaded at a terminal are sorted and made up into convenient
trains before being forwarded. Cars thus received may be divided
into classes and sub-rla ses, for instance:
x. Cars to go through the full length of the road or division.
2. Cars to be distributed at local stations on the division,
including cars to be delivered to other lines at junction points.
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3. Empty cars to be stored.
4. Cars, full or empty, needing repairs.
The first two of these classes may be divided into fast and
slow trains. The fast trains will contain live stock, fresh meat,
fruit, or other perishable goods. The slow trains will contain
general merchandise not needing quick transportation, coal, ore,
etc. Live stock is frequently shipped in trains by itself.
If road B receives a car-load of freight from road A, the freight
is not transferred to a B road car, but continues to its destination
on road B, which pays a rental to road A for the use of the car.
Road B also becomes responsible for the return of the car in as
good condition as when received, except for defects in the running
gear. The Master Car Builders' rules of interchange provide in
detail what parts of the car must be maintained by the operating
road. It is important, therefore, that a damaged car shall not
be received and operated by road B. The business of car inspecting at transfer points has thus arisen. An inspector of the receiving
road, sometimes of both roads, examines every car to be received,
and any found below the standard of repair required by the
M. C. B. rules must be repaired before it is sent forward. If the
repair is slight, the car is not unloaded; if necessary, the freight
is transferred to another car.
Necessary Tracks. — It is necessary to provide tracks for the
various classes of cars mentioned, and for such subclasses as may
be adopted on any particular road.
The sets of tracks needed will be about as follows, a complete
series of sets for each direction: —
I. Receiving tracks, a train-length long, on which incoming
trains are left by their locomotives, which go by the shortest possible route to the roundhouse.
2. Classification tracks, varying in length according to the
number of cars of a given class handled in, say, a half day, on
which the cars of the trains left on the receiving tracks may be
placed by the shunting engine. There will be as many of these
tracks as there are classifications, and sometimes one set for local
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and one for through cars. These may be shorter than a train
length, when advance tracks are provided.
3. Local order tracks, on which the classified cars are placed in
station order. These are short tracks holding from five to ten
cars each.
4. Advance tracks, on which the assorted cars are placed in
trains ready to be taken out by an engine coming by the shortest
possible route from the roundhouse. A set of advance tracks
may be arranged for fast freight only. Advance tracks must be
a train-length long.
5. Repair tracks on which cars needing repairs are placed.
6. Storage tracks for empty cars temporarily idle, and for hold
cars.
7. Miscellaneous tracks to coaling stations, transfer platforms,
shops, depots, etc.
8. If the poling system of switching is used, there will be one
or two poling tracks.
Switching Systems.
There are three systems of switching in
use: tail switching or drilling, poling, and gravity switching.
—

I. By the first system the switch engine is attached at the rear
of the train whose cars are to be sorted, pushes the train ahead
and suddenly stops; one or more cars at the forward end, destined
to some particular class track, have been previously uncoupled,
and when the train stops continue on their way to their place. A
car, or several cars together, treated in this way, is called a cut,
and is ridden by a switchman who stops it at the proper place.
After the first cut is sent ahead, the train is drawn back and again
pushed forward to shunt a second cut; the operation is repeated
till the train has all been sorted. This system, involving repeated
jerking and large movement of the train backward and forward,
is in decreasing favor.
2. Poling is accomplished thus: The switch engine runs on a
track parallel to that on which the train to be sorted stands; the
several cuts are uncoupled; the engine is stationed behind the
first cut, and, through a pole or stake placed against the corner

SWITCHING SYSTEMS

iron of the rear car, pushes the cut
ahead till it has sufficient speed to carry it
to its place; the engine then returns for the
second cut, and so on till the train is sorted,
when another train is placed on the track
and the operation repeated. Sometimes a
special small poling car is attached to the
engine. A switchman rides each cut to its
destination. On the forward car of a cut
the number of the track to which it goes is
chalked or carded, and on the rear of the
cut the track of the following cut. These
numbers instruct the switch-tender what
switches to set.
Figure 55 shows a typical poling yard
design by Mr. W. L. Derr, involving the
tracks already mentioned and almost no
slip switches. No such yard is ever likely
to be built because the local conditions, including traffic, topography, and available
land, will affect the design, but the figure
gives a good idea of what is required.
3. In the third system, gravity switching,
the yard from receiving tracks to advance
tracks is one continuous down grade, so
that the cars may be run forward without
any engine. An engine is sometimes needed
to start the cuts, and it saves time to use
an engine to bring back the men who have
ridden the cuts. If such a yard is on a
natural grade, trains for both directions
must be received at the same end of the
yard and the sorting and remaking must
proceed in one direction only, thus involving backward motion through the yard
for all trains running against the grade.
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Gravity yards are in rapidly increasing favor in the United States,
where many so-called hump yards are being Iaid out. The yard
is a hump yard when the grades are introduced by constructed
earthwork, the topography not permitting natural grades. Such
yards may be humped at both ends, providing only forward
movement for trains in both directions. The receiving tracks of
one set will be higher than the opposite advance tracks of the
other set. Probably a better way is to put the hump in the center
of the yard, the same hill serving switching movements both ways.
Such a hump yard is that designed by Mr. H. M. North, C. E.,
for the Dupo yard of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and shown
in the figure. The absence of local order tracks and the large
proportion of hold tracks are noticeable.
Yard Design.
With a single-track road all yard tracks should
be on one side of the main line, to prevent crossing the main line
for yard work. For the same reason it is best to spread the main
tracks of a double-track road, and place all yard tracks with shops
and buildings between the two main tracks.
To design a yard the engineer should know the following factors
in the problem: —
The maximum length of incoming and outgoing trains in each
direction, the number of freight classifications to be made for
through and local cars, and the average number of cars a day of
each class, prospects as to an increase in number of any class,
whether or not fast freight is to be separated, the number of cars
a week to be held for orders, average number of cars a day for
the station where the yard is, the maximum number of crippled
cars, empty cars, and passenger cars to provide for. On existing
lines this information is easily secured by a conference of the
departments involved, but on new lines the judgment of the engineer must be exercised.
In addition to points already mentioned, the following points
should be observed in the design of a yard: Slip switches should
be as few as possible, a considerable number is usually an evidence of patchwork in an old yard or insufficient study in a
new yard.
—
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Coaling station, ash pits, sand-house, and water supply should
be near the roundhouse and accessible at all times.
Very long yard tracks are undesirable because of the high speed
necessary to send cars the full length, and the delay caused by
the long walk of the men returning from riding a cut to the end
of the track. Two lay-outs showing long and short Connections
appear in Fig. 57 and are discussed on page 103.
Tracks for cabooses should provide for getting them quickly
out of the way on arrival and make them accessible to outgoing
trains without unnecessary handling.
Provision should be made to prevent fouling the main track
by any ordinary switching operations. Yards of separate lines
at junction points should be connected, and if some distance apart,
provision should be made on the connecting tracks to hold at
least one day's interchange business.
Tracks for cars to be loaded from or unloaded to wagons should
be not less than 24 feet apart, center to center.* If live stock is
to be handled, cattle pens should be provided at the outgoing or
incoming end of the yard, as necessity may require. The inclined
chutes from the ground to the floor of the car, inclined about / in
4, may be single for large stock or double for small stock, handled
in double deck cars.
Passenger cars should not be stored in freight yards, but on
tracks of their own near the passenger station.
Switches should be arranged in sets and as compactly as possible to provide for handling them from a tower by interlocking
devices, if desired. They are sometimes, and about as economically, worked by hand.
The switch-light stand should be near the ground, each stand
being turned by the moving rails of the switch, and furnished with
two lights, showing switch set for siding or lead tracks. The
track at the end of a set of parallel tracks, and from which these
tracks depart, is called the lead track or ladder track. Such a
lead track is sometimes laid through the middle of a set of parallel
* See p. 93 for the recommended practice of the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
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tracks and connected with them by slip switches, but such construction should be avoided so far as possible.
Where there are many classification tracks, the entering end
should be wedge-shaped to concentrate the switches, and to save
wear of frogs and switches, and to shorten the leads. Not more
than eight or ten body tracks should lead off from one lead or
ladder track. Some of the advantages of the small number of
body tracks for each lead track are shown in Fig. 57.*
Automatic scales should be provided on the track connecting
receiving and classification tracks. On these scales cars are
weighed as they pass over. Dead tracks should be provided close
to the scale track for passing cars not to be weighed, that the
scales need be used no more than necessary. The dead tracks
may be supported on posts set in the scale pit.
At important stations where much bulky and heavy freight
is to be handled between cars and wagons or trucks, one or more
cranes should be provided convenient to one or more of the team
tracks.
Telegraphic, telephonic, or bell-signal communication should be
established between the train despatcher's office and roundhouse,
yard offices, and block stations. A telephone, supplemented by
bell signals operated under a code, is perhaps the best means of
communication.
Yards to be used at night should be well lighted. Electric
lights are best, but must be carefully placed where they will be
of most service, very high from the ground, and not near any
signal; they are placed high to reduce the shadows. Electric
lights make the best switch lights.
Main-track yard switches should be operated from a central
station and interlocked with main-track signals.
Water cranes should be located at the engine-house, at points
where switch engines work, at coal pockets if far from the enginehouse, and at the outgoing ends of the yard. A main with hydrants about 200 feet apart should be located along the receiving
* From "The Theory of Design of Railway Freight Terminals," a valuable

paper before the Western Society of Engineers, by H. M. North, C. E.
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tracks for the use of car inspectors, and there should be water at
cattle pens. There should be fire hydrants near important buildings and near storage tracks.
Air hose and an air brake testing plant should be provided for
departure or advance tracks.
Yard Buildings. — Ordinary yard buildings will consist of
roundhouse, ice-house, yard office, car inspectors' stations, signal
stations, sand-house, repair shop, and a building for the use of
the trainmen waiting for trains. Bins holding links and pins may
be placed at convenient points. The foundations of buildings
near tracks must be carefully looked after and made firm. Standard clocks should be fastened to masonry piers reaching firm
foundations and entirely detached from floors of buildings. Icing
stations are needed at all division terminals; they should be
placed near the outgoing end of the fast-freight tracks on a separate track, accessible alike to incoming and outgoing trains, and
so arranged that the incoming road engine may take cars to be
iced directly to the icing station where the outgoing train may
take them on. The utmost care and thoroughness in under draining, surface draining, and ballasting a yard will be high economy.
Passenger Terminals should have a series of cross-avers outside
the station to permit movement from one track to another; there
should be more tracks than are absolutely necessary, to allow for
special trains, to get an incoming train out of the way of the passage of its engine to the engine-house, and to permit making up
trains at the station when necessary. When there is a considerable suburban service, provision must be made, as on elevated
and other rapid transit roads, to shift the locomotive from one
end of the train to the other. On rapid-transit roads it is necessary to do this quickly. If the tracks come into the terminal
straight, the trains must stop far enough from the ends to permit
the placing and operating of cross-overs that the engine may get
back to the other end of the train. Where it is possible to introduce it, the loop terminal is the most satisfactory plan, as it allows
the most rapid movement of trains with least movement of engines.
The engine is not uncoupled from the train; no switching is neces-

sary. This plan has been adopted in the South Boston Terminal,
and Grand Central Station in New York, the stations being two
stories, through trains entering and leaving above the loop terminal of the local and suburban trains.
Suburban trains are usually run at more frequent intervals at
certain hours of the day, and storage tracks must be provided

Fig. 58

for temporarily idle trains. With the loop system these can sometimes be placed in the loop, the best method, requiring no backward movement, being shown in Fig. 58.
Terminology. — A set of tracks in a large yard is sometimes
called a yard, — as, classification yard, advance yard, storage
yard, etc. It has been advised that the aggregation of such yards
be called a cluster. The author suggests that the term yard most
properly belongs to the whole area occupied by yard tracks,
buildings, etc., at a way station or terminal, and that therefore
the whole area should still, as always heretofore, be called the
yard, and the separate groups of tracks called the clusters, — if
that is the best word to use; and it is as correctly used for a cluster
of tracks as for a cluster of yards. This arrangement will interfere less with general terminology than to change the whole yard
to cluster. A word of one syllable would be better, and the use
of plot is suggested. Thus, there would be the terminal, division
or station yards, and the classification, advance, or storage plots
in those yards. But perhaps classification, advance, or storage
tracks will answer as well.
The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association recognizes yard as applying to the whole system of
tracks, and also to the several groups themselves, — as, the yard,
departure or forwarding yard, team delivery yard, etc.
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Water Terminals. — At important coast terminals, provision
must be made for trans-shipment to and from vessels, and at
such points as New York City, actually reached by the freight
tracks of but two railroad systems, while the opposite Jersey
shore is reached by many more, provision must be made for trans-

Fig. 58 a

fer across the separating body of water. The method of transshipment depends on the commodity. Light merchandise is
usually unloaded from or loaded into cars run out on a pier inside
or alongside a freight shed in which the merchandise is stored
for loading to cars or vessels. Grain is handled through elevators directly from boats to cars, or vice versa, or it is handled

WATER TERMINALS
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through floating elevators or lighters which may load to the vessel
in the stream. On the Pacific coast grain is handled in sacks
instead of loose as in the Eastern States.
Freight for New York received on the Jersey coast is transferred across the river on barges or floats, the cars being run on
to and off the floats over transfer bridges whose inclination may
be varied to suit the state of the tide. Small yards are necessary
on the New York side. Their shape and size will depend on the
available land and amount of business to be done. They will
usually consist of a set of team tracks arranged in pairs, with a
scale and a crane at proper points and a freight shed for temporary storage of freight received in less than car-load lots. One
design for such a terminal is shown in Fig. 58a.
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CANTING FORMULAS

CHAPTER IX
ELEVATION OF THE OUTER RAIL
Reason for Canting the Track on Curves. — When a train leaving a tangent enters a flat curve, it is forced to take the curved
path by the induced pressure of the outer rail on the flanges of
the outer wheels. This deviating force is communicated to the
car body through the truck and center pin. Because of the inertia
of the car this force produces an overturning moment measured
by the product of the force and the distance from the rail to the
center of gravity of the car. The greater the speed of the train,
or the sharper the curve, the greater the lateral force and overturning moment. That the car may be in no danger of leaving
the rails or destroying the track, a flat curve must be taken at
very slow speed. If the speed is to be considerable, the necessary
deviating force must be obtained by canting the track.
Canting Formulas.
The conditions that exist are shown in
Fig. sg. An induced centrifugal force may be said to act horizontally at the center of gravity
of the car. Gravity measured by
the weight of the car may be
1said to act vertically through the
same point. It is required that
the resultant of these two forces
shall be normal to the transverse surface of the track. Under
this condition there can be no lateral pressure due to the centrifugal force. The figure shows that
this condition is secured when
the tangent of the angle of inclination equals centrifugal force
divided by weight. This is the mechanical value of the tangent.
—

" c

r

The cross distance between inside of rail heads is the gauge of
the track, but the distance between bearing points of wheels is a
little less than the distance between rail centers, which, though a
variable quantity, may be taken as 4.9 feet for-standard gauge.
The distance between bearing points of the trackman's gauge is
practically the distance between rail centers, therefore, this distance will be used in deriving formulas. The difference in level
of the outer and inner rails is called the "elevation of the outer
rail." The figure shows that the tangent of the angle of elevation
equals the elevation divided by the horizontal projection of the
distance between bearing points. This may be called the linear
value of the tangent. Equating the mechanical and linear values
for the tangent of the elevation angle, and solving for the elevation, gives
4.9
e

I 1- 223.6 4

(I)

R2
S4

in which R is the radius of the curve in feet, and S is the speed
in miles per hour.
It is usually assumed that the horizontal projection of the distance between bearing points is that distance itself, that is, the
cosine and radius for small angles are equal. This assumption
simplifies the formula to the form commonly used: —
e—

.0.3273 S2

(2)

R

The constant multiplier 0.3273 is not that commonly used, but
is believed to be more correct than the usual constant 0.3147, by
mv2 Wv2

* Centrifugal force C =— = ---.- in which v is in feet per second, R is the
gR

radius of the curve in feet, and g is the acceleration of gravity — 32.2 feet,
approximately.
Tangent 0 =

C
v2
—
W gR

v G2

—

e2

Changing v into miles per hour S, substituting 32.2 for
solving for e, gives Equation (e).

g,

and 4.9 for G, and
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reason of the use of 4.9 feet for gauge instead of 4.705 feet. The
ordinary formula is sometimes given in terms of the degree of
curve instead of the radius, the latter being assumed to be
5730 D. Using the constants 0.3273 and 0.3147 respectively,
and reducing to inches, there results e = o.0oo685 S2 D inches
and e = 0.00066.52 D inches, which, put into a simple rule,
gives:
RULE: The difference of level in inches of the two rails of a
curved track of standard gauge is from two thirds to seven tenths
of one one-thousandth of the square of the speed of passing trains
multiplied by the degree of the curve.

The difference in elevation resulting from these formulas
amounts to more than I inch for high speeds. This is an appreciable difference. Track inclined according to formula (I) will
secure smooth passage of cars when the speed equals S. While
the formula is awkward, the trackman always works from a
table which should be computed on a rigid basis.
Connecting with Tangent. — The practice in canting the track
varies. It will be evident that, since the centrifugal force is instantly generated to its full amount at the beginning of the curve,
the track should have its full theoretic inclination at this point
and should be level across an infinitesimal distance away on the
tangent, — a manifest impossibility. Where no spirals are used,
it is common to begin the inclination on the tangent a distance
from the curve found by allowing from 25 to so feet for each inch
of difference in rail levels, the full inclination being attained at
the beginning of the curve. When spirals are used, since they
vary in degree directly with their length, the inclination begins
at the point of spiral and increases uniformly to the main curve,
where it is the full theoretic amount. The inclination by this method
is everywhere what it should be. The proper length of spiral
curve is usually determined by considering at what rate the inclination of track may be obtained with comfort to passengers. If
the inclination is secured by lowering the inner rail and raising
the outer rail, keeping the center line at grade, the full inclination
may be secured in less distance than if the more common practice
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is followed; namely, keeping the inner rail at grade and raising
the outer rail through the full difference in level. Talbot thinks
the rate of securing the inclination should be stated on a time,
rather than a distance, basis; that is, it should be n feet per unit
of time rather than n feet per unit of distance, and that therefore
the distance rate and consequent length of spiral curve will vary
with the speed. This is doubtless true, but the sensations are so
slight that it is probably unwise to consider more than two rates,
— one for low-speed trains, say, 20 miles an hour, and one for
high speeds, say, 5o miles an hour. For the former a rate of
in 300 is ample, and for the latter double that will certainly be
sufficient. Thus, a curve requiring 6 inches inclination for a
given slow speed would require spirals 15o feet long; while a
curve having the same elevation for a high speed, would require
spirals 300 feet long. The Track Committee of the American
Railway Engineering and Nfaintenance of Way Association
advises a rate of 1 inch in 6o feet for a general rule. The author
believes x inch in 50 feet sufficient. Less than this is ample for
good line maintenance.
Speed to be Assumed. — The formula indicates that the inclination varies with the square of the speed. Not all trains on any
road travel at the same speed. The practice varies as to the
speed used for the formula. On some roads an average speed
is assumed, and all curves inclined for this speed; on others the
average of the passenger train speeds is assumed and all curves
inclined for this speed; again, the fastest speed is assumed; on
some roads a different speed is assumed for ascending and descending grades, feasible only on multiple track roads; on some
roads a variation is made as between curves on ordinary grades,
say, under t.o per cent, and curves on steep grades; and on a
few roads care is taken to note the position of each curve in the
track, the speed at which it is to be taken by the fast trains using
the track,.and to prepare inclination tables for trackmen accordingly. This last-named practice is undoubtedly productive of
the best results. A curve at a stopping point needs little or no
elevation, a curve on an ascending grade will be taken slower
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than on a descending grade of the same rate. Near summits of
long grades the speed will be less than in or near the low points;
through yards, even though not stopping points, the speed will
be less than on the open road, as it will on certain long, high
bridges; and a road pretty much all curves will be operated at
less speed than one nearly all tangent. Each curve should be
numbered and studied by itself, and suitable tables prepared for
trackmen's use.
Maximum Inclination. — It is probably best to incline the
track for the ordinary speed of the fastest train using it, up to a
maximum of 8 or 9 inches for tracks used only for passenger
service, and to about 6 inches for freight tracks or tracks used
for both freight and passenger service.. No particular damage
is likely to occur from taking a curve at slightly greater speed
than that for which it is inclined, but the excess speed does not
exceed 5 to 7 miles per hour with safety. A slow-moving freight
train on an excessively inclined track is likely to hug the inner
rail too hard, and overturning of top-heavy loads on the inside
of the curve is not unknown, and excessive wear of the inner rail
is common on curves always taken at a low speed by heavy trains.
Outer Rail vs. Both Rails. — European practice raises the outer
rail and lowers the inner rail, keeping the center line at grade.
American practice generally follows this rule for new construction,
but in surfacing existing track keeps the inner rail at grade and
raises the outer rail through the whole required difference. This
practice doubtless gave rise to the term "elevation of the outer
rail." The European practice is advised for American roads.
The American practice introduces a short grade at the beginning
of the curve. This grade is unpleasant when taken at high passenger speed, and may introduce a limiting effect when taken by
a slow-moving freight train on a ruling grade. Thus, if the full
elevation is 6 inches, the center line rises 3 inches; and if this is
accomplished in 150 feet, a grade of o.16i per cent Iso feet long
is introduced on a level or added to any existing grade. This
addition might easily stall a heavily loaded locomotive just able
to ascend the nominal grade.

Resulting Pressure on Outer Rail. — Although the inclination of
the track entirely counteracts the centrifugal force due to curvilinear motion, the car trucks must be turned on the center pin
through whatever central angle the entire curve subtends, and
the car body must be turned about its central vertical axis through
the same angle. This is accomplished directly by the induced
pressure of the outer rail against the flange of the front outer wheel
of each truck. This pressure causes the car and truck to rotate,
the wheels slipping on the rails. There is then always a pressure
against the outer rail, but it does not vary with speed or radius
of curve (with slight exceptions hereafter noted). This slipping
on the rails is what causes what is known as curve resistance, and
it will be more fully treated under that head.
There is also an overturning moment applied to the inner rail
due to the friction of the wheels slid across the top of the rail.
The resulting pressure against the outer rail is that necessary to
slide all of the wheels that slide; but the pressure necessary to
slide the front wheel itself is balanced by the friction of sliding
which is deducted when determining the pressure that reaches
the spikes or that acts to form an overturning moment. There
is a momentary greater pressure while the locomotive and each
car is entering the curve due to impact. This pressure is very
largely overcome by spiraling the curve. It is this pressure
that always puts the end of an unspiraled curve out of line.
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CHAPTER X

Defined. — As a term in railroading, signaling means informing
the engineman of a train whether he is to proceed or stop. Sometimes some additional information is given, as, which of several
tracks he is to take, but the definition given is essentially correct.
Signaling is so intimately connected with switch movements that
these, where controlled by a signalman in a tower, are included
in the general term signaling.
How Accomplished.
The information is given in daytime by
the position of a blade or arm pivoted near one end on a vertical
post, and at night by colored lights. The blade or arm signal is
called a semaphore. Besides the semaphore, disk signals are
somewhat used; these consist of a disk made to turn either its edge
or broadside toward the engineman, or made to appear and disappear behind the glass window of an enclosing case. Their
disadvantage is that they are essentially a color system. When a
semaphore is used, if the arm stands at right angles to the post,
the indication is "danger," "stop "; if the arm is dropped some
6o degrees, it means "all right," "go ahead." Sometimes three
positions are assumed: right angles — stop; inclined — go ahead
under control expecting to be stopped; vertical — go ahead.
Opinions vary as to the desirability of three positions, and the
general English practice is to give two orders only. With disk
signals the edge, or absence of the disk means "track clear — go
ahead," while the broadside or appearance of the disk means
"danger — stop." The color scheme for lights at night varies
on different roads. The English practice is red for "danger —
stop," and green for "clear go ahead." In America the prevailing practice is red for stop; green for caution — go ahead
under control; and white for clear — go ahead.
—
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The semaphore system is moved by power or by hand; if by
power, it is either compressed air acting in a cylinder on a piston
which is connected to the signal by a rod, or compressed gas, or
electricity acting generally through a motor. The air is furnished
by a compressor conveniently located, and is carried in pipes
to the signals to be operated; its action is controlled either by an
electric current or by another supply of compressed air at lower
pressure actuating the valves of the cylinder. The electric current
is controlled by a signalman in a tower or cabin built alongside
the track, or works automatically through the rails, the circuit
being broken by the entrance of a train into the section of track
where the current for a particular signal is flowing. The auxiliary air supply for actuating the signal cylinder valves is controlled by a signalman in a tower. Some disk signals are operated
by clockwork controlled by an electromagnet.
When signals are moved by hand, a signalman in a. tower pulls
a lever which is connected with this signal by a rod (gas pipe) or
two wires, by which the signal is operated. The signalman in
the tower is informed by telegraph, telephone, or electric bell
signals what signals he is to give various trains.
Two General Divisions. — Signaling is divided into two general
classes: 1. Block signaling. 2. Interlocking and signaling. Block
signaling is the division of a railroad line into spaces of various
lengths, called blocks, and the placing and operating of signals at
the end of each block to tell the engineman of an approaching
train whether or not the block ahead of him is clear, and hence
whether or not he may proceed. Block signaling keeps trains
separated by space intervals, which are much safer than time
intervals.
By interlocking and signaling is meant a system of interlocked
switches and signals, or signals alone, at grade crossings, sidings,
cross-overs, and in terminal or other large yards, so arranged that
before the switches of one route may be set and signaled clear
for a moving train, all other routes or switches or signals that could
be so set as to permit another train to foul the route to be cleared,
must be set to make this impossible.
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Economical. — It will appear that the chief object of
all signaling is safety, but it is also true that by preventing accidents that cause delay and money loss, and by giving advance
information to engineman so that when the line is clear as is
the usual case — they may keep up high speed, even approaching
grade crossings, and by concentrating a number of switch levers
at one point, signaling and interlocking greatly expedite the safe
movement of trains, and increase the traffic capacity of the road,
and hence expenditure for signals is not only the price of safety
but is real economy, even for lines of comparatively thin traffic.
Block Signaling — Block signaling may be applied to either
single or double track, but for single track it is not so simple as
for double track. There are three principal methods of operating
block signals: x. Telegraphic. 2. Controlled manual. 3. Automatic.
Let a double track be first supposed. By the telegraphic method
of operating block signals, the signalman in the tower at the rear
or entering end of a block informs the towerman at the forward
or leaving end when a train enters the block, and the forward
towerman. informs the rear man when the train has passed out of
the block. The rear towerman will not give the clear signal to
an approaching train until the forward man has told him the last
train through is out of the block.
The signals are what are called " mechanical," that is, worked
through levers by hand, and the normal position is danger, the
signal being cleared by the signalman for each approaching train,
provided he learns the block is clear. The signal is supposed to
be held clear till the train has passed it and into the block, when
it is at once restored to danger. The information from one tower
to another is given by telegraphic code or a bell code, or both.
In the controlled manual method the signals are worked by
hand, as in the telegraphic method, but the signal levers are electrically interlocked, so that the forward operator must unlock the
levers in the rear tower before the rear towerman can move the
signals to the clear position. The locking mechanism is worked
by an electric circuit. On the approach of a train toward any
Signaling
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block, the towerman asks the towerman ahead to "clear " him;
if the block is clear, the forward towerman pushes a button or
plunger and unlocks the rear operator's levers, after which that
operator can give the clear signal. The advance towerman having once unlocked the levers of the tower at the entering end cannot again do so until his own signal has been cleared and again
set at danger, which will, not occur until the train he has admitted
to the block shall have passed his own tower. The method is
safer than the telegraphic, in that it requires a positive action on
the part of two men to clear a signal, which having been cleared
and moved again to danger cannot be again cleared till the block
it controls is clear. The normal position of the signals is danger.
In the automatic method an electric battery is placed near the
forward end of a block and the current is run through the rail
and through a relay, which, so Long as the current flows, completes
a circuit from a second battery that operates the signal mechanism. The device is so arranged that an accident to the apparatus
would send the signals to danger, hence the automatic system
must always be a permissive system; that is, the engineman finding a signal at "stop," does not know whether it is so because of a
train in the block ahead or because of derangement of the mechanism; he therefore stops a prescribed time, and then goes ahead
. with caution. In the non-automatic system a signalman is always present to tell the engineman whether or not he may go ahead
at speed, under control, or not at all; nevertheless, the automatic
system is in growing favor.
c
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General Forms of Signals. — Figure 6o shows the relation of
a semaphore signal and the track it governs. The blade is always
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to the right of an approaching train; if to the left, no attention
is paid to it because it governs movement in the opposite direction.
H is the home signal, D the distant signal, and T the tower.
Figure 6t is a standard home semaphore, so called because it
is located at the beginning of the block it governs near the signal cabin or tower; while Fig. 62 is a distant signal, so called
because it is located at some distance from the home signal toward

behind the spectacle, and when the signal is in the stop position
shows its light through the red glass of the spectacle; when the
blade is pulled down to "clear" the spectacle rises, disclosing the
white light of the lamp. When green is used for the clear signal,
or when permission to go ahead under control is given by the
signal, the spectacle is double or triple; if double, one glass is
red, the other green; and if triple, a third opening is vacant for
white, as in Fig. 65. W is a counterweight which keeps the signal
at stop except when the signalman pulls and holds the lever.
The signal shown is worked by wires. The one difference between the home signal and distant signal is the notch in the end
of the distance blade, though they are sometimes painted differently. The post is from 25 to 3o feet high. In yards, for slow
movements, short posts with small arms and spectacles, called
dwarf signals, are used. Usually where several parallel tracks
are to be signaled, the signals are placed on an overhead bridge
spanning the tracks, each signal over its own track.
Figures 63 to 65 are forms of automatic signals. Figure 63
is the clockwork signal of the Union Switch and Signal Co. The
disk D is turned by the weight of the clock within the hollow post;
broadside means stop, edge means clear, go ahead; the lamp L
shows the proper light by turning with the disk. These signals
are not now being made, though some of them are in service.
Figure 64 is the Hall banjo signal. A red disk appears at the
larger opening for stop and disappears for clear, the proper light
appearing at the small opening above. It is electrically operated, the connection being within the hollow post and banjo top.
The disk in Fig. 63 is exposed to the weather, but is protected
in the signal shown in Fig. 64. Figure 65 is a three-position automatic semaphore.
For two parallel tracks on which trains travel in the same direction, as on four-track roads, the signals may be arranged on a
bracket post, as in Fig. 66, and when the distant signal of one
block is placed at the beginning of the preceding block, both blades
may be on one post, as in Figs. 67 and 68. In single-track signaling the blades for opposite moving trains may be, but are not
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an approaching train. The distance is not so great as to prevent
operation from the same cabin, say, Isoo to 2000 feet. The
distant signal is always in the same position as the corresponding
home signal, and is used to tell the engineman in advance what
information he may expect to find at the home signal, so that if
it is "clear" he need not reduce speed for a possible stop; and
if it is "stop," he may approach the home signal under control.
B is the blade pivoted to the post at 0; S is a frame carrying a
red glass, and is called the spectacle. A lamp is on the bracket
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commonly, on one post, projecting in opposite directions, —
always to the right of the approaching train they govern.

electromagnet opens the valve, admitting the supply to the cylinder containing the piston which moves the signal; if by an electric motor, the electromagnet makes the necessary circuit closure
for the motor. Clockwork signals, though still in use, are no
longer made; the tendency is to the power semaphore, because
a position signal as distinguished from a color signal, is recognized as the most easily visible under all conditions of weather.
If one or more side tracks or cross-avers leave the main track
within the block, they may be included in the rail circuit as far
as the fouling point F, so that a pair of wheels between F and the
point of switch would short circuit the current just as if on the
main track; or a circuit breaker may be connected with the switch,
whereby if the switch is set for the siding the circuit is broken
and the signal S will go to danger.
The foregoing description introduces no distant signals, and
in early automatic blocking there were none. 0 verlaps, distant
signals, and three-position signals are now used. By overlap is
meant that a short portion of track east of E — say, 2000 feet — •
is also connected with relay R and controls signal S, which will
not go to clear till the train has passed beyond the overlap. The
common method of arranging distant signals is to put the distant
signal of one block on the same post with the home signal of the
preceding block, the distant signal being below the home signal.
Another device is the three-position signal, doing away with
the second blade. The single blade in a horizontal position signifies stop; in an inclined position stop at the next block;
vertical — all clear in the immediate and following blocks.
In the example given above the signals have been supposed
to be normally at clear, to go to danger when a train is in the
block governed or from any derangement of the electric currents.
Perhaps this is the more usual type, but the electric system may
be so arranged that the signals are normally at danger, as in all
manual systems, a signal being cleared by the entrance of a train
in the preceding block (provided, however, that the governed
block is clear), and returned to danger by the entrance of the
train into the governed block and held there, in spite of a train
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Operation of Automatic Block System. — The general method
of operation of the automatic block system may be explained
with the aid of Fig. 69. WE is a block of an eastbound track.
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The arrangement would be duplicated for a westbound track,
hence one description will answer for both. T is the track battery,
one or two gravity cells, located at the forward end of the block,
the two poles being connected through the two rails and a relay
R at the rear or entering end of the block. While the current
flows the relay is energized and its armature made to close a circuit including the signal battery B and electromagnet M. A
pair of wheels, or any conductor, joining the two rails within the
block, short circuits the current, deenergizes the relay, and breaks
the signal battery circuit. The electromagnet M, which is attached to the signal post, either directly or indirectly controls the
movement of the signal. If the signal is moved by clockwork,
it starts this clockwork, which runs for a quarter turn of the signal (disk type) and stops; if by compressed air or liquid gas, the
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in the preceding block, so long as the governed block is occupied
or its circuit broken by an accident.
Single-Track Block Signaling.
Except at terminals where
there are several tracks, single-track roads may generally be
divided into larger blocks than double-track roads, because of
their usually fewer trains, though for an equal number of trains
the blocks should be shorter. The block may be the whole distance between stations, when the simple telegraphic system,
handled without any regular addition to the station force, or the
train staff system, will be the most economical. The controlled
manual, modified for single track, may be used, but some form
of automatic signals will be found most satisfactory for roads of
much traffic. Frequently not the whole line, but only dangerous — because crooked — or busy portions are signaled. The
train staff may be used for short sections, as important bridge
crossings, where absolute, as distinguished from permissive, signaling must prevail.
The Train Staff. — The train staff is a peculiar device con
sisting of two holders, one at each end of a block, containing a
number of short cylindrical bars of wood or metal, and so connected with electric locks that after one bar — called a staff —
has been removed from one holder, no more bars can be removed
from either holder till the one removed has been returned to one
or the other of the holders. The number in each holder is supposed to be sufficient to provide for any possible temporary
inequality in train movement in the two directions. The engineman entering a block is given a staff which he gives up at the end
of the block. No engineman has a right to be in a block without
a staff, unless by permission given, which is sometimes necessary
to provide for unusually heavy traffic in one direction. Permission is given by withdrawing a special permission staff which is a
key to a box on the machine containing a number of tablets. If
several freight trains are to follow one another in close succession,
a tablet may be given each engineman, to the last, who must be
given all the remaining tablets and the permission staff, for neither
machine or holder can be unlocked until all the tablets and per-
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mission staff are in one or the other of the two holders. To guard
against sidings being left open between two staff stations, the
staff is made a key to the switches, and the locks so arranged
that after the switch is unlocked and opened the key cannot be
withdrawn until the switch has been closed and locked. The
holders of two adjoining blocks are of different pattern to prevent the mistake of returning a staff to the wrong machine or
holder, of which there are always two in each signal cabin. Signals are also arranged and interlocked with the staff machines.
For high-speed movement mechanical devices are used on the
locomotive and at the station for catching and delivering the
staffs. In operatio7/, the concurrent action of the men at both
ends of the block is required to release a staff at either end from
its holder, a system of bell signals between the stations being
arranged for communication. The system may be made absolute in its action by interlocked derailing switches, and is then
perhaps the safest of all block systems; the engineman knows as
certainly as it is possible to know that if he can get a staff and get
into a block, no other train can get into the same block while he
is there. The syste in does away entirely with the movement of
trains by train order.
Automatic Signals, Single Track. — When automatic signaling
is used, signals on opposite sides of the track and opposite ends
of the block give the same indication. If both are normally
clear, a train entering one end puts them both at danger, the two
signals being connected by a pole line. In order that two trains
may not enter at the sane instant at opposite ends of the block,
a distant signal may be used at one end, or an overlap introduced.
The home signal may be set a short distance in the block so that
the engineman may see it go to danger as he enters. Blocks are
usually from i to 4 miles long, but in automatic blocking should
be not more than miles.*
In the New York subway express trains are run through blocks
as short as 450 feet, and never more than roc° feet long. The
* For further details of block signalling consult signalcornpanies' catalogs and
"The Block System" by B. B. Adams (Railroad Gazette).
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automatic signals and overlaps permit a train to proceed only
when the preceding train is at least in the second block ahead.
Should a motorman undertake to run by a signal set at stop, an
automatic track device will engage a valve on his car, releasing
the air of the air brakes, and the resistance of the brakes stopping the car will run the current to the motors so high that the
automatic circuit breaker will act and cut out the current, thus, so
far as possible, seemingly avoiding dependence on the human
element for safety. The subway is double tracked.
Interlocking a Single-Track Crossing. — The figure shows a
single-track grade crossing of two roads. D indicates distant
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and 5 reversed; third — reverses t, clearing the distant signal
and locking 2 reversed. The train may then proceed, sure of
no conflict with a train from either direction on NS or an opposing train on EW, if the engineman of such a train obeys his
signals. The levers must be returned to normal in reversed
order, — returning r, unlocks 2, which being returned locks r
normal and unlocks 5 and 9, and 5 being put normal unlocks 6,
and the system is ready to be set for a train in any direction.
The arrangement of the numbers at the side is called the locking
chart, the figures in a circle indicating the reversal of the corresponding lever; thus the second line reads, " 2 reversed locks 5
reversed, 9 normal." Only the locking for the train movement
illustrated is given. The student may complete the chart.
Cross Over. — A cross-over between parallel main tracks may
be considered. If the frame of the machine in the cabin is in
sets of four levers, there will be one spare lever; and since both
switches may be thrown by one lever, let the spare lever be No. 4.
-

Fig. 70

signal; H, home signal; S, derailing switch; the numbers are the
numbers of the levers actuating the signals and switches, these
levers being concentrated in a single frame in the cabin or tower
C. The levels are so interlocked in the frame that if the derails
of one line of track, say EW, are closed and signals 2 and r set
at clear, the derail levers of line NS are locked open, and all
other signals are locked at danger, the signalman in the tower
being unable to change them until the cleared signals have been
restored to danger and the derails of EW opened. The normal
position of all signals in this case being danger, the levers are
said to be normal when holding the signals in their normal position, and reversed when holding them clear. So the derails
when open are normal, when closed, reversed. Let a train come
from E : the signalman, first — reverses lever 5, closing both
derails on EW, and automatically locking 6 normal; second —
reverses 2, clearing the signal and automatically locking 9 normal
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The signals 5 and 6 always governing slow motion into the crossover are dwarf signals, the others high signals. It is assumed that
there is never high speed westward on the eastbound track, nor
eastward on the westbound track, hence no distant signals for
5 and 6 are required. The black triangles indicate by their slope
the normal position of the switch, which in this case is set for the
main line. Let it be supposed that a train coming from the west
is to be stopped and moved over the cross-over to the west-
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bound track. The switches are found set for the main track and
all signals at danger. First, signal 2 is cleared, then signal r,
and the train passes to the east of the switch; signals i and 2 are
then put normal, switch 3 reversed, signal 6 cleared, and the train
passes through the cross-over. If the movement has been for the
purpose of allowing a faster eastbound train to pass the train under
consideration, that train remains on the westbound track protected
by signals 7 and 8; signal 6 is returned to danger, switch 3 set
normal, and signals 2 and x reversed to permit the fast train to
pass, after which signals x and 2 are set normal, switch 3 is reversed, signal 5 reversed, and the first train allowed to pass on
to the eastbound track, after which signal 5 is set normal, switch
3 normal, and the track is ready for another train in any direction.
Detector Bar. — One important adjunct of interlocking is a
long, heavy, steel bar, B B, set close against the outside of the rail
in a position relative to the switch shown in Fig. 71. This bar
is so connected with the lever that it is raised a little ahead of
the movement of the switch, and unless it can be so raised the
switch cannot be thrown. Its purpose is to prevent the signalman from throwing a switch under the wheels of a passing train,
which will always have a pair of wheels over the detector bar,
preventing it from rising.
Manual Machines. — There are two types of manual interlocking machines, that in which the locking bars are arranged in a
horizontal plane, and that in which these bars are arranged in
a vertical plane. The Saxby & Farmer machine is the representative of the first type, shown in Fig. 72*, and the General
Railway Signal Company's style A machine is representative of
the second type, shown in Fig. 73. The levers will be evident;
the latches attached to each control the locking bars, so that
when a lever is to be reversed its latch must first be lifted, and
this locks such levers as are to be locked by a reversal of the
lever in question before that lever can be reversed. Thus, in the
last diagram, Fig. 71, lifting the latch of lever 5 locks levers 3
and 6 before lever 5 is reversed. This is known as preliminary

locking. Machines of the Saxby & Fanner type require more
floor space than the vertical type machines, and are suitable for

' From Union Switch and Signal Company's catalog.
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a ground floor or a Iow cabin on a bridge. The vertical type,
requiring less floor space, are particularly suitable for a tall cabin.
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Power Interlocking Machines. — When a large yard is to be
interlocked, manual interlocking becomes too slow and requires
a large number of men. Power interlocking has been devised to
overcome these difficulties. Power machines are of three types,
electro-pneumatic, pneumatic or "all air," and "all electric."
With the first, compressed air at about 70 pounds is used to move
the switches and signals by means of cylinders and pistons attached
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to the sleepers or signal posts, the valves for these cylinders being
controlled by electromagnets actuated by a current of electricity
controlled by the interlocked levers — electric switches — in the
signal cabin. In the second type, air at a pressure of about 15
pounds is used to move switches and signals, and the control of the valve is through a second supply of compressed air
at about half the pressure of the main supply, and which is con-
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trolled by the interlocked levers — slide valves — in the signal
cabin.
In the third type, electric motors of about i horse-power move
the switches, and motors of about * horse-power the signals, the
current for these being controlled again by the interlocked levers
in the cabin.
In all of these power machines the levers — so called are
small, and require very little strength for their operation; the
manual levers very frequently, particularly for distant signals,
require about all the strength of an average man.
The all air system is not so quick as the all electric, but is sufficiently quick for all ordinary work where the distance is not too
great.
In the power machines the locking is preliminary, as in the
manual machines, and the complete movement of the switch lever
is impossible until the switch has been thrown, so that if the reversal of the lever is begun and the switch does not move, the
reversal cannot be completed, and the operator knows something
is wrong.

PART II
THE LOCOMOTIVE AND ITS WORK
THIS part of the book will discuss the hauling capacity of the
locomotive; the resistances it overcomes in hauling trains on
straight and level track, grades, and curves; the cost of operation
and the variation in cost due to a variation in number and weight
of trains and in rise and fall, distance, and curvature; all of
those matters sometimes classed under "Economics of Location." Reference books to be read in connection with Part II,
are Wellington's "Economic Theory of Railway Location,"
Goss's "Locomotive Performance," Henderson's " Locomotive
Operation," The Pennsylvania Railroad's " Locomotive Tests
and Exhibits," Forney's "Catechism of the Locomotive" and
the statistical reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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CHAPTER XI
THE LOCOMOTIVE
General Statement.
The locomotive consists essentially of an
internally fired boiler and a pair of simple, or one or two pairs of
compound, steam cylinders, mounted on a frame which rests on
a truck and, through a' system of equalizing levers like a platform
scale, on the driving-wheel axles. The driving wheels correspond
to the fly wheel of a stationary engine, and the track corresponds
to the belt. The belt being fixed, and the engine free to move,
the result of the effort of the cylinders to turn the drive wheels is
motion of the engine along the track.
Tractive Effort of Adhesion.
There would be no such motion
if there were no friction between the wheels and the rails; the
wheels would spin around on the track. This spinning often
occurs when the engine is too heavily loaded, when the track is
slippery, or when the engineman opens the throttle too quickly
at starting. It is because of this friction that the locomotive is
able to move and pull a load, and the ultimate tractive force that
it can exert equals the weight on the drivers multiplied by the
coefficient of friction between wheel and rail. That is, this is the
resistance it offers to sliding along the track; and if the cylinder
power is equal to this, the engine will move against a force approximating this resistance. A greater resisting force applied to
it will cause the drivers to slip if the cylinder power is sufficient.
Three Locomotive Elements. — In the locomotive there are
three elements, any one of which may determine its capacity to
do work. i. The boiler or steam making element. 2. The cylinder or steam using element. 3. The weight on the drivers
and coefficient of friction, or what may be called the adhesion
element. If the boiler capacity be small, the quantity of steam
generated at,the required pressure in a unit of time will be small;
—

—
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the steam must therefore be used slowly and the result will be
slow speed or very light loads requiring little steam for tractive
effort. If the cylinder capacity be small, the engine will be unable
to haul the load indicated by the tractive force of adhesion, while
using steam at full pressure. The tractive force of adhesion is
limited by the weight that it is safe to concentrate on the drivers
and move over the track.
Cylinder Tractive Effort.
Work is force multiplied by the
distance through which it acts. If a wagon is pulled io feet with
a force of 5 pounds, so foot-pounds of work is done. The work
that can be done by a cylinder at one double stroke — that is,
one revolution of the drivers — is given by multiplying the pressure on the piston by twice its stroke. Since there are two cylinders
in a simple locomotive, the work that can be done at a single revolution of the drivers is twice the work done by one cylinder.

of the driver be known, the cylinder tractive effort is found as
follows: —
Let P be the mean effective steam pressure per square inch in
the cylinder for the whole stroke, A the area of the piston, L the
length of stroke, D the diameter of the drive wheels, and T, the
tractive force in pounds. Then,

Work in foot-pounds of both cylinders during one revolution of drivers — unit pressure in cylinder (pounds per
square inch) X area of piston (square inches) X 4 single
strokes (feet).

From this equation it is evident that with a given cylinder and
pressure the tractive force will be greater as the diameter of the
drive wheels is smaller. With a given piston speed the speed of
the train will be greater as the diameter of drivers is greater.
For these reasons it is usual to build locomotives for heavy freight
service with small drivers, and those for fast passenger service
with large drivers.
Variation of Tractive Effort with Speed. — So far as the equation for is concerned, it would appear that with given driving
wheels the cylinder tractive effort should be the same at all
piston speeds, since speed does not enter the equation. This
is not so, because at high speeds the mean effective pressure in
the cylinders cannot be maintained at so high a percentage of
the boiler pressure as at slow speeds. At a piston speed of 135
feet per minute, corresponding to about 5 miles per hour with
stroke of 26 inches and small drivers of 54 inches diameter,
approximately go* per cent of the boiler pressure can be realized
in the cylinders. At a piston speed of 50o feet per minute, giving

This work advances the locomotive on the track a length equal
to the circumference of the drivers against the resistance to mdtion
of the train and locornotive, which resistance must be equaled by
the tractive effort of the locomotive.
Work done in foot-pounds in moving a train a distance
equal to the circumference of the drivers — tractive
effort of the locomotive (pounds) X circumference of
drivers (feet).
There is a slight loss in overcoming the friction of the moving
parts of the engine variously estimated and shown by test to be
from 5 to io per cent of the indicated power of the cylinders.
Neglecting this loss, the work done in the cylinders equals that
done in moving the train. This being so, if the effective pressure
in the cylinders, the area and stroke of the piston, and the diameter

PA X 4 L = irDT,

whence

T ,—

PA X 4L
irD

If d be the diameter of the piston,
Pd2 L

* Not over So per cent allowed by the Pennsylvania Railroad experts at the St.
Louis locomotive tests.
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with the same stroke and 6o-inch drivers a speed about 20 miles
per hour, only 65 per cent of the boiler pressure can be realized;
while with a piston speed of rico to 12oo feet per minute, giving
with 78-inch drivers about 6o miles per hour, rather less than
3o per cent of the boiler pressure can be realized as mean effective
pressure in the cylinders.
Every steam boiler and engine combination properly proportioned is designed to develop some definite horse-power. A
horse-power is a peculiar Compound unit equivalent to a force of
33,000 pounds acting through space at the rate of i foot per minute, or 550 foot-pounds of work per second. If such work is
performed for an hour, there is produced what is called a horsepower hour. Within certain practical limits the power of a steam
plant may be used to overcome great resistance at slow speed
or little resistance at high speed. So long as the work, force
times distance, done in a unit of time remains constant, the
factors force and distance may be varied at will, within limits.
A locomotive is such a steam boiler and engine combination.
If a given locomotive be designed to develop I.H.P. horse-power,
the work it will do in a minute is 33,000 I.H.P. foot-pounds; in
one hour it will do 6o X 33,000 I.H.P. foot-pounds, or
6o X 33,000
I.H.P. mile-pounds.
528o
If this power is expended in drawing a train requiring a tractive effort of T pounds at a speed of S miles per hour, the work
done on the train in one hour is TS mile-pounds, and this must
equal the work developed in the cylinders of the locomotive, or
TS=

6o X 33, 000

'„ o I.H.P.
52o

So long as the product TS — that is, the work done in a unit of
time — remains constant, the factors T and S may be varied at
will, that is, a heavy train may be hauled at slow speed, or a light
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train at high speed, the tractive effort that the locomotive can
exert at any speed being given by
T

Or

—

6°X

33

'°° ° I .H .P.

52805
1

375 I.H.P.
S

(I)

This is a general formula applicable to all motors whose power
capacities are known.
Since a small portion of the cylinder power of the locomotive
is lost in internal friction, it is probable that the net available
tractive effort of any locomotive is more nearly given by
T—

340 I.H.P.

(2)

These equations are true only within limits. If S is so small
that T exceeds either the ultimate cylinder tractive effort or the
tractive effort of adhesion, the equations fail, since T cannot be
greater than either of these quantities, and whichever is the smaller
fixes the ultimate tractive effort of the locomotive. Again, there
is a practical limit to the speed of the piston travel, and at very
much higher speeds than the locomotive is designed for, the
steam will not flow rapidly enough through the steam passages
and valves to realize the full power of the locomotive. The
formula is good within the working range of any particular locomotive. The formula last written will give sufficiently close
results for most problems coming to the engineer of permanent
way.*
Horse-Power. — In describing locomotives it is usual to mention total weight, weight on drivers, heating surface, grate area,
diameter of drivers, area and stroke of piston, boiler pressure
carried, and a varying number of other features depending on the
* The student should plot the curve of both formulas on axes of T and S.
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completeness of the description, but the horse-power of the
locomotive is never mentioned, as it is in describing a stationary
steam plant.
The horse-power produced by any steam engine during a given
period equals the work done in the cylinders per minute divided
by 33,000. The work done equals the product of the mean
effective pressure per square inch on the piston, the area of the
piston in square inches, the length of the stroke in feet, and the
number of single strokes in one minute; the first two factors
giving total pressure and the last two distance through which that
pressure acts.
Expressed as a formula easy to remember
I.H.P-

PLAN
33, 0 °°

I.H.P. means indicated horse-power, P the mean effective
pressure determined by an instrument known as an indicator, L the
length of the stroke, A the area of the piston, and N the number

of strokes in one minute.
In a simple locomotive there are two cylinders, the piston of
each making a double stroke for each revolution of the drivers,
hence the N of the formula is four times the revolutions per minute.
At slow speed of 5 or 6 miles an hour, the cylinder may receive
steam throughout practically the full stroke of the piston, and the
mean effective pressure in the cylinders may approximate go
per cent of the boiler pressure. The other 10 per cent is taken
up by certain small frictional losses in the steam passages, unavoidable back pressure, etc.
In computing ultimate cylinder tractive effort the mean effective pressure is usually assumed at 85 per cent of the boiler
pressure. *
Quantity of Steam. — But no practicable boiler could keep
up a supply of steam at high pressure if a cylinder full were used
* Eighty per cent assumed by the Pennsylvania Railroad experts at the St. Louis
locomotive tests,
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at each stroke at high speed. The valves that admit steam to
the cylinders are so controlled by the engine driver through the
valve gear that the entrance of steam to the cylinder may be cut
off at any portion of the stroke, the remainder of the stroke being
made under the steam's expansive force, which decreases as the
volume increases, thus making the mean effective pressure during
the whole stroke much less than the initial pressure, which at
low speed may approximate the boiler pressure and at high speed
may be 90 per cent of that pressure. A given quantity of steam
at a given pressure contains potentially a definite quantity of
work, a more or less definite portion of which may be realized
in the cylinder of a steam engine, and if the point of cut-off is so
varied with the speed that a constant quantity of steam shall be
used in a unit of time, the output of power will be approximately
constant. This condition obtains only approximately in practice.
It has been determined * that the modem types of simple locomotives require about 28 pounds of steam per horse-power hour.
Heating Surface. The quantity of water evaporated into
steam in a boiler depends on the kind of fuel used, the rate at
which it is burned, and the area of the metal having fire or the
heated gases of the fire on one side and water on the other. The
area of boiler metal exposed to the fire or heated gases and having
water on the other side is called the heating surface. There is
some difference in the evaporation from the different portions
of the heating surface, the sides of the furnace, the tubes, etc.;
but as locomotive boilers are usually designed, it is a fair estimate
of usual working with good fuel to assume 12 pounds of water
evaporated per hour for each square foot of heating surface.f
Boiler Tractive Effort. — If 28 pounds of steam per hour are
required to produce one continuous horse power in the cylinders,
and r square foot of heating surface will evaporate 12 pounds of
-

* Professor W. F. M. Goss, in a paper before the New England Railroad Club,
practically confirmed by the Pennsylvania. Railroad locomotive tests at St. Louis in
1904. See page 140.
t Professor Goss in a paper before the New England Railroad Club. See
page 140.
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water per hour, then each square foot of heating surface will produce or 0.43 of r cylinder horse-power. The horse-power of
a locomotive boiler may therefore be given by 0.43 X square feet
of heating surface. What may be called the boiler tractive effort
may be determined by substituting 0.43 H, H being square feet
of heating surface, for I.H.P. in equations (r) and (2), page
135, giving
2,b

1,6

375 X 0.43
S

H

340 X 0-43 -11

1.61— •

Gross.

- 146 - •

Net.

S

Three Equations for Tractive Effort. — The three expressions
derived in the foregoing paragraphs for the tractive effort of a
locomotive are

Tractive effort of adhesion, T. = j
Boiler tractive effort,

H
Ta = 161 — Gross, 146 — Net.

Cylinder tractive effort, L =

Pd2 L

D

•

The tractive effort of adhesion does not vary with speed but
only with conditions of the rail and driving wheels affecting the
coefficient, 1, of friction between them. Under any assumed conditions this effort is constant. Under ordinary summer conditions / = I; in winter it may be assumed as 1-; with sand and
a dry rail has been realized, but if the drivers begin to slip,
1 drops to probably less than 13,r. T. is given in pounds when
W, the weight on the drivers, is stated in pounds.
The modern tendency to heavy trains has demanded heavy
locomotives. The weight on a single driver is limited by the
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strength of the supporting track and structures. While much
depends on the pattern of the rail and the character of its support,
it is customary to say that each To pounds per yard of steel rail
section in good American track will safely support 3000 pounds
of concentrated load. By this rule 70-pound rails should carry
single driver loads of not exceeding 21,000 pounds; while roopound rails will permit driver loads of 30,000 pounds. Modern
locomotives generally range between 21,000 and 24,500 pounds
per driver; a good many have less weights and a few
have greater weights. Balanced compound locomotives are
frequently built with heavy driver weights because the balancing
of the engine reduces the blow given by the counterweights of
simple unbalanced engines.
Boiler tractive effort is given in pounds, the heating surface H
being given in square feet, and the speed S in miles per hour.
Cylinder tractive effort is given in pounds, when the mean
effective pressure P is in pounds, the diameter of the piston d,
the length of stroke L, and the diameter of the drivers D, are
all in inches. L and D may be in feet or other like units, but
are usually given in inches. Neither the boiler tractive effort
nor the cylinder tractive effort can ever exceed the tractive effort
of adhesion, though the boiler and cylinders may both be capable
at low speed of developing a tractive effort in excess of that of
adhesion. The results of attempting such development would
be to slip the drivers.
St. Louis Tests. — The Pennsylvania Railroad Company established a locomotive testing plant at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis in 1904 and made a series of tests on several
types of locomotives. The design of the plant followed that of
Professor Goss of Purdue University. The results of the tests are
published in a volume by the Railroad Company. This volume,
and a more recent publication by Professor Goss,* should be
consulted, for the most reliable and complete data known concerning American locomotive performance and the effect of variation
of details of design.
• "Locwnotive Perf.)rmance."
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The following general conclusions are taken by permission from
the Pennsylvania Company's publication, and are subject to the
limitations applying to any summary, namely, "Any attempt to
summarize must necessarily pass over important facts and must
in some cases involve statements which, because of their incompleteness, are not entirely free from objection." Not all the conclusions are given; only those that seem pertinent to this discussion.
BOILER PERFORMANCE

At maximum power, a majority of the boilers tested, delivered 12 or more
pounds of steam per square foot of heating surface per hour; two delivered
more than 14 pounds, and one, the second in point of size, delivered 16x3
pounds. These values expressed in terms of boiler horse-power per square
foot of heating surface are o. 34, o. 40, and o.47 respectively.
The evaporative efficiency is generally maximum when the power delivered
is least. Under conditions of maximum efficiency, most of the boilers tested
evaporated between to and 12 pounds of water per pound of dry coal. The
efficiency falls as the rate of evaporation increases. When the power developed
is greatest, its value commonly lies between limits of 6 and 8 pounds of water
per pound of dry coal.
THE ENGINE

The indicated horse-power of the modem simple freight locomotive tested
may be as great as t000 or 1100; that of a modem compound passenger locomotive may exceed i600 horse-power.
The maximum indicated horse-power per square foot of grate surface lies,
for the freight locomotives, between the limits of 31.2 and 21.1; for the
passenger locomotives, between the limits of 33.5 and 28. r.
The steam consumption per indicated horse-power hour necessarily depends
upon the conditions of speed and cut-off. For the simple freight locomotives
tested, the average minimum is 23.7. The consumption when developing
maximum power is 23.8, and when under those conditions which proved to be
the least efficient, 29.0.
The compound locomotives tested, using saturated steam, consumed from
18.6 to 27 pounds of steam per indicated horse-power hour. Aided by a
superheater, the minimum consumption is reduced to 16.6 pounds of superheated steam per hour.
In general, the steam consumption of simple locomotives decreases with
increase of speed, while that of the compound locomotive increases. From
this statement it appears that the relative advantages to be derived from the
use of the compound diminish as the speed is increased.

COMPoUND LOCOMOTIVES
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Tests under a partially opened throttle show that when the degree of throttling is slight, the effect is not appreciable. When the degree of throttling is
more pronounced, the performance is less satisfactory than when carrying the
same load with a full throttle and a shorter cut-off.
THE LOCOMOTIVE AS A WHOLE

The percentage of the cylinder power which appears as a stress in the drawbar, diminishes with increase of speed. At 40 revolutions per minute, the
maximum is 94 and the minimum 77; at 28o revolutions per minute, the maximum is 87 and the minimum 62.
The coal consumption per dynamometer horse-power hour, for the simple
freight locomotives tested, is at low speeds not less than 3.5 pounds nor more
than 4.5 pounds, the value varying with running conditions. At the highest
speeds covered by the tests, the coal consumption for the simple locomotives
increased to more than 5 pounds.
The coal consumption per dynamometer horse-power hour, for the compound freight locomotives tested, is, for low speeds, between 2. 0 and 3.7.
Results at higher speeds were obtained only from a two-cylinder compound,
the efficiency of which under all conditions is shown to be very high. The coal
consumption per dynamometer horse-power hour for this locomotive at the
higher speeds increases from 3.2 to 3.6 pounds.
The coal consumption per dynamometer horse-power hour, for the four
compound passenger locomotives tested, varies from 2. 2 to more than 5 pounds
per hour, depending upon the running conditions. In the case of all these
locomotives, the consumption increases rapidly as the speed is increased.
A comparison of the performance of the compound freight locomotives
with that of the simple freight locomotives is very favorable to the compounds.
For a given amount of power at the draw-bar, the poorest compound shows a
saving in coal over the best simple which will average above to per cent; while
the best compound shows a saving over the poorest simple which is not far
from 40 per cent. It should be remembered, however, that the conditions of
the tests, which provide for the continuous operation of the locomotives at
constant speed and load throughout the period covered by the observations,
are all favorable to the compound.

Compound Locomotives.

Compound locomotives have either
two or four cylinders. A very few have been built with three
cylinders, but none in America. The two-cylinder locomotives
have on one side a small high-pressure cylinder in which the steam
is partly expanded, and from which it passes to a larger low-pressure cylinder on the other side, where it is still farther expanded.
—
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The cylinders are so proportioned that the work done in one
equals as nearly as may be that done in the other. Since the work
done in both cylinders is the same, the cylinder tractive power can
be computed from Equation (3), page 138, by using the dimensions and pressure of either cylinder. It is usual to consider the
high-pressure cylinder, and because of the necessary back pressure
on the exhausting side of the piston head, to assume two thirds of
the boiler pressure in computing the ultimate cylinder tractive .

four driving wheels, and a pair of trailing wheels, besides having
a type name, will be known as 2-4-2 (two-four-two) type. The
principal types in common use for train service are: —
A !VIERICAN Tn'a
COLUMBIA

efort.Tdminhcylertavfoundwrkig
conditions, the pressure must be determined by an indicator.
Four-cylinder compound locomotives have a pair of cylinders,
high pressure and low pressure, on each side. The arrangement
of the cylinders varies. A pair may be attached to the same connecting rod, one above the other, or tandem, — that is, one in
front of the other, — or they may be one inside and the other
outside the plane of the driving wheels attached to cranks at
quartering angles, providing what is called a balanced locomotive.* To determine the ultimate cylinder tractive effort of the
four-cylinder compound locomotive, Equation (3), page 138, is
used with the high-pressure cylinder dimension and pressure as
in the two-cylinder class, and the result multiplied by 2; or
better, the same formula is used with two thirds boiler pressure
for the high-pressure cylinder and one fourth boiler pressure for
the low-pressure cylinder, and the results added.
Locomotive Types. — The modem demand for heavy trains
and high speed requires great boiler capacity, and therefore heavy
locomotives. The efforts to design heavy locomotives for both
fast and slow speeds have resulted in a number of different types
distinguished by the difference in arrangement of the running
gear. There may be two or four front truck wheels, from two
to ten driving wheels, and a single pair of trailing wheels supporting the fire box behind the drivers. The front truck wheels are
wanting in a few types, as in locomotives used for switching and
known as yard or shifting engines, and the trailing wheels are a
recent addition. A locomotive with two front truck wheels,
* See Plate XII following.
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4-4-a For many years the standard passenger and
freight type.
2-4-2 A not very common recent passenger locomotive.
4-4-2 A standard modern fast passenger type.
2-6-o Designed for freight and passenger service.
2-6-2 A modern passenger type.
4-6-0 A standard freight type sometimes used for
passenger service.
4-6-2 Generally used for passenger service on
heavy grade roads; used somewhat for
freight service.
2-8-o Heavy freight service.
2-3-2 Heavy freight service,
4-8-0 lieavv freight service.
2-I 7--o Sometimes built without truck wheels —
freight service.
2-10-2 Heavy freight service on mountain grades.

Besides these there is the Shay locomotive, in which all the
wheels are driving wheels, the engines being vertical engines on
the side of the locomotive, driving a shaft which is connected with
the wheels by bevel gearing. This locomotive is in limited use
on a few steep mountain grades.
A very recent locomotive is the Mallet articulated compound or
duplex locomotive. As first built in this country for heavy-grade
service on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, this locomotive had
twelve driving wheels in two sets of six each, the front set on a swiveling truck and operated by the low-pressure cylinders, the rear set
rigidly parallel with the locomotive axis and operated by the highpressure cylinders. Recent modifications have resulted in the following wheel arrangements: 2-4-4-2,2-6-6-2, c-8-8-o, 2-8-8-2,
2-6-8-o, and 4-4-6-2. The latest American locomotive (1910
is a four-cylinder balanced simple 4-4-2 type. It is provided
with a superheater and is said to show a high degree of efficiency.
Most of the types named are shown in the following illustrations.
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operator. The resistances to be equaled in their sum by the
tractive effort of the locomotive are: —

CHAPTER XII

THE WORK OF THE LOCOMOTIVE
The Work Classified. — In drawing a train a locomotive
overcomes resistance by exerting a tractive effort equal to the

resistance if the speed be constant, somewhat in excess of
the resistance if the speed be accelerated, and somewhat less
than the resistance if the speed be retarded or negatively accelerated.
The first condition, uniform velocity, is easily understood; the
second condition exists in starting a train or in increasing its
speed at any point except on a down grade where the action of
gravity assisting the locomotive may make the necessary tractive
effort of the locomotive no greater than that necessary for uniform motion, or even none at all; and the third condition may
exist on an up grade, when gravity acting against the locomotive
increases the resistances to be overcome beyond the tractive
power of the locomotive and so retards the train, producing what
may technically be called negative acceleration. If such an up
grade be long enough the train will come to a standstill and then
start back downhill against the effort of the locomotive unless
brakes be set to bold the train; but if the grade be short, the only
effect will be to reduce the speed which can be again increased
on the succeeding, more favorable grade.
If a down grade be sufficiently steep and long, the speed will
increase beyond what is safe unless the effort of the locomotive
cease, and brakes be applied to increase the resistance until it
equals the force of gravity down the grade, when the speed will
remain uniform until the grade is passed. With power brakes
this cannot be practically done, since no satisfactory type of brake
has been devised to furnish a varying pressure at the will of the
Iss

1. Resistance to motion at a constant velocity, on a straight
and level track (train resistance).
2. Resistance to change of velocity (a resistance only when
the velocity is to be increased).
3. Resistance offered by adverse grades.
4. Resistance offered by curves.

Resistance offered by the friction of the moving machinery of
the locomotive is not included, because in this book it has been
deducted in the derivation of final formulas for tractive effort.
When formulas that give gross tractive effort are used, the engine
friction must be included in the resistances to be overcome.
I. TRAIN RESISTANCE

Resistance to Motion at Constant Velocity. Train resistance. Resistance to motion at a constant velocity, commonly,
and hereafter in this book called train resistance, includes
(r) journal friction; (2) rolling friction or resistance; (3) resistance due to oscillation and concussion; (4) head, tail, and side
resistance of the atmosphere.
Journal friction is a maximum of 15 or 20 pounds per net ton
at a velocity of o + just after starting from rest; it is not nearly
so much when slowing down from motion to o or after a momentary stop. From this maximum it falls rapidly as the velocity increases to an unknown minimum possibly approximating
2 pounds per ton. It is very much affected by temperature, and
if a minimum of 2 pounds is realized in summer temperature,
it is very probable that the minimum may be 4 to 6 pounds in
winter weather. It varies very little with velocity if the speed is
above 6 or 8 miles an hour. It depends very much on the character of the lubrication and the condition of the bearings.
Rolling resistance is unknown in amount and is usually classed
with journal friction. It doubtless varies much with the condi-
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don of the track, and with the insistent weight, and is little
affected by velocity changes. Rolling resistance and journal
friction together are assumed at from 2 to 3 pounds per net ton in
modern expressions for train resistance.
Resistance due to oscillation and concussion is unknown in
amount, is believed to be very small, and probably varies with
the square of the velocity.
Atmospheric resistance has been most thoroughly investigated
by Professor Goss at the Purdue laboratory. Much depends
on the form of the cars and the make-up of the train. A freight
train of box cars moving through still air seems to be resisted by
a force given by the expression A = (0.13 o.or C)S 2 , C being
the number of can in the train. For the engine and tender alone
A — o.rr S2 and for the train alone A = (o.o16 o.or C)52 .
For passenger trains the coefficient of C is to be doubled. At
ordinary freight train speeds the whole quantity is small, but
at high velocities the resistance is considerable, consuming from
ro to 20 per cent of the tractive force of the locomotive. The
foregoing values are for motion through still air. A head wind
of velocity equal to that of the train would increase the resistance
four times, a side wind would have an unknown effect which
would be quite large.
Summarizing all we know of train resistance, it is probable
that the whole may be represented by an equation of the form

The Baldwin Locomotive Works formula is
R, = 3 +

in which Rs is resistance in pounds per ton of train and S is speed
in miles per hour.
The Engineering News formula is
=2

= (A + BS +

C

+DS2) W + MS 2 ,

s
+ -•

4

These formulas make no allowance for the fact that loaded trains
have a less resistance per ton than empty trains, and they also
probably include the machine friction of the locornotive
using these formulas in connection with the boiler tractive effort,
the undiminished value of the tractive effort should be used,
namely,

r=

161 H

or

375 I.H.P.

Formulas that are perhaps better for freight train resistance am
those -wised by Mr. Sanford L. Cluett to fit the curves of the late
Mr. A. M. Wellington; they are
For empty trains

R

S

6

= 5.4+ o.or S2 + 70
(S+ 3)2

(S + K) 2

For loaded trains R t = 3.8 + o.0076 S2 +
in which R is the total resistance in pounds, A, B, C, D, K, and
III are coefficients, some of which may be o, to be determined by
experiment, W the weight of the train in tons, and S is the speed
in miles per hour. If 114S 2 be omitted, then, since W is
expressed in tons, the parenthesis gives the resistance in pounds
per ton of train, which is the usual way of stating it.
The commoner formulas for train resistance are much simpler
than that just given.

16.4
+ 1) 2

•

The formulas give results probably much too great for high speeds,
and possibly somewhat too high for all speeds. The following
modifications are suggested, and while less simple than the Engineering News or Baldwin formulas, they are believed to fairly
well fit freight train resistance curves, not including machine
friction, and are applicable for speeds of from 0-1- to about 35
miles an hour.
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Loaded train Rt = 3.5 ± o_oo55

S2 +

Empty

S2

train

Rt =5.o±

a.007
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+

+

(I)

8

(2)

(S+ 2)2

result of stowing down instead of starting from rest. The following table will be found useful: TABLE I
TRAIN' RESISTANCE IN POUNDS PER TON

These formulas will suffice for what may be called normal conditions. They do not include the effect of heavy head winds such
as may prevail for considerable periods on the Western plains, nor
do they show differences for different lengths of train except as
this is taken care of by the weights of empty and loaded trains.
For comparatively short trains with loo,oco pound capacity cars,
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For partially loaded trains multiply weight of cars by ti and of load by 1, and
add for equivalent rating load for use with this table.
The upper figures in the first line represent resistance when slowing down or
increasing slow speed, the lower figures the resistance when starting from rest.
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the resistance would probably be slightly less than the formulas
indicate, but the uncertainties are so great, the unknown and
unknowable conditions so numerous, that it is believed the results
of the formulas may be used with confidence if proper interpolation
be made for partially loaded trains, and judgment allowances be
made for trains working under abnormal conditions. The diagram of this equation for loaded trains will be found convenient
for reference. A second curve is shown to the left of the minimum
point of the main curve, to be used when the low speed is the

Speed
Miles
per
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Fig. 74
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TRAINRESISTANCE-FULLY
FORMULA: F13.5+.0055
S'-i- 0. +0"
LOADED24A1

0

16
+i)2 for fully loaded trains.

Computed from the formula R = 3.5 ± 0.0055 s2 +

8 .47 8.64 S. Sc

5

53

6

4.80 4.88 4.96

20

6.g6 7.10

30

10. 25 10 .44

6.58 6.70 6.82

6.4

5.97 9.14 9.32 9.5o 9.68 9. 87 20_06

63

4.04 4. 03
4. 08 4.05 4. 03 4. 01

10

6.29 6.32

7

4.02

g

73

8i

9

9i

4. 03 4.05 4.08 4.11 4. 1 4

05 5. 5.14 5.23

5.32

5.42

5.53 5_63

7-24 7.38 7.53 7.68 7. 83 7-99 8.23 8.30
ro.64

10.84 11.04

11.24 11

.45 21.66

1/.87 12.09

Recently published reports suggest that train resistance is practically constant at less than 5 pounds per ton for speeds between io and 35 miles an
hour, the reduction in journal friction offsetting the increase in velocity resistance. In the 1910 Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers appear results of experiments by Professor Edward C. Schmidt
disproving this theory and furnishing what are probably the most reliable
values for train resistance with modern trains. The following equation gives
values closely agreeing with those of Professor Schmidt, except for trains of
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empty gondola cars for which the formula values should be diminished about
one pound for all speeds. The last term of the formula is used only for low
speed when starting. In the formula W is the average weight per car of train.

VW (5 -1-0 .7) 2
This article and subsequent chapters depending on it will be rewritten in
the next edition of this book.

Under the influence of the force of gravity the velocity of a falling body increases g feet per second, g having a value varying
with the distance from the center of mass of the earth and with
latitude, but usually assumed for mechanical problems as 32.16.
If the body start from rest, it will have a velocity of g feet at the
end of the first second; its average velocity for the first second will

2. RESISTANCE TO CHANGE OF VELOCITY

therefore be —feet, which will also be the space covered in the

R

(1 .5 + 1°3)(t

S2

S )1-

1 °C)

8

I25

165

2

The resistance offered to change of
speed is a definite quantity that can be determined with precision.
The determination depends on certain simple principles of
mechanics which will be stated.
By the property of inertia, all bodies tend to stay in that condition of motion in which at any instant they may be. An accelerating, retarding, or deviating force must be applied to change
the condition of motion as to velocity or direction.
It is known that a constantly applied force of given magnitude
will produce a uniformly changing condition. of motion on any
given mass. The rate of change is called the acceleration and
may be positive or negative (retardation). It is known also that
the acceleration of a given mass is proportional to the magnitude
of the constant unbalanced force acting. Thus, if w be the weight
of a body, that is, the measure of the force of gravity acting on it,
and g be the acceleration due to gravity, and if P be any other
force applied to the body, the acceleration a, produced by P, will
Accelerated Motion.

—

first second. At the end oft seconds the velocity will be tg feet
tg

per second, the average velocity will have been —, and the space
2

tg

12 g

2

2

passed over will therefore be — X t

— feet. If v be velocity

in feet per second, 1 be time in seconds, and h the space or height
of fall,
v

= gt

(3)

v2

=

Since from (3) t =

7,1
—

(4)

2

, substitution in (4) gives

h

V2
2g

•

(5)

be given by

P

— — or a — g,
g w

(I)

from which the force P necessary to produce the acceleration a in
a body of weight w is
p= _
wa

Perfectly analogous to these equations, if P be a force acting on
a body and producing an acceleration of a feet per second, for t
seconds, covering a space of 1 feet
v = at
at2

(2)

g

This force P may be considered the resistance to change of
velocity for the rate of change a.

2

v2

1 —
2a

•
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TRAIN ACCELERATION

If a body be uniformly accelerated in a distance of 1 feet from
rest to a velocity of v feet per second, the acceleration from (8) is

general formula. The increase of P may be as little as 2i per
cent, and it may be as high as 6 or 8 per cent over that given by
Equation (II). Adopting 4.63 per cent for simplicity of result
S2

r66

a

v2
,
2/

(9)

and the force P necessary to produce this acceleration, given by
substituting for a in (2), its value from (g), is
wv2
P

(Jo)

2g1

If the velocity is expressed in miles per hour S
5280 S
3600
w

and

,X

2gt

(528o S)2
3000

and if the weight is expressed in tons W of
w=
and

P—

2000

pounds

2000 W

P

)

This force P must be in excess of the forces necessary to overcome all other resistances.
It is probable that no train is uniformly accelerated from rest
to any given velocity it may attain, because from a velocity of
of to 5 or 6 miles an hour the pull an engine exerts is nearly
constant and is the tractive effort of adhesion,* while the resistances to motion rapidly decrease, leaving an increasing portion
of the tractive effort for acceleration. When the velocity of 5
or 6 miles is exceeded, the resistances to motion slowly increase,
the tractive effort decreases, and there results a decreasing force
available for acceleration, decreasing somewhat more rapidly
than in proportion to the increase of velocity.
If the velocity is to be increased from S t miles per hour to S,
miles per hour, the force required is

66.9 WS2

P = 70

1

Train Acceleration. — If a train be the body, P is the tractive
effort in pounds to be exerted by the locomotive on a train of W
tons including the locomotive, to produce the velocity of S miles
per hour in the distance of / feet, starting from rest.
But not only is the train given a velocity of translation, the
wheels are given a velocity of rotation, requiring F to be larger
than indicated by the foregoing expression by an amount depending on the relative masses of car and wheels, the pattern of the
wheels, and the velocities. For any given set of conditions the
addition to P may be determined by comparing the energy required to accelerate the car wheels in their motion of rotation
with that required to give the resulting motion of translation to
the car as a whole. No great precision can be attempted for a

( I2

70 1 W.

1

(S2 2

—

S1 2 ).

(A)

* This statement may be questioned. The Pennsylvania Railroad testing
department, in its estimates of maximum tractive effort of simple locomotives,
counts on only 8o per cent of the boiler pressure as available in the cylinders
even at mimimum speeds. If this allowance is correct, probably no simple locomotives in common use can ever exert their full tractive effort of adhesion, which
is usually estimated to be as high as one fourth of the weight on the drivers for
favorable conditions of track, and not usually lower than one fifth under quite
unfavorable conditions.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works states that the initial pressure in the cylinder
may vary from full boiler pressure at very slow speeds to 85 per cent of boiler pressure at high speeds of 300 revolutions per minute, and uses rather better than go
per cent of the initial pressure when the speed is less than so revolutions per
minute, indicating that the full tractive effort of adhesion may be realized by the
cylinders at very slow speed. Road tests have been made in which one third the
weight on the drivers has been realized as tractive effort.
Further road tests are perhaps necessary to establish the facts. The locomotive
testing plants thus far devised are not adapted to tests of high tractive effort at

stow speed.
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If the force be known, and it is desired to determine the distance
required to increase the velocity from S 1 to S2 miles per hour,
1 = 70 yr (S2 2 — S1 2 ).

(B)

If the distance and available force are known, and it is desired to
know how great a load can be carried with the required acceleration, A or B is solved for W giving
W—

P1
,„

2,

70 (32 - — ot - J

(C)

If W, P,1, and S1 are known and S2 is desired, A or B is solved
for S2 giving
S2 =

P1
w + St 2
Nw

j

3.

GRADE RESISTANCE

Grade Resistance. — The resistance to the progress of a train

offered by a grade is due to the action of gravity which tends to
pull the train down the hill. The work done in lifting a train
through any number of vertical
feet r, equals the weight of the
train times the number of feet
lifted. The work is the same
whether the train be lifted vertiFig. 75
cally or on an incline of length 1.
Since the work is the same — that is, the work of lifting — not
including the work of rolling along the track, and since work is
force times distance, the force R g, required on the grade, times
the length of the grade equals the weight times the rise; or
Wr= Rgl

(D)
Rg = W 7

whence
In determining 1, since P can never be constant, nor even approximately constant, through any considerable change in speed, it is
not uncommon to find I for a change in speed of 1 mile per hour,
using successively S 1 , S1 + x, S1 + 2, etc., as initial speeds, until
the required change is reached, when the sum of the several
values of 1 will be the distance required. If S2 = Sl + T, Equation (B) becomes
1=

70— (2

+

(E)

The load W in any problem likely to arise would be known or
estimated. The available tractive effort P must be estimated
by subtracting from the estimated total tractive effort of the locomotive, the resistance due to such Wade as the train may be on,
and the ordinary train resistance. Equation (A) gives the resistance due to acceleration, or change of speed, or what is the same
thing, the force necessary to produce acceleration.

-

In railroad grades the grade angle is small and the base length of
the grade does not differ much from the inclined length; and
since it is the base length that is obtained in surveys, it is customary to say that
Rg = W--b- •

When b is one station, Too feet, r is the rate per cent of the grade;
and if W be one ton of 2000 pounds, then Rg in pounds per ton
may be expressed by
Rg =

2000 X

Rg = 20 X

rate per cent of grade
too

rate per cent.

This is the standard formula for grade resistance and gives pounds
resistance per ton of train on any grade.
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ACTION OF A TRUCK ON A CURVE

4. CURVE RESISTANCE

The corner of an American Society of Civil Engineers' rail section
is rounded with a is -inch radius, and between the gauge side
of the rail and an arbitrary point in the fillet curve of the wheel
flange there is a space of I, inch, giving a so-called i-inch
play between the gauge of the wheels as set on the axles and the
gauge of the track. With engine drivers a larger allowance is
made, up to inch. Owing to the coning of the wheel and the
12-inch curve of the rail top, the wheel bears on the rail as indicated in the figure; and if moved over toward the rail about
inch, a point on the fillet curve would come into bearing well up
on the top of the corner curve of the rail. If the wheel be moved
still farther against the rail until the iirinch play is used up,
then the wheel would be lifted about Tit inch off the rail top and
would be bearing at about the points P and P' in the figure. It
is doubtful if the gauge point in the flange of a new wheel ever
comes into bearing on a new rail. The inside corner of the outside rail of a curve gradually wears down to fit the curve of the
flange, which may then have a large bearing on the rail. The
forward outside wheel of a truck rounding a curve bears against
the outside rail; but the foregoing discussion will show the practical difficulty of determining the point of bearing. The irregularities of track, variable condition of rail and wheel as to wear,
and unknown small forces, produce irregularities in the bearing
point.
The bearing of a wheel on a rail is not in a point or line but in
a surface due to the compressibility of the materials. This surface is small and of irregular shape, and variable in size with
conditions and characteristics of materials. As an average the
surface does not exceed in area the area of a circle of i-inch diameter, possibly somewhat larger under engine drivers.
Action of a Truck on a Curve.
Let a four-wheel truck of
length a between axle centers be considered. The truck pulled
by the force P, Fig. 77, acting at the center pin approaches the
curve. As soon as the draw-bar reaches the curve the direction
of pull P changes to a tangent to the curve at the draw-bar. The
truck rolls straight ahead, however, until the forward outer flange

General Statement. — Curve resistance is the resistance offered
at the draw-bar to motion along a curved track over and above
that offered by a straight track.
No entirely satisfactory theoretical discussion of curve resistance has been published. Experiments have been made showing
that with high-degree curves the resistance is about 0.4 pound
per ton per degree for American bogie trucks of about 5 feet wheel
base at slow speed; that it is considerably more than this for
curves of small degree and long rigid wheel base, even reaching
1.5 pounds per ton per degree. The usual allowance made by
locating engineers in America is from o.8 of a pound to r pound
per ton per degree. This is perhaps not much too large for lowdegree curves, is certainly not too large for a long-wheel base on
a curve of low degree, but is too large for 5 or 6 foot trucks on
sharp curves. Observation has seemed to show that the resistance
per degree is greater on flat curves than on sharp curves. An
attempt to discuss the action of a truck on a curve and to develop
a rational theory for curve resistance that shall agree with observation will be made.
Relation of Wheel and Rail. — Car wheels are slightly coned,
inch in 2* inches, the tread joins the flange by a fillet curve

Fig. 76

of -inch radius, the flange is not straight at any point, but is
curved. The fit of a new wheel and rail is shown in Fig. 76.
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comes against the outer rail, when the resistance R with an equal
force, component of P, at the center pin tends to skew the truck
across the track and bring the rear inner wheel against the inner
rail. How far . over the inner wheel is drawn may not be known;
apparently the flange does not wear against the side of the rail.
The twisting movement is resisted by the normal pressures Q.
If the truck is short, and the degree of curve small, the whole
truck will be on the curve before the outer rail bears on the outer
front flange, but if the truck
be long, or the curve sharp,
the forward wheel will strike
the outer rail while the rear
tQ
wheels are still on the tangent. Assuming that the
Fig 77
whole gauge play is used up
in skewing the truck, and that it varies from fl w to inch, the
angle between the rail and forward wheel will be from o degree
12 minutes to o degree 24 minutes when a 5-foot truck is wholly
on a r-degree curve, about twice these values for a ro-degree
curve, and three times for a 2o-degree curve. If the outer rail
bears against the flange of the front wheel at a point in the vertical
through the axis of the wheel, the rear axle should stand radial
when the angle subtended by a chord of twice the wheel base is
sufficient to give a middle ordinate for the outer rail equal to the
gauge play; and both outer wheels should bind on the outer rail,
the axis of the truck being then a chord to the curve, when the
angle subtended by a chord of the wheel base gives a middle
ordinate equal to the gauge play. But the bearing point is not
in a vertical through the axis and it cannot be readily determined.
The front and rear trucks probably do not act alike, since the
forces applied to their respective center pins probably make different angles with the truck axes. The forward truck only will
be considered, and the rear truck assumed to produce an equal
resistance. As the truck is advanced by the pull P, it must be
turned about some center through the central angle of the curve
traversed. It makes no difference what that center is so far as
.

•
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the result of the discussion is concerned, and it will be assumed
to be the rear inner wheel. Of course it is the center pin about
which the truck turns, but at any instant the center may he assumed to be the rear inner wheel, since the center pin is moving
with the truck. If there is no friction between wheel tread and
rail, and if the speed through the curve is that for which the track
is canted, there will be no curve resistance, since the canting of
the track would counteract the centrifugal force and the truck
would roll and slide around the curve with little flange pressure on
the outer rail. But there is friction between rail and wheel tread,
and the truck must be twisted against this friction. This twisting,
with the losses in transmitting mechanism, causes curve resistance.
Theory of Curve Resistance. — Curve resistance arises from
the slipping of the wheels on the rail. The total slipping for any
curve is that due to twisting the truck through an angle equal to
the change in direction, that is, the central angle of the curve.
If the wheels were loose on the axles so they could turn independently of one another, the outer wheel, revolving faster than
the inner wheel, could travel the greater length of the outer rail
while the inner wheel should run the lesser length of the inner rail,
the axle being at all times radial to the curve, and there would be

no longitudinal slip. But the wheels are rigidly attached to the
axle, and one can turn no more than the other; hence, since the
rails are of unequal length, the outer wheel must slip forward,
or the inner wheel must slip backward, or both must slip a total
amount equal to the difference in the lengths of the rails. If both
axles were independent and could swivel, each about its own
center to maintain a radial position, and if this radial position
could be maintained, there would be no lateral slipping across
the rails. But the axles are held parallel in a rectangular frame
which must be revolved, and the circular motion of the frame
will produce a lateral slip, as will be evident. In moving from
A to B, Fig. 78, the truck frame must more longitudinally through
the distance / + a (a may be neglected), and must twist through
the angle A. If the truck be considered to be revolving at every
instant about its rear inner wheel, the rear outer wheel will be

1
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sliding longitudinally with reference to the track, the forward
outer wheel both longitudinally and laterally (diagonally), and

Fig. 78

the forward inner wheel only laterally. The rear inner wheel
will be twisting on its rail. The force directly responsible for
turning the truck is the pressure of the outer rail against the front
outer wheel flange, and this force is induced by the pull on the
draw-bar. What has preceded concerning the fit of wheel and
rail, the uncertain gauge play, and irregularities of track conditions, will make evident the great difficulty, not to say impossibility, of completely analyzing and following all the forces
involved in the final force at the draw-bar,* which may be called
curve resistance. The principle of equal work will therefore be
used, the work done in sliding the wheels being equated to the
work done in overcoming curve resistance through the length of
the curve, and that resistance determined. In radians the angle
7

and any point moving through an equal angle with a radius
/
of r will move through an arc of r X — . The two outer wheels
A=

—

will therefore slip longitudinally through an arc of G X —
R
which is the difference in length of the two rails, and the two for1
ward wheels will slip through an arc of a X — . One half the
R
1
weight of truck and load, therefore, slips G R feet, and one half
1
slips a- feet. The resistance to slipping is the weight slipped
* Attempts to analyze the forces for locomotive wheel systems, to get the pressure
the outer rail, have been made by the New York Central & Hudson River
Railroad engineers and by the editorial staff of the Railroad Gazelle. See Railroad
Gazette$ March 15 and 22, 1907.
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times the coefficient of friction. The coefficient is probably never
greater than nor less than -Mu , and may fairly be taken at
I as an average. For each ton of weight, therefore, a half ton
times f, the coefficient of friction, will be the resistance to both
longitudinal and lateral slipping; and work being force times
distance, the work done in sliding the wheels will be for each ton
of 2coo pounds
1
1000X f X (G a)— .
If x be the curve resistance at the draw-bar due to this sliding, the
work done by x in the length 1 is x 1. Equating these two expressions for work, and solving for x
x—

t000f(G+a)
R

If 5730O be substituted for R,

—

moo

+ a)D
5730

The twisting of the rear inner wheel will increase the work done
by perhaps -4 of i per cent, and is neglected. The distance
across the track between wheel bearings which must be used for
G is probably about 4.8o feet. Using this value and for /
x = (0.168 + 0.035 a)D.
If a be 5 feet, x is 0.34 D
But this is not the whole of curve resistance. It is the whole
except that due to the friction of what may be called the
transmitting mechanism between wheel and draw,bar. This friction is practically all at the bearing of the front outer flange and
rail. The pressure of the flange against the rail is essentially constant and just sufficient to slide the three wheels. With the lever
arms of these wheels considered, using as the coefficient of sliding
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friction, the pressure will probably vary with the wheel base, and
may be from 220 to 25o pounds per ton of total load, the smaller
pressure for a 20-foot wheel base. This pressure times some
coefficient of friction is a force to be overcome. The sliding here
is not longitudinal along the rail, but is vertical or inclined, grinding down the corner or side of the rail. Just how much the sliding
is cannot be told, but it occurs at a point a little in advance of a
vertical through the center of the wheel, and the resisting force
may be said to act with a lever arm of this slight advance, and to
be overcome by a force acting at the center of the wheel, which
force would be almost equivalent to that portion of curve resistance due to this cause. The lever arm of the frictional resistance
cannot be exactly determined, nor will it be always the same.
It is probably not less than 1 inch nor more than 1- inch with
33-inch wheels. If it is assumed to be A. and the coefficient
of friction be assumed at 1, — the slipping is much faster
than that across the rail, and hence a smaller coefficient should be
used, — the resulting curve resistance due to this flange friction
may be from 0.41 pounds per ton for a 5-foot wheel base to 0.38
pounds per ton for a 20-foot wheel base. It will be observed that
this resistance is independent of the degree of the curve. What
may be considered equivalent to an increase of the friction coefficient will probably result from an increase of the angle between
wheel and rail. It has been stated that this angle for a ro-degree
curve is about twice that for a r-degree curve. If it be estimated
that the friction is increased in proportion to the increase in this
angle, and the value Titl'o- be used for r-degree curves, then for
any curve this item of resistance is given by
y for 5-foot truck = 0.41 + 0.041 D
y for 20-foot truck = 0.38 + 0.038 D.
Considering the very large element of uncertainty in the friction
coefficient, and the lever arms of the forces, it will be sufficient
to say that for all trucks
y = 0.4 + 0-04 D.
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Summing the two items of curve resistance developed, there
results for curve resistance in pounds per ton of total load
y = ❑.4 + (0.21 + 0.035 a)D.

R, = x

(I)

For several round number wheel bases, closely approximating
standard practice, the resistances would be
Wheel Bas:
— feet

5
6
7
S
9
12
13
15
16
20

Resistance —
pounds per on

D
D
0.4 + 0.465 D
0 -4 + 0.490 D
0.4+ 0.525 D
0.4+ 0.630 D
0.4+0.665 D
0 .4+ 0,735 D
0, 4+ 0 -770 D
0, 4+ 0.910 D
0.4 +0.3$5

0.4 + 0.420

The materially greater resistance of locomotives is seen from
this table. It will also be seen from the introduction of the constant term, that the resistance per degree is less with sharp than
with flat curves. Thi results obtained by the use of these formulas
agree very well with the results of experiment, both foreign and
American.
The formulas omit any increase due to obliquity of traction
because there is no such increase from one car to another. It
is true that the axes of coupled cars do not lie in the same line,
but the junction points of both couplers are moving in the same
line which at any instant is a tangent to a curve concentric with
the track curve and of slightly greater radius. The pull and
resistance here therefore are in this tangent line. It is true that
this pull acting at the following center pin is not in the line of
action of the resistance at the wheel, but this has been considered
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in the first item of resistance in the equation of work from which
the tangential pull was derived, and in the second is presumably
included in the friction allowance, which increases with the degree
of the curve. The larger wheels of the locomotive probably do
not reduce the second item of resistance, because it is probable
that both lever arms are increased in the same ratio.
It is probable that the result of the formulas should be somewhat increased for very slow velocities, and possibly diminished
for very high velocities, since the coefficient of sliding friction
varies with the velocity of sliding. The sliding represented by
the x term varies in speed with the speed of angular motion,
and at a constant speed through the curve is ten times as fast for
a ro-degree curve as for a r-degree curve, and it also varies with
the speed through the curve. For high-speed passenger trains
it may be worth while to affect the formulas given by a coefficient
for variation in speed, and the following form is suggested, C
being the parenthesis of Equation (r).

The curve of train resistance for fully loaded trains shows
values about as follows: -
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R, (passenger trains) = (0.4 + CD) (I S

-

20)
(2 )

Speed in milesper hour

0+

Resistance pounds per ton

19. ❑

Equivalent grade per cent

5

0 .95

1

20

79

30

20

7. 5

4.08

4. 16

5.73

8 .47

0 .375

0.204

0.208

0.2865

0.4 235

The equation for curve resistance, considering a 5-foot truck,
gives values about as follows: r

2

4

0.785

1.170

1.94

2.

0.03925

0.0585

0.097

0.1355

Degree of curve
Resistance pounds per tan
Equivalent grade per cent

6

10

71

4.25

9 , 64

0.2125

0, 482

24

If a r3-foot engine truck be considered, the resistances are about
as follows for the curves given: -
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While the resistance doubtless varies with all trains and with
all speeds, the variation is thought to be too uncertain to warrant
any alteration of the formula for freight trains.
This discussion divides the slip of the forward outer wheel
into two parts. It is really but one slip,- diagonally on the
round corner of the rail,- but it has been divided in the discussion to try to show the probable form of the curve resistance
equation. It is believed the form is approximately correct,
though experiment may indicate other values for the constants.
The discussion neglects the momentary lateral pressure occurring
at the beginning and end of a curve.
Resistances Compared. - It is convenient to compare the various resistances with grade resistance, the most definite and readily
determined of the several resistances.

Resistancepounds per ton
Equivalent grade per cent

2

1.065

1.73

3. 06

4.39

7.05

0.

0.0865

0.153

o . 2195

0.3525

0532 5

6

ro

1

Degree of curve

4

24

16.36
0,818

The expression for the force necessary to produce acceleration
at a uniform rate gives the following values for the accelerations
noted to be acquired in the distances given:
Accelerationmiles per hour

o - x

Distanceinwhich
acquired-feet

5

Resistance pounds per ton
Equivalent grade
--per cent

10

14•0 7.0
0.7 0.35

1 -2

15

30

14.0 7.0
0.7 0.35

3 -

6o

4
120

14.0 7.0
0.7 0.35

4- ro

420

ro-

840 1500 3

20

20

-30

2500 5000

14.o 7.0 14.0 7.0 14.0 7.0
0.7 0.35 0.7 0.35 0.7

0.35
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Suggestions. — The comparison of resistances to be overcome
by the locomotive leads to the following suggestions: —
1. Since the minimum train resistance occurs at speeds of
from 5 to 7 miles an hour, a speed within these limits would seem
to be the proper speed to use in climbing ruling grades, both in
practice and in computing. Ten miles is the speed most commonly assumed for computations as the lowest to be safely used;
and while the author has seen many a long hill mounted at a less
speed, it is perhaps wise to use the greater speed to give a safety
factor when computing what a locomotive will probably be able
to do.
2. It will be noted that grades of about o.3 to 0.35 per cent will
double the resistance of loaded trains to motion on straight and
level track at good freight train speed, and that a curve of from
12 to 18 degrees will offer about the same resistance to car trucks,
while a curve of from 8 to ro degrees will similarly affect the locomotive. Considering the modem heavy locomotive, it is perhaps
fair to say that a ro-degree curve about doubles the train resistance.
3. If an acceleration from rest to zo miles an hour is required
in 2000 feet, a resistance of 14 pounds per ton must be overcome
equivalent to the resistance of a o.7 per cent grade, while if 4000
feet may be used, the resistance is 7 pounds per ton, or that of a
0.35 per cent grade. These grades are therefore virtually added
to the actual profile, whatever they may be. In addition to these
grades there is added the virtual grade corresponding to the increased train resistance at starting. Assuming that the cars are
started one at a time until a speed of r mile an hour has been
reached, or until the train resistance has dropped to ro pounds
per ton, the excess resistance over that of, say, Do miles an hour
on the ruling grade, is approximately 6 pounds per ton, or the
resistance of a o.3 per cent grade. Assuming that the train may
be started at the slower rate given above, at least at the beginning,
while the train resistance is high, the total added grade due to high
resistance and acceleration is o.65 per cent. This discussion
indicates, (a) the desirability of making stations on grade summits rather than in grade sags, or on level stretches at the foot of
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a hill; (b) the absolute necessity of reducing ruling grades out of
stations by from 0.3o per cent to o.7 per cent, according to the
ruling grade and the rate of acceleration desired, unless all maximum trains may be started by the aid of pushers; (c) the futility
of spending money to secure ruling grades of less than about 0.35
to 0.4 per cent, except for handling fast trains, and unless all
maximum trains may always be started by the aid of pushers or
on a descent, conditions not likely to obtain.
Widening Gauge on Curves. — It is customary to widen the
gauge on curves. Many formulas have been produced to show
that the gauge on the sharper curves should be widened, and the
amount of this widening. After carefully examining all of the
formulas that have come to the author's attention, he has rejected
all of them as theoretically incorrect, and has been unable to
devise a formula that shall correctly give the widening of gauge
necessary on curves. The necessary widening is less than is usually assumed, and is very small (nothing for car trucks), depending
on the unknown position of the locomotive wheels on the rails.
Conservative American practice widens the gauge on no curves
under from 4 to 6 degrees. For sharper curves the widening is
at the rate of IS inch per degree, with a maximum widening of
inch on roads of moderate curvature and to i inch on roads
of excessively sharp curvature.
Curve Compensation. — It is customary to offset curve resistance on heavy grades, and on all grades where the combination
of curve resistance and grade resistance would more than equal
the grade resistance of the ruling grade of the road or division, by
reducing the grade. Thus, if a curve occurs on the ruling grade,
that grade would be reduced through the curve by a grade of
resistance equivalent to that of the curve. If a curve occurs on
a minor grade, the grade would be reduced only enough to make
the resulting total resistance equal that of the ruling grade.
Of course no change is possible on a level. On a crooked road
of very light gradients, such as the New York Central from New
York to Albany, a practically level stretch for 150 miles, curve
compensation is impracticable, the curves being in effect the
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ruling grades. Since they are short, they could be operated as
momentum grades, were it not desirable to traverse any one curve
at a uniform speed. The usual allowance in compensating on
ruling grades is from 0.04 to 0.05 per cent per degree of curvature.
An investigation of the proper compensation for varying rates of
grade based on the previously derived expressions for curve
resistance will be made.
Let three ruling grades be considered, — 0.5 per cent, 1.0 per
cent, and 2.0 per cent. Let there be a 5-degree curve long enough
to hold an entire train, and let the train be a fully loaded, maximum train for a io-wheel locomotive of the following dimensions

Contrary to certain published observations, the compensation
is greater as the ruling grade is greater, due to the greater proportion of weight on the longer wheel base, but the difference is so
slight it may be neglected. A locomotive with longer wheel base
and no greater hauling capacity would indicate a greater reduction than that given. But it is thought that on good track, curve
compensation of 0.025 per cent per degree will be found sufficient
for 5-degree curves. The compensation, however, should vary
with the degree of curve, and the following values are suggested: —
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Cylinders
Working pressure
Heating surface
Diameter of drivers
Weight on drivers
Rigid wheel base
Total weight of engine and tender

19 X 26 inches
r90 pounds
2164.9 square feet
5
II0:4:3:41hes
0pounds
240,000 pounds

At ro miles an hour, on the three grades considered, if the track.
is straight, this locomotive can haul the following loads behind
its tender: —
Grade — per cent
Load — tons
In cars, say,

0.5

1.0

2

1722

960

47 0
II

22

40

Assuming that the cars have 5-foot trucks, the resistance in pounds
per ton for cars, tender, and engine truck in the 5-degree curve
is 2.325 pounds, and for the engine drivers 3.55 pounds. The
total curve resistance on the three grades, the resistance per ton
per degree, and the equivalent grade reduction, are, therefore: —
Grade—per cent
Curve resistance— total
Per ton per degree — pounds
Equivalent grade reduction
— per cent

0.5
4346.6
0.467
0.0233

t.o
2 574.9
0 .477

0.0238 +

2.0
2 435 ,

7
0 .485
0.0242 +

Degree of curve
Grade compensation
per degree

2-4

0.04

0.03
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5 and over
0.0 25

When there is no necessity to save in gradient, full compensation
even up to 0.05 per cent per degree for all curves can do no harm.
With poor track, and badly curved rails, compensation should
be high.
Virtual, or Velocity Grades. — If a locomotive by its own effort
is increasing the speed of its train, it may be said that in effect
it is overcoming the train resistance of a level track, the grade
resistance of whatever grade it may be on, and that of a grade
equivalent in effect to the acceleration resistance. It is then
exerting the total effort required for a grade equal to the actual
grade plus the grade of acceleration. Such a grade is called the
virtual grade, because the locomotive is said to be virtually doing
the work corresponding to uniform speed on such a grade.

A

Fig. 79

Let a track have a profile A BCDEF, Fig. 79, and let a train
be started from rest at A and expected to make a speed S by the
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time B is reached. If the acceleration be uniform, and due to a
uniform pull, the virtual grade of acceleration will be AG, such
that its resistance equals that due to the acceleration. The
train has not been lifted above the actual profile by BG, but the
work necessary to do this has been done, in increasing the speed,
in addition to the work necessary to draw the train against "train
resistance." The distance BG therefore is the height through
which a body must fall to gain the speed of S miles an hour, or
it is the velocity head for that speed. The rate of the virtual
grade, then, is the velocity head for the required increase in speed,
divided by the distance in which the increase is had. The rate
is in feet per hundred or per cent if the distance is expressed in
stations of roo feet. The actual virtual grade will not be a straight
line if the locomotive is worked to its utmost throughout the distance AB, because the train resistance varying leaves a variable
force available for acceleration. The actual virtual grade will
be something like the dotted line, and could be draivn approximately by determining the virtual grade for successive increases
of some small unit, say, t mile per hour, and the distances required
for these increases.
If the speed at B be the utmost the locomotive can maintain
on a level, or if it be the highest deemed safe, — about 3o miles
for freight trains, — the motion from B to C will be uniform,
there will be no grade due to acceleration, and the virtual grade
will be level, equal to that of the track, and may be represented
by G H. When C is reached,' the speed will at once diminish
If the speed from B to C has been the utmost the locomotive
could maintain on a level, the speed will diminish, the locomotive
still exerting its maximum pull, until that speed that can be maintained on the grade CH is reached. As the effort available increases as the speed lessens, the virtual grade from H to J will
not be the straight line but the dotted line.
If the speed from B to C is not the utmost that can be reached,
the locomotive effort may be increased at C, the virtual grade
HJ will be steeper than that shown, and JK may be higher
above CD than indicated. When E is reached, if the speed is
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the utmost wise, the virtual grade must descend parallel to E F,
the locomotive doing the grade work corresponding to the difference between EF and the grade of repose for the operated speed.
This may be nothing, when the steam will be shut off, the train
descending under the influence of gravity, something (a positive
quantity), when the locomotive will exert a pull, or less than anything (a negative quantity), when brakes must be used. If the
speed at E is not the utmost wise or possible, the speed will increase from E, the virtual grade departing from EF at a rate
depending on the effort of the locomotive, until the speed reaches
the safe limit or utmost locomotive capacity, when it will continue
parallel to E F.
The grade from L on to the next change may or may not, therefore, represent the grade virtually worked by the locomotive.
Virtual profile is therefore not a good name for these grades.
Velocity profile is more applicable, because if a profile be constructed as has just been described, it will at every point lie above
the track profile by the velocity head for the speed at the point.
For an increasing speed the two profiles will depart; for a uniform speed they will be parallel; for a decreasing speed they will
approach; for a stop they will coincide. It is the velocity profile
that must be studied in connection with locomotive work; and it
is the velocity profile that must be considered in the design of
grades, for a track grade may be virtually steeper or less steep
than its nominal rate. For a single grade that does represent
the work of the locomotive, virtual grade is a proper term.
In every case the rate of the velocity grade for a given change
in speed, if the rate of change be considered uniform, is the difference in velocity head at the two limits of speed, divided by the
distance used in the change. A table of velocity heads is therefore frequently useful in solving problems, and such a table is
given on page 186.
To construct a velocity profile for an operated road, determine
the speed at as many points as necessary, and at these points on
the actual profile lay off vertically upward the velocity heads
for the noted speeds. Connect the tops of these verticals for the
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TABLE 2
VELOCITY HEADS IN FEET FOR SPEED IN MILES PER HOUR
Formula: 13 = 0. 0353 1
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

o.6

0.7

o.8

0.9

❑

0.00

0.00

0-00

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.03

1

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.o8

0.09

0.10

0.11

0.13

2

0.14

0.15

0.17

0.19

0.20

0.22

0.24

0.26

0.27

0.29

0.31

0.34

0.36

0.38

0.401

0.43

0.45

0.48

0

.5 1

0.56
0.87
1.26
1.72

0.59
0.91

0.62

o.68
1.02

0.71
1.06

0.74

0 .77

9 . 8'

0.53
0.84

0.95

0.65
0.98

1.10

1.14

1.18

1.22

1.30
1.76

1.35
T.81

1.39
1.87

1.43
1.92

1.48

1.52

1.62

2.24

2.3o

2.35

2.41

2.47

1.97
2.53

2.02
2.59

1.57
2.08

2.84
3.5o

2.90

2.96

3.57

3.64

3.03
3.71

3.09 13.16
3.79
3.86

4.24

1 4.3 1

4.39

4.47

4.55

5. 04

5. 12

5. 21

5. 29

13
5.91
6.86
14
15
7.87
16
8.96
17 1 10.11

6.o1
6.96

6.30
7.06

7.98

9.o7
10.23

Speed

34
5
6 "
7
8
9
10
II
12

2.13

1.67
2.18

2.65

2.71

2.77_

3.23
3.93

3.29
4.01

3.36
4.08

2 .43

4. 63

4.71

4.79

4.87

4.96

5-47
6.38
7.36

5.56
6.47
7.46

5. 65
6.57
7.56

5+73
6.66
7.67

5. 82

6.19
7.16

5.38
6.28
7.26

8.09

8.19

8.30

8.41

8.52

8.63

8.74

9.18
10.35

9.30
10.47

9.4 1
10.6o

9.53
10.72

9.64
10.84

9.76
10.97

9.88
11.09

4.16

6.7
7.77
8.85
10.00
11.21

18
29
20

11.34

111.47

11.59

11.72

11.85

11.98

12.11

12.24 ' 12.37

12.64

1 12.77

12.90

14.00

114-14

14.28

'15.44

15.58

15.73

13.17
1 4.57
16.03

13.31
1 4.7 1
16.18

13.45
14.85
16.33

13.58
15.00
16.48

33.72
15.14

21
22

13.04
14.42
15.88

16.63

16.79

16.94

17.19

17.25

17.41

17.56

17.72

17.88

18.03

18.19

18.35

23

18.52

18.68

18.84

19.00

19.17 119.33

19.50

19.66

19.82

19.99

24
25
26

20.16
21.88
123.66

20.33
22.05
23.84

20.50
22.22
24.03

20.67
22.40
24.21

20.84
22.58
24.40

21.01
22.76

21.18
22.94

21.35
23.12

21.53
23.30

21.70
23.48

24.77

2 4.95

2 5- 1 4 2 5.33

27
28
29

25.52
27.44
29.44

25_70
27.64
29.64

25.90 26.09 26.28
27.83 28.03 28.23
29.84 30.05 30.25

24.58
26.47
28.43
30.46

26.66
28.63
30.67
32.78

26.86 27.05
28.83 29.03
30.88 31.08
32.98 33.20
35.18 35.40

3011 31.50131.71 31.92 32.13
31
33.64 133.85 34.07 34.29
32
35.84 136.06 36.29 36.52

40

50
0

53. 24
0.0

34. 05
40.94 '41.38 41.42
43-37 43.61 43.86
45.87 46.12 46.38
48.43 48.70 48.96
51.08 51.34 51.61
53.78

53.5 1

54.06

36 .97

37. 1 9

'39. 2 7
41.66
44.11

39.5 1
41.90

1 46.63

54.341

34.96

49.22
1s1.88

27.25
29.23
31.29

33-42
35.62
37.4 2 37.65 37.88

39.75
42.14
44-36 144.61
46.88 47.14
49.48 49.74
52.16 52.42

54. 61 [ 54. 89

15.29

2.0
61.74

55 ,1 7

2 g

made in computing the table to provide for the independent
rotation of the wheels.
The velocity profile for a projected road whose grade profile
is known may be made by assuming speeds that must or may be
had at certain points sufficiently close together, computing the
velocities that may be had at intermediate points with an
assumed train and locomotive, and connecting the tops of the
corresponding velocity head ordinates erected at these points.
For a problem of this kind see page 218, and for the fundamental problems involved see Chapter XIII.
Grade of Repose. -.. Grade of repose is a term that has been
used in this discussion. It is a misnomer for it is not a grade
of repose at all. What is so called varies with the velocity just
as train resistance does, and for a given velocity is that grade
the force of gravity down which just equals train resistance for
the velocity considered. A train moving at a given velocity
without locomotive effort, on its grade of repose for that velocity,
will neither gain nor lose speed.

47.40 47.66
50.01 50.28
52.69 52.96
55.44

55.7 2

3.0
64.72

224.00
283.50

Note: - For the table the theoretical heads have been increased
4.63 per cent to allow for the energy of the rotating wheels.

11
7
.1
95
6

0-0

Le7

-

C9

4n'7.

350. oo

velocity profile. A study of •such a profile indicates when the
locomotive is overloaded or underloaded, and reveals the points
at which changes in gradients may be made most economically.
This study will be considered in another chapter. The velocity
5280 S
head is determined by substituting
for v in the acceleration
3600
v'
formula, h =
• An allowance of 4 1% per cent has been

39.98 40.22
42.38 42_63
44.86 45.31

9.0
8.o
4.0 •
5.0
6.0
7.0
67.76 70.88 74.06 77.32 80.64 84.03
56.00
87.50 i 91.03 94.64 98.3! 102.Có 105.77109.75 113.72117.74121.83
126.00/ 12 130. 3 134. 541138. 02 143.361147. 87 1 5 2 . 45 157.11 161.84 166.63
45 181.441186.52 191.651 196.88 202.16 207.52 212.94 218.42
1229.60 2 35-331 241 . 10 2 4 6 . 951 257. 88 258.84 264.91 271.04 277. 22
1289.82 296. 23102.
3
70 309. 251315. 86 322. 55 329.31 336.35 343 . o5

1.0

58.84

r•-•NGO

11 00

32.56
34.73

34.5 1
36.74

38.58 138 - 81

331 1 1 38 - 11
38.34
40 .7 0
34 f140 46
43.12
142.87
35
36
45.36 1145_61
47.91 1148.18
37
38
50.54 15o.81
39

32.35

12.50
13.86
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TABLE 3
BOTLIM TRACTIVE EFFORT OF TEN-WHEEL LOCOMOTIVE OF PROBLEM I, FOR
SPEEDS FROM I0 To 39.5 MILI:s.

(Nearest so pounds.)

CHAPTER XIII

1. To find the Tractive Effort of a Given Locomotive. - Let a
ten-wheel locomotive be considered, with principal dimensions
required in these problems, as follows: Weight on drivers
Total engine and tender
Heating surface
Working pressure
Cylinders
Diameter of drivers

131,20❑ pounds
304,00❑ pounds- 152 tons
2386.8 square feet
185 pounds
22 inches diameter X 26 inches stroke
63 inches

From Equation 1, page 140, tractive effort of adhesipn is
x 131,200 for summer, and X I31,200 for winter, or
[IV
Ta =32,800 pounds to 26,240 pounds.
Ultimate cylinder tractive effort is
Pd2/

185 X 0.8; X 22 2 X 26
- 31,410 pounds.
63

Boiler tractive effort is
Ts -

146H 146 X 2586.8

and varying with speed must be tabulated* for several speeds. No
values are given for speeds below 12 miles an hour, since at that
speed the cylinder tractive effort rather than the boiler effort will
be the limiting factor. Indeed, it is doubtful if the cylinders can
exert their ultimate effort at 12 miles an hour.
'i!--The student may diagram the formula on axes of T5 and 3, locating points for
speeds varying by 5 miles and connecting these points by a curve which should give
results essentially like those of the table. The working curve would be a straight
line parallel to the axis of 5 for speeds between 0± miles and 12 miles an hour,
because the effort is then limited by the cylinders or adhesion and the boiler
power curve does not apply.
188

146 X Heating Surface in square feet

Equation T5

LOCOMOTIVE AND GRADE PROBLEMS

Feed Miles per
Hour

Speed in miles per hour

20

30

0.0

18,880

12 ,59❑

❑ .3

18 ,4 20

12,380

17.980

1

I .0

I0

31.470

I. 5

17,560

2,180
11,990

17,170

11,80o

30,210
29,05❑

16,790

1 1,620

16,420

11,440

2 7,980
26,980

16,070

11,270

1 5,740

11,110

5
5- 0

26,050

1 5,4 1 ❑

10,950

25,180

15,110

10,790

55
6.0

24,370

14,810

10,640

23,600

14,530

10 .490

6.5

22,890

14,250

10,350

7.0

22,220

2 3,990

10,210

7.5
8.o
8. 5

21,580

1 3 , 73 0

10,070

20,980

23.490

20,4 1 0

13,250

9,940
g,8to

9- 0
9-5

19,880

13,020

9,68o

1 9.370

12,800

9,560

2.0
2.5

3.0
3.5
4.0
4

It may perhaps be considered that in summer, with fair track,
this locomotive has a tractive effort of 32,000 pounds at speeds
under 5 miles an hour, 31,400 pounds for speeds between 5 miles
and 12 miles, and in accordance with the boiler tractive power
table for higher speeds. It is very probable that the tractive
effort may vary somewhat from the table in practice, for the
engine will most likely follow the tabular values closely through
some range of speed for which it is designed to give its best service,
but outside of this range it may not equal the values given. It
is more likely to give less values than the table for the higher
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speeds. In subsequent problems the tractive effort of the locomotive will be assumed to be 31,400 pounds for speeds under 12
miles an hour, and as in this table for greater speeds.
2. To find the Maximum Load the Locomotive can haul on a
Given Grade at a Given Speed.
Let the grade be r per cent, the
—

speed
grade.

12

miles or under, the grade being considered the ruling

Train resistance for a fully loaded train at
12 miles is approximately (Table 1)
Grade resistance for a i per cent grade is
Total resistance
The tractive effort is

MAXIMUM LOAD
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If W be the weight of cars, L the weight of load, and K the net
load of fully loaded cars a locomotive can handle on a level,
1.5 W + 0.75 L= K.
L may vary from nothing to about

2

W as a maximum.

For W — 2 L, or a quarter load, L
0.267 K
For W = L, or a half load,
L = 0.444/C
For W = iL, or a full load,
L = (3.667K.

4.4 pounds per ton

pounds per ton
24.4 pounds per ton
20.0

31,400 pounds

therefore
31,400
1,287 tons
Gross load =
24.4
Less the weight of the locomotive 152 tons
Net load behind tender
1,135 tons.
For safety in winter the gross load should be reduced, perhaps,
one sixth or 215 tons, leaving the winter net load 920 tons. The
number of cars represented will depend on the character of the
traffic. Allowing about go,000 pounds for each car and its load,
the train will consist of about twenty-five cars and the caboose in
summer, and, say, twenty cars in winter. In loading locomotives
it is customary to use the loaded train resistance formula and to
make an allowance for empty cars or cars partly loaded. The
practice varies, but it is suggested that as nearly as may be three
empty cars may be considered equivalent to two fully loaded
cars. Another rule which will give closely approximate results
is this
Add ti times the dead load (cars) and of the live load (freight)
for an equivalent weight of fully loaded cars. This rule may be
used when a system of tonnage rating of locomotives is practiced.
The great value of the fullest possible loading will appear from
a consideration of the meaning of this rule.

Or, the paying load in a train of fully loaded cars is 2i times
that in quarter loaded cars, and zi times that of half loaded cars.
Owing to the bulkiness of some classes of freight not all cars
can be loaded to their weight capacities, and some freight must
be moved quickly, but attention to this matter is of great importance. An increase of 25 per cent in the loading of half loaded
trains would decrease the maximum train mileage 13 per cent,
or a probable reduction equivalent to per cent of the total
operating expenses, or about S15,000 a year per too miles of
average Mississippi Valley railroad.
Since it is only train resistance that is not alike for dead and
live load, problem 2 will be solved for a partly loaded train.
Considering the locomotive as a fully loaded car of weight E tons,
the total resistance placed equal to the tractive effort will give

(1.5 W + o.75 L + E) R. + (W + L + E) Rs. = T.
If a given number and weight of cars is to be carried and it
is desired to know how much live load may be added, the foregoing equation is solved for L. But if L is expressed in terms
of W, as L W, a half load, L = 2 W, a whole load, W may
be found, then L, giving the required result, W + L. Thus,
let L = W, and the other quantities be as in Problem 2, then
(2.25 W + 152) 4.4 + (2 W + 152)
W = 555 — tons
W
=It to
tons.
—

20 =- 31,400
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The total load is ma tons against 1135 tons of fully loaded
train and the paying load but 555 tons against 756 tons.
3. To find the Grade up which Two Similar Locomotives can
haul the Load that One can haul on a Given Grade.-This is the
problem of the pusher or helper grade.
Let the locomotives be as in the last problem, the through engine
loaded with 1135 tons behind the tender, 1287 tons gross, corresponding to a r per cent grade. The load on the pusher grade is
1287 + 152 = 1439 tons, the total tractive effort twice that of
one locomotive less a small per cent, - say, to per cent, - due
to failure of both locomotives to work together, or 56,520 pounds.
Grade resistance plus train resistance must equal the tractive
effort.
If x be the rate of grade sought
(2o x + 4.4)

1439 = 56,520

1.75 per cent.
If the helping locomotive is of less capacity, the helper grade
will be correspondingly less, and, conversely, if the grade be less
than 1.75 per cent, a lighter locomotive than the through locomotive
may be used.
4_ To find the Speed that can be Maintained on a Grade Less
than that for which a Locomotive is Loaded. - The locomotive
already considered, Loaded for 12 miles or less on a x per cent
grade, carries a gross load of 1287 tons. What speed can be
maintained on a f'5, per cent grade ?
The grade resistance is to pounds per ton, the train resistance as
146 X 2586.8
• Even
in Equation r, page 162, the tractive effort,
X =

omitting the third term of the train resistance equation, the solution for S leads to a cubic equation, and the determination is best
made by inspection. The tractive effort in pounds per ton of
maximum load at the various speeds is tabulated, train resistance
in pounds per ton is taken from the curve of train resistance for
various speeds, or from tabulated values, page 163, and that speed
selected which with to pounds for grade resistance gives a resist-
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ance equal to the tractive effort per ton. Thus, from the table
it is seen that a speed of about 18.9 miles can be maintained on
a 0.5 per cent grade with a load that can be hauled at 12 miles
on a r per cent grade.
TABLE

4

Tractive effort in pounds per Ion of a ten-wheel Locomotive with dimensions
given below, when loaded with 1287 tons gross load, which can be hauled at
12 miles an hour on a i per cent grade.
Weight on drivers, 131,20o pounds.
Heating surface, 2586.8 square feet.
Cylinder, 22 inches X 26 inches. Total engine and tender, 304,000 pounds.
Working pressure, 185 pounds. Diameter of drivers, 63 inches.
Formulas: above

12

miles an hour,

Tb -

146 X
S

ri

Tractive effort in pounds per ton of maximum load -

Speed Miles per

to

24-40

2.0

S

7.5

Ta

max. load

1287

20

30

14-67,
14.32
13.97
13.65

9.78

Hour

0. o
o. s
1.0
1.5

146 X 2586.8

1 3.34

9.62

9 - 47
9.32
9. 1 7

5

2 3.48

3.o

22.58

1 3. 04
12.76

3.5
4.0

25 - 74

12 .49

20.96

4.5
5-0

20.24

1 7• 89

12.23
11.98
11.74
11.51
11.29
11.07

8.89
8.76
8.63
8.51
8.38
8.27
8.15
8.04

17.27
x6.77
16.30
15.76

10.67
10.48
10.30

7.93
7.83
7.72
7.62

10.12

7.52

9.95

7.43

2

5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.o
8.5
9.0

9.5

'9-57
18.95
1 8.34

15.45
15.05

9. 03

A table useful for other problems as well may be made, showing the net tractive force in pounds per ton available on a level
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grade for acceleration or grade climbing, and the corresponding virtual grade. In such a table the grade corresponding to
the required speed will be sought. To make such a table, the
total tractive effort in pounds per ton (Table 4) is diminished by
the train resistance in pounds per ton, giving the net tractive
force in pounds per ton available for acceleration or grade climbing, and this quantity divided by zo gives the corresponding
virtual grade, -that is, the grade that can be operated at the
given speed. Table 5 is such a table for the locomotive of the
problem. Inspection shows the speed corresponding to o.5 per
cent to be about 18.9 miles as before.
TABLE 5
Tractive force in pounds per ton of load hauled at 12 miles an hour on a
per cent grade, available for acceleration or grade climbing and the corresponding
virtual grade per cent. Locomotive is ten-wheel of dimensions given on page x88.
from Table t, page 163.
Tractive effort in pounds per ton from Table 4;
Formulas: Tractive force available (first tabular quantity) - - - Rt.
w
First tabular quantity
Second tabular quantity.
Virtual grade
20

0

10

30

20

!

Grade

Force

Grade

Grade

Force

Grade

Force

5.40
13.79

0.2700

20.22

2.0110

8.94

0.4470

1.31

0.0655

0.6895

20.17

1.0085

8.48

0.4240

0.98

0.0490

16.90

0.8450

20.13

1.0065

8.02

0.4010

0.66

0.0330

18.33

0.9167

20.07

1.0035

7.58

0.3790

0.34

0.0170

19.10

0.9550

20.00

1.0000

7.15

03575

0.02

0.0010

19.56

0.9780

19.03

0.9515

6.73

0.3365

-.0.30

-.0.0150

I

Force
0 &es 0in o no Of O" 0 to)0.-3 o In0u+0u+
00 .1 ).el elenre)VNI. miIA0 )0 rshr. 00 00 Ot 0)

19.85

0.9925

18.08

0.9040

6.32

0.3160

--0.61

-.0.0305

20.05

1.0025

17.16

0.8580

5.92

0.2960

--0.92

-.0.0460

20.17

1.0085

16.32

--1.24

-.0.0620

1.0130

15.51

5.53
5.16

0.2765

20.26

0.8160
0.7755

0.2580

--1.55

--0.0775

20.32

1.0160

14.77

0 .7385

4.78

20.35

1.0175

14.05

0.7025

4.41

0 . 2390
0.2205

-1 . 87
-.2.17

-0 - 0935
-.0.1085

20.38

r . ono

13.38

0.6690

4.06

0.2030

- 2.49

- 0

20.39

1.0195

12.84

0.6420

3.69

0.1845

-.2.80

--0.1400

20.38

1.0190

12.13

0.6065

3.34

0.1670

-.3.11

-. 0.1555

20.37

1.0185

11.54

0.5770

2.99

0 - 1 495

-5.41

-.0.1705

20 .35

1.

10.98
10.34

0.5490

0 . 1375
0.1155

3-73

0.5170

2 .75
2.31

-

20.32

01 75
1.0160

-4-04

-0 . 1885
-.0.2020

20.30

I . ot so

9.93
9.42

0 . 0985
0.0820

-0

1.0125

1 .97
1.64

- 4.35

20.25

0 .496 5
0.4710

--4.66

-.0.2330

. 1245

- 21 75

1
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At 32 miles an hour there is a practical balance of tractive
effort and resistance. Greater speeds can be maintained only on
descending grades of the rates given up to 39.5 miles.
5. To find the Distance required to increase the Speed a Given
Amount on a Given Grade. - Let the elements of the foregoing
problems be used. Let a train leave a i per cent grade traveled
at 12 miles and enter a 0.5 per cent grade of indefinite length,
what distance will be required to reach a speed of 18 miles an
hour? The acceleration will not be uniform because the force
available for acceleration will be constantly decreasing as the speed
increases. The train does not enter the grade all at once. The
problem is incapable of exact solution except by a tedious series
of approximations. Several approximate methods will be given,
all of which have been used, to show the relation of the results.
(a) The forces available for acceleration at the high speed
and low speed are averaged, the acceleration is assumed to be
uniform and due to this force, which is then substituted in Equation (B), page 168.
(b) The solution is the same except that the accelerating force
is that available at the average speed.
(c) Uniform acceleration is assumed to prevail during the
increase of speed from n miles to n
miles an hour, the accelerating force to be that available at the lower speed, or the higher
speed, or at a mean of the two speeds (the last is the most nearly
correct) and solution is made as in (a) and (b).
(a) and (b). The available force in pounds per ton at 12 miles
is

24.4 - (4.4 + io) = Jo pounds;

at 18 miles

16.30 - (5.31 + o) = i - pound.
The average force, therefore, is 5.5 pounds.
At the average speed of 15 miles an hour the available force is
19.57 - (4.80 + 1o) = 4.77 pounds.

-
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In Equation (B), when W is I, P is the force in pounds per ton,
and
70
1—
(182 — 12 2 ) = 2291 or 2641 feet.
5.5 or 4.77

results are close enough, if differences of single miles are used.
The assumption that the locomotive is doing its theoretical
utmost at any instant is somewhat wide of the truth, because the
engine driver cannot so handle the throttle and cut-off as to maintain a constant power output; hence very close estimates are impossible. Such problems occur in planning grades for a new
line. On an operated line, the actual performance of the locomotive may be known.
(d) A method of solution by the use of tables already cpmputed
will be given. The P of Equation (B), page 168, is the tractive
effort available for acceleration, and this in pounds per ton of
T
R g, T being total tractive effort in pounds;
load is — — R,
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The very considerable error of both these results will be seen from
the solution by the third method.
(c) Using Equation (E) and the force available near the higher,
lower, and average speeds, respectively,
1(12-13)—

7o (24 +
= 217 or 175 or 194
8.o8 or 10 or 9.03

4 13-14)

70 (26 +
6.32 or 8.08 or 7.16

1(14-15)

70 (28 + 1)
— 426 or 321 or 368
4.77 or 6.32 or 5.51

/(15-i6)—

7 (30 + I)
70
3.38 or 4.77 or 4.05

299 or 234 or 264

If both numerator and denominator be divided by 2a,
642 or

70 (32 + 1)
— 1084 or
106-17)—
2.13 or 3.38 or 2.84
107-18)—
1(12-18)

7° 04 + 1 )
0.98 or 2.13 or 1.54

hence Equation (B) becomes, if r be the per cent of the grade
operated,
70 (S2 2
S, 2 )
/
R,) — 20 r

455

or 536

_

5168 or 3018 or 3766

The truth lies somewhere between the first and last results.
The wide discrepancy in this case is due to the fact that the higher
speed is about the limit possible for the lower grade. If anything like very close results are required, the differences in speed
should be by tenths of miles for such cases. When the upper
speed does not approach the limit of locomotive capacity, the

—

51 2

)

(M)

(— R) — r
20 WT

683 or 813

— 2500 or 1150 or 1 591

3.5 (52 2

The numerator of this fraction is one hundred times the difference in velocity heads, and the parenthetical term of the denominator is the virtual grade for the speed corresponding to T and
R,. If v represent this grade, then
/

roc) X difference in velocity heads
v r

or, in stations of one hundred feet
stations —

difference in velocity heads
v—r
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From the table of velocity heads, page 186, and that for virtual
grades, page 194, using the virtual grades of the average speeds,
= 5.915

I (t2-13),

1(13-14) =
1 ( 1 4-1 5)

-

0.9515 6.86
-

5.9 1 5
0.858 - 0.5
7.875 - 6.86

0 .7755 -

= 8.96

1(15-16)
1(16-17)

-

0.7025
_ r0.115

1 (17-18)-

5.040
1 .94

0.5

0 .5
7. 8 75
0.5
8.96

0.642 11.34 -

0.5
10.115

0 .577 -

0 .5

- 2.64
- 3.68

The numerator is the same numerically as before, as it should
be, being 2000 times the difference in velocity head for two speeds
differing by one mile.
70 (39)
133 feet
-

(20-19)

- 70 (37)
1(19-18) - 15.76 - 5.42- 30

(18-17)
-

5.36

- 15.91

There is perhaps not much gained over the previous method,
which is of course exactly the same except in arrangement. The
numbers in the tabular method involve more digits, but there
are fewer operations.
6. To find the Length of Grade required to reduce the Speed
from S1 Miles to S2 Miles an Hour. -Let the locomotive and load
be as in the previous problems. Let the speed of approach be
20 miles, the final speed, xo miles an hour, and the rate of grade,
1.5 per cent.
This is precisely the previous problem, in which both numerator
and denominator of Equation (B) are negative. The grade resist.
ance is now 30 pounds per ton. The train resistance varies from
5.73 pounds at 20 miles to 4.18 pounds at io miles. Solving by
Equation (E) page 168, for successive reductions of r mile an
hour, and using the average speed for T and R„
-

1)

12,- Rg

- 70 (35)
16.77 - 5- 2 3 - 3 0

- 70 (33)

- 8.13

(17-16) = 17.89 5 . 05

- 30

132 feet
133 feet
135 feet

- 70 (3t)
/ (16-15) = 18.93 _ 4.88 _ 30 _ 136 feet

1(12-18) in stations of roc) feet = 37.66

1- -7o (2 S i

15.05 - 5.63 - 30

1 (15-14) =

- 70 (29)
20.24 - 4.73 - 30

140 feet

- 70 (27)
1 (14-13) - 21.74 _4.58 - 30 - 147 feet
1 (13 -

- 70 (25)

12) = 23.48 - 4.45 - 30

- 70 (23)

1(I21/) 2

(11-1o) =
1 (20-1o)

16o feet
- 162 feet

4.40 - 4.33 - 3°

- 70 (21)
2 4.40 - 4.23 - 30

Iso feet
--= 1428 feet

The small difference in the several partial distances suggests
that a sufficiently close result might have been obtained by using
the initial and final speeds with a tractive effort and train resistance due to the average speed, or straight line averages of the
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tractive efforts and train resistances for the final and initial speeds.
The results by these methods are: —
—
1

70 (too — 400)
19.57 — 4.80 — 3o — 1 379
70 (100 4co)
1 9.535

— 4-945 — 30

—

1362.

Either result is perhaps sufficiently close for practical problems,
and both are on the safe side, since the danger in this problem is
in overestimating the length of the grade. The problem is the
momentum or velocity grade problem in which it is desired to
find how long a grade steeper than the ruling grade may be introduced in the profile without reducing the maximum load. This
problem indicates that for this particular locomotive and loading
about 1400 feet of 1.5 per cent grade may be introduced if circumstances seem to warrant it, without reducing the load for a r per
cent ruling grade, provided a speed of zo miles may always be
had at the foot of the grade. This will depend on the character
of the preceding gradients and the alignment, and this question
must be thoroughly studied before introducing such a grade.
If the excessive grade differs but little from the ruling grade,
the same difficulty in securing a definite result that appeared in
Problem 5 will be found, and a long grade will result; but great
precision is not then required, since it is doubtful if gravity and
the locomotive can be made to work together so well as to insure
spreading the velocity head out over a very long stretch. Just
what length of grade may be safely operated as a velocity grade

will depend on the rate of it, and the velocity of approach and
leaving. It cannot be mathematically determined. It is suggested that it is doubtful wisdom to introduce such grades of
more than 2000 feet unless there is a good surplus of velocity head
to be used up, and that if a longer grade than this seems desirable,
not less than 12 or 15 miles an hour should be assumed at the top
in computing. It is said that grades of 2 miles have been Suecessfully operated as velocity grades.
,.
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The solution of the reverse of this problem — that is, to find

the resulting speed at the end of a given stretch of steep grade —
will be dear.
7. To find the Time required to increase or decrease Speed from
One Rate to Another in a Given Distance. — The time required
to gain the velocity v feet per second from rest, if gained in the

distance 1 feet is
1=/

2

with v expressed in miles per hour S, since
5280
V-

t

3600

S

15
- -;
II S

and if the speed is to be increased from S t to S2 miles per hour in
the distanced feet, the time required is
t seconds =

l

15
1I

S1 + S2

(R)

Hence, having found the distance required for a given acceleration
or retardation, substitute it for l in Equation (R) and solve for the
time.
Let the data of Problem 6 be used.
± S2 = 30
= 1428

and

t —

15 X 1 428

II X 30 — 65 --seconds.

This assumes the acceleration to be uniform for the given distance, which — though not true — gives a sufficiently close result
for practical use. If the time required for each successive reduction of 1 mile be computed and the results added, the total time
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is 68.8 seconds, and it may be that the actual time required is
about 70 seconds.
Let the data of Problem 5 be used.
+5.2 = 30
1 = 3766

and

STOPPING A TRAIN
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t

r5 3766
I

30

= 17 1 seconds.

As before, if the time for each successive change of r mile be
used, t = 117.62 seconds. The discrepancy indicates again that
when the grade is close to the limiting grade for the final speed,
the results by approximate formulas are unreliable. The limiting grade for 18 miles an hour is close to a 0.5 grade, since for
18.9 miles the grade is 40.5 per cent.
8. Stopping a Train.--A train may be stopped by the resistance
of an adverse grade, but it is usually stopped by the action of
brakes applied to the wheels, helped by an adverse grade or
hindered by a down grade. That which actually stops the
train is the resistance to sliding on the rails, just as it is this
resistance that enables the locomotive to pull the train. The
wheels have a rotating motion independent of the forward motion
of the car, and this motion could be almost instantly stopped by
a sudden application of sufficiently powerful brakes; but thus
braking the wheels would not stop the forward motion of the
car because the resistance to sliding on the track is not sufficiently
great, the wheels would skid along the track. The coefficient of
static friction between the wheel and rail may be I, but so soon
as the wheels slip, this friction drops materially. To stop tilt
train in the shortest practicable time, therefore, the brake action
should be just sufficient to call into action the full coefficient of
static friction, and no more. This cannot be realized without
frequently exceeding thE limit, skidding the wheels, and thus
making the brake action less efficient, flattening the wheels, and
wearing the track. Therefore, in designing the brakes, the pres-
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sure and leverage are so arranged that there shall ordinarily be
an ample safety factor against skidding.
Air brakes are usually so designed that the brake pressure on
any wheel shall not exceed go per cent of the empty car wheelload for passenger cars, and 70 per cent of the empty car wheelload for freight cars. The coefficient of friction, I, between
brake shoes and wheels varies from perhaps o.o6 to o.o8 at high
speeds, to possibly as high as 0.3 when the wheels are barely
moving. It may be averaged at about
If a loaded freight car of weight W pounds be moving on a
straight and level track at S miles an hour, its kinetic energy is
its velocity head times its weight, or (including the rotation energy
of the wheel) o .o35 S 2 W. If the empty car weighs w pounds and
brake pressure and friction be assumed to be constant throughout
a stop, the retarding action of the brakes is 0.70 iw, and if / be
the distance in which the stop is made,
0.70 fw x + —RI= 0.035

PTV.

2000

(1)

If f be taken at i; S 20 miles an hour; train resistance R, constant at an average of 4.6 pounds per ton; W 92,000; w 32,000;
then,
=

0.035 X 400 X 92,000
z — 326 feet.
0.7 x x 32„000 + 46 X 4.o

(2)

The time required is
1
15 326
t = — =
II S
II 20

22 +

seconds.

(3)

The actual conditions vary somewhat from those assumed,
but the results are not wide of the facts, and are therefore instructive.*
* At present not all trains have all their wheels braked, the coefficient of friction
is not constant, nor is the pressure applied, nor the train resistance; these elements
vary in such a way as to increase the distance and reduce the time.
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An ascending grade would assist the stop, its term being
1. A descending grade would similarly retard the stop by

2or
2000

the same quantity. If not all wheels are braked, only that portion of the dead weight that is braked could be used in the brake
pressure term of the denominator of Equation (2).
9. To determine the Characteristics of a Locomotive adapted to
The following is the general proa Given Division of Road.
cess: 1. The load to be hauled on the ruling grade at the minimum speed is assumed, and from the maximum tractive effort
necessary to haul this load, the total weight on drivers is determined, and from this and the allowable unit weight, the number
of drivers. It must be . noted that the result is rational and practicable. 2. A desirable average schedule time is assumed.
3. Some grade on the division estimated to require the full capacity
of the locomotive when running with maximum load at average
speed is selected, and its resistance and train resistance at the
average speed are used to determine the power required.
4. With this determined power and a profile of the division, a velocity profile for the assumed load is constructed, the resulting
average schedule compared with that assumed, and the determined
power is modified as may be desirable and increased for engine
friction. 5. From the finally determined power the heating
surface is computed from the equation I. H. P. = o.43 H, it
being noted that the result is rational. The requirement then is
a locomotive of the determined number of drivers, weight on
drivers, cylinder horse-power to be developed most economically
at the assumed average speed, maximum cylinder tractive
effort equal to the tractive effort of adhesion at minimum speed,
and boiler capacity sufficient to maintain such maximum speed
as is necessary on the steepest grade on which it must be made.
A statement of these requirements may be submitted to the
designer for a detail design.
—

CHAPTER XIV

RAILROAD EXPENDITURES
Fixed Charges.
Railroad expenditures are of two classes:
r. Fixed charges; 2. Operating expense. Fixed charges include
interest on investment or capital, rentals and leases, and taxes,
and constitute from 22 to 40 per cent of the total expenditure of
operating roads, the average for the United States being about
27 per cent. Extreme and peculiar cases give wide variations
from these figures. A road of unusual first cost and small business, or unusual capitalization, which may or may not represent
cost, will have relatively high fixed charges. A road of small
first cost or small capitalization and large business will have relatively low fixed charges. An operated road — a road leased by
its owning company to an operating company — will have no
operating expense to its owners, and fixed charges will be too
per cent of the expenditures. The gross amount of fixed charges
is so largely varied by regular and irregular methods of finance
that little can be predicted for any given road. The average
American road with its buildings and equipment may cost S35,000
a mile, which at 5 per cent would indicate an interest charge of
$1730 per mile of road. - Of the cost, about $30,000 may represent the cost of road and $5000 the cost of buildings and equipment. The funded debt of American roads is about $34,000 per
mile of road.
Taxes are usually arbitrarily fixed, the different States pursuing
different policies. The taxes per mile of line vary from about
$roo in South Dakota to $1426 in Massachusetts. The average
for the country is $301.
To be a profitable investment a railroad should earn its operating
expense, including a sinking fund to perpetuate the entire property and provide for betterments, and a fair interest on the capital
205
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and supplies of all kinds, character and cost of labor, and character and density of population and traffic.
The effect of location and construction will be considered in
detail in subsequent pages. Subject to topographical limitations,
the location determines the rate of the ruling grade, the character
of the alignment, and arrangement of the minor grades of the
profile, the highest skill finding alignment and ruling grade best
adapted to the topography.
The ruling grade determines the number of trains to do a given
service by limiting the weight of one train, and the alignment and
arrangement of minor grades affect the cost per train.
The cost of moving one train one mile has been somewhat
rapidly rising. From an average cost of about $i (rather less)
in 1894, it had risen to about $1.31 in 1904. The advance was
not regular, and was most rapid in the last five years. The
advance was due to three principal causes: r. Higher wages.
2. Heavier and more luxurious trains. 3. Higher speeds.
The relative cost of freight train miles and passenger train miles
has not been well determined, but the ratio is perhaps not far
from 8 to 5, so that if all train miles average $1.31, freight train
miles may average $r.6o, and passenger train miles $1. This last
is probably a high figure for ordinary local passenger trains, and
$r.6o is a high figure for comparatively light, through freight
trains. But some of the eastern trunk line high-speed through
passenger trains may cost $2 a train mile, and very heavy through
freight trains or lighter way trains that stop at every station to do
some switching, may cost as much.
The Interstate Commerce Commission reports* operating expenses under fifty-three different heads, and publishes from year
to year a tabulated statement of the percentage that each item
is of the whole. Any percentage given in the table multiplied
by the total average train-mile cost will give the cost per train
mile for the single item. If the train-mile cost be assumed as

actually invested in it. It is usually expected to pay, and socalled successful roads do pay, the items named, and a further
return called dividends on what is known as the capital stock,
which usually represents but little actually invested capital. There
are some notable exceptions to this statement.
Operating Expense. — The unit for measuring operating expense in America is the train mile, — that is, one train run one
mile. The passenger mile or the ton mile might seem more
rational units, but they are too small and too variable. The cost
of running a passenger train is about the same whether it be full
of passengers or empty; and as the same schedule train runs full
one day, partly full the next, full on the same trip between two
stations and partly full between the next two, the actual passenger
mile cost as a unit for estimates is of small value. The same
thing is true of freight trains, perhaps in less degree.
The units of tariff, on the other hand, are the passenger mile
and ton mile. In passenger service this unit is quite rigidly used,
the rate from one point to another being figured from the number
of miles and the rate per mile. But freight tariffs are largely
independent of distance, and while usually stated at a definite
rate per ton, or per Too pounds, this rate is fixed by what the
traffic will bear, which is only partially measured by the length
of the haul, and it may be said generally that the longer the haul,
the less per ton mile must be the rate.
The cost of operating a railroad depends on so many things
that they cannot be enumerated. Three general items affecting
this cost are: —
1. Management. 2. Country or district in which the road lies.
3. Skill shown in location.
Management is a matter of judgment, and includes selection
of men, their care and discipline, adaptation of motive power and
rolling stock to needs of traffic, care and maintenance of plant,
fixing of rates, determining relations with the public, etc.
Territory in which the road lies includes the effect of topography (limiting grades and alignment), climate, cost of materials

*"Statistics of Railways in the United States." Published annually by the
interstate Commerce Commission.
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6* - Continued.
Per cent.

Amount.

Item.
1 904.

TABLE

CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATING EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30 1
. EACH CLASS TO TOTAL FOR THE YEARS ENDING 1904,ANDPROTI13

Per cent.

Amount.

Maintenance of way and structures:
I. Repairs of roadway
2. Renewals of rails
3. Renewals of ties
4. Repairs and renewals of bridges

5138,300,607

x7,345,483

33,668,585
29,778,004

.
1904.

Total

Maintenance of equipment:
x x. Superintendence
12. Repairs and renewals of locomo tives_
, 3 . Repairs and renewals of passenger

5,839,38 5

1905.

7 502 .

1 901

.

7 000.

20.348
x.298

71 - 293
1.386

11.331

10. 924

10-995

1.522

1.676

1.138

2.519

2.487

2.838

3,140

3-036

2. 228

2.461

2.593

2

•437

.730

2

. 703

•527

-

.616

.598

625

28,697,616

2.

1 47

2.590

2. 562

2

.4 1 7

2.

466

2 ,789,094

-

209

.235

.220

, 283

• 308

2,385,301
392.801
x,669,816

.179

. x65

• 173

.158

.253

.029

.032

.031

.029

.030

.225

.209

.361

.327

.352

8262,866,691

x9.519

21.285

22.255

22.272

21.797

24.

Oil, tallow, and waste for locomo-

85Vkchrnen,83g0.1 e9.00dwatchrnen

105,633,752

7.408

7. 246

6.

26,078,x06

1.952

2 - 044

2.157

2.277

2

103,932,132

7.777

7 , 442

3. 02 1,998

.231

• 242

7.432
.245

7.436
.233

7.687
.252

2,065,442

- 1

54

• 177

.215

. 2 34

.257

17. Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and took.
18. Stationery and printing

9,411.076

.704

.696

.643

.605

.604

566,948

.042

.046

.043

19.

8.515,198

.044
.544

. 043
- 502

87,572,965

• 599

695

-

597

6.730
-263

equipment.

8266.857.617

-6

37

29.967

-

51 9

:9.133

* From I. S. C. C. Statistical Report for 1904.

19.127

. 507
/8.629

18.929

1 -761
9. 386

8,8 94.55 1

.666
.409

5.460.629

1902,

1901.

1 900 .

1-721

r.7251

2.83r

9.563 9.401
11.675 20.776

9 • 340 1

20.602

.623
.366

.622
.361

9. 476
9.809
.599

1 -742

.614
.389

.365

3.351.739

_25x

.232

.2,8

226

.188

88,237,172

6.602

6.677

6.737

7.011

7. 2 44

20 777. 08 4

2-555

57405062

4.333
1.74$
.775

1 . 552
4, 313
1.754
6.664
.667

. 298

.244

1.522

20. Telegraph expenses

2 3,362.675

30. Station serrice
31. Station supplies
32. Switching charges - balance . 33• Car per diem and mileage - bal.

86,339.589
70,361.992
3.983.133
20-340443

6.46o

-

1 ..50°

I-47 1

1 -467

3.984
I . 734

3- 848
1.785

3.944
1.812

6.832

6_947

7.193

.676

.672

.679

2.402

.272
x. 480

319
I - 618

- 340
1.890

-

once.

34. Hire of equipment -balance - .
35. Lows and damage
36.
37.

Injuries to persons
Clearing wrecks

. .

39• Advertising
41.

0210111i54011.5

42. Stock yards and elevators . . . .
43. Rents for tracks, yards, and ter mints.
44. Rents of buildings and other proprill,.
45- Stationery and printing
46. Other expenses
Total

- 601

Total

258.948.886 zr.893

40. Outside agencies

- 559

Other expenses

22. Fuel for Ioc.motives
23. Water supply for locomotives . .

38. Operating =nine equipment

.567
7.904

cars.
x4. Repairs and renewals of freight cars
15. Repairs and renewals of work cars
26. Repairs and renewals of marine

823.533.05 1
125.442.824

28.

and culverts.

5. Repairs and renewals of fencesroad crossings, signs, and cattle
guards.
6. Repairs and renewals of buildings
and fixtures.
7. Repairs and renewals of docks and
wharves.
8. Repairs and renewals of telegraph.
9. Stationery and printing
xo. Other expenses

2o. Superintendence
21. Engine and round•house men . .

Lives.
25. Other supplies for locomotives . .
26. Train sense . _ .
27. Train supplies and expenses. . .

JUNE 30, 1904, TO 900.

1904•

3 90 3.

:onducting I ra nsportat ion .

6

Item.

1904.

5.738,952

.429

.314

-,to

.16:

.223

1 7 ,092,602

1.272

1.094

.990

.819

15,838,279
3.63r.352

2.285
.272

2.048

.911

• 764
.910
.173

.862

.866

5,937,816

-829
.444

. 221
.721

.289

31 .974,030

1.120
.284
. 745

.428

19.563,159

2.464

822,212

.062

.428
1 .449
.044

. 089
. 075
1 .734

.5 1 9
. 151
. 063
1.728

-464

.432

5

. 057

1 9,994.02 5

2 .474

1 .544

.420
1.579
.077
. 069
7 - 519

5.103.561

.382

.4t1

.440

•440

8 .55.7.. 54 1

-649

• 642

.632

.638

. 653

44 26, 400

.353

.376

-416

.5 10

.579

8757, 37 2.878

56 . 670

55. 893

54-671

54.979

55 1 79

11,234945
/7.55 2.570

.841
1.313

.823
1.254

.925
1.244

.984
1.262

1 .04r
1.269

3,080,718

.230

,234

.249

.257

.262

6 .2804915

.349
.571
.166

2, 738,499

- 20

1.615

3

::eneral expenses:

47. Salaries of general officers . . . .
48. Salaries 01 clerks and attendants .
49. General office expenses and sup53131'S.
53. insurance ,

.

.

,

51_ Law expenses

6,856,879

.47r
.513

.432
.541

.412
.558

52. Stationery and printing (general

2.272.390

.270

.175

. I68

.384
,625
.161

4.09 1 .73 1

.306

.330

.391

.447

.437

35 1 ,379. 1 39

3.844

3.789

3.947

4. 120

4. 095

26°866.69x

29. 529 21.055 22. 255 32.272

21.707

266.857.627

19.133
55.893

28.929

757,372,878

19.967
56.670

5 1 ,379. 1 39

3 ,844

3 - 789

_

offices).
53. Other expenses

Tel
recapitulation of expenses:
54• 'Maintenance of way and structures.
55. Muotrnanee of equipment . . .

56. Conducting transportation
57. General expenses
Grand total

. .

81,336.476,325 x09.

100-

39.227

18.629

34.671

54 079 55 - 170
4.120 4. 095

3 - 047
100,

too.

100.
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$z, the tabular values are the costs of the several items in cents
per train mile.
For any given road the figures will vary from those of the table,
and will be in themselves variable from year to year. The
Interstate Commerce Commission publishes also a statement
for each interstate road in the country, showing the amounts of
the four principal divisions of expense, and the cost per train
mile. These figures are of value in preliminary estimates.

CHAPTER XV

EFFECT ON OPERATING EXPENSES OF CHANGE IN
THE NUMBER OF TRAINS, THE TONNAGE
REMAINING CONSTANT
The Problem. — Let it be supposed that a change in the ruling
grade will be made, increasing or decreasing the maximum train
load, and hence decreasing or increasing the number of maximum trains; what effect will the change have on the total operating expense?
It will be evident on inspection of Table 6, that not all items
will vary with the number of trains run. For instance, no change
in the salaries of general officers, the cost of advertising, commissions, etc., is likely to result from any practicable change in the
number of trains if the traffic remains constant. It is probable
that from 5o to 6o per cent of the total operating expense is independent of the number of trains run to do a given business. A
much less percentage, perhaps from 20 to 3o per cent, is independent of the number of trains made variable by a varying business.

Thus, if a contemplated ruling grade change will save permanently one train a day each way, and the average cost of a train
mile is $1, the saving will be about 2 x 45 cents a day for
each mile of road; while if one train a day is permanently laid
off or added by reason of a variation of business, the saving or
increased cost may be about 2 X 75 cents daily per mile of
road.

Considerations Affecting the Estimate — In estimating the
portion of expense varying with the number of trains doing a
constant business, much intelligent guessing must be done, based
on a knowledge of actual conditions on the existing road for
which the estimate is made, or on further intelligent guessing of
the conditions that will obtain on a proposed road.
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An estimate will be made for the average condition of the country, as an example. Such an estimate will require modification
in its percentages for any given road and for variations in judgment. In making the estimate the following conditions are
considered: —
I. Side track and yards constitute 22 per cent of the total track
mileage.
2. The labor put on such tracks per mile is less than that put
on main track, — perhaps the ratio is as x to 3.
3. Cutting weeds and trimming banks is independent of train
mileage, as is also that portion of road-bed repairs, surfacing,
etc., due to the effects of weather.
4. Renewals of main line rails is a higher item than it normally
should be, because rails not yet worn out are being,replaced by
heavier rails on account of increased weight of rolling'stock and
increased business.
5. The same argument applies to locomotive renewals and
supplies.
6. Hard ties have a more or less definite life regardless of
the traffic, but soft ties fail somewhat sooner under a heavier
traffic.
7. About one sixth of all locomotives are switching locomotives,
and the items for such locomotives would be but little affected
by a change in the number of trains, with no change in the number
of cars or loads.
8. Damage to cars may even be less per train mile for lighter
trains, but an allowance for this effect is hardly warranted unless
there is considerable difference in the weight of trains.
- g. Train supplies are partly per car and not wholly per train.
to. The number of switchmen, flagmen, etc., is not wholly
dependent on the number of trains run.
It. Accidents are not wholly dependent on the number of trains,
about three eighths of the injuries and one fortieth of the deaths
being unconnected with the movement of trains.
12. A very small portion of general office expense will vary
with the number of trains. Legal expenses will vary somewhat
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with the number of accidents, which varies largely with the number of trains.
Some items to which a very small variation of 5 per cent will
be allowed, may or may not be affected by a variation in the number of trains; but since they will probably feel such a variation
to some small extent, the allowance will be made. Some items
which are estimated as unaffected by a variation in the number
of trains may in some instances be somewhat affected. Transfer
ferries, for instance, are affected by the number of trains crossing
on them, but they are very unusual. Allowance should be made
on any road using such boats for transferring full trains. Transfer ferryboats handling only cars of freight at terminals would
not be affected.
The Estimate. — For change in the number of trains due to
change in ruling grade and not to a change in traffic, the items
of train-mite cost that will vary and the estimated amount of
variation are shown in Table 7. The last column may be taken
as the saving or cost per train mile saved or added, at Si per
average train mile; the first column is the average cost of the item
for the years /goo to 1904 from Table 6.
TABLE

7

Table showing items of operating expense varying more or less directly with
the number of trains doing a given total business.

Per rrn t Per cent

Item

Per cent
ith No of whole
Doe io4 wliking
of trains

'est

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
lo

Repairs of roadway
Renewal of rails
Renewals of ties
Bridges and culverts
Road crossings, fences, etc.
Buildings and fixtures
Docks and wharves
Repairs and renewals of telegraph
Stationery and printing
Other expenses
Total

10.94

35
70

3. 83

.41

2.81.

20

o, 56

1

1.05

2 .54
0.56
12 .44

0.25
0.17
0.03
0.27
21

.4 2

5.44
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TABLE

TABLE

7 - Continued
Per cent

Item

Per cent
ino0•'04

carting

Per cent

MALVTENANCE of EQUTPRIENT
Superintendence

0 .59

z2
13
14
15
i6
17
18
zg

Repairs and renewals of locomotives
Repairs and renewals of passenger cars
Repairs and renewals of freight cars
Repairs and renewals of work cars
Repairs and renewals of marine equipment
Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and tools
Stationery and printing
Other expenses

7.20

5
85

0.03

5

0.01

6.12

2.14.

7.56
0.24
0.21
0.65

50

0.

04

I0

0.54

5

19.17

0 .33

47

48
49
5o
51
52
53

21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3r
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Superintendence
Engine and roundhouse men
Fuel for locomotives
Water supply for locomotives
Oil, tallow, and waste for locomotives
Other supplies for locomotives
Train service
Train supplies and expenses
Switchmen, flagmen, and watchmen
Telegraph expenses
Station service
Station supplies
Switching charges- balance
Car per diem and mileage - balance
Hire of equipment - balance
Loss and damage
Injuries to persons
Clear.ng wrecks
Operating marine equipment
Advertising
Outside agencies

41

Commissions

42

Stock yards and elevators
Rents for tracks, yards, and terminals
Rents of buildings and other property
Stationery and printing
Other expenses

43
44
45
46

Total

Salaries of general officers
Salaries of clerks and attendants
General office expenses and supplies
Insurance
Law expenses
Stationery and printing (general offices)
Other expenses
Total

0.03

0.92

1. 27
0.25

5
5

0.06
o.01

o.56

20

0.11

0.17

5
5

0.01

0 .4 1

0.38

0.02
0.21

3.96

6.52
RECAPITULATION

CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION
20

Per cent Per cent
Per cent varying of whole
with
No
I WO 204
Cost
of trains

GENERAL EXPENSES

II

Total

7 -Continued

Item

with Nc. of whole
of trains Cost
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.75
9.43
10 .95
0.62
0.38
1

85

0_08
8.ot

85

9.3 1

5
85
85

0

.53

0.30

0.22

8S

0.19

6.85
1.51

I00

6.85

50
50
20

0 .75

ra

2.42
0.36
o.68

TO

0.07

So
80

0.79

t. 03
0.23

8o

o. t 8

50
5

0.32

4. 84
1 .78
6.80
0.70
0.29
1

.56

0.24
0 .99

0.82

0.80
0.43
1.52

0.o8
0.09
I.60
0.43
0.64
0.45
5.45

0.02
3 t 68

54
55
56
57

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Conducting transportation
General expenses
Grand Total

21.42
19.17

05 4
5.44
6 . 6582
1 31.

55.45 57.1
3.96 5.0
I00.00

0.21

43 • 85 43 • 85

The final figure 43.85 may be regarded as the cost in cents that
would be saved or added per mile of road by cutting out or adding one train one way with no change in business. The full
figure will perhaps not be reached, since if the number of trains
is decreased by increasing the weight of all maximum trains, the
running cost of these trains is increased perhaps i per cent for
each io per cent of increase of weight, and if the number is increased by decreasing the weight, a similar decrease in train-mile
cost may be estimated.
Again, if the train mileage is permanently changed, the number
of locomotives will vary, and fixed charges interest on invested
capital will be affected. This item may be estimated at z
cent per train mile, making the total allowance in round numbers
45 per cent, or cents.
It is not likely that the truth lies more than io per cent either
side of this figure. In any given case the figure as a percentage
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should be multiplied by the assumed or known train-mile cost
expressed in dollars. If a saving in number of trains is due to
the introduction of heavier locomotives, the train-mile costs of
all maximum trains will be increased perhaps I per cent for each
If, per cent increase in weight of train.

CHAPTER XVI
DISCUSSION OF THE EFFECT OF DISTANCE, RISE
AND FALL, AND CURVATURE, ON TRAIN
MILE COSTS

Method of Comparison. — For the purpose of dividing trainmile cost among the several items, distance, rise and fall, and
curvature, some average conditions must be assumed that are
comparable. The work done in drawing an average train a mile
will be used as a unit of comparison. Not all items of cost will
vary with the work done, and not all will be alike affected by the
three elements of distance, rise and fall, and curvature.
The average American freight train weighs not far from 75o
tons and runs at perhaps 15 miles an hour, and will be considered
to be half loaded. This train weight will seem small, and is small
for any average traffic main line. The figure would need revision
for any given case, but the total weight is not material to this
discussion.
At 15 miles an hour a half-loaded train will have a resistance of
perhaps 5.4 pounds per ton. A mile of grade offering the same
resistance, and a mile of curve offering the same resistance will
be considered to require the same expenditure of energy, and
hence to cause the same variation in those items of expense that
may be considered to vary with the power output. To distance
will be assigned also an effect on a number of other items independent of power, and to curvature an item of roadway maintenance that is independent of power or number of trains.
The cost of a stop will be considered as equal to the cost of
operating a mile of 'distance, and a stop once in io miles will be
assumed, making the cost for stops one tenth the cost of running
distance. Stations are generally less than io miles apart, but
not all trains stop at all stations.
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DISTANCE, RISE AND FALL, CURVATURE

Rise and Fall Defined. — Rise and fall is considered to be the
rise in feet on an ascending grade and the corresponding feet of
fall on some descending grade. If a line be all up grade in one
direction, and consequently all down grade in the opposite direction, the rise and fall is the difference in terminal elevation. If it
be undulating, the total rise and fall is determined by adding the
vertical feet of all sags and summits of the undulations, giving
as a result the difference in terminal elevations plus the sum of
all summits and sags above or below a uniform grade line. This
is the rise and fall of the constructed line. The operating rise
and fall is likely to be quite different, due to the difference between
the actual and the velocity profiles. The operating profile is the
velocity profile; and in estimating difference in cost, this profile
should be used for all grade questions. It will show the effect
of starting and stopping, the stretches over which the locomotive
is working, those over which steam is shut off, and those on which
brakes are applied.
Let the profile of Fig. So be considered. T1 is drawn to a very
much exaggerated vertical scale. The full line is the track profile, the dotted line the velocity profile, starting from rest at station
o, and moving to the right. The train is supposed to be the
maximum train considered in Problem 2, page 19o.* The track
profile would have its curves well rounded off, but the figure will
serve for an illustration.
It will be noted that whereas the locomotive is loaded for a
r per cent grade, there is no difficulty in making the 1.3 per cent
grade, and the top of the hill is reached with a speed of about
12.6 miles an hour. The locomotive may continue its efforts
across the summit, but it will be better to shut off steam when
station ITO is safely reached, in order to lessen the use of brakes on
the down grade. The resistance of the summit level is just about
enough to reduce the speed to to miles when the train starts down
the long I per cent grade. When the speed reaches 30 miles an
hour, which it does in about 4100 feet, brakes must be applied.
The speed will then be held as nearly as may be at 3o miles to
* The student should verify this velocity profile as a problem in velocity grades.

RISE AND FALL DEFINED
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station 170, when the following grade for 2000 feet being almost
exactly the grade of repose for the speed, brakes are released, but
steam is not again used until station 180 is reached. If a stop
be desired at a point not far beyond station 200, no steam need
be used, the grade serving to check the speed, brakes being required somewhat just at the stop. If 32 to 33 miles be considered safe, brakes need not be used on the r per cent grade. The
rise and fall by the track profile between A and B is 72 feet; by
the velocity profile it is 64 feet. If a stop were to be made on the
level grade to the right of B, the velocity profile rise and fall
would be 60.6 feet.
Authors differ in their treatment of rise and fall. If a small
rise or sag in an otherwise uniform grade Iine occurs, it is considered to be an addition to the rise and fall, even though the
grades be all ascending or descending, and hence add nothing to
the elevation through which
the train is lifted or dropped.
Such humps and sags interfere to some slight extent with
the uniform work of the locomotive, and hence may add
some small amount to the cost
of the operation of cn otherFie. 8r
wise uniform grade line, tut
the effect is not measurable so long as the steeper portions
are within the ruling grade rate. It is sometimes estimated that
a sag is a positive benefit, increasing the speed through its length
over what would have obtained on a level. The matter will be
discussed in another paragraph.
Classes of Rise and Fall. — Three classes of rise and fall have
been generally recognized: —
Class A. — Rise and fall apparently not felt by the locomotive,
as the 3 feet at stations 60 and 7o of the profile, Fig. 80. No
power effort to overcome such rise and fall seems to be made;
its effect is simply to vary the speed somewhat.
Class B. — Rise and fall requiring full power in the ascent,

the shutting off of steam in the descent, but not the use of
brakes.
Class C. — Rise and fall requiring the use of brakes and sometimes of sand in the descent, and the whole power of the locomotive in the ascent.
Figure 80 shows all three classes.
There are plainly 3 feet on the track profile that make no showing whatever on the velocity profile. There are apparently 45 feet of Class B on the track profile,
but only about 19 feet on the velocity profile. There are about
9 feet on both profiles of Class C. All this is in addition to the
difference in elevation of the two termini. This difference will
not be properly a part of either of the three classes. The locomotive must lift the train through this height, going from the
lower to the higher point, and theoretically the work necessary to
do this is all recovered in going with a similar train from the
higher to the lower point. But as trains are usually worked,
this result does not obtain. What portion is recovered may not
be known. If the straight grade from terminus to terminus be
not steeper than about 0.40 per cent, which is the grade of repose
for safe high speed, the difference in level may perhaps be estimated under Class B. Termini must be considered to be ends
of operating divisions. In comparing two lines between the same
termini, only the rise and fall over and above the difference in
terminal elevations should be considered.
In Fig. 80 if there be a stop on the level grade beyond B, brakes
would be required for a short distance, adding somewhat, —
about 10.7 feet to the Class C rise and fall, — making in all 19.7
feet of this class.
If the train be supposed to enter from the right with a speed
of 25 miles an hour, the velocity profile will show no Class C
grades until the stop at A necessitates a drop of about 22 feet;
but as before, steam will be shut off at the summit, and the entire
run down the grade to A will be by gravity. The entire rise and
fall, therefore, except the 3 feet at station 180, is of Class B, and
excepting also the 22 feet of Class C at the stop.
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There may be some question as to whether rise and fall of
starting and stopping should be considered. If starting and
stopping are estimated separately, the rise and fall due to it should
not be counted on the velocity profile. It is probable, too, that
the braking at the stop is more costly than the partial use of brakes
on a grade, which is warrant for .considering it separately.
Rules are often given for determining the amount of rise and
fall from the track profile, but the author knows of no rule that
will give even closely approximate results for a profile like the
figure. The probable velocity profile should be drawn for movement in both directions and the resulting quantities averaged.
It is true that not all trains will find the same amount of rise and
fall. A passenger train with so or 6o miles an hour allowable
speed might find 6o feet more of rise and fall, none of which would
require the shutting off of steam.
When the profile is a series of short undulations, no sags or
summits of more than is or 20 feet, it is entirely probable that
the whole rise and fall is of Class A, except the difference in elevation of termini. Sags of even 25 feet or more may be of this
class, but are not likely to be for freight trains. It can rarely
be true — as is often stated that the draw-bar pull may be
made constant through an undulating grade. Such a grade will
rarely show an absolutely level velocity profile, because as the
speed changes the tractive effort of the locomotive changes, and
the train resistance changes.
Rise and Fall Equivalent to a Mile of Distance. — In estimating
cost of rise and fall, all of the track profile rise and fall that the
velocity profile shows to be of Class B; will be .estimated to cost
half the cost of lifting a train through the vertical feet indicated.
This assumes that half the energy stored in the train on the summit is recovered. For Class C, none of the energy so stored is
recovered; and, moreover, some work is done by the brakes in
lowering the train. This work is a negative tractive effort equal
to the grade effort of the grade on which the train is, less the grade
of repose for the maximum speed. If this grade of repose be
0.4, and the operated grade be x per cent, the brake effort must

1.

be equivalent to the grade effort of a o.6 grade; if the operated
grade be 2 per cent the brake effort must equal the grade effort
of a i.6 per cent grade, or 23- times the effort required on a r per
cent grade. In operating, say, 10 feet of fall on such grades at
the constant speed of 30 miles, the work done in braking would
be: For the r per cent grade (grade resistance for a o.6 grade): —
r2 pounds X rano feet = 12,000 foot-pounds per ton of train.
For the 2 per cent grade (grade resistance for a 1.6 grade): —
32 pounds X Soo feet = 16,000 foot-pounds per ton of train,
or one third more than on the i per cent grade.
The time required on the 2 per cent grade is half that of the
i per cent grade, hence with an equal work done the power required would be at twice the rate for half the time, or the same
total of horse-power hours. Since the work is one third more,
the power expenditure is one third more. It is evident, therefore, that the cost depends not only on the feet of rise and fall,
but on the rate of grade on which it occurs.*
If the descending velocity grade, parallel to the corresponding
track grade, be greater than about o.4, approximate grade of repose for assumed safe speed, the power expenditure ratios and
consequent cost ratios (assuming cost proportional to power)
will be about as follows for the grades given, assuming the power
loss on a 0.67 per cent grade as unity, since by the discussion
below this loss corresponds about to the power consumed in
running a mile of distance.
TABLE

Grade per cent
Relative power loss

8

o. 67 I. o
I.5
2. ❑
2. 5
3 . 0 3.5 4. 0
0.0 o . 4/ 1.o i .49 — / • 81 -I- 1.99— 2.08 — 2. 25 3.19 2. 23
c. . 4 a.5

*The brake pressure will not he proportional to the grade effort since automatic
brakes have not been so devised that the engineman may control the pressure at
will. The result is that brakes must be applied with full force until the speed
has been reduced so that the brakes may be released and again applied when
speed has been again increased to the maximum. This method of application is
probably more costly than steady braking at the proper pressure.
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The average resistance of an average train running at 15 *
miles an hour has been assumed at 5.4 pounds per ton. This
corresponds to a 0.27 per cent grade. The work done in climbing i mile of such grade, then, equals that done in running i mile
of straight, level track. One mile of such grade gives 14f feet
of rise and fall. If a train be lifted through this distance, the
work done is 2000 X I41 = 28,500 foot-pounds per ton, or the
same as that required to draw the train i mile on straight, level
track. If the speed be greater, the resistance and consequent
rate of grade are higher, and the result is a greater number of
feet rise and fall to equal a mile of distance; but stiff grades are
usually taken at low speed — hence the figures.
Since rise and fall of Class B is assumed to cost half the expense of lifting a train through the vertical feet in any case, then
for this class 281 feet of rise and fall will be considered to equal
the power expense of running a train r mile on a straight, level
t rack.
For Class C the cost depends on the grade. A descent on a
0.67 per cent grade requires negative work equal to that expended
in lifting on a 0.27 per cent grade, and the work is largely expended
in the injurious wear of brake shoes and wheels, hence 141 feet
rise and fall of Class C on a o.67 per cent grade will be estimated
to cost 21 times the power expense of running a train i mile on a
straight and level track, and for other grades the cost will be
estimated thus: 141 feet ascent at the cost of power used in
running a mile of distance, 141 feet of descent at i4 times this
cost multiplied by the factors indicated in Table 8, page 223.
The additional cost when the velocity profile shows an actual
ruling grade, cannot be well determined. Mr. Wellington adopts
3 cents per train for both classes for the number of vertical feet
assumed to equal a train mile. Mr. - Berry adopts the same
sum. This is stated to be for wear and tear of track and roadbed. It should perhaps be about the same for both classes, and
yet it must be somewhat greater on very steep grades than very
* Where other speeds are used, other resistances and grades will result.
f "Reduction of Gradient, etc.,

on the Union Pacific Railroad"
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light grades. The method of analysis used in this book, and the
character of the result, lead to the suggestion that very little, if
any, increase over the figures here given should be allowed. All
expenses that vary with the power output will be considered to
be affected by rise and fall. Although on steep descending grades
the items will va7 from those used for Class B, the separation is
difficult and the cost is simply taken proportional to the power
wasted.
— The effect of rise and fall on speed must be considered more
carefully before what constitutes Class A can be fully understood.
Let the train considered in the problem of Chapter XIII, running
at full possible speed,
say 32+ miles an hour
on a level, approach
a 0.928 per cent grade
3o stations long. If
Fig. gi
the locomotive develops its utmost power throughout the run, the train will reach
the summit of the hill shown in the figure at a speed of approximately 20 miles. The velocity grade will be the curved dotted
line rather than the assumed straight line, and the figures are not
exact. If still on the down grade the utmost locomotive effort
be used, the train will again be running at 32 + miles an hour in
about 19.4+ stations. If the drop equals the rise, the speed will
be greater than the speed of approach, if no change in the working of the locomotive is made. Therefore, a given elevation in
a sag, bringing out the maximum safe speed, cannot again be
reached after an intermediate summit without changing the
power output of the locomotive. It is not practicable to maintain a constant locomotive pull with the varying speed. This
has not been generally understood, and the hill of Fig. 82, even
if the descent equaled the ascent, would usually be considered
Class A rise and fall. About one third of it would be Class B if
32 miles an hour is not to be exceeded. The average speed over
the summit is approximately 26 miles an hour instead of about 3o
miles, which it would be if the grade were uniform from a to b.
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If the grade were approached at zo miles an hour, the speed at
the summit would be about 13 miles, and after an equal fall on
the down grade would be about 321 miles. Such a grade is
wholly of Class A, as usually estimated. The average speed
would be about 19 + miles an hour. If the grade had been level,
the speed might have been approximately 26 miles an hour,
rather less, perhaps. The time required to operate the hill would
be about one third more than that required to operate the level.
It would certainly cost something.
A succession of such hills such as this — all Class A— would
increase the time between termini about 15 per cent, which would
certainly affect train wages, possibly even the number of trains;
a single hill would have no such effect.
But let the effect of a sag below the grade line be considered.
If the train approach the sag at 20 miles an hour, its speeds would
be approximately as shown
in Fig. 83. The average
;
1•
speed through the sag will
20.16
tt,2
approximate 27 miles an
et
=Pa
a
Q44
hour. If the stretch were
19.4 Sta.
ISA Sta.
level, the speed would apPi& 63
proximate 24 miles an hour,
but with a trifle higher speed at the end of the stretch. The time
here by the sag is about 89 per cent of that by the level line. It
is thus seen that a sag may be of positive benefit, while a summit
is always a positive injury unless a stop is required, when it may
be helpful. This result leads to what appears to be an absurd
conclusion, namely, that if a naturally level line be built so as to
form a succession of grade sags, it will be a better line than if
built level. But this is not true, because if a second sag like that
of Fig. 83 were to follow it at once, and if the locomotive were to
be driven still at its utmost, a speed faster than the safe limit
would be reached, requiring the shutting off of the steam and loss
of power. Moreover, the condition of constant utmost effort of
the locomotive cannot be realized. Such a sag is a positive benefit just out of a starting-point and is an advisable construction
F
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where the station cannot be on a natural summit. The offsetting
effects of occasional summits and sags of Class A account for the
common statement that no expense attaches to this class.
To determine what part of the total rise and fall belongs to
Class A requires the construction of the velocity profile. When
this is done, all summits and sags of the track profile indicated
by the velocity profile as belonging to Class A should be set against
one another and the result charged, or credited, as the case may
be, with, say, one fifth the cost A ssigned to Class B. The whole
estimate for Class A rise and fall is purely guess-work, but the
item is always a minor one and no serious error is likely to occur
if the guess is roo per cent out of the way.
Curvature. — The curve that will offer resistance equal to that
of straight and level track, that is, 5.4 pounds per ton, assuming
a 6-foot truck to allow for the few cars with such trucks and the
longer wheel base of the locomotive, is approximately a 12-degree
curve. A mile of such curve contains' 63o degrees, which will
therefore be assumed to entail a cost equal to twice the power
expense of a mile of distance, with a further allowance for maintenance of way and accidents. Twice the distance cost is used
because the power expended is almost wholly used to wear the
wheels, brake shoes, and rails, and while this sort of power expense may not be at the same rate as power produced by fuel and
water, no more rational method of estimating has occurred to
the author, who thinks that estimates of rail and wheel wear due
to curves are likely to be fully as wide of the true mark as an
estimate of the cost of power. It is not possible to compensate
all curves, and it is customary to compensate only on the steeper
grades, so that the major portion of curvature is uncompensated.
Compensated curves cost just as much as uncompensated curves,
but half this cost — the steam power is sometimes estimated
in the rise and fall. It will not be so estimated here.
Some portion of the maintenance of way expense due to curvature is independent of the degree of the curve, and exists because
the track is curved rather than straight, necessitating more labor
in alignment, levels, surfacing, etc.
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Division of Expense. - There are about 12 feet of rise and fall
per mile of American railroads. Much of this is Class A, for
which the cost is very small, probably the greater portion is of
Class B, and some is of Class C. For the purpose of a comparative estimate it will all be averaged as of Class B. The additional
cost of running r train mile, therefore, for those items that vary
with work done over that necessary to run a mile of straight level
.
track, is
or 46 per cent. For any given road actual figures
-28.5,
will be known.
There are about 30 degrees of curvature per mile of American
2 X 30
railroads. The increase in cost due to curvature, then, is
63o
or about 9 4. per cent. Nine per cent will be used.
The cost of stopping and starting is assumed to increase running
expense to per cent. For those items that vary with all the elements considered, the division of cost is found thus: If a be the
'cost for distance and k the total cost varying with trains run,

a + o.46 a + o.00 a + o.to a = k.
too
46
k, curvature
k, rise and fall
Then the cost of distance is
t6 -5

9
-

1 65

10

k, and stops -- k.
165

165

For those items not affected by rise and fall, the sum will be
similarly divided among the other three.
About 55 per cent of roadway expense will be assumed to vary
with distance and curvature, and to be independent of the trains
run. About 75 per cent of American track is straight. Assuming
that maintenance of curved track costs 15o per cent of the maintenance of straight track, about 37 per cent of the total item of
roadway maintenance may be attributed to distance, regardless
of trains, and 18 per cent to curvature. While some portion of
curved roadway maintenance is independent of the degree, it
would be practically impossible to separate it.
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About 70 per cent of tie renewals will be attributed to distance
only, regardless of trains, together with too per cent of maintenance
of telegraph and fences.
Other items will be assumed affected as indicated in the following
table: TABLE

9

COST PER TRAIN MILE OF OPERATING DISTANCE ONLY (AVERAGE TRAINMILE COST ASSLTht ED AT ST).

Item

r Repairs of roadway
2 Renewal of rails
3 Renewal of ties
Except fencing,
4 Bridges and culverts
must be esti5 Road crossings and fences mated for each
special case
12 Repairs and renewals of locomotives
13 Repairs and renewals of passenger cars
14 Repairs and renewals of freight cars
15 Repairs and renewals of work cars
17 Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and
tools
21
Engine and roundhouse men
22
Fuel for locomotives
23 Water supply
24 Oil, tallow, and waste
25 Other supplies
26 Train service
27
Train supplies
29 Telegraph expenses
33 Car per diem and mileage
35 Loss and damage
36 Injuries to persons
37 Clearing wrecks JJJ
5 1 Law expenses
•

Total
Add for superintendence and other expenses
Total

Per cent of

Per cent

Whole
Expense

Varying with
Distance

Distance
Cost per
Train
Mile
Cents or
Per cent

.4 1

3t.8
46.9

2.81

20.0

3.4g
0.66
0.56

7.20

50.00

3. 60

2.14

40.0

7. 56

40.0

3.02

10. 94
1

0.24
0.65

o.86

20.0

0.05

29.2

0.19

7 2 .7

6.86

50.00

6.o8

5.94
0.65

1.78

86.7
43.3
1 7.5

1.56

50.0

0.78

2.25

5o.0

I.13

0.56

12.5

0.07

9.43
10.95
0.62
0.22
0.381

6.85
1.51

0.31

35.24.
0. o6
35.30
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cents. This figure in particular must be considered anew for
any given case. Between competitive points, it is likely to be
nothing, but much of the travel will always be between local
non-competitive points.
Cost of Rise and Fall. - It has been estimated that 28.5 feet
of Class B rise and fall will cost as much as the power-varying
items of a mile of distance. Referring to Table 9, page 229, it
will be assumed that the costs attributed to distance for the following items will vary with the power output : AU engine supplies, half of locomotive repairs and renewals, one fourth of engine
and train service, and one fourth of shop tools and machinery.
These items are seen to sum 11.13 cents at $1 per train mile.
Therefore, one train foot of Class B rise and fall will cost about
0.39 cents. This is considerably in excess of usual estimates. It
is so because average train resistance has been taken at a lower
figure than is generally assumed to be correct. This results in
nearly twice the usual assignment to rise and fall, the remaining
increase being due to difference in judgment.
Class C will show an even greater increase, believed to be
wholly wise. For this class 1. l train feet of ascent are assumed
to use as much power as a mile of distance, and the same
number of feet of descent, a varying amount of power depending
on the rate of grade. For the ascent the train-foot cost, then,
is 0.78 cents. For the descent it is on the grades named, as in
Table to.

Cost

TABLE

ro

COST OF CLASS C RISE

AND FALL

(Train-mile cost $i)

Grace
Cost per foot - descent
Cyst per foot - ascent

•

IA

of Distance. -At $1 per train mile $0.353 is the sum that
may be saved or must be expended per train mile saved or added
by reason of changes in distance. To the annual saving or cost
must be added that portion of annual maintenance of way costs
that is independent of train mileage. As an average for the
country this may be taken at $35o per mile of single main track.
If there are N daily round trip trains, the annual cost in round
numbers is, 365 X 2 X N X $0.353 + $350 per mile of single
track added. For any other train-mile cost than $r the entire
sum should be increased or diminished proportionally. It must
be understood that the figures are to be made anew for any given
road, those given being the average for the United States. If
the change is but a few feet in the aggregate less than, say, moo,
perhaps So per cent of the foregoing values should be used. If
the distance is such that stations and sidings must be considered,
probably 125 per cent of the given values will be nearer the
truth. When the distance is so great as to mean new freight
divisions, as it might be in some new lines yet to be located and
built in the United States and abroad, probably 8o per cent of
all expenses may be attributed to distance only, not because
directly caused by distance, but because all expenses will be
increased and distance is the most convenient unit for estimates.
Against this must be put the diminished or increased revenue
due to saving or increasing distance. While this is an item that
varies very much with the road, it is probably not far from the
truth to say that as an average for the United States from 40 to
so cents per passenger train mile will be lost for lessened distance,
or gained for increased distance of moderate amounts. Freight
revenues, while they may be modified by small changes in distance, are so arbitrarily fixed, that no general estimate of loss or
gain can be made. Differences in distance great enough to much
affect the time between termini may result in added or lessened
business; but small differences, such as the engineer usually has
to consider, will have no such effect.
Considering only the passenger revenue, the average offset
per train mile, all trains, in the United States, may be about 20
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0.5 o. 67 x . a

t.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3. 5 4.0

0.0 42.48 r.r7 /.74 2. 12 2.33 2. 43 2. 52 2.56 2.6T
0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78

Total cost per train foot in
cents at Si per train mile
a.78 1.26 t.95 2.52 2.90 3.11 3.21 3-30 3.34 3.39
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While the same total power cost has been used in this estimate
for Class C rise and fall, it is true that it arises from a somewhat
different set of items, the descent showing principally in wasted
steam, in rail wear, and in repairs of cars and locomotives. Class
C will also affect train wages, which is generally denied. The
rate of a ruling grade determines the number of trains and the
speed, but the length of that grade — the amount of rise and
fall — determines the time required to make the hill after the
speed has been fixed.
Class A rise and fall, estimated at one fifth the cost of Class B,
will be assumed to cost or save o.o8 cents per train foot, according
as it is caused by a summit above or a sag below the general grade
line. In making preliminary estimates it may be neglected.
Cost of Curvature. — It has been assumed that 6,30 train degrees
of curvature will cost twice as much as the sum total of all items
varying with power output for a train mile of distance. From
Table 9, this gives 22.26 cents. Therefore with a small allowance for accidents, a train degree will cost o.o38 cents, to the annual
cost due to which must be added the annual cost of maintenance
of roadway that varies because of curvature but is independent of the number of trains. This may be taken at $3.67 per
degree of curvature. If N be the number of daily trains making
round trips, the annual cost for curvature per degree may be
2 X 365 X N X So.coo38 -I- $3.67.

It may be that 50o degrees is a better figure to use as the equivalent of a mile of distance. Using this figure gives
2 X 365 X N X $0.00048 + $3.67.

The cost per degree of curvature per year per daily train round
trip is found from the two foregoing values to be respectively
$o.28
and

$3.67
$3.67

$0.35 + .2V
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Curvature is probably more costly per train on roads of heavy,
fast traffic, hence it may be well to use a value approximating the
smaller cost for light traffic lines, and one approximating the larger
cost for heavy traffic lines.*
Cost of Pusher Service. — Assistant engine service, usually
called pusher service from the custom formerly prevailing of
attaching the rissistant engine at the rear of the train, is usually
expensive service for the reason that it is almost always on
grades giving rise and fall of the worst class, and costing on an
average probably not less than 5 cents a mile run for this item
only. The smaller crew makes wages less by perhaps 6 or 7
cents a mile. Pusher service is also apt to be intermittent, but
the locomotive runs light on the down grade, the fuel cost being
less than for the through locomotive on the same grades, but
probably more than for the average of the through locomotive.
On the whole, if the assistant locomotive may be kept as busy
as the through locomotive, its mileage cost should not differ
much from that of the through locomotive and train, less
expenses due to cars, or about 30 cents per mile run. Per train
mile helped there must be two pusher miles, hence, adding
cent per mile for interest on the cost of the assistant locomotive, 62 cents per train mile helped will be perhaps a fair
estimate for this service. Any given case should furnish reliable
figures.
To put this estimate on the basis of the daily train helped, the
cost is $0.62 per daily train per mile of incline. This is for a trainmile cost of $r, and is to be multiplied by the train-mile cost in
dollars. If N be the number of daily trains helped, the annual
cost per mile of incline at $1 per train mile is
N x $0.62 X 365 — $226.30 N.
* The cost of curvature is a very difficult item to determine with any degree
of certainty; there is a tendency to place it at a higher figure than formerly, justified by the continually increasing weight of locomotives and cars. The figures
given above seem to include the best present practice (1907) and to allow for some
further advance.
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A round number of from $225 to $250 may be used for estimates.
If the assistant locomotive is not kept busy, the cost per train will
be increased. If the helper grade is near a large station where
the helper locomotive may be kept busy when not assisting a
train up the grade, the cost will be about as given.

CHAPTER XVII
PROBLEMS IN CHANGE OF RULING GRADE, DISTANCE,
RISE AND FALL, AND CURVATURE

r. To find the Saving Due to a Reduction of Ruling Grade.

—Lethrductionbe0.2prcentoaipercntuligrade
on a division 180. miles long, using the locomotive of the problems in Chapter XIII.
A train-mile cost of $1.24 is assumed, with six passenger and
twelve freight trains daily, six slow trains making an average of
18 miles an hour, 12 miles on the ruling grade, five fast trains
making 22 miles an hour, 15 miles on the ruling grade, and one
way train unaffected by the rate of the ruling grade.
The number of trains for varying ruling grades will be roughly
inversely as the maximum possible load behind the tender, excluding the caboose of, say, 15 tons.
The maximum trains affected by the change are six slow trains
at 12 miles on the ruling grade, and five fast trains at 15 miles
on the ruling grade. By the method of Problem 2, page 19o, the
loads that cann be handled behind the tender, less 15 tons for
caboose, at the two speeds, are
12 miles

i.o per cent grade
o.8 per cent grade

tons
1373 tons

1120

55 miles

848 tons
1044 tons

Therefore there may be
1120

1375 X 6 = 4.86 daily slow trains on the o.8 per cent grade,
8.48
1044

X 5 = 4.05 daily fast trains on the o.8 per cent grade.
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The saving is 2.09 daily trains. The fraction is allowable
because the number of daily trains is an average of one or more
years' running. The road having an average train-mile cost of
81.24 probably has an average freight train-mile cost of about
$1.42 and passenger-train mile cost of $o.88. All freight trains
will be assumed to cost $1.42 per mile run.
The daily saving in train mileage is
180 X 2.09 X 2 = 752.4.
Only 45 per cent (page 215) of the estimated cost of these train
miles is saved, or 0.45 X $1.42 = 80.639 per train mile. The
annual saving may therefore appear to be, but is not,
752.4 X 365 X $o.639 = $175,486 .
The saving might be approximately this sum— and it has heretofore usually been thus estimated — were it not that the maximum
trains on the revised line are heavier than those on the original
line, and hence, because more work is required to pull them over
the unrevised portions of the line, and because a somewhat slower
schedule may be necessary, — this will depend on the characteristics of the line, — the maximum trains of the revised line will cost
more per mile run than would the lighter trains of the original line.
The new train-mile cost is usually found by dividing the new
cost per mile by the new number of trains, thus:
18 x $1.24 — 2.09 X $0.639

— qq.31895.
18 — 2.09
No mathematical analysis can predict with precision what the
new train miles will cost, but the following approximation is
probably sufficiently exact for the purpose and errs, if at all, on
the side of safety in that it makes the contemplated improvement
a little less rosy than would appear from the investigation thus far
made. Dividing the train-mile cost of $1.319 between passenger
and freight trains in the proportion of 5 to 8 gives approximately
$o.96 per pasenger-train mile and $1.536+ per freight-train mile;
increasing the latter by 2 per cent for 8.91 trains that have been
increased in weight by about zo per cent (see page 215), and using
the results for a new average train-mile cost gives for that average
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.
6 X $0.96 + i x $1.536 + 8.91 x $1.567 —goi.3361+
.
1 5.91
Something like this train-mile cost may be expected and
8.9x x .02 X $1.536 X 365 X 2 X 180 = $35,960+
is the annual loss to be deducted from the previously determined
annual saving because of the heavier trains- The net annual
saving, then, is $139,526, and this sum divided by the market rate
of interest gives the value, or capitalized value, of the saving due
to the reduction in grade, or the limit of justifiable expenditure
to secure the reduction.* At 5 per cent this value is $2,790,520.
The foregoing investigation supposes the grade reduction to be
accomplished by reducing the rise and fall. If it is done by increasing the distance without reducing the rise and fall, there will be
no such justifiable expenditure. The cost of operating the extra
distance with the heavier trains must be considered, and it is easy
to see that a limiting case might arise in which the supposed gain
from the grade reduction would be wholly lost. Each case must
be investigated for itself with all its known conditions.
2. To find the Saving Due to a Reluction of Distance. —Let
the reduction be 1.$ miles on the division of Problem t, before
the grade reduction.
The expense of all trains is affected by this item, therefore the
annual saving is (see p. 230)
(18 X 2 X 1.80 X 365 X 0-353 + 350 X 1.8) $1.24 = $11,134.15.
This divided by the prevailing rate of interest is the value of the
saving or the limiting expenditure to secure it. At 5 per cent
this sum is $222,683.
If the reduction of grade is made, the saving will be
(15.91 x2 X I.8 X365 xo.353 -I-35o xx.8) $1.3361 810,701.79 2
andthiscplze5rntis$214,036.
It is the second rather than the first value that must be added to
the value of grade reduction to determine the total saving if the
contemplated improvement includes both grade and distance
changes. And it is the second value that must be subtracted from
• On an existing division of road known to the author where conditions approximate those of this problem, the grade reduction could probably be made for less
than one quarter the apparent value or limit of justifiable expenditure.
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the value of grade reduction if that reduction is secured by increasing the length of the line.
The value of saving t mite on this line, before the grade reduction, is $123,713, or, say, $120,000. The value of saving 1 foot
(distances less than 'coo feet) (see p. 230) is $18.75, or, say, $18.
Against these values should be put whatever loss in revenue may
be estimated to arise by reason of the lessened distance.

The value of this at 5 per cent is $4427.20. The value of saving
degree of curvature is one twentieth of this sum, or, say, $220.
If the elimination be the result of the grade reduction improvement,
the saving is
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3. To find the Saving Due to a Reduction of Rise and Fall.
- Let the reduction be 7 feet Class C, r 4 feet Class B, and to feet
of summits of Class A, rise and fall on the road of Problem 1 before
the grade reduction.
It will be assumed that the velocity profile shows the Class C rise
and fall to be on z per cent grades, and to be Class B for passenger
trains, and that Class A affects all trains.
There are, therefore, for all trains, 10 feet of Class A, for freight
trains, 7 feet of Class C, and 14 feet of Class B, and for passenger
trains, 21 feet of Class B. Therefore, the saving on this road for
the several classes will be (p. 231):
Class A
Class B
Class B
Class C

18 X 2 X 10 X 365 X $0.0008 X 1.24
6 X 2 X 21 X 365 X 0.0039 X 0.88
12 X2 X 14 X 365 X 0.0039 X 1.42
12 X 2 X 7 X 365 x 0.0252 x 1.42

- $130.35
=
315.67
=

679.18

= 2194.27
$33 19.47

Capitalized at 5 per cent the value of the saving is $66,389. If
the reduction of rise and fall is due to the ruling grade reduction,
the value of the saving should be computed on the daily trains and
train-mile cost of the reduced gradients.*

4. To find the Saving Due to a Reduction of Curvature.
-Leth limnato f20degrsofcurvatefromthe adof
Problem r, before the grade reduction, be considered.
All trains are affected by this item, therefore, assuming a round
number cost of $0.0004 per train degree for those items varying
with the number of trains (page 232),
(18 X 2 X 20 X 365 X $0.0004 + $3.67 X 20) 1.24 = $221.36.
* The student may make this computation. He may also compute the value
of saving z foot of rise and fall of the several classes.
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(15.91 X 2 X 20X365 X $0.0004 +$3.67 X20) 1.3361 = g2 2 2. 21.
The value of this at 5 per cent is $4444.20. This is the value that
must be used in computing the total benefit of the whole improvement. It will be noted that the effect is greater for the improved
line than the original line, while the reverse is true of the distance
values. This fact results from the greater relative value of the
term independent of number of trains in the curve formula.
5. To find the Cost of Helper Service. It is found that there
will be much difficulty in reducing one of the hills on the division
of Problem r, and the cost of using a helper engine will be considered. If the helper is used, the line may still be operated as
a o.o8 per cent grade. The helper grade is 4 miles long.
There will be 8.91 daily trains to be assisted over the hill which
has the ruling grade on one side only. The daily mileage to be
made by the helper will then be 8 X 8.91 = 71.21 miles, or only
about seven tenths of a day's work for a single locomotive. The
remaining three tenths will probably cost half as much as an equal
number of miles run. Therefore it may be said approximately,
that the annual cost of the helper service will be (page 233)
1.3361 (8.9x X $226.30 X 4) (1 + it X 4) = $13,085.25.
-

The value of this at 5 per cent is $261,705; and if the hill can be
reduced for this sum and the money is available, it would better
be done.
To compare possible locations not yet
6. Comparisons.
constructed, and having different lengths, ruling grades, amounts
of rise and fall, and curvature, some probable number of daily
trains for one line and a train-mile cost are assumed, and from
the ruling grades the number of trains on the second line is determined together with the train-mile cost. The corresponding
ruling grade value of one line over the other may then be
found. If the higher-grade line has been selected for a basis,
-
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the low-grade line will show an advantage to which must be
applied, with the proper sign (plus or minus), the values of the
differences in distance, rise and fall, and curvature, of the two
lines. If the low-grade line has been selected for a basis, the
high-grade line will show a disadvantage to which must be similarly applied the items of distance, rise and fall, and curvature.
For ruling grade comparison the two lines are assumed of
equal length, that of the shorter. The excess of distance of the
longer line is figured as a disadvantage at the train-mile cost
and number of trains for that line, or as an advantage to the
shorter line, depending on which has been selected for the basis,
at the train-mile cost and number of trains for that line. To
compare rise and fall, and curvature, the totals for each line
are figured for their respective numbers of train and train-mile
costs, and the differences in value applied as indicated in the
preceding paragraphs.
To compare two lines varying only in the minor items of distance, rise and fall, and curvature, the difference of these items
will be estimated for the assumed or known daily trains and trainmile cost of the line.
To compute the value of helper service, the number of trains
actually to be helped must be determined, and a train-mile cost,
figured on the basis of the lessened number of trains made possible
by the helper, must be used.

PART III
RAILROAD LOCATION, CONSTRUCTION
AND BETTERMENT SURVEYS
RAILROAD location comprises three distinct surveys, — the
reconnaissance, the preliminary survey, and the location survey.
The reconnaissance survey is a more or less superficial, but
none the less careful examination of the possible routes between
proposed termini, for the purpose of finding the best general
route and for obtaining such approximate estimates of cost of
construction and operation and amount of probable revenue as
may be needed to aid in determining the whole broad question
of whether or not to build at all. In the case of a long and
important line a subsequent more detailed reconnaissance will
serve as a basis for the preliminary survey.
The preliminary survey consists in placing a series of straight
lines along the selected route, and by angle and distance measure.
meats and leveling, securing detailed information in the form of
notes or maps for planning the final line to be built.
The location survey consists in placing the plan on the ground
and securing the necessary data for fixing the grades.
Thus it may be said that the reconnaissance determines the
general route, the preliminary survey furnishes the data for planning the definite line, and the location survey marks this line on
the ground.
The whole operation of railroad location is the securing of
data for the design of the road, the making of this design, and
marking it on the ground. It is the most important, the most
difficult, and the most interesting branch of railroad engineering.
It can be done after a fashion with the least technical knowledge
of any branch of railroad engineering, and hence has not always
24t
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been properly valued or performed. When the student has read
the three following chapters on Reconnaissance, Preliminary, and
Location Surveys, he should read the paper by Professor Taylor
on the "Location of the Knoxville, La Follette and Jellice Railroad," which has been placed in its entirety in the Appendix of
this book as the most satisfactory discussion of the correct principles of railroad location applied to a particular case that has
come to the author's attention.
Books to be read in connection with Part III are, Wellington's
" Economic Theory of Railway Location," Beahan's " Field
Practice of Railway Location," and Lavis's " Railway Location
Surveys and Estimates."

CHAPTER XVIII
RECONNAISSANCE

THE SURVEY
Three Classes.
The reconnaissance is the first of the series
of surveys constituting railroad location. Its character depends
very much on the length of line and the territory within which
the line lies.
Three classes of work will be considered: r. A short branch
line of io to 20 miles through an inhabited civilized territory.
2. A line of ioo or more miles through similar country. 3. A
very long line of several hundred miles through wild or semibarbarous territory without reliable maps.
In any case the best map obtainable is the first requisite, and
the ability to read the map must be acquired.
Maps and their Interpretation.
Practically all engineers can
read contour maps, but in America only a limited portion of the
country has been mapped in this way. The territory most interesting geologically and mineralogically has been mapped by the United
States Geological Survey. This includes a larger portion of the
eastern and western United States than of the central valley
States. Where such maps are available they are the best to use,
and are obtainable from the Director of the Survey in Washington at 5 cents a sheet. A sheet covers about 220 square miles.
The scale is about z inch to the mile, and the contours are usually with 2o-foot intervals.
After these, the next best maps for the locator's use are a series
of county maps, usually available either as wall maps or atlas
sheets. These are to various scales. If such maps are not available, and the territory is within what has constituted the public
domain, and has been subdivided by the Government, copies of
—
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the original plats made on a scale oft inch to the mile are the
best maps for use. They are often very inaccurate, and must be
corrected from observations along the route. The copies may be
made on sheets covering one township each. The sheets may
be obtained with the section lines printed on them. Copies may
be obtained from the various general land offices, or from Washington. For new country such maps as may have been made by
explorers and published in general atlases are the best available.
The contour map shows readily enough what the possibilities
may be. One or more routes joining the proposed termini may
be selected as the most feasible of the routes of reasonable directness. The probable ruling grade may be approximately determined in ordinary country from such maps, the distance and
probable amount of curvature may be known with some degree
of accuracy, but the character of the material is not shown, nor
the minor irregularities. A horseback trip, or possibly a trip
with a team, with short excursions from the road on foot or horseback at various points, will sufficiently determine the characters
of the routes so that a choice may be made from the map.
For reading a map without contours the following suggestions
will be helpful:
A main ridge may be traced by following along between the
heads of streams of adjoining
main watersheds.
2. Some sort of ridge or point
will lie between the more or
less parallel adjacent streams
B
of the same watershed.
3. Two streams of different
watersheds, that run nearly parallel and close together, are likely to
Fig- as
have a high narrow ridge between
them with low saddles or passes. Such an arrangement of streams
as is shown in Fig. 84 indicates the likelihood of a low pass at A,
and another, possibly higher, actually nearly the same level, though
narrower and easier of approach at B in the case this sketch rep-
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resents. At C a high hill is indicated by the several radiating
streams, and at D the probability of a larger, more or less level,
area almost surrounded by hills.
In Fig. 85 the valley has probably gentler slopes on its left
(going with the stream) than on its right, and the ridges RR are
steeper to the right, facing the figure. These facts are indicated
by the larger tributaries in the valley on its left side. The
rti

Fig. 85
Fig. B

ridge line shown between the overlapping streams of Fig. 86 is
probably very crooked, and with considerable variation of level
between such high points as are probably at A and B, and such
a low point as is probably at C. One would not seek to follow
such a ridge with a line, and in crossing it one would look for a
short tunnel at D or C. A very good line might be obtained in
the general direction of the ridge by skirting the high points
and passing through the low points or saddles.
A stream whose general course is quite straight when mapped
at a scale oft mile to the inch, has probably a rapid fall and
fairly steep slopes on either side. If the stream is very crooked
with long radius curves, sometimes doubling back and seeming
to run almost up stream for a distance, the stream slope is probably very flat, and the stream lies in a flat, alluvial valley, whose
width is probably considerably greater than the extreme width of
the stream windings. But if a stream has fairly straight reaches
with sharp bends at intervals, it is probably running from bend to
bend alongside fairly steep bluffs or hillsides.
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In following the principal valley lines of the Mississippi Valley
States, one must generally keep some distance from the stream,
well up above the first bluff level of the gullies these streams have
hollowed out for themselves. These immediate valleys are apt to
be low, liable to flood, and very tortuous.
Reeonnaissanc.e of Short Line.— With the best map obtainable
the engineer will go over the one or more routes that seem possible
or probable, will note on which side of the streams followed the
line is to lie at various points, where it shall cross those streams,
about how many cubic yards of material per mile must be moved
in the grading, what structures must be built, number and approximate size, and about what maximum grade may be obtained.
From his notes he can estimate what the line will cost within
5 or zo per cent either way. He determines the cubic yards of
grading by judging from experience that it will be about like
some stretch of constructed road with which he is familiar. If
he is lacking in such knowledge, he may make his estimate by
judging that the excavation or embankment, whichever is likely
to be in excess, will average some depth, and computing the cubic
yards per mile for this depth, estimating that some percentage
will be rock. In making such an estimate the engineer must
form some notion of where along the route selected the grade line
will be. The inexperienced engineer will be likely to put the
grade line too close to the ground over long level stretches of
prairie. To be sure of drainage in wet times an embankment
should be not less than 2 feet high over such stretches, and more
if the prairie is a wet one. At stream crossings the subgrade level
should be not less than 5 feet above high water. Often the topography will compel more than this, but where it does not, this
limit should be observed. In crossing over a divide from one
stream to another, the depth of the summit cut will depend on
the rate of grade of approach and the distance that grade can
be carried. It is better not to hang a line on a side hill when
it can be avoided, the best place to lay the line in a valley being
usually along the foot of the hills on one side. The depth of
summit cut may be approximately determined by running with
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a hand level from what is judged to be the foot of the grade
to the top of the hill, or by using an aneroid barometer. If
the distance is not too long, the hand level is the better. If
the territory is open so that long sights may be had, an Abney
level and clinometer set approximately at the grade line will
do very well, though the angle cannot be determined with great
precision.
Often with such a line as is under consideration no separate
reconnaissance of the route is made, but a reconnaissance is made
when the preliminary survey is undertaken, keeping a day or
two ahead of the preliminary. Notes of where to run the preliminary line will be made for the locating assistant directing
the detail operations of the preliminary party. These notes are
preferably sketches not drawn to scale, but showing the location of the proposed line with reference to natural or artificial
objects, such as lone or particularly prominent trees, hills, houses,
etc. It is better, in the author's judgment, to make a complete
reconnaissance of even a very short line, that the engineer may
be certain he has laid his line along the best route; whether
he fits the ground well, — that is, runs a good line, — is of
less importance than the selection of the best route. In the
reconnaissance he should examine every possible route leading
in the general direction of the line from his starting-point, should
carry his observation of these lines as far as they may reach laterally within a belt beyond which it seems undesirable to go. A
sketch map of the entire reconnaissance should be made, preferably on an existing map drawn to large scale, say r mile to the
inch. For the determination of directions in the field the pocket
prismatic compass is the most convenient instrument. A course
may be determined on a map by drawing the line and computing
its bearing from the measured latitude and longitude differences
for an assumed length, say 'coo feet, or r mile, or more, if convenient. The helps that may be useful on such a survey are
maps, aneroid barometer, hand level or clinometer, pocket prismatic compass, and book of tables. Climbing irons or creepers
may be useful at times.
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Reconnaissance of Moderately Long Line. — For a line of ioo
or more miles, in a settled country, the reconnaissance may be
made by one man in much the same way as that for a shorter line.
The possible lateral deviation is now greater, and the belt of territory to be examined correspondingly wider. There may be
many summits and valleys if the line is crossing the main drainage
systems. Mr. Wellington * makes the point, which cannot be
too strongly impressed upon the reconnoitering engineer, that
the reconnaissance must be of an area and not of a line, and he
suggests this method: Imagine a circumference of some assumed
radius — say, 5 miles, to miles, or 15 miles drawn with the
starting-point as a center. Examine every possible route leading at all in the general direction the survey is to take, to the limit
of the circle. Then imagine a concentric circumference with perhaps twice the radius, and follow the possibilities already examined to the limit of that circle, eventually when some approximately middle distance is reached, changing the center to the
final point of the line and reducing the radius. It is also well
to go over the territory in both directions, for a route that does
not suggest itself from one direction may appear very feasible
when examined from the other direction. The engineer should
learn to attach not too much importance to heavy and difficult
work in one place if the remainder of the line involving this heavy
work is particularly favorable.
If the country is somewhat wild and mountainous, and particularly if it is timbered, a succession of guides familiar with the
ground is desirable. Travel should be on horseback, full notes
should be taken, and on a long and difficult line an assistant
who is to be second in command of a following locating party
should accompany the engineer.
The reconnoitering engineer should note for each of the routes
examined: —

sort of estimate from his knowledge of roads elsewhere of the
approximate business to be immediately developed and the future
possibilities.
2. The probable ruling grade that may be obtained, the length
of the line, approximate rise and fall of the several classes, total
amount of curvature with probable minimum radius, and relative operating value consequent upon these characteristics.
3. The probable amount of earthwork and its classification
into earth, and loose and solid rock; possible timber and rock
supplies for ties and structures; value of the land; number and
length of more important bridges; and consequent probable cost
of construction.
Reconnaissance of Long Line.— Forreconnaissance of a long line
through unknown territory,peopled by semi-barbarians, a considerable party is required for safety and to maintain a camp. Often
several parties explore for a considerable distance on either side of
a central camp. A very excellent method is to run a central line
by transit and stadia along one selected route, getting a string of
distances and elevations that will determine quite accurately the
length of line, probable ruling grades, amount of rise and fall
and curvature; and to explore other mutes within the limiting
belt, comparing them by judgment aided by barometer, hand
level, and prismatic compass, with the stadia route. This method
was used by American engineers on a 600-mile preliminary reconnaissance in China, in this instance latitude being occasionally
determined by a solar attachment to the transit.
The items to be noted are the same as in the second case.
A complete camp outfit is required for whatever size of party
is deemed necessary; and if the territory is tropical, or is known
to be unhealthful, or is densely populated with such a population,
for instance, as that of China and the Far East, sterilizing apparatus for sterilizing the water used by the party should be a part
of the equipment. No other than sterilized water should be used,
a supply for use during the day being carried from camp.* The
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i. The character of the territory, probable resources in timber,
mineral, agricultural, and manufactured products, making some
* "The Economic Theory of Railway Location."
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* For full equipment for surveys in tropical countries see "Railroad Location
Surveys and Estimates," by F. Lavis.
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instrumental outfit needed will be that usual to the shorter reconnaissance, and in addition a transit and stadia rods. All important instrumental equipment should be in duplicate to provide
for accidents. A star finder and a nautical almanac will be indispensable if latitude or longitude is to be determined, and a
chronometer or high-grade watch with a known rate.
Importance of Reconnaissance. — A reconnaissance survey is
not an elementary operation in railroad engineering. It is the
most important part of railroad location which is perhaps the
most important item of railroad engineering. Mistakes of grade
fixing and alignment, the details of location, can be remedied,
— often, to be sure, at great cost; mistakes of construction, too
light or too heavy work, track and structures, will eventually be
corrected; and mistakes of management and operation may be
overcome by a new policy; but a mistake in selecting the route
of a road, if not discovered and rectified before construction, is
likely not to be rectified for many years, and is certain sooner or
later to put the line at a disadvantage with its competitors, if the
mistake is not serious enough to permanently handicap the operation from the start, by reason of excessive distance, excessive
curvature, or, what is more serious, an excessive ruling grade,
and, what is most serious, loss of business from a location that
inadequately serves the present and potential traffic centers, or
misses some important ones altogether.
Comparing Routes. — The reconnoitering engineer should value
his routes first in the order of the probable traffic, second in the
order of ruling grade, and last in the order of the minor matters
of distance, rise and fall, and curvature. It is probably entirely
correct to say as a general proposition subject to variation in
special cases, that local business is more valuable than through
business; and while commercial conditions are constantly changing, still it will probably always be true that the local business
originating and terminating on one line is its most valuable asset.
The line that illy serves the larger centers along its general route
will always be at a disadvantage, for the rate that the traffic will
bear is the rate from the "door of the consignor to the door of
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the consignee " * and if the cartage rate at one or both ends be
high, the rail rate must be correspondingly low, or the railroad
must pay the cartage by maintaining expensive sidings or otherwise.t
Report. — The report of the reconnaissance will state that
the most feasible route is — (described from point to point);
the ruling grade is a per cent, the rise and fall about b feet, the
curvature about c degrees, the minimum radius being d feet.
There are special structures — (described as to locality and
character). Tributary to the line there are e acres or square
miles of grain land, located — (where along the line); j acres
or square miles of timber — (where along the line), being
— (white pine, white oak, etc.), and running g board feet
to the acre; there are coal fields at bidding fair to
yield — tons annually at once. There are — special extensive manufactures at There are the following towns and
populations, and a tributary rural population of — per mile of
line. The total population per mile of line is —. The total
estimated immediate annual tonnage is
tons products of agriculture
tons products of animals
tons manufactures
tons mineral products
The total estimated annual revenue is
The total estimated operating expense is
The line will cost about $ per mile, or

total.
The estimate of cost is judged to be within -- per cent of
the truth. The line will require
months or years to build.
miles from — to — may be in operation within
months or weeks.
There is no better route between
and
than that
recommended.
* A. M. Wellington, "Economic Theory of Railway Location."
t It may come about within the not distant future that the railroad will collect
and deliver all package freight as is done in some foreign countries, when the
advantage of convenient terminals will be more apparent.
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The Traffic Estimate. - In estimating the amount of traffic
by various routes, the following rule may be used if the traffic is
of the same general class: -

of two lines and for judging the economy of reduced curvature,
rise and fall, and ruling grade, than is an estimated future traffic.
Following is a statement of earnings of railroads per mile of
line operated in the 'United States, as given in the Interstate
Commerce Commission's Report for 1905.

The amount of traffic varies with the square of the population
served.

This rule, first theoretically developed by Mr. Wellington,* is
proved by a diagram of actual conditions by Mr. Willard Beahan. -fThe character of the population and its industries must be
considered in estimating traffic. The acreage of tillable land
served better than any competitor serves or is likely to serve it,
together with the character of crops grown and amount an acre
will produce, will determine the agricultural tonnage; the extent
of manufactures, the tonnage of this class of goods; and the mining
industry, the tonnage of mineral. The relative rates on these
classes must be considered, the rate on minerals and grain being
usually low, the rates on live stock and manufactured articles high.
A reference to the Interstate Commerce Commission Statistical
Reports will show the relative quantities of various classes of
freight moved in the different divisions into which the United
States has been divided for this purpose. The division is not a
particularly good one.
The annual expenditure for railway service in the United States
is about $23.70 per capita, of which about $17 is for freight service
and .7 ❑ for passenger service, and the total is somewhat rapidly
increasing. Detail information concerning the revenue of some
road situated as nearly as may be as is the line to be built, should
be secured for estimating. It may sometimes be had through the
reports of State Railroad Commissioners, but more generally
must be obtained from the annual report of the company. When
this annual report does not contain the matter in sufficient detail,
if nothing better is available, estimates must be made from such
generalized information as may be had. The probable immediate
(within five years) traffic is a better basis for comparing the values
* "Economic Theory of Railway Location."
t "The Field Practice of Railway Location."

Item

Average

1905

1904

1 903

1902

tom

9,598
6,409

9,306
6,308

9,258
6,125

8,625
5.577

8,123 8,982
5. 269 5,938

3,1 89
1,068

2,998

3,133

1,003

1,002

3,04 8
981

2,854
919

Total income
Total deductions from income

4, 257
2,750

4,001
2,688

4,135
2,692

4,0 29
2,629

3,773 4,039
2,528

2,657

Net income

1,5 07

1,313

1,443

1,400

1, 2 45

1,382

Gross earnings from operation
Less operating expenses
Income from operation
Income from other sources .

.

. .

3,044
995

The gross earnings per mile of line in Group II of the Interstate Commerce Commission's subdivision of the United States
are larger than those of any other group, being $20,752 in the
year ending June 3o, 1905, with net earnings of $3,710 per mile.
The earnings of Group IV are the smallest, being $5,588 gross
and $17 net, for the same year.
Certain typical lines lying in more than one group of states
have gross earnings per mile from operation as follows: New York Central and Hudson River Railroad
Seaboard Air Line
Illinois Central Railroad
Great Northern Railway
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway
Union Pacific Railroad

$22,736
5,216
21,323
7,866
8,227

11.903

The Estimate of Cost. - The estimate of cost is made either
by comparing the routes examined with roads of like topography
and conditions whose costs are known, or by estimating the yardage for the various sections and its classification, computing the
cost at some assumed price per yard, and adding the estimated
cost of bridges, culverts, track, buildings, equipment, etc.
It is difficult to tell what the yardage will run if one has had no
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TABLE II
FOR RECONNAISSANCE ESTIMATES

Approximate cubic yards of embankment per mile for various widths of roadbed at subgrade, and depths to is feet, including an allowance for road crossings,
etc. For excavation add 3000 cubic yards to the tabular quantities for ditching,
etc. The side slopes are i on xi.

Depth
of fill
or cut

Road-bed Widths

24

r6

18

20

24

26

28

32

I
mcic,)el. ..el •0r. 000,004 elen .1- .n

experience. To form some idea, the road-bed width and slopes
must be assumed and some sort of guess made of the probable
depth of filling or cutting while looking at the ground.
The author regards 14 feet for embankment and 20 feet for
excavation, including side ditches, as minimum widths at subgrade for light-traffic, single-track roads, to be subsequently increased to 20 feet and 32 feet respectively, when the traffic shall
warrant, and to be so built in the beginning if a large immediate
traffic is assured.
Solid rock excavations may be taken out 20 feet wide at first,
but 24 feet is better. They are not infrequently made as narrow
as i8 feet for new work.
No earth slopes should be less than ri horizontal to r vertical.
Rock may be placed in embankments with slopes of r to i, and
rock excavation may be takeir out with slopes of horizontal to
x vertical. Including ditching, road crossings, etc., excavation
and embankment of various base widths, and with slopes of 4
horizontal to r vertical may be expected to average about as in
Table r x. If the line is approximately half cutting and half filling, the total yardage will be half the tabular quantities if there is
no waste or borrow; that is, if the embankments are made from
the excavations, with no waste.
If it be estimated that the excavation is in excess, the total
yardage is obtained by taking that fraction of the tabular quantity that the total length of cut is of a mile; if it be estimated
that the embankment is in excess, the method is the same, using
the length of embankment.
Earthwork should be estimated at what it will probably cost
in the locality. Average figures may be 25 to 3o cents a cubic
yard for earth, 75 to go cents for loose rock, and $x to $1.50 for
solid rock. These are not costs but contractor's prices.
Clearing and Grubbing the right of way may be estimated
at $50 per acre for ordinary timbered country, and as high as
$400 to $5oo an acre for the heavy timber of the northwest United
States. The better unit is the square of ro,000 square feet, which
may be estimated at $12.50 for ordinary timber.
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3) 100

3 ,500

3,900

4,300

5, 100

5,400

5,800

6,200

6,700

7,500

8,300

9,100

10,60o

11,400

12,200

13,000

10,900

12,100

13,300

14,500

16,800

18,000

19,200

20 ,400

13,700

27,300

28,900

21,000

23,600

25,200

26,700

28,300

21,100

23,100

25,000

27,000

31,000

32,900

34,900

36,800

27,100

29,500

31,800

34,200

38,900

4 2 ,300

43,600

46,000

33,7 00

36,400

44,000
32,100

42,900
50,300

47,400
56,600

50,200

40,80o
48,600

39, 200
47,200
33,700

55,700
66,000

39,200

66,300

59,700
69,800

5 2,900
62,800
73,300

76,900

56,900
66,000

60,900
70,200

64,800

68,700

76,600

80,500

84,400

78,900

87,300

91,800

96,100

75,400
83,300

80, r oo
90,600

74,500
84,800
93,700

8 9,500
200,90o

99,00o

203,700

208,40o

88 ,30c
I00,40c
113,20c

111,000

116,100

121,200

126,300

101,700

107,200

112,700

134,700

140,20C

113,400

119,300

125,100

123,700
136,900

127,600

142,800

248,800

234,60c

96 , 200
107,500

Short Tunnels through rocky points may be estimated at rock

excavation prices for the volume removed. Long tunnels through
earth requiring timbering or masonry lining, or through rock,
require special estimates. If less than a mile long, the excavation may be taken for rough estimates at six times the cost of
similar excavation in open cut, and the lining, if required, at $50
per linear foot for concrete or concrete side walls and brick arches.
The section of a single-track tunnel will run about 12f cubic
yards per linear foot if unlined, and from is to 20 cubic yards if
it is to be lined. Special difficulty with water may run tunnel
costs up to $200 per linear foot or more.
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Bridging will be estimated for each crossing, from notes of the
character of foundation, and the width and the height of abutments and piers, remembering that the track should be at least
5 feet above high water. The weight of steel will be estimated
from the formulas of Chapter VI. The volume of masonry will
be estimated from rough sketches that may be made for piers
and abutments, and the probable depth of foundation. Concrete
for abutments and piers, and reinforced or armored concrete for
arches, is the common modern masonry for ordinary structures.
It may cost from $4.50 to $10 or more a cubic yard, according
to the cost of materials and the difficulty of foundations. An
estimate of the length of haul for materials from quarry and nearest
railroad station, with the cost at these points, must determine the
cost of the concrete. Special structures, such as bridges across
large rivers like the Mississippi or Missouri, with difficult foundation work, require special estimates. The Memphis bridge may
be mentioned as an example. The pier masonry (stone) cost
about $75 per cubic yard, including the cost of foundations, which
was nearly two thirds of the whole.
Ordinary /6-foot stringer openings through embankments not
mpre than lo feet high may be roughly estimated at $500 each if
there be no difficult foundation work.
Wooden Trestles may be estimated at from $9 to $10 per linear
foot of track for trestles 15 feet high, with 25 cents per linear
foot for each additional foot of height if timber costs $50 per
moo feet in place. Very high trestles requiring special design
may cost slightly more. Up to from 20 to 30 feet high it is usually
cheaper to build embankment than trestle, the particular height
depending on the cost of earthwork and timber. It is always
better, if reasonably cheap, to build a culvert and bank than an
opening of any kind, even if the culvert must be of wood. The
track is safer. Modern construction through hilly country frequently includes embankments over too feet high.
Stone Box Culverts are rarely built, concrete or iron pipe taking
their place. These small culverts may average I to the mile.
Their length will depend on the height of the bank over them,
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Pipe culverts may be estimated about as in the following table,
except when definite data are at hand.
TABLE I2
A PPROMMIATE ESTIMATING COST OF CtTLVERTS.

Concrete at $5 to $zo a cubic yard in place. Iron pipe at i cent a pound delivered;
Cost of barrel per foot in place

Diameter
of pipe
- inches

Cu. yd.9.
in two
head walh;

r2

2

r8

2.5

2.00

24.

30

4
6

36

8

48

12

Iron pipe

5r. 5o

Concrete
$0.50

to $i .00

1.00 to

2.00

2.75

. 25 tO

2.50

3.20

2.25 to

4.50

4. 60
( 6.50*
6.25

8 .75 *

2.

75 to 5.5o

6.50

to 13.00

Cost of
tiro head walls
510.00 to $20.00
12.5o to 25.0o
20.00 to 40.0o
30.00 to 6o. oo
40.00 to

80.00

6o. oo to 120.00

* The larger prices for the cast-iron pipe are for heavy pipe under high
embankments_

Track must be estimated by its length, the weight of rail used,
market prices of rails and fastenings, probable cost of ties and
from $250 to $30o per mile for track laying. Some track laying
costs more than this, and it is sometimes estimated at as much
as $600 a mile.
Ballast, if of broken stone, may cost $r per cubic yard in place,
and there may be from 15co to 3000 cubic yards to the mile.
Gravel ballast may cost from 20 to 40 cents a cubic yard in place,
according to the length of haul and the freedom of the line for
hauling. Costs both sides of these limits are not uncommon.
If the average haul is not more than 15 miles, and there be not
more than a train an hour to interfere with the work train, 25
cents may be used for a rough estimate. This means excavation
with steam shovel, and unloading with an unloader or dump
cars.
Road Crossings, if any, may be estimated at $25 per mile, but
it must be remembered that each one is an element of danger,
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and consequent weakness, and none should be permitted that
can be avoided at any reasonable expense.
Cattle Guards, required only at country road crossings, may
be estimated at $25 each, or $50 per mile.
Track and Yard Signs may be estimated at $10 per mile of
road.
Side Track and Yards constitute from 15 to 25 per cent of
the main line mileage. Perhaps 15 per cent is enough to estimate for new construction. This track will usually be light
grading and cheap ties; but in new work about the same rail
as the main line, though a lighter rail may be used with
economy, except on passing sidings taken at some speed. If
side-track and yard grading be estimated at 4000 cubic yards
to the mile, ties 2640 to the mile, and the additional mileage be
taken at 20 per cent, probably full allowance will be made for
switches and frogs, drainage, crossings, etc.
Fencing may be estimated at $300 per mile of road fenced. It
may sometimes run a third higher. The estimate is for a good
nine-strand woven wire fence, without barbs. A barbed fence
should never be used.
Telegraph expense usually includes only that of the labor of
constructing telegraph lines, the telegraph company furnishing
material and some superintendence. The labor may be estimated
at $50 a mile. It will run higher if several wires are to be strung,
and may be occasionally less.
Interlocking Plants complete may be estimated at from
$250 to $pa per lever — often less — and when a house must
be built for less than 8 levers the cost may run up to $60o or
$800.
Water Stations including only a column taking water from city
mains will cost from $300 to $400 per column in place. A 56,000gallon tank may cost $15cro and a pump from $400 to $5oo. A
pump house may cost $350. Wells, ponds, etc., are too uncertain for estimate, but water stations as a whole may be estimated
at $400 a mile for a fairly busy line, less for a light branch line,
more for a heavy traffic line.
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Buildings and structures about stations and yards may be

estimated as follows: —
Small frame station buildings from 8o cents to $1.25 per square
foot, the larger price being for the smallest station of, say, 500
square feet, the smaller price for large stations of, say, Isoo square
feet. If the station be two-story, with living rooms, the figures
should be from $1.25 to $1.75 per square foot of ground covered.
Good modern brick and stone passenger stations, $3.25 to $4
per square foot, outside dimensions.
For unpretentious brick stations, and one-story brick shop
buildings, from $1.50 to $2.50 per square foot, with the higher
figure seldom reached except for power stations.
For modern two-story and basement brick buildings, from $7
to $8 per square foot; for three-story buildings, $ro per square
foot.
Small frame yard buildings, from 5o cents per square foot for

the less important to $t for the more important.
Section Hands' Dwellings may cost from $1000 to $2000 each.
Brick Engine Houses may cost about $1200 per stall, slightly
more for a small house, and slightly less for a large house. A
simple single-stall frame house may be built for $5oo.
Turntables of steel with stone or concrete curbs may cost $3500
to $5000, according to length, and price of materials. A temporary wooden table can be built for $5co or less.
Track Scales may cost from $12 to $15 per ton capacity in place.
The capacity should be from 6o to So tons. They are built both
sides of these limits.
Ash Pits well constructed of stone or concrete and steel, may
cost from $1200 to $15oo.
Coaling Stations vary so in style that general estimates may not
be of much value, but for reconnaissance estimates perhaps $200
to $225 per pocket for automatic chute coaling stations, plus a
constant sum of $/coo more or less for approaching track, may
be used.
Right of Way may be averaged at zoo feet wide plus about
1. acre per mile of main line for stations, terminals, and yards.
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The estimated price should be about twice the market price for
the land through which the line runs. Estimates for large terminals in great cities, often costing in the millions of dollars,
must be the result of careful special study.
Equipment may be estimated by comparing the equipment of
other lines doing about the business expected of the proposed
line. Its cost averages about $3500 per mile of single track in
the United States, varying from very little to $20,000 more or less
for heavy traffic Eastern roads with considerable floating or
marine equipment. For the average roads of the central United
States the cost is from $2000 to $500o per mile.
Engineering may cost from $400 to $5o3 per mile of constructed
road, more for heavy, high-grade construction. The location will
cost from $5o to $r5o per mile of completed location for all surveys necessary. The smaller price is for open, easy country, the
larger price for wooded and difficult country. The cost, under
especially favorable or unfavorable conditions, may lie on either
side of these limits.
Legal and General Expenses of Organization and management
during construction may cost from a quarter to three fourths the
cost of engineering.
Interest may amount to as much as TO per cent of the cost of
construction.
A Complete Estimate for what may be called an average line
through a rolling country with little rock, fairly well settled, connecting moderately large cities follows. The rail used is 8o
pounds to the yard.
TABLE

13

AVERAGE COST OF A MILE OF AIDDHCAN RAILROAD

Right of way
Terminal stations, land, etc.
Grading 20,000 yards earth at 3o cents
2,000 yards rock at $1.25
Bridges and culverts

$11,800
4,000
6,000
2,500
2,000

TABLE 13 —

Track:
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Continued

Ties at so cents delivered
2,350
Rails, t26 tons at 830 delivered
3,780
Joint bars, 20,500 pounds at 2.8 cents delivered
369
Bolts and locks, 2,56o pounds at 2.7 cents
delivered
Spikes,6,000 pounds at 2.3 cents delivered
Track laying
Total track

3 00
6,007 6,000

Sidings and yards, distributed proportion
Ballast, gravel 2,000 cubic yards at 25 cents
Fencing
Telegraph
Water supply
Stations, ordinary, and section houses
Roundhouses and terminal buildings, shops, etc
Equipment
Engineering
Legal and general
Interest
Total

7o
138

z,coo
500
300
150
400
500
750
3,000
1,000
300
3,020
$33,220

To this must be added for interlocking and block signals if
these essentials of safe railroading are used, so that the average
American railroad should cost about $35,000 a mile fully equipped.
About $20,000 of this estimate is for the permanent way, exclusive of buildings, terminals, etc., but including side track and
yards. This portion of the estimate may very readily be much
increased by excessive bridging, deep cuts, much rock work,
many crossings avoided by underhead or overhead structures,
etc.
Recent examples of construction in Pennsylvania exceeding
the figures of this estimate by from 5o to 300 per cent have been
cited,* and expensive terminals in large cities would greatly
increase the item of their distributed cost.
* Railroad Gazelle, September 19, 1906, et seq.

A series of valuable articles.

GENERAL METHODS

CHAPTER XIX
PRELIMINARY SURVEY
General Methods. — There are two general methods of making
a preliminary survey for a railroad, the use of the one or the other
depending on the object of the survey. One locating engineer
will be of the opinion that the preliminary survey is to be a series
of straight lines the longest of which are to be, possibly slightly
altered in position, the final tangents of the located line, to be
connected with such curves as may be possible or necessary.
Another understands the preliminary survey to be made for the
purpose of obtaining a narrow belt of topography, within which
the final line will probably lie, on the map of which he may plan
a final location to be reproduced on the ground with such slight
alterations as the further study may suggest or discovered discrepancies make necessary. The former method was the old
method, and is still applicable in a measure in easy country when
there seems to be but one place to lay the line; but in country of
any difficulty whatever, there can be no question but that any
engineer can better fit the ground with less curvature if he can
look down upon a long stretch of line at once, as he does when
he looks at a contour map, than if he must fit the line by trial,
totally unable to see when two or three miles of line are behind
him, what betterments he could have made in the line ahead by
slight changes in the line behind. It is not uncommon for engineers to say that the good locating engineer must carry his Line
in his mind so that he can see just what effect a change at one
point will have on the line either side of it; but while the experienced engineer who has a natural aptitude may have gained some
ability in this direction, the young engineer has none, and no
engineer has so much that he cannot see such effects better on a
map. But it is true that changes in detail can best be studied
262
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on the ground with the map, and a knowledge of the character
of the ground is essential to a wise location. The author therefore advises a belt of topography mapped to a scale depending
on the ruggedness and irregularity of the line, omitted where the
line lies across long fairly level stretches, where considerable
lateral changes would not much affect the profile, but taken with
considerable precision on those portions where lateral changes
would in any considerable degree alter the profile.
The preliminary survey, therefore, like a reconnaissance, should
be of an area and not merely a line, though the area is narrower
and more definitely mapped.
The first method, then, consists in laying out a line as nearly
as the engineer can judge where the final line will lie, marking
the line by stakes at such intervals, usually too or Zoo feet, as
may seem wise, turning such angles as may be necessary, taking
the elevations of the ground along the line at the stakes set and
such other points as may be deemed wise, making a profile and
map of the surveyed line, and from these and a knowledge of the
material, an estimate of cost known as the preliminary estimate.
At each stake a cross slope will be taken, or topography may be
sketched in a note-book with notes at intervals that the line should
be so many feet to the right or left, giving such a variation in the
profile.
The second method is like the first, except in the matter of
topography. In this method the line is mapped, the elevations
of the stations written on, and the map — made on sheets — is
taken into the field by a topography party of usually three men,
who with tape and hand level take measurements from which
contours, usually with 5-foot intervals, are plotted for a distance
either side of the line that will surely include the final location
which is plotted on this map without much reference to the original line except at critical points.
For this second method the transit and stadia may be used to
advantage. In ordinary country a stadia contour survey can be
made and mapped in much less time with much less force than the
ordinary line and level survey. It does not furnish a profile of
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GENERAL DUTIES OF THE PARTY

any line that may be drawn on the map so closely correct as one
obtained by line and level, but it does furnish a profile likely to
be as near the final location profile as is the preliminary line and
level profile. But the chief use of the stadia on railroad surveys
is for what may be called instrumental reconnaissance of difficult
sections just ahead of the preliminary survey, and for the purpose
of determining with about what maximum grade to start up or
down a hill, what particular branch of a stream to take, etc., and,
again, it is by far the most feasible method of work in planning
long development * on high mountain divides.
The Party. — For the second method without the stadia, a full
preliminary party for a long line will consist of

General Duties of the Party. — The chief of party has gen-
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Chief of party
Assistant who usually is transitman
Two chairmen
One stakeman
One flagman
Two or more axmen, according to the character of the country
One levelman or leveler
One rodman — sometimes two in open rolling country
One topographer
Two assistants
One draftsman
One cook
Three teamsters and teams
A saddle horse.
In a settled country where living at farmhouses or country

hotels can be counted on, the cook is unnecessary, and not more
than one teamster is absolutely essential. But a camp outfit
insures independence and usually better food and more comfortable living, and a party that is well kept works well.
• Development means increasing the length of the line over that necessary to go
directly over the summit, for the sole purpose of gaining the distance necessary
to reduce the rate of grade.
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eral control of all movements, selects the route for the survey,
and directs in a general way the operation of the party.
The assistant, subject to the directions of the chief of party,
is in charge of the field work and directs it in detail. He acts as
transitman and at night maps the line run during the day. In
the absence of the chief of party he is in full control of the party.
He should be a man of good height, strong, and active.
The head chainman is in charge of the working party at the
front of the line, rear chainman, and axmen; he carries the front
end of the chain, sees that the measuring is properly done, that good
progress is made when clearing the line is necessary by keeping
his flag on line and directing the axmen, and selects new transit
points. He usually carries his line flag in and out of camp He
is also responsible for the order of the men's sleeping tent. Like
the transitman, he should be a strong, active man.
The rear chainman carries the rear end of the chain, obeys the
head chainman's orders as to chaining, and watches the numbering of the stakes to see that no error is made. He sees that the
chain and pins are carried to and from camp, and that they are
in good condition.
The stakeman carries, marks, and drives the stakes. He may
assist the axmen in difficult clearing Either he or the axmen
will make stakes as may be convenient. On the prairies shopmade stakes are used ; the stakeman sees that a sufficient
supply is in the line wagon each day, and he carries enough to last
from one transit point to another, or from one point of access to
the wagon to the next. Stakes may be carried in a strap or rope;
a basket soon wears out.
The axmen clear the line in timber, assist in carrving stakes
over long stretches of open country, assist in moving camp when
they can be spared, etc.
The levelman takes the elevations with the level, assisted by
the rodman. He plats the profile at night, the rodman calling
the elevations.
The rodman carries the rod, a hand ax, round-headed tacks,
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and a note-book. He holds the rod where it should be held,
makes bench marks, does such little clearing as may be necessary,
makes and drives pegs for turning-points, and keeps a record of
all turning-point rod readings in his note-book, which is called
the rodman's check book. At night he calls the elevations to
the leveler, who makes the profile, and assists in such other office
work as may be asked of him. He also notices the numbering
of the stakes to see that no errors have been made.
The topographer carries a light drawing board on which are
sheets showing the line run the previous day. With the aid of
his two assistants who carry a light rod, a hand level, and a metallic
tape, he determines and draws contours, streams, fences, buildings, etc., adjacent to the line. If there is no draftsman he may
finish up the maps in ink in the office, and do such other drafting
as may be necessary. He is subject to the orders of the transitman, and directs the work of his own party. The work in detail
will appear.
The flagman holds the line flag on the station last occupied by
the transit, and he is known as the back flagman.
The boSs teamster, who may also be the commissary, attends
to the furnishing of camp supplies, to the loading and unloading
of the camp outfit, and the establishing of camps. He also directs the other teamsters, seeing that their wagons and teams are
kept in condition, and cares for the saddlehorse. One or more
teams usually take the party to work in the morning, one wagon,
the line wagon, remaining with the party during the day, carrying the lunch, stakes, and surplus clothing. The driver of the
line wagon brings the lunch to the noon resting-place and has it
ready to eat when the party stops work.
Stakes and Stations. — Transit points are marked by hubs of
2 by 2 inch oak or other hard wood, 15 inches long, or in timber
country by equivalent hard-wood hubs cut by the axmen, centered
for the transit plumb bob with special surveyor's tacks having
flat indented heads. Stakes to mark station points are of by
2 inch pine, dressed on both sides, 20 inches long, or, again, in
timbered country equivalent hard-wood stakes made by the axmen

and blazed at the top for marking. The stakes are marked from
the top down, thus 1106
A station is too feet of distance, and the term is used indiscriminately to mean this distance or the stake point that marks its forward end with its number. The context usually indicates whether
the loo feet or the stake point is meant. The initial point of
the survey is called zero, the stake marked
The number on any stake should indicate the distance in stations
of too feet from the beginning to the station. The transit hub
is driven to within about a half inch of the surface of the ground,
and on the left (some engineers use the right) about a foot away a
guard stake — ordinary station stake — is driven, numbered with
the station of the transit point, and a circle with a dot in the center
to indicate a transit point thus. 136+50 -, > The numbering should face the hub, and the stake should be slightly
inclined top toward the hub. The inclination should not be
sufficient to prevent easy reading of the number on the stake.
Station stakes are set as often as may be required, usually either
at the end of each too feet, or every two stations. Sometimes
in flat prairie one each fifth station is used. The stakes face the
beginning of the line, and are driven plumb and deep enough to
stand firmly.
Chaining. — The chaining should be well done, much better
than is usual, in order that time may be saved on the following
location. The location is determined from the information given
by the preliminary survey; and if that information is incorrect —
there almost always are some errors — costly waits result while
the change in location necessitated by the error is being computed.
Each chainman should carry a hand level and plumb bob in
leather pouches attached to a belt. In chaining on sloping
ground the hand level should be used by the lower man to determine the length of chain that can be held level and the height to
hold it. The plumb bob should always be used by the lower man
when breaking chain, and in some cases where it is impossible to
hold either end on the ground because of brush or other obstructions, bobs should be used at both ends. It is well to remember
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that where subsequent work depends on preliminary work, speed
is made by going slow. It is said that a famous capitalist was
accustomed to say to his assistants in time of stress, "Go slow,
boys, I'm in a hurry."
The chaining should be to pins set a few inches one side of
the line, just far enough not to be disturbed by the driving of the
stake.
If a chain is used, there should be two chains carried, one of
which remains in camp to be used as a standard. The line chain
should have a flat link at one end, between the last wire link and
the handle, and the zero of the chain should be filed on this fiat
link each morning, being found by comparison with the camp
standard. The chain will gradually lengthen in the course of a
long survey, and a uniform length may thus be kept.
Angle Work. — Angles at all changes of line should be read to
minutes, and the compass should be read and recorded at each
setting of the instrument whether an angle is turned or not.
Whether to run by deflection angles, the usual American method,
or by azimuths, is a matter for decision. The usual method is to
sight the last point occupied, — "take a back sight " — with the
transit reading zero and using the lower motion of the transit,
transit the telescope, turn in the new direction with the upper
motion, and read the angle, which is called the deflection angle.
Errors of adjustment of the line of collimation appear in the angle
unless the instrument is again turned on the back sight, the operation repeated with the telescope inverted, and the mean of the
two angles recorded. In producing a straight line this method
of double centering, as it is called, should always be used, the
forward transit point being established midway between the two
points given. If the instrument is in perfect adjustment, the two
forward points will coincide. This is the same operation used
for testing the adjustment of the line of collimation.
By the azimuth method the line of collimation is set on the
back sight by the lower motion with the vernier reading the back
azimuth of the stretch, —that is, the forward azimuth plus i8o
degrees. The upper motion is then loosened and the line of
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collimation brought to the new direction, when the vernier will
read the azimuth of the forward course. This is then recorded.
The back azimuth used should also be recorded for future
check. There is no transiting of the telescope, and error of the
line of collimation does not affect the angle unless the two
vertical angles are quite different. There is perhaps more
chance for error in reading angles, since there is the extra
reading for the back azimuth, which must also be computed.
The deflection angles which are wanted to show the degrees of
curvature to be used must be obtained by subtracting successive
azimuths instead of being directly given by the notes. For computation of latitude and longitude differences for platting, the
azimuth is the better, as it is for checking by the needle. It is
simpler for platting by protractor or tangent offsets than the
deflection angle method. A considerable experience has convinced the author that the method by azimuths is the better.
For azimuth work the instrument should have two sets of figures on its horizontal circle reading in opposite directions from
o to 36o degrees, and each inclined in the direction of increasing
numbers. It is convenient to have a continuous circle on the
compass box, and to start with magnetic north or true north as
o azimuth. If true north is used there should be a declination
movement and vernier, that the compass may read o when pointing
in o azimuth, and the numbering should be counter-clockwise.
If an arbitrary line, as the first line of the survey, or the line of
an existing road from which the survey starts is to be assumed as
o azimuth, such a scheme of figuring is not so helpful, and the
ordinary quadrant figuring may be used. Both may appear on
the circle.
In most parts of the country errors of angle reading of i 5 minutes may be detected by the needle; and in any part of the country,
no matter how great the local attraction, if needle readings be

taken both forward and back at each transit point, this check
may be had.
The note-book in which the angles are recorded should be
ruled with six columns on the left page, and with a single red line
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in the center of the right page, which should be covered with
}-inch section ruling, the horizontal lines corresponding with the
horizontal ruling on the left page. The right page should be
used for all the transitman's computations, which should be
neatly arranged and annotated for future recognition. Computations should not be made in the back of the book or on scraps
of paper. The single red line and section ruling are for the occasional sketches the transitman may make, and so that on minor
lines such limited topography as may be needed may be sketched
in. The arrangement of columns should be as shown in Fig. 87,
which also shows a good form for notes.
The distances are written in to serve as check for the scaling
used on the map.
It is doubtful if there is a form that can be called common for
notes. That indicated gives complete information and furnishes
all possible checks. The notes should begin at the bottom and
run up the page. The book is 41 by 7i inches.
Leveling. The leveling is done to hundredths of a foot on
bench marks and turning-points, and to tenths on stations except
transit points, which are taken on the hub to hundredths. The
starting-bench mark — called simply bench — is a permanent
point of known or assumed elevation. If there be a permanent
building near by, a projecting corner of the water table or a
corner of a stone step may be used. If there is no building, but
the ground is rocky, a permanent point
that can be completely described is used.
If there are trees near by, a root is cut and
a round-headed tack is driven into the
pyramidal point that is hewn out. The tree
may be blazed and the number of the bench
Fig. 88
drawn on. Figures are soon obliterated
and there is not much to be gained by writing the elevation.
If there are no trees, a stout stake is driven to within inch
of the surface, rounded somewhat on top and a round-headed
tack driven. A guard stake is driven alongside with the number of the bench and, if desired, the elevation marked on it.
—
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LEVELING

The benches are established at least 5o feet to one side of the
line.
The starting bench being established, the leveling proceeds in
the ordinary way, rod readings being taken on the ground beside
each stake, on transit hubs, and at points between stakes, if there
be any abrupt changes in level. The crossing of a ditch would
be noted on the right-hand page of the levelman's note-book, the
station and plus, and the width and depth of the ditch being given.
At about each half mile benches will be established and their
elevations determined Sights will not, as a rule, be taken more
than 300 feet on each side of the level, and distances from plus
pegs to instrument should equal distances from instrument to
minus pegs to eliminate errors of adjustment. Turning-points
are usually pegs made by the rodman and driven when required.
Neither the ground nor any small stone should ever be used as a
turning-point. Solid, fixed rocks may be used. Turning-points
should be described in the rodman's check book so that they may
be found again within a reasonable time should it be necessary.
When the rodman has gone the full distance permitted or possible,
he signals the levelman for a peg by a whirling motion of his hand,
which the levelman should answer with the usual all right signal.
At the time of giving the signal the rodman should be holding up
his rod, — fully extended if he is going down hill, and closed if up
hill, —and the levelman before giving the all right answer will look
to see that he can see the rod through the instrument; if not he
will motion up or down, as the case may be, and the rodman will
try a new point.
When rock that is at all likely to be reached by the excavation
outcrops, its elevation and station should be noted.
At all stream crossings the levelman and rodman look for highwater marks and get the elevation of such as are indicated. In
crossing deep and narrow ravines the rodman may lift the rod
alongside his leg or body till the levelman just catches the target
at the top, when the rodman notes the distance from the ground
to the bottom of the rod, adds it to the full rod and gives the resulting reading to the levelman. The length of the rod for ordi-

nary stations and pluses may be thus increased by 4 or 5
feet. If a still longer rod is needed, the instrument must be pegged
down the hill, or a hand level may be used for the few readings
that must be gotten before reaching the farther side, where a peg
may be established and the work proceed as usual. If no hand
level is available, and the slopes are fairly uniform, a turningpoint may be set across the ravine and the instrument then pegged
down to the bottom, and then moved to the farther side, starting
from the peg set there. A bench should be established at the
close of each day's work.
Various arrangements of level notes are used, but the author
has found none more satisfactory than the ordinary form for profile leveling, having five columns on the left-hand page headed,
Station, S, Inst. — S, Elev. A well-liked form has a sixth
column for elevations of turning-points and benches, the use of
which is to prevent confusion in making profile, the rodman in
calling elevations being likely to call those of the turning-points,
which are not plotted, with the others, if they are in the same
column. Some levelmen prefer a sixth column. for minus sight
readings on turning-points.
The leveling instrument should not be too sensitive, a comparatively short bubble, with bubble graduations of an angular value
of about 20 seconds, is all that is required. If a reading be taken
with such an instrument, when the bubble shows a half division
error of level, the reading at 300 feet will be 0.015 feet in error.
This indicates the necessity of care in equalizing plus and minus
sights. If it is necessary to make one set shorter, as in going
down hill, the other set should be made shorter by the same amount
at the next opportunity. Intermediate points may be a little in
error, but the final points will be correct so far as errors of adjustment and leveling are concerned.
The rod should be the Philadelphia or self-reading rod, read
by the levelman at stations and by target on turning-points, the
levelman taking the reading here also as a check.
So far as possible the levelman should work out his elevations
while the rodman goes from one station to the next. A system
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of signals should be arranged between rodman and levelman for
calling readings when distance and wind prevent comfortable
use of the voice. The rodman gives the levelman minus readings
on pegs as the latter passes him to a new position, the levelman
looking at the rod to check the reading, and both comparing elevations of pegs, a record of which the rodman keeps in his peg
book.
Mapping. — For filing maps in public records, a scale of rood
feet to the inch is good. The law sometimes prescribes the scale.
For office purposes and general reference the scale should be 400
feet to the inch, the same as the profile; and for planning location
in anything more difficult than open prairie the scale should be
zoo feet to the inch, so that measurements may be made on the
map to the nearest foot.
The mapping should be by coordinates, and, for the field working maps, on sheets about 18 by 24 inches, which cut readily from
36-inch paper. Except for its cost, which is not more than the
saving in time warrants, accurately printed cross-section paper,
which comes in rolls 20 inches wide, does well and saves much time.
A better paper would be a similarly printed paper with very fine
lines and with squares of 2 inches for the 40o-foot scale, and 5
inches for the xoo-foot scale. The absence of the smaller division
lines would be an advantage in mapping topography, and the
larger rulings would accomplish the purpose of saving time and
insuring accuracy in the continuation of the coordinate axes.
Sheets could be matched together in only two directions, whereas
with plain paper they may be matched in any direction to get the
most line on a sheet, but this objection is slight and covers only
the small item of more or less paper. Such paper is not now made.
The coordinates of each angle point of the line are computed
and plotted from an assumed meridian which is drawn on the
first sheet and continued to the next. Along this meridian moofoot points are marked and parallels drawn at right angles to the
meridian. On these parallels loco-foot points are marked and
auxiliary meridians drawn. The sheets thus have one or more
moo-foot squares, from the corners of which measurements may
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always be made within a single 6-inch scale length to the required
point. The meridians and parallels are marked with their respective distances from the origin.
The transitman, checked by the draftsman if there be one,
computes the coordinates each night for that day's run, plots the
points, connects them with straight lines, puts on the stations of
the angle points and marks each tenth station, when the sheets
are turned over to the topographer who marks lightly the intermediate stations and either lightly pencils in the elevations taken from
the levelman's book or makes a separate list of those elevations
for use next day. The line is drawn in red. If two or three lines
are run at some difficult place, all starting from points on the first
line, the first line will be in red, the second in blue, the third in
green, etc. They will usually be called the "A " line, "B " line,
etc.
Both maps, the office map and field map, and a tracing of the
former, should be kept up from day to day, and for this purpose in
country of any difficulty the draftsman is needed. The smaller
scale map used only in the office may be made on long sheets or
even on a roll of paper, not being started for two or three days
till the general run of the line is well enough determined so that
it may be properly laid on the paper. A line running approximately diagonally with the cardinal points could not be mapped
on continuous cross-section paper, and must be mapped on sheets
if cross-section paper is used. The tracing may then be on a
continuous strip so far as that is possible.
When the topographer has finished any field sheets, if they are
not at once needed for planning location, the draftsman transfers
the matter drawn by the topographer to the office maps.
The Profile.
The profile is plotted on profile paper, preferably
Plate A, which has a horizontal scale of 40o feet to the inch and
a vertical scale of 20 feet to the inch. Tracings of the profile
may be made on a special thin profile paper printed in red or
orange from the same plates, and from which blue-prints can be
made.
The profile paper is numbered every tenth station and every
—
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fiftieth foot in elevation, the bottom being assumed at some round
number likely to give the largest possible stretch of profile without
breaking; that is, running off the top or bottom, and beginning
over again by shifting the elevation of the horizontal lines.
The leveler puts a point at the elevation of the o station, the
rodman calls the elevation of the next station, the levelman puts
his pencil on this point and draws a free-hand, approximately
straight line backward to the point fixed for station o. The rodman calls the elevation of station 2, the levelman puts his pencil
at this point and draws back to station i, and so proceeds. When
a plus is reached, the levelman estimates the proper point on the
paper and draws back to the last point platted. At each tenth
station the rodman calls "check." If the levelman's next point is
not the tenth station, there has been an error, and it is looked for
and corrected. The finest rulings of the paper represent vertical
feet, the leveler estimates to tenths. The pencil must be very
sharp, but not too hard, about 4 H. All ditches are drawn in and
streams are shown, both bottom, water level, and high-water
level. When the profile has been penciled in, it is examined by
the chief of party, who not infrequently from his memory of the
ground discovers errors of to feet or more in the vertical platting.
When the profile is finally approved, it is inked in in black, and is
ready for the grade line that is to be put on by the chief of party.
This he does so as to keep under the maximum ruling grade,
above high water at stream crossings, sufficiently high above long
wet prairies or marshes, and otherwise to make the excavation as
little as practicable. He uses a fine black thread, which is stretched
along the profile for such distances as seem feasible, equalizing
the cuts and fills as nearly as may be by eye. He does not follow
the more or less laborious method of location grade fixing to be
described hereafter. He then sketches on the profile such changes
in it as he thinks it may be possible to secure by moving the line
at this point or that, and these serve somewhat to guide the topographer in his subsequent work. The grade line is inked in in red,
the elevations written at the points of change of grade rate, and
the rate of each stretch in per cent, —that is, rise or fall per too feet,

is written along the grade line, as shown in Plate XIV, page 30o.
If there be supposed to be rock in any of the cuts, its approximate estimated profile is penciled in and marked "probable rock
profile."
The Topography. — The topographer carries a light drawing
board with an oil or enamel cloth cover forming a pocket on one
side, the loose flap covering the free side of the board when not in
use. The sheets not in use are carried in the pocket. The topographer's instruments should be carried in a leather or canvas
pocket attached to his belt or slung on his shoulder. He needs
two small transparent triangles, a flat boxwood scale 6 inches
long, eraser, pencils, and pocket compass. His assistants carry
hand level, tape, and light self-reading rod. The topographer,
from measurements by his assistants, draws in all artificial structures within his limit of width, say 30o feet on either side the line,
roads, fences, streams, etc. He also draws the contours at the
agreed interval, usually 5 feet, within the required belt. He
must use judgment in taking contours. Where the ground is
flat and considerable movement of the line will not affect the
profile, contours are not required and should not be taken, as
the topographer will never move faster than the transit party,
and may be slower in rolling, open country. He inquires to find
the boundaries of the various land holdings, locates section lines
and corners when within reach, and notes the names of owners
on his map. He uses the pocket compass to measure the angle of
intersection of land lines and preliminary line. A light wooden
cross on a staff is convenient for estimating right angles. The
contour work is the difficult work of the topographer, and the
work of assistants may be very tiresome on steep side hills. The
following is one method: —
Noting the elevation of a station where the topography party
is, the distance out at right angles, on the higher side to the point
whose elevation is the next even 5-foot point above the station,
is found and scaled on the map. The next contour interval is
then measured and scaled, and so on as far as necessary,' wnen
the work is repeated on the lower side of the line. The same
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thing is done at the next station or the next but one, or the third,
as the character of the ground may indicate; and then, looking
alternately at the ground and the map, the topographer draws
in the contour lines as nearly as he can judge correctly between
the platted points.
The method of finding the distance to a given contour is as
follows, a concrete example being given for simplicity. The
elevation of station 5 is 996.3. Standing by the rod an assistant's eye reads 5.2 on the rod. The moo-foot contour is 3.7
feet above station 5. Suppose the hill slopes up to the right. If
the assistant goes out to the right until, looking through the hand
level, he reads 8.9 on the rod held at the station; he will be standing on the rood-foot contour. Therefore, one assistant holds the
end of the tape and the rod at the station; the second goes out to
the right till he reads 8.9 on the rod, when he notes the measurement on the tape and calls it to the topographer. The first assistant now moves out past the second, who keeps his place, he
stands facing with the line rather than across it, until he
finds the place by trial where the second assistant reads 0.2
on the rod which is then at a point 5 feet higher than that where
the second assistant is — or on the ioo5-foot contour. The
distance is noted and mapped, either the second assistant passing
the first till he reads 10.2 on the rod, which is the better way, or
taking the place of the first, who then goes on till the second can
read 0.2 again. If the slope is practically uniform for a sufficiently great distance, one or two determinations are enough,
the remaining contour points being scaled in at equal distances.
The method is essentially the same going down hill.
Outcroppings of rock and all timber along the line are located
and drawn in; marsh lands and ordinary and high-water width
of streams are shown.
The contours and other features are inked in in the office, the
contours in black, streams in blue, and buildings and fence lines
in red. If vermilion be used for the fences and buildings and
carmine for the center line, there will be no confusion. All fence
rtne and land lines should be dotted, the contours very light,
each fifth one a little heavier, and enough numbers placed on
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the contours in convenient places that one may easily determine
any elevation anywhere on the map.
It is to make such a map as results from all this work that the
transit and stadia with a party of eight or ten fieldmen may be
used, in the author's opinion, with great success. The party
would consist of chief of party, transitman, recorder, draftsman,
two or more rodmen, two or more axmen. From the author's
experience the method has these two great advantages, economy
and accuracy—not precision. The total distances may not be precise but there will be no errors carried along; the final differences in
level may not be precise to the tenth, but they are not likely to be
out more than a foot in ro miles, and the error is compensating.
Time and again have leveling parties been checked with the
stadia to find in every known instance of error that the trouble
was in the leveling and not in the stadia work.*
When this method is used, the profile is made by drawing a
location line on the topographic map, and calling off elevations
from the map, judging of these by the contours. An excellent
profile may be made in this way sufficiently correct for preliminary
purposes, and probably nearer to the final location line profile
than the usual preliminary line profile.
The General Procedure. — If the survey is to start from an
existing line, a hub is driven at the determined initial point in the
center of the track, and another some distance, 200 or 30o feet
away, to give the line of the track, the angle between which and
the first course of the survey is to be determined. The line of
the track may be assumed as zero azimuth, or the base line, but
it is better to assume the magnetic or true meridian as zero azimuth. If the magnetic meridian is to be assumed, the azimuth
of the first course is not determined until the second "set up"
out of the reach of the influence of the rails. If the true meridian
is used, it must be determined by solar attachment, or by an
observation on the sun or potaris.f
* The general method of stadia work may be found in any standard text on surveying. See Raymond's "Plane Surveying," Chapter V, Art. 237.
t Data for making these observations may be found in any surveying text-book
and in the held book which will follow this volume.
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If the survey starts from some point off an existing line, an
initial point is established by driving a hub and witnessing it to
several surrounding natural objects, so that it may again be found.
In either case a guard stake is driven, about a foot to the left of
the hub if off a railway, and otherwise outside the rail.
The transit being set over the initial point and oriented, that is,
turned to zero azimuth with the vernier reading zero, — the chief
of party indicates the direction of the first run, and the chainmen,
stakeman, and axmen start. While the transit is being set,
the chainmen have straightened out the chain, if a chain be used,
back of the transit — with reference to the direction of procedure
— and when the head chainman starts with chain, pins, and flag,
the rear chainman has the chain going through his hands to see
that there are no kinks. If a tape is used, it is run off the reel as
the head chainman goes out, and the reel then given the line
teamster for the day.
The head chainman reaching the end of roc feet, turns, holds
his flag for approximate line which is given by the transitman,
and then carefully gets the distance, measuring to a pin a little
to one side of the Line. He then gets the line more carefully with
his flag just alongside the pin, and, on its being finally correct,
pushes his flag hard into the ground, and withdrawing it starts on
the next measurement, while the stakeman drives the stake into the
hole made by the flag. This he must be ready to do instantly the
line is obtained. While driving he keeps the chain to one side
by his foot so that it shall not disturb the pin nor be in his way.
As soon as the stake is driven he hurries on to the head chainman
to be ready to drive the next stake. He must never keep the
party waiting. He will carry a number of stakes marked ahead,
enough to reach the next transit point. The rear chairman must
never go ahead of the rear of the chain except when breaking up
and down hill, but he must always keep up with the head chainman, and should carry the rear end of the chain whenever possible, rather than let it drag on the ground.
When the end of the first straight stretch is reached, or if it is
quite long, when about 1200 feet have been covered, the head

chainman selects a suitable place from which he can see the transitman clearly and the transitman can see him, and from which
the seeing is good for some distance ahead — such a point is best
on a little rise of ground — and signals the transitman for a point.
This he does by raising his flag in both hands horizontally over
his head. The transitman replies with the all right signal, sets
again on his back sight and turns the recorded angle, and sets the
head chainman's flag ahead. In the meantime the distance has
been carefully obtained, but the rear chainman has not "come
up." When the flag is set, if it is sufficiently near the measured
point, a hub is driven; if not sufficiently near, a second measurement is made. When the hub is driven the measurement is made
to two laterally separated points on the hub, and the line is again
given. If it comes fairly in the hub, as it will if the hub has been
driven straight, the head chainman calls the transitman with his
hat or by some other agreed signal, and the transitman must not
leave his position until so called, even if he supposes the point
ahead to have been finally determined. He cannot always tell
what is being done ahead, and he may much delay the party by
coming on prematurely. When a straight line is being produced
past a transit point, it is done by transiting the telescope and double
centering. Therefore in such cases when the line has been given
on the hub, the head chainman by an agreed signal, such as a
whirling motion of the hand, informs the transitman that he may
again set on his back-sight, which he does with the telescope inverted and again lines the flag on the hub. If both settings come
on the hub, as they should with the instrument in reasonable
adjustment, the tack is driven midway between the two points
given and at the proper distance, and the transitman then called
up. If the discrepancy of the two settings seems too great, the
transitman is again signaled to reverse on the back sight and the
operation is repeated until either the work is satisfactory, or until
by agreement of results the error is shown to be in adjustment,
when a second hub may be driven and, if necessary, a hub between
for the middle point. • When this occurs, the transit should be
adjusted.
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When the point is finally established, the head chainman draws
out the chain to its full length, bringing the rear chainman up
to the transit point, and the stakeman prepares stakes for the
next run while the transitman is coming up.
Frequently time may be saved in open country while the transitman is coming up, by chaining ahead toward the next point
indicated by the chief of party, the alignment of stakes being by
eye. If the ground is very rolling so that the line is up and down
hill this is difficult to do accurately, but may frequently be done
with sufficient precision for preliminary work. If the alignment
is not much out of the way, the measurement and angle work will
not be much affected, and an error of a few inches in the position
of an intermediate stake is of no consequence.
The back flagman should be watchful not to delay the transitman when he wishes a sight; he should never set his flag vertical
when not holding it on the point, but should set it in the ground
in an inclined position, if at all. It is better to hold it; but it need
not be held constantly on the point. The back flagman should
never go forward till called by the transitman, and he should
never be called until the transitman has been himself called by
the head chainman.
When the transit party is well started, the level party begins
from the bench which has been established in the meantime.
The topography party ordinarily begins the second day, but
may use the first day in looking up and measuring in land lines,
making notes that will be helpful on the second day.
When the transit party reaches a belt of timber or brush, a
line must be cleared. Clearing line is an art not always easily
acquired. An intelligent axman under proper direction will soon
learn, but without the knack the ablest chopper will be slow and
inefficient at line clearing. Just so much should be cleared as
to permit seeing and chaining ; not a stick, however small, should
be cut that is not in the way. Much time is frequently lost
in doing unnecessary clearing. The head chainman should
keep his flag on line and well up with the clearing so that
the axmen may put themselves on line by looking past the
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flag to the transit. If the flag and transit are clearly visible and
nothing is in the way of the chaining, nothing more needs cutting,
even if a goodly tree or small sapling be within an inch of the
line.
The work proceeds throughout the day with a noon intermission,
and the results are mapped at night, as has been described.
Opposition will often be encountered, particularly when the
line crosses fields of high corn through which a line must be cut,
or through grain fields that must be trampled down. Actual
damage, if it can be ascertained, should be paid for, but too frequently this has been overlooked. Such opposition as is met should
be treated courteously, and the rights and duties of the respective
parties fully explained. It should be made evident that the
utmost possible care is being exercised to do the least possible
injury; and no man on the party should be permitted to be otherwise than polite and courteous, no matter how serious the aggravation. A friend for the company may often be made from an
apparently angry opponent.
The Estimate. The items to be estimated are enumerated
in the chapter on Reconnaissance. The items about which more
definite information is secured by the preliminary survey are:
the earthwork, its amount and classification; the bridging, culverts, road crossings, right of way, and those items depending on
length of line, as track, telegraph, fencing, etc.
The estimate may be by miles, or as a whole, but it will be
advisable to make it by miles summing it for the report. The
profile is divided into miles by making 4 miles 53 stations long,
and every fifth mile 52 stations long.
The probable kind and size of each opening is noted on the
profile, the height of the bank determining the dimensions of
abutments and lengths of culverts.
The length of culverts may be most easily measured by drawing a section of an embankment on cross-section paper, and with
a strip of the paper measure the length at the proper depth as
shown on the profile. The one drawn section will answer for all
culverts. The strip should usually be inclined slightly in making
—
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the measurement to allow for the cross slope of the ground. The
cost of a culvert of given size will be

A very low opening built without coping or footing cannot be
estimated by this formula.
The formula will answer for bridge abutments in which the
masonry is not more than 3 feet thick under the coping.
Large bridges must be estimated separately. They will not
ordinarily be many If cylinder piers are to be used, the cylinders must be estimated as steel by the pound, and the filling as
concrete by the yard, and any piles driven to hold them, as piling
driven. The routine work that may be left to the assistants is
the estimation of earthwork.
For this purpose the work will be divided into four classes:
i. All that earthwork that will be wholly cut or wholly fill, and
that may be called level across the surface. 2. All that earthwork that is wholly cut or wholly fill, that must be considered to
have a cross slope. 3. All that earthwork that will be side hill,
that is, each cross-section partly in cut and partly in fill. 4. All
rock excavation.
It is presumed that either the levelman has recorded the cross
slopes or they are shown on the contour map. What sections
may be considered level across may be determined by remembering that a cross slope of i in io will be erroneously calculated by
the level section method by about 2 per cent, the truth being in
excess, and a cross slope of r in 5 will be erroneously calculated
by about 8 per cent.
What stations will give side hill sections may be determined
when such work is expected, by platting a road bed and slope
on cross-section paper, one side cut and the other fill, and placing
a straight edge of paper, or better a transparent ruler, across the
drawing at the cross slope angle for the given station and through
a point above or below the center of the road-bed a distance equal
to the depth of cut or fill shown on the profile. This determination will be made when the computations are made.
Sections known to be in rock, if not irregular, may be computed as earthwork, using, however, the rock slopes and road-bed.
Each complete cut or fill is computed separately and its total
penciled in on the profile. The work may be done by tables or

C

/CL

21/,

in which K is the cost per foot of length, and M the cost of the
head walls.* The best method of estimating is to make a diagram
on cross-section paper. The cost of each size of culvert will be
represented by a separate straight line, the ordinate to which at
an abscissa L will be the total cost of the culvert.
Waits for openings may be estimated from tables or a diagram.
To make a diagram the quantity in two walls between coping
and bottom of footing, including the wings, is computed for walls
of heights varying by 5 feet and plotted on cross-section paper
with axes of height and cubic yards. The points are connected
by a curve, ordinates to which at any height abscissa will be the
cubic yards for that height. The coping is constant, and, if of
the same class of masonry, may be added, otherwise it must be
kept separate. Or for quite approximate results the following
equation may be diagrammed for cubic yards, including the footing, the abscissa being the height between coping and footing,
taken to be 4 feet less than the height from grade line to bottom
of footing course.
Q = 0.03 H3 +

0.5 H2 + 3.2

H;

Q is cubic yards for two abutments.f

This formula does not include foundation masonry below the
footings. Such masonry must be added.
* If the quantity of masonry is wanted, the cubic yards, K, in two head walls
are computed, and the cubic yards, 1, per foot of barrel. Then if w be the width
of road-bed, S the side slope, and it the center height of embankment where the
culvert is to be built, the total quantity of masonry in the culvert is given approximately by
C=RW F 2 Izs)+ K= 2 fits F Or, + K)
-

-

which may be diagrammed as a straight line on axes C and h.
f Full diagrams and tables for estimates will be found in the field book to follow
this volume.
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diagrams. The author advises the use of diagrams as far quicker
and amply precise for preliminary work.
By either method the depth of cut or fill is called from the profile and the corresponding cubic yardage for a station taken from
the table or diagram. If a diagram be used, the successive stadon quantities may be laid off one after another on a strip of paper,
the total length being finally applied to the diagram scale and the
whole yardage of the cut or fill obtained without adding. A
fractional station may be estimated at the same fraction of a station quantity that the fractional distance is of ioo feet.
If the general cross slope for a given cut or fill is about the
same for all stations, the quantity may be computed by the level
section method, and the whole increased by a small percentage,
depending on the slope and depth of cut or fill. The following
percentages may be used for approximations for a 5-foot cut; they
are about 5o per cent too large for a ro-foot cut, and should be
increased about 50 per cent for a 2.5-foot cut.

height plus the height of the grade triangle, C
the cross slope of the ground
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c

as

; r is

he.
, and s is the side slope of
(h e ?

the cutting. The second term being constant per station may be
omitted in the platting, when a single diagram will do for any
road-bed width and one side slope. A separate line will be drawn
for each of several values of r, enough to cover the work. The
best way to designate the different lines for the several values
of r is to number them with the horizontal feet for a rise or fall
of 5 or to feet, the contour interval. If the slope is by angle, they
may be numbered with the degrees for which they are drawn.
Side hill sections may be estimated by applying the straight
edge as already indicated to an ideal section, calling off the base
and side height indicated for cut and for fill separately, and finding the corresponding volumes from a table of triangular prisms *
or a corresponding diagram. The value of a triangular prism
of area a X b , a and b being base and altitude respectively, is

Per mot
Inaease

Slope

20 52, =I 511 20=

5 in roc,

5° 45 r= l in 10-= 5 in So
I 32'=-- i in 5=-5 in 25
I4°
in 4-= 5 in 20
r9 28'—i in
3= 5 in 15
3a° oo'—r in 2=5 in JO

o. 5
1.8
7. 2
I2.0

5
6o. o
22,

These values are roughly approximate, and the more accurate
method is to use a diagram for sloping ground.* This diagram
may be made by plotting the following equation on cross-section
paper:—
I00 C2 r2s w2
27 r2 -52

4$

2

Ioo ax b
—, and this may be diagrammed as a series of straight
27

2

lines with axes a and cubic yards, one line for each of a sufficient
number of values for b.
In estimating cutting, the necessary allowance for ditches must
not be overlooked. This is a constant per station, and is the
yardage for three ditches, the two roadway ditches and one surface
ditch.
Right of Way. — The cost of right of way depends on the value
of the land taken and the damage done by the taking. If the
farmer's field is badly cut by the railroad line, the damage may
be considerably in excess of the market value of the acreage taken.
In making preliminary estimates it will be not unwise to figure
on at least twice the market value for farm land, and in towns

in which w is the width of road-bed at subgrade; C is the center
* Wellington's or Trautwine's diagrams may be used.

* Allen's Tables, or those of the field book following this volume, may be
used.
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or cities it will be well to secure a local real estate agent's
opinion of values and damages.
The width of right of way depends on the magnitude of the
work, and the way it is done. Omitting consideration of station
grounds, which are quite variable and depend on the probable
or actual business of the station, right of way on the open road
must be of sufficient width to permit all building operations to
be carried on within its limits, except in wild, unoccupied country
or where of necessity temporary privileges are secured outside
the right of way. Such privileges must be included in estimates
if they can be foreseen. If an embankment is to be made from
borrow pits alongside, the width of right of way required must
equal the width of embankment base plus the width of the berme
bank, plus the width of the borrow pits, with a small surplus for
fencing.
A fill 14 feet wide on top, ro feet high, with side slopes of r to
1, and 6 feet of berme on each side, requires 56 feet between
inside edges of borrow pits. With an allowance of 2 feet on each
side for fencing, there are but 20 feet of width left on each side
of a roo-foot right of way for borrow pits, and if the sides of these
pits be given a slope of i to 1, as they should be, they cannot be
made deep enough to supply the material for the adjacent embankment. If the berme be 5 feet instead of 6, and but a foot
be left on each side for fence posts, the pits must be nearly 7 feet
deep to supply sufficient material. More than aco feet of width
is then necessary. If the fills are made from adjacent cuts, a
less width is sufficient. Fills should not be made from adjacent
borrow pits except where absolutely necessary.
An excavation of 20 feet base width, side slopes of ti to a,
a height of 20 feet, and a berme distance of 6 feet to a surface
ditch 5 feet wide on the upper side of the cut, requires more than
50 feet for the half width of right of way. In ordinary rolling
country where the fillq are made from the cuts, Too feet is generally wide enough for right of way, and in towns and cities where
there is little grading for a surface line, the width should be ample
to provide for subsequent elevation of the tracks when the certain

abolition of grade crossings comes. The usual width taken is
roo feet. The profile must be studied for variations of this width,
and an ample width purchased at the first buying for double track
construction; it will often cost more to get a few extra feet width
than the whole original cost of the adjacent first width.
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CHAPTER XX
THE LOCATION SURVEY
General Statement. — The location field work is essentially like
that of the preliminary survey, except that the straight lines are
now joined by curves, the topography party is omitted, the leveling
party may take cross slopes with a clinometer, and soundings may
be made for rock in what are to be earth and rock cuttings and
at stream crossings for foundations. The line is not now picked
ahead by the chief of party unless the planned line seems to be
running otherwise than planned. A plan has been devised based
on the preliminary survey, notes have been made up from this
plan, and a line corresponding to these notes is laid out on the
ground. In simple cases, short branch lines, the location may
be made by trial without a preliminary line, or with occasional
short lines run ahead of the location for information as to grade
to be used, curve to fit a particularly bad hill, or other matters.
The important parts of location are the planning of the line and
the fixing of the grade on the profile. Methods that have been
proved satisfactory for this work will be given, and a few details
of the methods of running in curves.
Frequently the location follows close on the preliminary, and is
often made by the same party. If an independent preliminary
of the whole line is not required, the company being satisfied to
order the location from the reconnaissance report, then the best
method is to run the preliminary ahead for, say, to miles, 5 miles
on either side of the camp, plan the location of the first portion
while the last is being run, and then locate the io miles before
moving camp.
Devices for Securing Low Grade.
There are two principal
devices for overcoming high mountain summits — spirals or loops
—
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and switch backs. Other devices are inclined planes operated
by cables, and rack railroads.
A spiral loop is formed when in developing a line to secure low
or possible grades the line is made to cross itself at different elevations. The most noted of these spirals in America are the
Tehachipi loop of the Southern Pacific crossing the Sierra Nevada
Mountains in California and the Georgetown loop of the Colorado
Southern in Colorado. The forMer is what is known as a tunnel
spiral, the line of lower level at the crossing being in tunnel, and
the latter is a bridge spiral, the line of upper elevation crossing
that of lower elevation on a bridge. The tunnel spiral occurs
when the development is around a hill peak spurring out from
the main ridge, and the bridge spiral when the development is on
the hill sides of a stream basin. The most famous spirals in
Europe occur on the Mt. St. Gothard Railway, but here they cannot be called naturally located spirals, since they are simply rising
curves, almost circles, practically wholly in tunnel in the side of
the mountain. There is a series of them on each side of the
mountain.
The switch back occurs only in extreme cases when there is
not supporting ground for a doubling back curve or opportunity
for a spiral. The line doubles back on itself by means of a stub
end and a switch.
These switch backs are put in as a last resort, and should
always occur in pairs, the two spurs of each pair being reasonably
close together that the backward movement of the train may be
a minimum. The profile of the stub end should be a curve upward toward the end in order that the grade may help to stop and
start the train.*
Planning the Location.
With the preliminary profile before
him to show where it is desirable to be higher or lower, the thief
of party picks out points on the preliminary map, through which,
—

* Full maps and profiles of various forms of developments that have been used
will be found in Wellington's "Economic Theory of Railway Location," Beahan's
"Field Practice of Railway Location," and Lavis' " Railroad Location Surveys
and Estimates."
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or as near as possible to which, the located line should lie. He
may sketch a light pencil line through these points and then with
thread for straight lines and templates of curves of various degrees, drawn to scale on tracing cloth, he determines an approximate location line, and pencils it in on the map. The curves
should be drawn at an offset, if the scale be large enough to show
it, for such easement curves as are to be used. If the engineer
is satisfied with his first location line, he will have notes made up
for it. If not, he may have the profile of it called off from the
contour map and penciled on the preliminary profile to note the
effect of the shift in line. A new grade line may be drawn in, and
if necessary further fitting of the line on the map may be made.
When the locatihn appears to be satisfactory, the notes will be
made up and the line may be run in on the ground.
When in planning the location a stretch of maximum grade is
reached, the line of this is determined by platting the grade contour. To do this a point is found on the contour map that is
opposite (at right angles to the line) the last determined station
of the located line where the maximum grade is to begin, and that
is of the same elevation as the grade line at that point. The
horizontal distance required for the maximum grade to rise or
fall through a height equal to the difference between the point
assumed and the next higher or lower 5-foot contour is then taken
in the compasses, and with the needle point on the assumed point
on the map, a small arc is drawn cutting the next higher or lower
contour. Then with the horizontal distance required for 5 feet
change of level on the maximum grade, a series of arcs is described,
the intersection of each with its contour forming the center for
the next. This proceeds until the top or bottom of the hill is
reached, when a light pencil line may be dotted in, connecting
the several intersections. Except where abrupt ravines are
crossed into which the line cannot go, this dotted line will be a
line lying on the surface of the ground and rising or falling at the
required maximum grade. It is most common to work these
grade contours down from a summit each way if the ruling grade
occurs on both sides.
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The preliminary line will indicate about how much curvature
there is likely to be on the hill, and the grade should be modified
for the curve compensation before using it as described. The
total loss for compensation on the hill divided by the estimated
length of the grade will be subtracted from the maximum rate to
give the real rate. The estimated length of the grade will be
the height to overcome divided by the rate of the grade, there ,
foreadpthsumic ed,thlvaionfgr
the bottom known or assumed, and the difference is the height to
be overcome. If this be H, and if R be the rate of the maximum
grade, and C the total estimated curve compensation in vertical
feet, then

L

R C\
L
H C

The curve compensation is found by multiplying the probable
total number of degrees by the adopted compensation per degree,
0.02 5 to 0.04 feet.
The location line is planned to follow the grade contour as
nearly as practicable, having consideration for curvature, distance, and class of material to be excavated at the various points.
In general the location should be straighter than the grade contour
and should cross it back and forth, making alternate cutting and
filling.
Before a final line is decided on, it is best for the beginner to
draw two or three lines of varying curvature, distance, grades, and
rise and fall, and compare them as to ultimate economy by using
the capitalized values for one unit of curvature, distance, and
rise and fall, adopted for the road, offsetting the differences thus
found by the differences in cost due to variations in earthwork,
and finally adopting that line that appears to have a balance in
its favor. After adopting one line, the matter may rest for a
day or two, and then be studied again, often with much gain, an
almost entirely new arrangement suggesting itself. The ruling
grade does not enter the problem, as that was determined by the
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route selected by the reconnaissance. When the Line finally
adopted is located it will be studied for improvements.*
Computation of Notes. — The tangents of the final location
line are produced on the map to their intersections, and the
coordinates of these points measured with great care. The
azimuths and lengths from intersection to intersection are then
computed. The deflection angles are determined from the computed azimuths and these angles with the radii of the chosen
curves and such easement curves as are used, give the data for
the tangent distances, which properly subtracted from the respective total tangent lengths give the lengths of tangent between
curves. If the beginning is a curve from an existing track, the
tangent distance of that curve plus that of the next curve subtracted from the distance between intersections, gives the length
of the first tangent. The central angles divided by the degrees
of curves give the lengths of curves.
The stationing is determined by calling the beginning of the
line zero, adding the length of the first curve, if the line starts
with a curve, for the station of the first P.T., to which the succeeding tangent is added for the station of the next P.C., etc.
If the curves are offsetted for spirals, the P.C. and P.T. are
opposite the offsetted points.
it is suggested that the beP.
ginning of the first spiral be
called P.S., point of spiral;
r. a.
LT- the junction of spiral and
curve, P.S.C., point of spiralFla- 39
curve; the junction of curvespiral, P.C.S., point of curve-spiral; and the end of the final spiral,
P.S.T., point of spiral-tangent. No regular notation for these
points has been adopted.t
(P. C.

T.

*See paper by Profes s or Taylor in the Appendix. A determined z per cent
grade line was reduced to a 0.65 per cent line.
t The spiral elements used in computing the tangent distances may be had from
any good book on spirals. The field book following this volume contains the
methods approved by the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
Way Association.
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The computations should be made systematically in a notebook and not on scraps of paper or pads; should discrepancies be
discovered, the work is wanted for reference. The notes resulting
from the computations are arranged in a field book. A good form
is shown in Fig. 9o. The checks measured with great care on
the preliminary map should also be entered in the note-book for
field use. Each intersection of location and preliminary line
should be scaled for station of intersection on both lines, and
except where the angle of intersection is small, these should agree
with subsequent field intersections. Where the intersection angle
is very small, such slight variations as may exist between map
scaling and field measuring might cause seemingly large discrepancies in stations of intersections.
Curves are not usually run by azimuths, but by deflection
angles, the tangent azimuths being computed and noted for a
check on the angle work. The form of note-book is the same
whether azimuths or bearings be used.
Running in Curves. — The head chainman is informed of the
station of the first — or next — P.C., and the offset for the spiral.
When he has reached this point he sets a hub and another some
distance farther on, or back, as the character of the ground may
indicate. When both have been set, he calls the transitman up.
While he is coming up the chaining party set hubs at the spiral
offset opposite each of those set on the tangent, using such means
for securing a right angle as the length of the offset may require.
For a very short offset the direction may be guessed at; for an
offset of more than a foot the chain may be used to make a right
triangle, the sides of which are in the proportion 3, 4, 5, or a light
wooden square may be carried.
The transitman sets up over the offsetted P.C., using the other
offsetted point for a fore or back sight, as the case may be, and
turns to the successive azimuths of the several chords as the
chainmen measure around the curve. When the P.T. is reached
and set, the head chainman having been informed of its station,
the transitman comes up, uses the P.C. for a back sight, turns
to the direction of the tangent, has a point set opposite the P.T.
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on the tangent, and sets another point some distance ahead from
which a second point is set on the tangent. The trausitman
moves his instrument to the transit hub set opposite the P.T.
while the second hub is being set, uses it for a fore sight, and the
work proceeds.
If the spiral curves are located by deflection angles, the difference in procedure will be obvious.
The spirals will be located later, when the construction is determined, and the work is staked out. If the offset is several feet
or enough to make a difference in the profile, the level party
should use the point midway between the two P.C. and P.T.
hubs for levels.
When spirals are not allowed for on the original location, the
method is the same, omitting the offsetting for the spirals and the
extra hubs on tangents. Spirals should be used on all new location.
Fixing the Grade Line. — When the profile is drawn, a grade line
will be drawn on it, and it is well here to spend much time in careful study, for several hundred dollars a mile may readily be saved
by a few hours' study of almost any first location profile, and not
infrequently the saving may be measured by thousands instead
of hundreds. The study must be from two standpoints: —
t. The work of the locomotive. 2. The cost of earthwork.
The first grade line is determined by stretching a fine black
thread in a broken line along the profile so as to equalize the cut
and fill as nearly as may be judged by eye, taking care to keep
within the limiting grade and not to introduce very deep sags,
not more than 20 feet as a rule, if it be practicable to keep within
this limit. In judging of the equality, of cut and fill one must
have in mind something of the relative volumes for equal depths
of the two classes of work. This may be judged for the road-beds
used by reference to Table II, page 255. It will be observed
that for 14.-foot embankment road-bed and 20-foot excavation
road-bed, with equal slopes of if to i, the volume of cut, including
ditching, is about 2i times that of fills when the height is about
r foot, about 1* times embankment for a height of 5 feet, about
26 per cent in excess for to feet height.
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The locomotive that it is expected will be used on the road —
or, if that is not known, one that in the judgment of the engineers
should be used — loaded for the ruling grade, is supposed to
start from the beginning of the line and make the best speed-possible, within its maximum limit, over the division on the grades
drawn. A velocity profile that may be realized is drawn, and
the character of the rise and fall studied. If any of Class C or
B appears, the value of eliminating it will be considered and offset against such additional cost as the best rearrangement of the
grades to accomplish it necessitates. If additional rise and fall
of the comparatively harmless class can be introduced, particularly as sags, to reduce the grading, it should be done if the gain
in earthwork more than offsets the loss by increased rise and fall.
It is not true that any change may be made in the grade line so
long as it is kept well under the velocity profile and not more than,
say, 28 feet under it, without interfering with successful operation,
but it is approximately true; and it is true that very short grades
steeper than the ruling grade may be introduced to save money,
if their summits are well within the velocity profile and it is reasonably certain that the speed of approach shown by that profile
may be attained. In constructing the velocity profile it is particularly necessary to have in mind the alignment, as high speed
would not be permitted at sharp curves in a sag nor on Long bridges,
and the resistance of long uncompensated curves must be considered, this resistance being always added with the plus sign to the
grade resistance, which may be plus or minus
Vertical curves changing by o.os per station in sags and o.ro
per station on summits should be used to join all grade lines.
Where on very heavy work these small rates of change greatly
increase the earthwork they may be doubled. It is well to draw
templates of the vertical curves on thin tracing profile paper to use
in fitting grades on the location profile.
When the best arrangement of grades that seems possible has
been made, the places where further improvement seems desirable
are studied in detail with the map for possible changes of alignment that will permit changes of grade favorable both from the
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operating and first cost standpoints, not omitting consideration of
the cost of changes in distance. Such changes as seem advisable
are drawn on the map, probable profiles penciled on the profile,
and such grade changes as seem wise are made. If the party is
still in the vicinity, the new lines are run branching from and uniting with the old, keeping the same total stationing, introducing
and recording a long or short station for this purpose at the close
of each change. If the party has left the vicinity, the notes of
desirable changes are entered in the note-book and on the map,
to be made at a convenient later time, either by a party following,
by the same party going a second time over the whole line, or by
the resident engineer when he shall have been located for construction. If possible the change should be made while the original party is still in the field.
When a satisfactory grade for operation is secured, the study
for economy of first cost is made. For this purpose an approximate mass diagram is constructed and the desirability of changing the grade lines by moving them parallel to themselves, or even
changing their rates to equalize and minimize the earthwork and
haul will appear. Any changes may now be made that do not
increase the ruling grade or the rise and fall of Classes B and C,
and even such changes may be made if they can be shown to be
economical when the saving in earthwork is offset against the cost
of the rise and fall added.
It is unusual to put so much study on a location, but there is
a tendency in this direction and every careful locating engineer
should encourage it. The grading of an average single track
road in the Mississippi Valley costs perhaps $xo,000 a mile, its
location including all surveys, perhaps $rco a mile. The location
cost could be doubled to save i per cent of the grading cost, and it
is true that a very much less expenditure than this will in almost
every instance save five times i per cent of the grading cost, to
say nothing of the far larger possible saving in operating expense.
Some Principles of Location. — I. Traffic varies as the square
of the population, and at equal cost that line is best that shows
the greatest population per mile of road.
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2. The rate is from the "door of the consignor to the door
of the consignee," therefore the line should go as close to the
business at stations as possible.
3. The line and grade should fit the country. A 0.4 per cent
grade should not be attempted in a per cent country, but it should
be demonstrated beyond question that the country is r per cent
country; sufficient traffic will convert a r per cent country into
a 0.4 per cent country. A 2-degree curve should not be used on
a to-degree hill, but it must be demonstrated that the hill is a
ro-degree hill; sufficient traffic will convert a io-degree hill into
a 2-degree hill or a straight line and tunnel.
4. When money is available, the location should be on a strictly
economic basis, leaving no improvement in line or grade unmade
that can be shown to be profitable, but —
When money is limited, the location should be the best that
the available money warrants.
The principles of Part II of this book should be used in determining the most economical location.
Report.
The report on the location will be essentially a report of character of alignment and cost, with a statement of such
alternate details as may seem worthy of consideration. A condensed map and profile is convenient for use with such a report
and one such map and profile for a proposed short connecting
line is shown on Plate MIT.*
—

* Kindly furnished by Mr. W. D. Taylor, Chief Engineer of the Chicago and
Alton Railway.
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYS

For a small extension, or line, of
Organintion: Short Line.
To miles or less, the engineering force necessary will be an engineer
in charge, an instrument man, a rodman, and an axman. If there
are any important structures, as pile bridges, masonry abutments
or piers, or buildings, an inspector should be employed at each
structure in progress at one time. If the plans for all bridges and
buildings must be made, as is the case when the line is not a part
of a larger system having standard plans and an engineering office,
a draftsman will be required. If the construction is in progress
along the entire length at the same time, it may be necessary
to have a team for the instrument party, and a horse or horse
and light road wagon for the engineer in charge.
The engineer in charge performs the duties assigned in more
extensive work to the chief engineer, and in addition does the
inspection work and designing of the resident engineer mentioned
hereafter; that is, he should go over the work daily and give it
a general inspection, direct the regular inspectors and give such
orders and directions as may be necessary, and determine the
dimensions and forms of all structures.
The instrument party, consisting of the instrument man, rodman, and axman, makes all the field surveys and measurements,
and computes all quantities except those furnished by the special
structure inspectors.
The draftsman, under the direction of the chief engineer, makes
all drawings of plans for structures, and assists in such office work
as there is to do, such as correspondence, the making of estimates,
and filing. If from the first inception of the enterprise to its
finish everything is done in the least possible time, so that preliminary survey, location, and construction may all be in progress
—
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ORGANIZATION

at one time, at least two additional men to act as chainrnmt and
flagman will be required. If the time of preparation is extended
so that the location, staking out, and making of all plans may be
completed before the construction begins, the force during construction may consist of the engineer in charge, and two or three
helpers. Economy usually means the larger force for the shorter
time.
If the line is less than 5 miles, it will perhaps be possible to dispense with the draftsman and the teams.
Organization: Long Line. When the work is more extensive,
say, 20 miles or over, and is to be prosecuted at several places at
one time, an organization varying but little from that already
named will be required on each section of 8 to ro miles.
When the work covers, say, too miles or more, the following
organization will be required: —
A chief engineer, an assistant chief engineer or associate engineer, a division engineer for each 3o to so miles, a resident engineer
for each 5 to to miles. In the chief engineer's office there will be
a clerk who is a stenographer, and one or more draftsmen who
may also do clerical work at times. The associate engineer will
be in the same office. In each division engineer's office will be a
draftsman who may also do clerical work, and at times additional
help may be required.
Each resident engineer will require in his party a rodman who
can use field instruments and draw, an axman, and during the
period of staking out work one or two tapemen.
In addition to this force principal assistant engineers are sometimes employed, ranking about with division engineers. These
are in charge of special departments of work, as bridging, or in
charge of particular important structures, as an unusually large
bridge or viaduct, a long or difficult tunnel, etc. Inspectors
should usually be employed, one on each piece of important
masonry work, or building. There should also be an inspector
of track laying, and one or more tie inspectors. A special party
under the direction of an intelligent land surveyor may be advantageously used to make all right of way maps and records. The

surveyor will be connected with the office of the associate engineer, to whom he will report.
In general it may be said that with the possible exception of
the clerks and axmen, all of the engineering force should be men
of greater or less experience who are making, or expect to make,
engineering their profession. However, while the best masonry
inspector is a trained engineer who has had experience in masonry
construction, the next best inspector is an honest, intelligent
mason; and the best tie inspector is a fearless, but sensible lumberman or farmer who knows timber. If the ties are furnished
from timber along the line of the road, an inspector will be required for each one or two divisions. If the ties are all brought
to the road by rail or vessel, the inspector should be located at
the point of shipment.
It may be necessary to employ also a material clerk and one
or more assistants and laborers, if considerable quantities of ties,
timber, rails, and bridge material must be accumulated at some
one or more depots along the line. The material clerk will keep
record of all material received and forwarded and will forward
material to the front as it is required.
The assistant chief engineer has immediate personal supervision under the chief engineer of all the engineering force and
work, and all communications from division engineers to
the chief engineer, and from the chief engineer to division engineers must go through the assistant chief engineer. All reports
or requests for instructions or communications of any character
concerning the work in hand should go from the officer in whom
they originate to his immediate superior or subordinate, as the
case may be. Departure from this rule is almost certain to bring
confusion to the work and personal unpleasantnesses to the force.
Emergencies may arise necessitating a departure from this rule,
but when they do, both parties to the infringement should immediately notify the intermediate officer concerned.
All general plans for the road-bed, track, and structures will be
made under the supervision of the chief engineer, who will, with
the assistance of the attorney of the road, and under the chief
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executive officer, president, or general manager, draw all specifications, and make all contracts for materials or labor. His
office, through the assistant chief engineer, will furnish division
engineers with copies of all general plans for ordinary structures,
forms of excavations and embankments, specifications for all
classes of work on their divisions, and special plans for unusual
work or structures when they occur.
All alignment and grades must be approved by the chief engineer before they are adopted for construction. The chief engineer should go over the entire line as often as possible, not less
frequently than once in three months, unless the work is of such
magnitude as to make this impossible.
The chief engineer is the general designing and executive
officer of construction, and the assistant chief engineer is his
field executive.
The division engineer, from surveys and information furnished by the resident engineers, and following the general plans
furnished by the chief engineer, makes all detail plans for the
various small structures on his division, and writes bills of material
for these, designating each by its station on the map or profile.
Copies of these plans and material bills are furnished the chief
engineer's office. The division engineer may also make special designs for special structures, but these when so made must
be approved by the chief engineer. The division engineer
makes monthly returns to the chief engineer of all work done
and materials supplied on his division. He should go over his
division at least once each month, and oftener, if possible. He
will furnish each resident engineer under him with map and profile of his residency, with plans for all structures, and bills of
materials, and with copies of the specifications for work to be done
on the residency.
The resident engineer, with his party, makes all surveys and
measurements required in staking out earthwork and structures
for construction, and is in immediate charge of the work on his
residency. He acts as inspector except as special inspectors
are employed, and these should be subject to his direction. The
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resident engineer makes monthly returns to the division engineer of all work done and materials furnished on his residency.
The Work of the Residency. The resident engineer being
furnished with notes of alignment, records of bench marks set
on location, and a profile of his residency, first retraces the line
with great care and reestablishes all transit points, particularly
points of curve and tangency; if errors are found he makes note
of them, sometimes introducing long or short stations to make
the notes agree with the line as actually laid out. All transit
points should be carefully referenced with stakes set where they
will not be disturbed by construction work. They may be established by intersecting transit lines, and if they come where deep
cuts are to be made, care must be taken to so locate the reference
points defining the lines that when the cut is made it will still be
possible to see the point to be replaced from the reference points.
He then runs check levels over the line, checking both the
profile and the bench marks, and setting additional bench marks
about boo feet apart. These should be set where they will not
be disturbed by the work of construction, and about on a level with
the grade line near them, rather than in hollows or on tops of hills
This is to facilitate leveling as the work approaches completion.
If discrepancies are found in the location notes, the resident
must check his own work to be sure the error is not his. Copies
of the corrected line and level notes should be furnished at once
to the division engineer, who will in turn furnish them to the chief
engineer.
The next step is to mark the boundaries of the right of way
for clearing, making notes of the amount of clearing and grubbing
in accordance with the provisions of the specifications.
While the clearing is going on, those portions of the line that
are clear may be cross-sectioned for construction. During this
period unless a special party is assigned to this work, surveys
for drainage areas for the several openings and for maps
and descriptions of right of way areas may also be made,
and permanent corners may be placed at the intersections of
railroad and other land lines. Sounding and test pits may be
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made at the sites of important structures, and special surveys
at important bridge or viaduct sites. These surveys should be
such as to furnish accurate contour maps of the sites, information
as to high and low water, character of bottom, and depth to rock
or other good foundation material at all points where it may
possibly be wanted for purposes of design. Notes of all surveys
should be full and explicit, with sufficient explanatory matter to
enable a successor to fully inform himself as to what has been
done and to take up the work where the original resident may
for any cause have to leave it. The notes should all be in books
and not on scraps of paper, and should be fully illustrated with
well-drawn sketches. There is no other form of notes so entirely
satisfactory as well-made sketches. Many other special surveys,
such as those for station sites and sidings, water supply stations,
road and stream changes, etc., may be required from time to time,
and as the work advances the various structures must be staked out.
The resident engineer should familiarize himself with the
possibilities of the country adjacent to his residency, particularly
as to the location and character of building stone and timber suitable for structures or ties. He may also investigate water supply
possibilities as time permits, remembering that pure, soft water,
as free as possible from scale-producing minerals, is the first desideratum, and that a gravity supply at a reasonable cost is usually
cheaper than a pumped supply.
The resident engineer should be firm, but courteous and reasonable, in all his dealings with the people living along or near
his residency. The people will often be unreasonable, but the
resident must remember that the man who loses his temper loses
his case.
The resident engineer should go daily over all work under way
and give such directions as may be necessary. His rodman and
party should be competent to do such instrumental work as may
be required at times when the resident must be elsewhere.
The resident should see that the work is being done correctly
as to method, and that it is being kept to time. He should furnish new line stakes, and grade stakes, as often as the contractor
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doing the work requires. When the embankments and excavations have been finally brought nearly to grade, the resident will
drive stakes at the center and edge at each station so that their
tops shall be exactly at grade. The tops are then chalked. On
curves the center stake will be put at profile grade with the outer
stake higher and the inner stake lower by equal amounts sufficient to give the required cant to the track. The contractor
must be required to finish his work to these stakes, the resident
noting that the bank slopes are not hollow nor the cut slopes
bulging, and that the road-bed is not sagged or raised between
stations.
As soon as possible after cross-sectioning, the resident engineer
and his party will compute the volumes to be moved, and at the
close of each month will estimate the portion of work done,
and furnish such estimate on proper blanks to the division
engineer. For earthwork, the estimates are made by center
levels over all work in progress, noting that these do not misrepresent the amount of work done. For masonry, that actually
done is measured. Sometimes an allowance for materials delivered, but not yet used, is made. This is not the best practice, and
should be done only on the order of the division engineer, unless
the specifications expressly provide for it. Specifications usually
call for timber in place in the structures, and it should be estimated
only when so placed. The same thing applies to iron in structures.
A progress profile should be kept up, and a copy on vellum or
thin profile paper furnished each month to the division engineer.
Such profiles are made on the original profile by drawing the
profile of the work as it appears at the time of making the monthly
estimate, and tinting the space between the last and new profile
with water color. A general scheme of colors — one for each
month — should prevail on the entire line.
The resident engineer may be required to keep a record of the
force employed by the contractor; whether he is so required or
not, he should do so for his own benefit. A careful account from
the foremen's time books checked by the engineer's observation
should be taken each day; whether or not the engineering
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department requires it, such an account will be valuable to the
resident in connection with the monthly estimates, and as
determining the actual cost of the work, which may be an item
of knowledge of great value to him at another time.
He should keep a diary of all that he, his party and the contractor, do from day to day. He should carefully study the
methods used in doing the work, trying, if possible, to determine
the reason for adopting the particular method chosen. He will
not offend if he is able to suggest better methods, making sure
first that they are better.
When the grading, masonry, and timber work are completed,
the resident engineer will set track centers for the track laying.
These should be very stout hubs about 18 inches long, firmly
driven at each station, a tack marking the exact center line. On
curves of 4 degrees or over the hubs should be set every 5o feet,
and on very sharp curves every 25 feet. The hubs should stand
from 4 to 6 inches above the surface. In a timbered country
the axman of the resident's party will accumulate a supply of
these hubs at odd times during the progress of the grading.
If part of the ballast is placed before the track is laid, ballast
grade stakes, with tops flush with the proposed ballast surface,
must be set after the subgrade surface is completed.
If the ballasting is done after the track is laid, the common
practice, a profile of the top of the rail may be made to a large
vertical scale, and stakes set for the top of the rail proposed
after the required amount of ballast has been placed. Levels
taken on the rail after the work is done will check the amount
of ballast under the ties.
With the completion of the track the work of the resident engineer usually closes, and he is dismissed or moved elsewhere to
do other work. If he has shown sufficieat ability and interest
in his work and the welfare of his employers, he will probably be
retained. Ability is of two kinds: ability to do a set task, and
ability to see what needs to be done and to do it. The second is
the more valuable quality and should be cultivated, but it cannot
be acquired by a man who has none of it as a birthright.
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Staking out Earthwork. — The cross-section of a railroad embankment or excavation being approximately as shown in Figs.
91 and 92, "staking out " the work consists in finding the height
C from ground level to grade level- at each station, the heights
h, and h, from ground level to grade level at the points where the
side slopes intersect the ground and the distances d and c// from
the center to these last named points, and placing stakes properly
marked at A, B, and E. These quantities are all used directly
or indirectly in computing the area of the cross-section. The sec• tions shown are called three level sections because elevations are
found at three points. If the ground is level across, the h's and
C are the same, and the section is known as a level section; if a
cross profile of the ground is quite irregular, the section is known
as an irregular section, heights from ground to grade level, and
corresponding distances from the center being taken and recorded
at all marked changes of slope. Level and irregular sections are
shown in Figs. 93 and 94.
Both figures show embankment cross-sections; excavation sections would be the same inverted, hence one form will suffice for
illustration. If the line lies on a side hill in such way that the
ground surface intersects the grade level within the limits of the
road-bed width, the section is a side hill section of which three
forms are shown in Figs. 95, 96, and 97. In all of the figures,
91 to 97, w is the width of the finished road-bed at subgrade, that
is, below the ballast. In a cutting, this means at the level of the
top of the side ditches, thus or thus
according to the form of road-bed.
In all cases shown in the figures, stakes are set only at A, B,
and E, except that in side hill sections a grade hub and guard
stake are driven at G (in Fig. 96 at A).
In Fig. 94 no stakes are set for the heights a, b., e, I, and g, because these would be removed or covered in the grading, and
the measurements are made only for the purpose of getting the
area of the cross-section, while the stakes at B and E are put in to
mark the limits of the work. The stake at A is removed before
work begins and placed alongside B or E. The stake at A, which
,
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Fig. 92

Fig. 92

Fit- 93

Fig. 94

Fir. 95

Fig- 96

Fig. 97

3"

is the center line stake, and hence is marked on its near face with
the number of the station, is marked on its forward face with the
depth of the cut or fill c, and a letter F or C, meaning respectively
fill and cut, thus IF244
> meaning "Fill 2.4 feet." The side
stakes, called slope stakes, are marked with the height k or k,
as the case may be, on the side facing the center, and on the side
from the center with the number of the station and the letter R
or L, signifying right or left side of the center. To the figures
for h, or k the letter F or C is prefixed, as on the center stake.
At the point G in the side hill section a stake is driven till its top
is just at grade level; the top chalked with kiel or marking crayon,
and a guard stake driven alongside marked 10.0 > on
the side facing the grade plug. Instead of " 0.0 " the word
"grade " may be lettered on the stake. The station numbers
should be written on the back of the stake.
The work of staking out is usually done by from three to five
men with a level, rod, tape, and ax. The work is exceedingly
simple, though difficult to explain clearly. The only thing difficult to comprehend is the method of finding the proper position
for the slope stakes. Let the section of Fig. 91 be considered.
The elevation of the grade level at any station will be known
from the profile. The level of the ground at A will also be known
from the profile or the location level book, but is usually redetermined for a check when the work is staked out. The difference
between the ground and grade levels is the fill C, which, when
found, is recorded in the note-book and written on the stake.
The level being set up within reach of the section shown, and the
height of instrument determined from a neighboring bench mark,
a rod is held and read at A, giving the elevation of A and hence,
by computation, C. After the record is made the rodman or
instrument man, or both, estimates the distance d„ the rod is
taken out the estimated distance and read, and a value for h,
determined. With this value of h, a computation is made to see
if d, was correctly estimated; if found correct, a stake is marked
and driven, and the values h, and dr recorded in the note-book.
If found incorrect, a second estimate is made, and the operation
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repeated till the estimated distance and computed distance agree,
when the stake is marked and the record made. The distance
d, depends for its value on h„ and is found thus: Considering
Fig. 91 as before, d, = w m; if S be the slope ratio, that is,
horizontal to vertical, or S = m , then m = Sh, and dy iw+ Shy.
If the first estimate of dr should give the point E', the value of
h from the rod reading there would give a value for (4., greater
than estimated, and if the first estimate gives the point E", the
value of h from the rod reading there would give 4 smaller than
estimated, and according as the result is one way or the other
the second estimate will be made greater or less than the first.
After one side is staked the operation is repeated on the other
side. The first estimate of a distance d is often near enough to
the truth, when made by an experienced man. He makes his
estimate by knowing C, from this estimating h, and then computing d. S and w would always be known; thus, w, is usually from
14 to 20 feet for single track road-bed, and is determined for any
particular road before building. S depends on the material,
but is also usually specified for any particular road for the various classes of material to be met with in the construction. It is
usually three halves, or, as spoken, ri to 1. Most army engineers
give the slope by mentioning the vertical first, as 1 on 11, and
this ratio is that used by French engineers. In the side hill
section, Figs. 95 and 97, the point G is found by trial, moving
the rod from the center toward one side till the point is reached
where the rod reading is what it should be for the grade level.
Grade Level vs. Datum. — In doing this work it is best to carry
the height of instrument above grade rather than above the

rig. 98

assumed datum, as the rod reading more quickly gives the fill or cut.
Thus, suppose Fig. 98 to represent a short section of profile show-
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ing a grade line elevation of 462.0 at station too, and a descending
1 per cent grade. The center line is evidently in fill between
station too and about too + 6o, is in cut at station rot, at grade
at about rot + 25, in fill at 102, etc. Suppose the instrument
set up with an H.I. of 465.2, then at station too it is 3.2 above
grade, and the difference between this and the rod reading gives
the fill. The grade falls a foot to tot, hence H.I. above grade
at tor is 4.2, and the difference between this and the rod reading
is the cut. Finding cut at tor by noting that the rod reading is
less than the H.I. above grade, a trial is made between too and
rot to find the grade point; at + 6o the H.I. above grade is
3.2 + o.6 — 3.8, which being the rod reading shows grade to be at
this point, and a grade plug is driven. Other near-by cross-section
may be taken or not according to the magnitude of the work, as
explained below. At tot + 25 H.I. above grade is 4.2 + 0_25,
and a grade point is looked for, if the reading is not just 4.45 grade
is nearer or farther from tot, possibly at + 3o, where the H.I.
above grade is 4.2 + 0.3 = 4.5. At 102 H.I. above grade is 5.2, etc.,
until the capacity of the rod, or distance limit of the instrument,
is reached. If the instrument were below grade, as in staking
out a high fill, the H.I. below grade, plus the rod reading, would
be the fill. A set rule could be formulated for determining whether
the rod reading indicated cut or fill, but such rules are believed
to be unwise; the engineer should be clear in his own mind from
his own reasoning in all that he does.
Terminal Pyramid. — When the work passes from fill to cut
on a hillside so that the grade contour runs diagonally across the
road-bed, and the fill and cut road-beds are of different widths,
the cross-section notes to be taken may be made clear by an inspection of Fig. 99. The pyramid of embankment DSHF may
be known if the area B H F and the distance H ❑ are •nown, and
the pyramid of cut is known when the area El G and the length
AJ are known. Hence the notes will show
I. The station and plus of A, point where grade is first found
at the cut half road-bed out.
2. A cross-section of the fill at B, with its station and plus.
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EMBANKMENT TOES AND BORROW PITS

3. The station and plus of D, point where grade is last found
at fill half road-bed out.
4. A cross-section of the cut at E, where the work begins to be
wholly in excavation, its station and plus.
It is usual also to find the point C and set a grade plug there,
recording the station and plus.
If the work is light, or the grade contour crosses the road-bed
nearly at right angles, only the point C need be found or recorded,

the earth portion, and this is used as w in staking out the
cut. When the rock is reached, new staking is had for the
lower part of the cut. The assumption has been made above
that the rock surface is level across the line. It will do no
material harm to assume this unless there are indications that
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Fig. zoo

it is considerably at variance with the true condition. When
side borings as well as center borings are made, a probable
cross profile of rock and actual cross profile of surface may be
made, a section drawn to scale, and the positions of slope stakes
taken to scale from the drawing.
Embankment Toes and Borrow Pits. — To stake out a bank
toe when the end of an embankment joins a trestle or pile bridge,

Fie. so

the fill and cut being considered to end and begin here with zero
areas.
Compound Sections. — Occasionally borings indicate that the
first few feet in depth of a cutting is earth and the rest rock. The
rock being taken out at a steep slope, the top width would be too
great if staked out on the assumption that the cut is earth and too
narrow if on the assumption that it is rock. The compound section is staked out as follows, referring to Fig. zoo. Soundings
show the depth of C. and leveling shows C. plus C . If the rock
is to be taken out with vertical sides the width of cutting at the
top of the rock will be w, and allowing an arbitrary berme
width of 6 feet between the edge of the rock cutting and the
bottom of the earth cutting gives a base width of w i=w+ 12 for

A

a

Fig. we

,

heights are determined at the lettered points of Fig. tor and distances from center out to C and D, and from A and B to E and F,
respectively.
Borrow pits are staked on fairly level ground by marking the
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edges opposite each station and taking cross-sections at these
stations before and after the excavation to derive the volume
moved. Sections may be taken oftener than each station if
found desirable. If the borrow pits are on a side hill, or are
lateral extensions of regular cuts, the volumes moved may be
obtained by taking cross-sections before and after excavation at
such intervals as may be deemed necessary.
Staking out Culverts. — A simple box culvert is staked out by
putting two stakes centered with tacks on the center line of the
road, one on either side of the pit to be dug for the culvert foundation, two stakes centered with tacks to mark the center line of
the culvert, one a little beyond either end, and four stakes to
mark the corners of the foundation pit. The last four stakes are
not centered, but are marked with the depth of cut to the pit
bottom. If apron stones are to be put below the general level of
the foundation, the cut is not given on the stakes to the bottom
of the apron stone, but to the general level of foundation. The
engineer determines from the culvert plan and the elevation of
the ground what the depth of foundation is to be. The culvert
will always be given a slope, usually about the average of the
stream slope. A diagram will be given the builder showing length
from the center line of the road up stream and down, and he will
have general plans from which to build.
An arch culvert with battered walls, and wing walls, and an
opening, will usually have each wall staked separately, the cross
line being the projection downward of the line at the springing
of the arch, or the line under the coping. The offset from this
to the parallel line at the foot of the main wall above the footing
course will be computed from the height of the wall and the batter,
and some engineers lay this line instead of that under the coping.
With flared wing walls the better practice is to lay out the line of
the foot of the walls. When the structure is of some magnitude
and the foundation pit deep, considerable allowance must be
made in laying out the pit outside the neat footing course or foundation walls for a slope to the sides of the pit, for coffer dam thickness in wet ground or water, and for room to work on the face of
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the wall between it and the sides of the pit. Approximate depth
of foundation is determined by sounding. For simple cases, a
steel rod, or gas pipe, driven with a hammer, answers. For
important structures and difficult foundations a test pit may be
necessary, and always the soundings should cover fairly the area
of the bottom of the pit. A single sounding on center line tells
nothing; the rod may strike a boulder, the rock may have a sharp,
irregular dip. In a simple case stakes should be set at the corners
of the pit and marked with the depth of cutting, determined by
the engineer.
Simple arch culverts of small dimensions, and pipe culverts,
will be staked out just as box culverts are.
Staking out Trestle and Pile Bridges. — Trestles are staked out
by giving the center line at the beginning and end of the bridge,
and as frequently between as the length of the bridge and the
desire of the builder makes necessary, and the elevation of the
foundation level (bottom of sill) and grade level at each bent, for
the framing of the bent. If preferred by the builder, the engineer
may give the height of bent, and if on a curve, the height at the
center and the inclination of the cap. He will also give the grade
of foundation when the builder is ready to prepare it.
Pile bridges will be staked by giving the center line at both
ends, and, if possible, between, at as many points as may be required. Soundings will be taken before the piles are driven to
indicate the probable length of pile necessary. Tacks or nails
for cutting off will be set on as many piles of each bent as the builder
desires; marks on the two outside piles are usually sufficient, and
they may be set one foot or other arbitrary distance below the
cutting off level. The points are found by the use of • the level
and rod, the data being the grade shown on the profile, and
dimensions found on the plan of the structure.
Staking out Tunnels. — Setting the line for short tunnels is
not difficult; setting the line for long tunnels piercing a mountain
range may be very difficult, not in the way of theoretical problems,
but in the extreme care that must be taken to insure the meeting
of the two headings driven from opposite ends or from shafts
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sunk on the tunnel line, and the difficulty of working in the dark,
wet, and cramped passages.
If the tunnel is short, the center line, be it straight or curved,
is carried over the hill with great care and produced into the tunnel
from both sides. The nature of the hill or bluff may make it
practically impossible to carry the line directly over, when the
tunnel may be driven from one end, or a random traverse may
be run by any possible route from one side to the other, the necessary computations made to determine the proper point and
direction on the farther side. It is believed that the student
familiar with ordinary surveying methods can devise such plan
as may be necessary in any case.
A long tunnel is usually straight, though some have a curve
near one end. When this is the case the tunnel may be run
straight at first, then enlarged to the curve if not too long. The
only reason for not driving the tunnel at once on the curved line
is the greater difficulty of laying out a curve and tangent with
the precision of a single straight line. For projecting the line
across the mountain, permanent piers should be established at
intervals on the line, and centers determined on these piers by
repeated double centering with a large instrument. An adjustable centering piece may be devised, sliding in a frame by
opposing screws, permanently fixed when the final position has
been determined. If high hills lie opposite the tunnel portals,
additional stations may be placed on these for reference as indi^

IO2

cated in the sketch, Fig. 102. They make the projection of the
line across the mountain easier and more certain than a line
carried up the steep, irregular sides above the ends of the tunnel.
In any important work the station piers will be housed in. If the
distances are long, a large transit with a telescope having at least
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a 2-inch objective aperture and corresponding magnifying power,
should be used. The line must be carried many times into the
tunnel to insure precision. Stations in the tunnel may be made by
drilling holes in the roof, inserting wooden plugs, and driving
line nails in these. Line nails may be like horseshoe nails with
a round or triangular hole in the head for suspending a plumb
line. In some long tunnels, even in rock, the roof moves, due to
the great pressure of the mass above, and no permanent marks
can be made till the tunnel lining is in place. Temporary marks
may be made in the caps of the timbering in tunnels through
earth or soft material. A plumb bob may be suspended from
the roof station point and the string, illuminated by a candle or
lamp, will serve as a flag. When the instrument is to be set at
the station, a temporary point may be set on the ground or a small
hole in the center of the telescope tube may be centered under
the station mark with a plumb bob. A system of tripods with
interchangeable transit and lamp target heads may be used to
advantage as in mining. The back and fore sight stations will be
occupied with a tripod and lamp target, the observing station by
tripod and transit. When ready to move ahead the back tripod will
be taken to the forward station, its lamp being left on the instrument tripod, while the instrument replaces the lamp on the forward tripod, which lamp is again moved forward to the new
position of the third tripod.
When the depth of the hill or mountain penetrated is not too
great, the progress of the work is increased by sinking one or
more shafts. The line of the tunnel is determined at these shafts
by suspending two plumb lines, both in line, one on each side
of the shaft. The excavation is directed at first by the line
joining the two hanging plummets and, after it has progressed
sufficiently to permit, by d transit set by trial in Line with the two
swinging bobs. If the plumb lines are very long, more than one
or two hundred feet, fine piano wire is used for the lines, and
heavy bobs varying from 5 to 25 pounds according to the depth
of the shaft. Air currents will prevent the bobs from hanging
perfectly still. The mean position of the vibrating bob must be
,
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taken. The vibrations are lessened by putting the bobs in
vessels of water or oil, or even less fluid liquids — as molasses.
Various devices have been used for exactly centering the lines at
the top of the shaft The engineer will be able to devise some
means. For great precision he must provide for lateral motion of
the wire by screws. Tunnels are usually on a grade, and the
leveling must be as carefully done as the line work, that the two
headings may come together properly in vertical as well as horizontal alignment. A long tunnel being usually a summit, should
have grades ascending from both ends to the middle, or a point
near the middle to provide for proper drainage during construction; a short tunnel, being frequently a cut through a narrow
projecting ridge, may be on a continuous grade. When very
long tunnels are on a continuous grade, air must be pumped into
both ends, and water pumped out of the higher end.*
Bridge surveys include making soundings
Bridge Surveys.
for foundations, locating these soundings on a large scale map of
the site, and the location of abutments and piers.
The soundings are made in ordinary cases with steel rods
driven with hammers; or with gas pipe sunk by blows or by a jet
of water forced through the pipe which is churned or weighted, as
may be necessary; or in important cases, by the use of heavy pipe
and light pile driver with or without the use of a water jet; or with
diamond or other drills that bring up a core of the material
penetrated.
Except in cases where the character of the foundation is evident
from the surroundings, single soundings on the center line at
proposed abutment and pier points should not be permitted to
suffice. A single sounding tells nothing; apparent rock may be
a boulder; the rock may pitch irregularly or break off where least
expected. Some costly errors have been made as the result of
insufficient sounding for foundations. For important structures

enough soundings should be taken to insure a correct knowledge
of the character of the bottom and its slope over the whole area
to be occupied by pier or abutment.
In surveys preliminary to the planning of an important bridge,
soundings should be taken at frequent intervals along three lines,
the center line and two parallel lines up and down stream respectively.
The soundings in the stream may be made from an anchored
boat, and the points located by triangulation on the shore.
It is best, whenever possible, to locate pier centers by direct
measurement with long steel tapes, supported if necessary by
intermediate boats. When this is impracticable pier centers may
be located by triangulation from shore. For long spans this
work requires great care, both in treasuring a base line and in
calculating and turning the angles.
Remembering that an error of one minute in turning an angle
means an error in position of about of an inch for each too feet
of length of the line along which the sight is taken, and that this
error is increased in the location of the point of intersection, the
necessity for close angle work is evident. An instrument reading
to 2 ❑ seconds is desirable for this work, and two triangles should
be used when possible for a checli, one lying up stream and one
down stream from the center line. There will always be two
sides and the included angle known to find and lay off a second
angle. Well-conditioned triangles should be used; the. best is
one that is approximately an equilateral triangle, and none should
be used having any angle less than about 40 degrees. In general
one angle of each triangle will be a right angle.
Classification. — Classification of earthwork is one of the
troublesome features of the work of a residency. Specifications
usually provide for three classes of work, — solid rock, loose rock,
other excavation, sometimes called common excavation, sometimes earth. Formerly a fourth class was common, namely, hard
pan or hard material. A not unusual specification for this was
"material that cannot be excavated with a strong grading plow
well handled and drawn by a team of six horses or mules, but that
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* For details of alignment, design, construction, cost, etc., see "Tunnelling,"
by Simms, "Tunnelling," by Prelini, and articles in the engineering press on the
Simplon Tunnel, 'The Detroit River Tunnel, The Pennsylvania Railroad's Hudson
River Tunnel, The New York Subway, and The Boston Subway, and the Reports
of the Boston Subway Commission, the New York Rapid Transit Commission, etc.
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does not require blasting, though blasting may be resorted to." A
moment's consideration will show the indefiniteness of this specification; there are all kinds and sizes of horses and mules; there
are all kinds of plowing, from scratching the surface to deep
furrows over the share; there are all sorts of plowmen, honest and
dishonest, capable and incapable; and there is always a difference
in judgment of two men trying to be fair, one prejudiced by his
financial interest in the contract, the other by his allegiance to
the employing company.
Some specifications have gone so far as to recognize but two
classes of earthwork, solid rock and earth, the former being "solid
ledge rock in place, requiring blasting for its removal," the latter
being "all other excavation, including ledge rock, that may be
barred out, and boulders of no matter how large dimensions."
This specification is comparatively easy of interpretation and
application, and in some localities would be fair; but it is submitted that specifications should not be copied one from another
with no reference to the geological formation along the line to be
built. Specifications should be adapted to the character of the
work likely to be met, and may indeed vary for different parts of
a long line stretching across smooth plains and rugged mountains.
It is a common practice that sometimes results satisfactorily and
sometimes leads to disputes and litigation, to classify a material
that falls strictly under common or earth excavation, but that by
reason of its peculiar character, as hard cemented gravel, costs
more to move than any ordinary earth, often more than loose
rock, as containing a percentage of loose rock or solid rock, as
the case may be. The percentage is assigned by judgment or by
determining the actual cost of the work, and using this with an
assumed profit to determine the price that should fairly be paid
and the consequent percentage of higher classification.
Contracts are frequently let before the line is finally located,
and this practice, to be condemned in the case of short branch or
other lines, is justified in the case of long lines by the financial
necessity for quick construction, and the wisdom of letting large
contracts to men or companies of strong financial standing who
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would not be interested in small contracts of short portions of the
line that might be let from time to time as the location is completed. A general contract for a long line not yet located must
contain clauses covering unexpected or unknown contingencies.
It is submitted that the general specification should provide
for the contingency of material not fairly falling within the letter
of the adopted classifications, and should leave the determination
of the price to be paid for such material to the engineer of the
company. It is to be assumed that he is both honest and fair,
and his records under such a contingency clause could be clear
and intelligible to any officer or court.
The introduction of a contingency clause for classification
should in no wise lessen the care used in formulating the specifications for the regularly adopted classifications. These should
be clear, simple, and complete.*
Haul. — The subject of haul or overhaul is one on which a
wide difference of opinion exists.f Specifications usually provide
that the contract price for excavation shall include payment for
excavating the material, hauling it, and placing it in embankment
or elsewhere as may be directed. It is usually further provided
that if the material must be hauled beyond a specified distance
— varying from Soo to 2000 feet, sometimes to two or more
miles where the haul is by train — an extra price will be paid
for material so overhauled at a rate of from cent to r cent
a cubic yard for each coo feet of haul in excess of the specified
so-called free haul.
The specification should be explicit as to the method of determining the overhaul (quantity times distance overhauled), and
the following is suggested as fair and clear: —
Overhaul shall be determined as follows for adjacent excavation
and embankment: 1. The positions of two vertical planes separated by the free haul limit of — feet will be found, between
* For specification forms see "Manual of Recommended Practice," American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
t A full discussion of the numerous practices, and a review of the literature of
the subject will be found in the Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Convention
of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, 1906.
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which planes the volume of excavation, with due allowance for
shrinkage or increase, equals the volume of embankment. 2. The
positions of two vertical planes, one through the excavation and
one through the embankment, shall be found such that the volumes of adjacent excavation and embankment between them
are equal, with due allowance for shrinkage or increase from
excavation to embankment, and including between them a volume
of excavation equal to the whole volume moved from the particular excavation to the particular embankment. 3. The positions of the vertical planes through the centers of gravity of the
portions of embankment and excavation respectively included
between the second two planes and not included between the first
two, shall be found; the excess of horizontal distance between
these two center of gravity planes over and above the free haul
distance of feet shall be reduced to stations of too feet,
and the resulting number, multiplied by the number of cubic
yards in that portion of the excavation whose center of gravity
vertical has been found, shall give the number of overhaul units on
which payment at the rate of cents per unit shall be made.
The foregoing could be simplified by reference to a figure that
might be drawn and zincographed for introduction in the specifications. While the description contains more words than are
necessary to use in explaining the method to one who wishes
to understand, a statement of procedure in 'a specification
should be so full and complete as to make possible but one interpretation by a court, and that interpretation the original intent
of the specification.
When a contract is not to be let till the location is complete, a
mass diagram should be constructed, the disposition of all material
determined, and the contract let with this full information without
any overhaul clause except one providing that there shall be no
overhaul, and that the contract price covers all hauling required.
When a general contract is let for a long line in advance of location, an overhaul clause is a necessity as a matter of economy,
since if all the chances that are to be taken are put upon the contractor, the result will be a high unit price for the work.

CHAPTER XXII

BETTERMENT SURVEYS
Object.
Betterment surveys may or may not be surveys at
all. The engineer's object in the betterment of a railroad is
—

increased capacity for and reduced cost of handling traffic. There
are other reasons for bettering the service in various ways, but
with these the engineer, as an engineer, is not concerned. The
defects — or rather possibilities of improvement — are so various
with different lines that it is not practicable to set out any hardand-fast rules of procedure. A few suggestions can be offered.
After obvious improveVelocity Profile and Power Curves.
ments have been recognized, the first thing to do is to make a
velocity profile for each division for the maximum train of each
class — slow freight and fast freight — and horse-power curves
of the several locomotives used. To do this each locomotive is
loaded by trial with the maximum train it can haul at minimum
speed on the de facia ruling grade of its division and sent over
the road at the best speed it can make with safety. Indicator
diagrams are taken from the cylinders, the draw-bar pull is measured with a dynamometer car, and the speed is graphically
recorded on a continuous sheet by the mechanism of the dynamometer car. The steam pressure, cut-off, and throttle are watched
and regulated by trial to give the best possible results. The
velocity heads are computed for as many points as desired, plotted
on the profile, and their tops connected for the velocity profile.
The tractive effort of the locomotive is plotted on a diagram of
axes speed and tractive effort.
The locomotive horse-power diaLocomotive Distribution.
grams will be studied to determine whether the locomotives are
distributed on the several divisions to the best advantage. Two
or more locomotives of equal weight will be found to vary in the
—
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speed at which their maximum power is developed. If two divisions of the same ruling grade have, respectively, short undulating grades and long and continuous grades against the heavy
traffic, the locomotive developing its maximum effort only at low
speed is suited to the division of continuous grade, while that one
developing its maximum power at high speed is best suited to
the division of undulating grade.
Economical Speed. — Before undertaking expensive grading
or relocation for grade reduction, the best that can be done with
what is should be discovered and adopted. Besides the redistribution of locomotives, the most economical speed for each class
should be determined. It has been shown that there is no such
thing in general as the most economic speed. There is a most
economic speed for each type of locomotive in each direction on
each division of any railroad. This most economic speed is the
fastest average speed that the given locomotive can safely make
over the entire division hauling the greatest load it can move at
the lowest practicable speed on the steepest de facto grade of the
di vision.
For slow-moving freight the proper load for a locomotive is
the greatest it can haul at the minimum practicable speed on the
steepest de facto grade. For fast freight trains the proper toad
is the greatest load that can be hauled on the steepest de facto
grade at a speed that will permit the making of the necessary schedule over the line if the highest speed possible and safe
is made on the remainder of the division. The foregoing statements are true, subject to the limitation of a practicable train
length.
Changing Division Point. — On long lines a change of division
point may be wise. Thus the characteristics of a division on
which a given locomotive can haul fifty cars may extend several
mites into the next division through the remainder of which the
same locomotive can haul but thirty or forty cars. If this portion
of the second division can be included in the first, a good many
train miles may be saved. Whether this will be profitable depends on the cost of moving the division point — almost always
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a considerable item — and whether water and other supplies are
as cheaply and conveniently obtained at the desired new location.
It is not necessary that the crew division shall correspond with
the locomotive division, but it is convenient to have this correspondence.
Velocity Profile Indications. — The velocity profile will show
the location and rate of the real ruling grades and the places where
the greatest reduction in real ruling grade can be made for the
least expenditure. What reductions are profitable will be determined by offsetting the reduction in operating expenses due to
fewer and heavier trains against the interest on the estimated
cost of the necessary improvements to secure the reduced grades
and greater train load.
The velocity profile may show that a stopping point in a grade
hollow, or several such stations, actually limits the load that can
be hauled, rather than the supposed ruling grade. Not infrequently an inconsiderable movement of the station points for
freight trains, or a grading up of the freight yard to form small
summits, may increase the train load over the whole division
by converting a limiting grade out of a stopping-point into a momentum or velocity grade that may be safely operated as a lower
grade than the profile shows or than has been before possible.
The great value of the elimination of grade crossings that occur
in sags will appear.
A pusher engine may be in service on an undulating grade and
necessary only on the steeper portions. If two or three points
can be lowered a little the train might be handled by a single
engine, or might be so handled if reduced by one or two cars,
still saving a considerable number of engine miles. On the
other hand one or two limiting summits may appear, the operation of which by pusher engines would materially increase the
train load over the division. The possibilities of the next lower
ruling grade will then be investigated and the cost of operating
the pushers will be set against the saving in trains due to the
greater train load.
A continuation of a second track for a short distance may avoid
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the occasional stopping of a heavy train on an adverse grade for
the passing of a light train down the hill. The location of the
second track may even be on a slightly different alignment, giving
better grades.
It is not always necessary to indicate the
Simple Method.
locomotive and use a dynamometer car in grade investigations.
The application of the principles of Part II of this book will enable
the engineer to determine pretty closely what to expect of a given
locomotive on a given profile, and simply riding over the division, watching the pressure, cut-off, and throttle, and taking
the speed from an indicator that may be attached to an axle of
the caboose, or even counting telegraph poles at critical points,
or revolutions of the drivers at these points, will frequently furnish all the information necessary to the investigation. The
more careful and complete records of the indicators and the dynamometer car are essential to the road tests of the locomotive for
the purposes of the motive power department, but are not always
essential to the study of grade revision.
Relocation.
Relocation of the line for elimination of rise
and fall, curvature and distance, and the reduction of grade,
may be advisable, and many such relocations have been made.
Other questions than the cost of operating curvature, rise and
fall, distance, etc., enter to determine the advisability of such
relocations. The demand for high speed is increasing as fast as
the railroad can create it. There is no demand on the part of
the public for any speed that is not entirely safe and economical.
The fact that a given railroad finds patronage for an excessively
high speed train is no evidence of a demand for such a train.
Nevertheless, in the recent past it has been deemed advisable by
many companies to spend large sums in the elimination of curvature that was not seriously objectionable except to fast trains.
A straight road appeals to the public as a safe road, but a crooked
road is more frequently a picturesque line. The matter of large
expenditures for the elimination of the minor details of curvature,
rise and fall, and distance, is one that must be determined as a
question of policy rather than a question of actual cost. Still,

the value of the elimination of these items should be obtained as
carefully as possible, and offset against the cost of the necessary
work.
Relocation that abandons established stopping points is not
always possible, and when not possible, the cost of operating the
existing line for such distances and with such trains as may be
necessary must be offset against the value of the proposed improved
line.
Improvement Gradual. — It is not often possible for desirable
improvements to be undertaken all at once. The work will be
done from year to year as money may be available. It is then
to be determined what shall be done first and what the order of
improvement shall be to accomplish the most at the earliest
possible day.
Railroad location has been in the past an inConclusion.
viting field for engineering effort, and yet the greater portion of
the trunk lines of the country were located and constructed before
the principles that should govern location were well understood.
For this reason, and also because in days of light traffic it was the
good practice it seemed to be to build the cheapest feasible
line, there are few lines in operation now that show no possibility
of improvement in line and grade. The study of an operating
line with a view to increasing its efficiency is a most fascinating
occupation, and one demanding a high order of intelligence.
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APPENDIX
THE LOCATION OF THE KNOXVILLE, LA FOLLETTE AND JELLICO RAILROAD, OF
THE LOUISVILLE AND NASHVILLE SYSTEM.*
BY W.

D.

TAYLOR, M.

Am. Soc. C. E.

With Discussion by Messrs. Emile Low, William P. Watson,
E. J. Beard, Walter Watson, William G. Raymond,
F. Lavis, W. H. Coverdale, and W. D. Taylor.

THERE are experienced field engineers to whom the perusal of this
paper will be a loss of time. Many engineering papers deal with
the special characteristics of special structures, to the exclusion of
broader questions. The experienced engineer spends most of his
time in thinking out the details of such structures, and, when he
writes an account of his work, assumes that his readers will grasp at
once the broader questions involved, and will be interested only in
the special designs which have taxed his own ingenuity most. This
would be all very well if his writing fell only under the eyes of experienced readers; but, probably, ten inexperienced readers, ten students, perhaps in search of information, will read his article carefully
where one busy and experienced engineer gives it hasty perusal. For
the inexperienced reader, the broad questions affecting the whole
proposition are oftentimes of more value than a minute description of
the details of special structures. For him a discussion of the eco-

* From Transactions American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. LII. Discussions
by Mr. Harvey Linton and Mr. W. D. Forsythe, and portions of other discussions
have been omitted in this reproduction, and paging references have been changed
to fit the paging of this book.
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nornic questions which determined that the whole project of construction was advisable may be of more importance than the most intricate
and learned calculation upon the strength or efficiency of special
structural parts; or, to be still more specific, the reasons for building
a road in one valley rather than in another offering a shorter route
may be more instructive to the majority of readers than any or all of
the detailed masonry plans worked out in the construction of the
road. In this paper the writer has attempted to set forth the considerations which determined each important step in the lay-out of what
he believes is the most important engineering work undertaken in
recent years in the section of country in which this road lies. The
paper does not even mention the part of the work on which the writer
spent most of his force; but, in his judgment, it includes an account
of all the best work accomplished on this undertaking, both by himself and by those working over and under him.
In March, 1902, the writer was tendered the position of engineer of
construction of the Knoxville, La Follette and Jellico Railroad, with
the assurance that the line was to be constructed " through difficult
country."
The Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company has a line from
Cincinnati to Jellico and from Louisville to Jellico (Fig. 103). At
this time, the company had just acquired control of the Atlanta,
Knoxville and Northern Railroad. For some years previous, it had
operated the Georgia Railroad under a joint lease with another company. For a long while, it had had a large, if not a controlling, interest
in the Atlanta and West Point Railroad and in the Western Railway of
Alabama. Thus the system was in entire or partial control of some goo
miles of road to the south of Knoxville, with which it had direct connection only at Montgomery, and connection through a controlled
road at Atlanta. From Fig. 103 it will be seen that, in order to have
these properties closely united to the body of the system, as well as
to operate through trains from Cincinnati and Louisville through
Knoxville to Atlanta, the construction of the gap from Jellico to
Knoxville was necessary.
The order for the survey and construction of the line was not accompanied by any of the usual tentative conditions. A fair traffic
could be safely counted on for the new line, from the day of its completion, without considering the large local traffic which could probably be developed along the route. Thus the chief executive of the
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road was warranted in authorizing expensive construction, if need be,
to secure good grades and alignment.
The distance from Saxton, Kentucky, to Knoxville, Tennessee (see
Fig. 104), on a straight line, is approximately sr miles; via the Louisville and Nashville to Jellico, and the Knoxville and Ohio Branch of
the Southern from Jellico to Knoxville, it is 68.3 miles. This branch
of the Southern was built years ago, when, in the location of railways, little attention was paid to future economy in operation. The
line, in places, has grades of 93 feet to the mile, uncompensated over
stiff curves, even near the tops of long ascents. Helper engines are
used freely on the line even on passenger trains. But the traffic in
south-bound bituminous coal, from Jellico, Pioneer, La Follette, Coal
Creek, Briceville and Oliver Springs, is large enough, it is said, to
make this one of the best paying lines of that system.
The entire country between Saxton and Knoxville has been covered
by the United States Geological Survey, and the maps of this Survey,.
though found to be very inaccurate as regards topography in a country
inaccessible by horse or wagon, were of untold value in choosing the
routes for the line.
Waldens Ridge and Cumberland Mountain (Fig. '04) divide the
district into two parts, unlike in geography, topography, and geology.
That portion of the country to the northwest of this ridge and mountain is part of the Cumberland plateau of the Appalachian province.
The drainage, for the most part, is to the north and northwest into
the Cumberland River. The portion of the district to the southeast
of this divide is a part of the great valley of East Tennesse, and the
general drainage is to the southwest into the Clinch and Tennessee
Rivers. To the northwest of this dividing line, the surface rocks are
Carboniferous; to the southeast they are Cambrian and Silurian. The
country to the northwest of this line is so broken and rugged that it
may be called the mountain district. Here the divides rise to elevations of from 2500 to 3600 feet, large areas being above 3000 feet.
The streams fall rapidly, from their sources, and emerge into the
valleys at elevations of from 800 to I Icio feet. These valleys are deep
and narrow, and the slopes rise brokenly. The crests of the mountains
are narrow and flat, many of them being susceptible of cultivation;
but, so far, the steep and rugged slopes have proved to be effectual
barriers to the settlement of the district, except by the scattered cabins
of mountaineers. There are homes in these mountains which have
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been occupied for generations, with no wheeled vehicle ever in use
until roads were opened by the contractors for the construction of this
railroad. The mountain ranges are cut in two by occasional streams,
and thus all possible mutes on reasonable gradients are well defined.
In the valley district, erosion has produced a series of long ridges
separated by long, parallel and narrow valleys which follow closely
the belts of rock. Their general direction is northeast and southwest,
thus crossing the direction of the line of survey, which lay somewhat
northwest and southeast. The surfaces of these small valleys are at
elevations of from Boo to Ito° feet, and the parallel ridges rise from
too to 50o feet above them. Some few of these ridges are cut in two
by streams, but most of them are continuous for many miles. Copper
Ridge, on the south side of the Clinch, which ridge is responsible for
the second large &tour to the westward in the line of road between
Coal Creek and Knoxville, was such a continuous ridge. From the
point where the road cuts through it, for 3o miles to the northeast,
there is not a gap in which the crest is not more than 35o feet above
Bull Run Valley on the north side of it. The conditions as to continuity were somewhat similar in the case of the two Black Oak
Ridges. Thus the problem of getting the best location was a more
difficult one in the less rugged country.
Clear Fork River cuts through Pine Mountain in a gorge called
"The Narrows," so rugged that no domestic animal had ever
traversed it. It lay across the straight line joining Saxton and Knoxville. The stream, Big Creek, cuts through Cumberland Mountain at
Big Creek Gap, which lies some 24 miles from Saxton and about 4 miles
west of the direct route. Further, a branch line of road had been constructed through this gap (Fig. to4), and to a connection with the
Southern Railway near Careyville. At the gap, the mining town of
La Follette, with limestone and sandstone quarries, coal and iron
mines, coke ovens, a furnace, etc., had sprung up and in three years
had grown from a village of less than 500 to a population of more than
boon. Thus these two water gaps were objective points. In fact, the
route through these points had often been explored, and at least two
careful surveys had been made on it during the twenty years or more
that the Louisville and Nashville Railroad had had under contemplation the extension of their Knoxville Division to the city for which the
division was named. As there were watercourses leading from each of
these points toward the other, the choice of the route joining them lay

simply in deciding which slope of the narrow valleys offered the best
support for the adopted gradient. But these valleys were so tortuous
and narrow that in a distance of three miles on one of them it was
necessary, even when using to-degree curves with Soo-foot minimum tangents, to bridge the watercourse ten times and use three short tunnels.
It was plain, from the conformation of the country, that there
would be long ascents and descents on whatever ruling grade was
adopted. The chief local product of the country being bituminous
coal, in great quantity and of good quality, the market for which
could only be southward since the country to the north and west was
tributary to the Pittsburg coal fields and that to the east to the Virginia coal fields, it was good economy to spend more money to secure
light grades against south-bound trains than for trains in the opposite
direction.
The writer decided on 53-foot compensated grades as the maximum,
but an economical construction required the introduction of a 6t-foot
grade on the long descent from the Cumberland-Clinch Divide to La
Follette. The road was located from Saxton to this divide on this
ruling grade, with an inconsiderable amount of adverse grade two
miles from Saxton, at a point where its introduction was comparatively
harmless.
An adverse grade has been defined as a grade pitching in the
opposite direction from the general slope of the country. Of course,
it means the introduction of just so much rise and fall which could be
avoided.
The line from La Follette to Knoxville had not been reconnoitered.
It seemed possible to get a line from the Cumberland-Clinch Divide
down to the Clinch without adverse grade; but from the Clinch to
Knoxville, across the short ridges and valleys, it seemed that the road
would have to "rise and fall with the country," and the writer expected at the outset that the condensed profile of this part of the line
would look like the teeth of a saw. From La Follette toward Knoxville, the narrow and tortuous valley of Big Creek seemed to offer the
most available route in the desired direction; but to get from the
Clinch, at the mouth of Big Creek, across to Knoxville on r-per cent
grades was out of the question, unless one made up his mind to make
long tunnels through nearly all the ridges and to make high crossings
over the narrow valleys. The difficulties and expense were so great
that this route was never contemplated seriously.
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By going down Big Creek from La Follette to the Clinch, however,
and then turning down the Clinch as far as the mouth of Bull Run,
below Clinton, and by making three crossings of the Clinch, a route
was possible, leading through Clinton, a town of z zoo people, which
gave no adverse grade from La Follette to Clinton and an adverse
grade of only 48 feet, vertical, between Clinton and Bull Run, at a
point about four miles southwest of Clinton where it was necessary to
cut across country, leaving the river, to save distance and excessive
curvature.
The absence of adverse grade was considered so advantageous on
this route that a careful survey was made over all the difficult portions
of it, and careful estimates were made of the value of its advantage
and cost as compared with the route adopted finally; but the absence
of adverse grade was its sole recommendation. There were many
serious objections to it. First, to follow Big Creek Valley below La
Follette required bad alignment, several short tunnels and expensive
construction; second, the three crossings of the river involved expensive bridging; third, the distance from La Follette to Clinton was
greater than by the route adopted finally; and, fourth, it led out and
away from the coal fields, and through a country from which the
timber had already been stripped and from which little development
could be expected.
From La Follette to Clinton the route adopted originally followed
very closely the line described previously as dividing the country into
dissimilar sections. The route could only be adopted at the sacrifice
of introducing a considerable amount of adverse grade at four different
places (Fig. tos at A, B, C, and D). There were 28 feet, vertical, at
A, 12 at B, 4o at C, and 132 at D. But the line was much cheaper
than the Big Creek-Clinton line, afforded much better alignment, and,
besides following the edge of the coal fields, passed through the town
of Coal Creek, the center of a population of some s000 people, where
coal mining had been carried on successfully for a quarter of a century.
The location from the mouth of Bull Run to Knoxville introduced
more difficult problems than any other part of the line; and the writer
believes that the combination of conditions which enabled this line
from the Clinch to Knoxville to be laid out, on the original 53-foot
grades, without one foot of adverse grade and without a tunnel or
high valley crossing, is unique and unusual in such rough country.
The profile of the Southern Railway line from Clinton to Knoxville
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(see Fig. los) is a fair representation of the necessary line that goes
plunging across these ridges. An old locating engineer, of the Cincinnati Southern, years before, made a location survey from Harriman
to Knoxville which passed through the same gap in Copper Ridge as
that used by the writer. He used 66-foot uncompensated grades, and
got a wonderful amount of rise and fall into his line between Copper
Ridge and Knoxville, about 13o feet of it being between Copper Ridge
summit and Beaver Creek.
At the crossings of the parallel valleys of Bull Run and Beaver
Creek by the Southern Railway line, the latter valley is the higher by
some 140 feet; and the writer decided to cut through Copper Ridge,
by a tunnel if necessary, at the level of the upper valley, to save all
unnecessary rise and fall. It was found on examination that the
two valleys, though one was so much higher than the other, had
practically the same rate of fall, some 3o feet in the 7 mites below the
Southern Railway crossing, so that the point P (Figs. ro4 and ro5), in
the open valley of Beaver Creek, was 140 feet above the country at the
mouth of Bull Run. At the point, P, however, where the stream
turned and ran directly toward the only available gap in Copper
Ridge, the valley began to descend much more rapidly down to the
level of the Clinch. It was just possible, on the original r-per cent
grade (see Plate I), to start the grade at the mouth of Bull Run and
make the elevation of the upper valley by the time the summit of the
ridge was reached at the gap. A cut, 68 feet deep, containing i86,000
cubic yards of clay, chert, and rock excavation, was necessary in
cutting through the ridge. Supporting ground on the side of the
ridge was found from the ridge summit to the point, P, for a level
grade, so the road reached P without any unnecessary rise and
fall. A water gap in the desired direction led through Beaver
Ridge. This gap drained a portion of the open valley (Hines's) between Beaver Ridge and Black Oak Ridge into Beaver Creek, and the
three parallel valleys thus made a succession of steppes which were
used to support the gradient from the Clinch to the summit of
Black Oak Ridge at the lowest available gap. The alignment was
excellent, and the country easy from the point, P, to the summit of
Black Oak Ridge, and from there the road descended in fairly easy
country to Knoxville.
There were, in all, five well-equipped engineer parties between
Jellico and Knoxville, and the chiefs of parties were cautioned to
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use as light grades and curves as they reasonably could at all
times.
Just here, at the risk of reiterating much that has already been
written, the writer wishes to emphasize the necessity, in making such
surveys as this:
(I) Of not using at any point any more difficult gradients nor any
stiffer curves than the country actually requires;
(2) Of completing a condensed profile of the whole line as soon as
the surveys are connected. throughout;
(3) Of compensating for curvature the prevailing long grades of
less rate than the maximum; and
(4) Of making a diligent study of the whole country, with a view of
selecting a route with a minimum of adverse grade.
Some of the locating engineers were sent back over their work
several times to see if they could not get through with lighter
grades and curves, even though the grades and degree of curve used
had been less than the maximum, and more than one of them made
very material reductions in the grades which had been used, as well
as in the degree of curve, without increasing the cost of the work
materially.
When the condensed profile was made, after the lines were tied
up, it was shown that there were only three points where it had been
necessary to use 53-foot grades against south-bound trains, viz.: the
ascent to the Cumberland-Clinch Divide, 8 miles in length; the ascent
to Black Oak Ridge No 2, 2f miles in length, and the ascent to Copper Ridge summit, 3 miles in length. Up to the time of the completion of this condensed profile, none of the higher officers of the
road had hoped to get any better ruling grades through this country
than I-per cent compensated. When the writer decided tentatively on
the I-per cent grades, the consulting engineer of the road said to him,
"If you can make it from La Follette to Knoxville on one-foot grades
you will be doing mighty well." No other road crossing these mountains anywhere in this section of country had secured anything
like such a favorable gradient as this. Lines crossing these mountains, as far south as Birmingham, where the elevation of the Appalachian province is so much less, such as the Georgia Pacific line of
the Southern Railway from Birmingham to Atlanta; and the Central
of Georgia, Birmingham to Opelika, built in the Eighties, had used
66-foot grades.
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Except the three long grades mentioned, the heaviest south-bound
grade was o.65 per cent; and the advisability of reducing these three
53-foot grades to 34-foot grades was at once suggested. What was the
reduction worth and what would it cost ?
The Cost of the Change.--It was plainly out of the question to
reduce the ascent to the Cumberland-Clinch Divide to this gradient.
It was too long, and involved construction which was too expensive.
If the road was to be operated on the lower grade, it was plain that a
helper engine must be used on this grade, and, therefore, the cost of
maintaining a helper engine would be a legitimate charge against the
change to 34-foot grades. Assuming that the traffic would be proportioned as below, and that the schedule could be arranged so that one
engine crew could do the helper service, the annual cost of this service
would be about as follows:
Interest on $14,000, cost of helper engine, at 4 per cent
Twelve months' wages of crew, at $312
32,544 engine-miles, at a cost of 17.3 cents per mile, for repairs,
fuel, water, stores and roundhousemen
Cost of 32,544 engine-miles to maintenance of way and structures,
at (22i

per cent of Sr:

)

8—

12

cents

$560
3=744
5,630
3.905

Total annual cost of helper-engine service

$13,830

In the foregoing estimate, the cost of engine repairs, fuel, etc., is
taken from the report of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company for
1902. It is assumed that the engine does half as much damage to the
track as the train, the cost per train-mile being $1.08 and the cost to
maintenance of way and structures being 221 per cent per train-mile.
We assume four round trips of 24 miles each per day, from the head of
the Narrows to the end of the siding south of the divide, half the
trains not running on Sunday.
Then, if the road's capital could be acquired at 4 per cent interest,
the cost * of establishing and maintaining the helper service would be

$345 ,97 5It was easily ascertained that by making a 7oo-foot tunnel at Black
Oak Ridge No. 2 the grade there could be reduced to 34 feet without
lengthening the line and without any more expensive construction,
except the cost of the 70o-foot tunnel; and, further, the tunnel would

save so feet, vertical, of the adverse grade.
't Capitalized Cost.—

W. G. R.
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Plate I is a map and profile of the old and new line at Copper
Ridge. By dropping the grade line about so feet at the summit and
making a 2170-foot tunnel, and by taking advantage of the sharp fall in
Beaver Creek Valley from the point, P, toward the gap, the 34-foot
grade could be used even here without lengthening the line and
without increasing the cost, except by a portion of the cost of the
construction of the tunnel. In fact, the lighter grade threw the line
off from the upper cliffs of the ridge in certain places down on to the
talus slope on smoother ground, with the result that a very much
better line, both in alignment and first cost (except for the tunnel), was
obtained. In the revision surveys here a maximum curvature of 6
degrees was substituted for to degrees. This change had the effect of
placing the tunnel of the summit of the ridge on the grade up to
Beaver Creek Valley, and there was elevation enough to spare to
permit of dropping the grade to 23 feet per mile through the tunnel,
thus compensating for wet rails by more than 0.2 per cent. Thus
the cost of the change at these two points was not in excess of the
cost of the other line by anything like the full cost of the tunnels.
The construction contracts which had been made would warrant the
belief that the tunnels could be constructed at a much lower figure,
but, inasmuch as these tunnels had to be constructed in part through
very treacherous clays, it will be supposed that they would cost $90
per linear foot. Not considering the 5o feet of adverse grade, saved at
Black Oak Ridge No. 2, the additional cost of the two tunnels would
be about as follows:
7oo-foot tunnel at /hack Oak Ridge No. z, at $90
2170-foot tunnel at Copper Ridge, at $90

Total

5258,300

Less cost of summit cut at Copper Ridge :
93,000

$18,600
cubic yards, earth excavation, at 20 cents.
49,000 cubic yards, chert excavation, at 28 cents. 13,720
30,800
44,000 cubic yards, rock excavation, at 70 cents_
Additional cost of tunnels

63,120
$195,180

The approaches to the tunnel at Black Oak Ridge No. 2 were
very nearly as costly as the original summit cut. There was another
expense which constituted a legitimate charge against the construction of the tunnels. Up to the time of the contemplated change, the
longest tunnel on the road was in he mountain district, in good
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material, and was less than goo feet long. It was certain that the
construction of these tunnels would take much longer than the remainder of the road; therefore, the interest on the money invested
in construction, including the cost of the valuable property purchased in Knoxville for terminals, from the time that the other work
could be completed until the tunnels could be completed, constituted
a proper charge against the proposed change. Taking the amount
expended in other construction, etc., as $3,500,000, with interest at
4 per cent, and supposing that the tunnels delayed the opening of the
road for traffic one year; then the total cost of changing to the lighter
grade for south-bound trains would be as follows:

Iron Range and the Duluth, Mesaba and Northern, two roads engaged
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Establishing helper-engine service on the Cumberland-Clinch
Divide
$345,975
Additional constriction cost of two tunnels
195,180
Interest on $3,500,000 for one year at 4 per cent, on account of
=40,000
delay
Total cost of change to lower grade
$681,155

The Value of the Change.— The value of such changes is difficult to
estimate with accuracy, even on an operated road on which the traffic
is known. It was reasonably certain that the road would not be in
operation many years, if operated on 53-foot grades, before as many
as ten trains per day each way would be required to do its business.
Considering the traffic the road would have, probably six of these
trains south-bound would be fully loaded. Four fully loaded trains
per day, on a 34-foot ruling grade, could just about do the work of six
fully loaded trains per day, on 53-foot grades, using engines and cars of
the same class. Since the north-bound traffic would include a large
quota of empty coal cars, and since the same engine that pulled, say,
twenty-three loaded 40-ton cars southward against the 34-foot grades
could pull forty-nine empties back against the 53-foot grades as far as
La Follette and forty-four empties back, even against the 6i-foot
grade, it was probable that eight trains per day each way on the lesser
grade would do the work of ten trains per day each way on the higher
grade. Operating expenses vary directly as the train-mileage, and the
cost per train-mile on the Louisville and Nashville for the year ending
June 3oth, 1902, is given in " Statistics of Railways" by the Interstate Commerce Commission as St.o8. However, it is a fact that the
operation of such heavy trains as these costs more than the general
average on a large system. The cost per train-mile on the Duluth and
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almost exclusively in traffic similar to that which these omitted
trains would represent, is given, by the same authority for the same
year, as $1.94 and $2.6r, respectively. Probably it would be safe to
estimate the train-miles saved at $1.50, but the more conservative
figure will be taken. Suppose that half these trains run on Sunday.
Then the annual saving from Saxton to Knoxville would be
$r.o8 x 4 x 79 x 339 — $.116,000, nearly, and the value of
this annual saving in operation, with interest at 4 per
$2,900,000*
cent, would be
.681,155
The cost of the change, as above
$2,218,845
The amount gained by the change

However, since helper-engine service could be established and
maintained also at Black Oak and Copper Ridges, at a probable cost
of $227,000 at each place, the engine mileage at either point not being
more than half of that at the Cumberland-Clinch Divide, the utmost
amount it would have been economical to spend on the change at
these two points was about $454,000. Thus it was more economical to
build the tunnels by the amount of $454,000 less $195,180 1- $140,000,
or $r18,820. As soon as the President of the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad understood the matter fully he authorized the change, without hesitation.
When the order was made to reduce the south-bound grades to 34
feet, there were some long minor grades on which the curvature had
not been compensated, so that the total resistance was above that of
the new ruling grade. As the construction had barely begun on most
of the line, the corrections were inexpensive; but, if the road had
already 'been in operation, the failure to compensate the prevailing
minor grades would probably have resulted in the adoption of a higher
ruling grade than that which was applicable to the country. Even if
the heaviest grades had not been reduced at the time, with the probable heavy traffic in prospect, it was almost certain that sooner or
later the heaviest grades would have been reduced or operated by
helper engines, so that it is clear that the heavier minor grades should
have been compensated at the outset.
It was also now contemplated to reduce the south-bound grades
back on the operated road, between Saxton and Corbin, and also on
the Atlanta, Knoxville and Northern for some distance below Knox* Criticism of this estimate appears in the discussion of the paper.-- W. G. R.
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ville, to the same rate. Thus the plan became a part of a more comprehensive scheme.
Now, it is true that, under ordinary conditions, if the road were
laid out contemplating the use of a helper at any point, this adopted
ratio of i per cent and 0.65 per cent for the helper grade to the ordinary
is uneconomical; but, if the helper engine is to be of the same class as
the regular engine, the helper grade, ordinarily, could be as heavy as
1.4 per cent, if the grade for the regular engine was o.65 per cent.
But there were very good reasons why this 1-per cent grade against
south-bound trains was not altered:
(r) The contract for the construction of the road through the
mountain district had been let for some months, and the work was
well under way before this change to 34-foot grades was contemplated.
(2) The r.4-per cent grade would not have shortened the line at all,
and the valley into which that grade would necessarily have descended
was so narrow and rugged that there would have been little saving
over the r-per cent grade.
(3) On account of the peculiar conditions under which the road
would probably be operated, it was in no wise certain that the r-per cent
grade would be used as a helper grade. But even if it were, and the
grade revision was carried back or forward on the old road far enough
to make up a complete freight division, there would be many a train
which would not require the service of the helper on a I-per cent grade,
and yet certainly would on a r.4-per cent grade.
The writer does not pretend that these adopted grades of 55 feet
and 34 feet south-bound, and 53 feet and 6r feet north-bound, were
studied out and adjusted accurately to the needs of the future traffic.
The probable future traffic was considered, but the grades adopted
were simply the best that the country afforded at a reasonable
expenditure of from $4o,000 to S6o,000 per mile, below sub-grade,
each of them being fixed by long, continuous ascents
to alter
materially any one of which for the better could be done only at an
expenditure not warranted by the anticipated traffic.
On the supposition that the plan of reducing south-bound grades
on the old road was not carried out, the scheme of operation, as
affected by these grades, without using a helper engine, could be
outlined roughly as follows:
It was certain at the outset that a spur line would branch off at
the south end of the Narrows to the excellent, but undeveloped, coal
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fields of the Clear Fork and Laurel Fork Valleys. It was also certain
, that a spur line would branch off in the neighborhood of Clinton to
the coal fields in the vicinity of Oliver Springs. Thus, in operation,
freight trains out of Knoxville would set off empties along the route
until they were lightened sufficiently to pull up the 6r-foot grade north
of La Follette. Going south, trains would leave the head of the
Narrows with only such loads as they could pull on the 53-foot grades,
and would pick up enough loads at La Follette and other points on
the route to loa.d them fully into Knoxville.
The writer has been so impressed with the number of instances
he has met in his practice in which engineers have lost sight of the
important fourth principle, mentioned on page 341, that a special
instance, illustrating how some expensive and unnecessary rise and
fall was avoided, will be cited.
The survey for this road was commenced, under other engineers,
at La Follette, at the station of the Tennessee Northern, and proceeded northward. The idea in mind was to parallel the Tennessee
Northern through the town (Fig. 106), and to use the station, already
built, for both roads. The same parties controlled the Tennessee
Northern, all industries, and most of the land near La Follette, and
it was considered by them of very great importance to their plan of
development that, through the town, the old road should be paralleled by the new. The 61-mile, 6r-foot grade, from the CumberlandClinch divide did not " touch bottom" until just before the station
was reached. The profile shows "the hole" in which the station
would have been if the original location had been retained. It happened that it was some months after the original line from La Follette northward was run before the writer sent an engineer to La
Follette to begin the survey for the extension of the Iine toward Knoxville, and the idea that the location of the road through the town was
fixed as above had pretty well crystallized in the minds of all concerned. This engineer's instructions were to start at the summit
south of La Follette (at Station Oro, which was an objective point)
with the grade elevation of the Tennessee Northern in the summit,
and find supporting ground back through the town for a level grade,
extending it back into the gap to an intersection with the long 6r-foot
grade. The map and profile show the line that was secured. It was
about as cheap to construct as the other, gave less curvature, and
was some loo feet shorter. It placed the station about 3eo yards
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further from the center of the town than the other station would have
been, but good connection with the track leading to all the La Follette
industries could be had at the summit mentioned and at the point, F.
This point was just south of the intersection of all tracks on the Tennessee Northern leading to all the coke ovens and coal mines, and
was just north of all tracks leading to the three crushers, brick-yards
and furnace; and the only land available for yards for the new road,
in the vicinity, was at and near this summit at Station 410.
There was vigorous opposition to the new location through the
town, however, but the common-sense view of the matter prevailed in
the end, and the road was built, as it should have been, on the upper
grade line.
The comparative advantage in operation of this upper line was so
palpable that it was never attempted to calculate how much more
economical it was than the other line. To have put the station for
this important town in such a place as was contemplated, with 43 feet,
vertical, of unnecessary maximum grade immediately on each side of
it, would have been bad engineering, even if the traffic from this point
alone was to he considered; but to put a station on a through line in
such a place, at which all heavy trains would probably have to stop,
when it could be avoided at any reasonable outlay, would have been
the height of folly.
After all the contracts for the construction of the main line and
the Clear Fork Branch were let, it was found that it required very expensive construction to connect the Oliver Springs line, either at
Lee's Ford or just on the north side of the Clinch, 2 miles below
Clinton, which were regarded as the only available points. The proposed routes united near Dosset. To reach Dosset from Lee's Ford
required 3 miles of road, a bridge over the Clinch, and a tunnel
through Black Oak Ridge No. 2. To reach Dosset from the second
point required 5 miles of very heavy work and a tunnel through the
same ridge. Either plan of building the branch line, then, would
necessitate tunneling this ridge twice, once for the main line north of
Clinton and once for the branch line southwest of Clinton. Since it
was a fixed fact that the branch line would be constructed, it was suggested that it might be better to turn the main line southwest at a
point 3 miles south of Coal Creek, take it through Dosset and make
the point of junction for the branch line at Dosset. This plan would
save the construction of one tunnel, and either one bridge over
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the Clinch and the construction and operation of 3 miles of road or the
construction and operation of 5 miles of road. But it would miss the
town of Clinton. Examination showed that, when the construction of
both the main line and the branch line was considered as a whole, the
proposed change was advantageous in point of alignment, distance,
and economy. The gradients of the main line were not benefited
materially by the change, but those of the branch line were benefited
very much. To tunnel the ridge on the branch line, with the gradients adopted for it, would have required 2500 feet of tunnel, but the
gradients now decided upon for the main line required 3520 feet of
tunnel. Thus, by saving the loo-foot tunnel and the 2500-foot tunnel,
and making the ,352o-foot tunnel, there was 32o feet more of tunnel to
construct, but the cost of the expensive approaches to one of the
tunnels was saved.
The town of Clinton was already well provided with railway
facilities, and it had not the population nor any industry to give it
claim for consideration against such advantages. The last census
showed that it was decreasing in population. Therefore the line was
changed to pass through Dosset; and the further advantage was
secured that, against south-bound trains, the two principal branch
lines have the same limiting gradients as the main line. Thus the
road is laid out somewhat on the same principle as that by which a
stream departs from its direct course to meet its principal tributaries.
The road, as located finally, is 78.8 miles in length, from Saxton to
Asylum Street in Knoxville, making the length of road exceed the
straight-line distance 55 per cent instead of 34 per cent, as by the
Knoxville and Ohio Branch of the Southern between the same
points.
The roughest country encountered was from the head of the Narrows to the Cumberland-Clinch Divide, and here to-degree curves
were used. Quite expensive construction was necessary on the south
side of this divide as far as La Follette, and here a maximum of 8-degree curves was used. Rough country was also encountered in the 6
miles north of Coal Creek, and on the ascent through Copper Ridge.
The sharpest curves used at the last two points were 6 degrees; the
remainder of the road was located on light curves, so that the points
where curvature would reduce high speeds materially were bunched.
From Saxton to La Follette there are ninety-two curves; the total angle
turned being 3717 degrees, or 145 degrees of curvature per mile. From

La Follette to Knoxville there are one hundred and nineteen curves,
with a total central angle of 3692 degrees, or 69 degrees of curvature
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per mile. The minimum tangent was 30o feet, and all curves above
2 degrees were spiraled. The Holbrook spiral, with three different
rates of spiraling, was used. For curves under 5 degrees, a spiral increasing r degree in 6o feet was used (called a 6o-foot spiral). For curves
above 5 degrees and under 7 degrees, a 3o-foot spiral was used, and
for curves of from 7 to io degrees, a 24-foot spiral was used. It will
be noticed that the rate of spiraling is changed sharply in passing
from curves of about 4 degrees to those of lesser radius. The reason
for this was that curves of 4 degrees and less, with 6o-foot spirals, were
intended to be used in open country, and the curves of higher degree,
with the 30-foot spirals or less, were intended to be used only in country
where it was necessary to use curvature of such high degree as would
necessarily limit the speed of fast trains. The curves were located
originally without spirals, but the resident engineers put in the spirals
just before staking out the work, so that the road was constructed on
the spiraled alignment. It will be noticed that these spirals would all
fit in, usually with some distance to spare, on the 300-foot tangents.
The grade breaks were rounded off by vertical parabolic curves,
changing the rate of grade 0.2 foot per roo-foot station at summits, and
o.r foot per too-foot station in sags.
On the final location adopted, there were seven tunnels, in the 7g
miles of road, aggregating nearly ro,000 feet in length. One of these
tunnels in the mountain district was located partly on a to-degree
curve, so that the spiral approach curve, with its varying curvature and
rail superelevation, came within the tunnel. The rule used for increasing the tunnel section, so as to give at every point practically
the same clearance as on tangents, for an 8o-foot Pullman or dining
car, was:
"Widen the tangent section f inch per degree, both on the inside
and on the outside of the curve. In addition, widen the section on
the inside of the curve 2 ti inches per each inch of superelevation."
This particular tunnel was in hard sandstone not requiring lining.
The tangent section was rectangular from subgrade to 17 feet above
(16 x :7), with curves of 5-foot radius in the upper corners. The rule
gives a slight excess of clearance on the outside of the curve, which,
to some extent, allows for the compression and swing on the car
springs.
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At the time of writing this paper (December, 1903), practically all
the grading, except that in the Knoxville yards, is completed. Several of the tunnels are completed, but the 352o-foot tunnel at Dosset
cannot be completed, probably, before some time in the summer of
i9o4. The main line is being built with permanent structures, no
timber bridges or bridge supports being used, except four wooden
trestles which are to be filled in, eventually, with steam shovel and
train.
Of openings on the main line, there are eleven concrete and stone
masonry arches of from 12 to 26 feet span. There are thirty steel
bridges, on masonry piers and abutments, and two viaducts of 1420
feet, total length. These steel bridges consist of three through spans,
one of 15o feet and two of 200 feet, and sixty-seven plate girders of the
following kinds, writing their lengths to the nearest 5 feet: One 4ofoot through, one 45-foot through, one 8o-foot through, and one 45 foot double-track deck; and single-track deck girders of the following
lengths and number: Two i4-foot, six 3o-foot, six 4o-foot, eleven
45-foot, one 50-foot, nine 6o-foot, twenty-one 7o-foot, one 9o-foot, and
one 120-foot. In these structures there are 43,529 cubic yards of firstand second-class bridge and arch masonry. In addition, there are
37,248 cubic yards of culvert masonry.
The total cost of construction of the main line ready for operation, exclusive of rolling stock and equipment, is now estimated to be
$5,450,000, or a little in excess of $69,000 per mile. The cost of the
Oliver Springs Branch is estimated to be $300,000, and of the Clear
Fork Branch $93,000•
As will be inferred from the foregoing discussion, in the lay-out of the
road, far more weight was given to gradient and the securing to traffic
than to curvature and distance. If economy in operation is in any
wise proportional to the smoothness of the grades, it is an economically located road, considering the country. In seeking a measure of
grade smoothness for such a purpose, the smoothness of a gradient
should be taken to vary inversely as the total number of feet, vertical, ascended and descended on maximum, or at least on expensive,
grades; but, taking the smoothness to vary inversely as the total
number of feet ascended and descended, some interesting comparisons
may be shown.
From the crossing of the Clinch, at Clinton, to Knoxville, on the
Knoxville and Ohio Branch of the Southern, the total rise is 641 feet
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and the total fall 6or feet, or a total average rise and fall per mile of
59.2 feet. From the crossing of the Clinch, on this line, to Knoxville,
there are 290 feet of rise and 264 feet of fall, making a total average
rise and fall per mile of 21.5 feet. Measured as above, the smoothness
of this new line exceeds the smoothness of the old line, in the same
country, by 173 per cent.
In this respect, the smoothness of this road compares favorably
with the smoothness of some prairie roads. The average total rise
and fall per mile from Saxton to Knoxville is 26.2 feet. The average
total rise and fall per mile of one of the principal roads from Kansas
City to Chicago, for the first ioo miles out of Kansas City, across the
Missouri prairies, is 37.2 feet per mile. Thus, measuring grade
smoothness by this standard, the smoothness of this mountain road,
crossing the direction of the prevailing ridges and ranges, exceeds
the smoothness of this prairie road by 42 per cent.
EMILE Low, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).
(Mr. Low's discussion consisted of an account of the location of the Clinch Valley Division of the Norfolk and Western Railroad, and while interesting is
not reproduced in full. The closing paragraphs follow.)
Before closing, the writer would like to add a few remarks in
regard to the proper method of conducting railroad locations. It is
the practice to cut up a proposed line of railroad into sections and
allot one of these to each survey party. This is good as far as it goes,
but the trouble is that each party is generally allowed to follow its
own bent, in fact, to roam at its own sweet will, instead of filling in a
part of a harmonious whole. Bad locations also result from improper
organization, an insufficient number of members in the parties, delegating to the chiefs of parties such work as sitting up all night in a
tent plotting the day's work, when such duties ought to be performed
by draftsmen, especially provided for in suitable quarters, as well as
in daylight.
With proper methods, surveys can be kept plotted up to date,
and the locating engineer can thus have a broad view of the ground
he is covering, and also an intelligent idea of where to run additional
lines, when needed to cover doubtful points. In addition, copies of
all notes, including transit, level and topographical notes, should he
sent (or mailed) to headquarters, at frequent intervals, to be worked
up at once.
This enables the chief engineer to see what is being done in the
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field, and also keeps him in close touch with all his assistants. Thus
he can give such orders as to changes and improvements in the whole
line as will result in producing a perfect design.
WILLIAM P. WATSON, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter). — This paper
has been read with much pleasure. The author is correct in the
statement:
"The economic questions which determined that the whole project
of construction was advisable may be of more importance than the
most intricate and learned calculation upon the strength or efficiency
of special structural parts."
By the former, the economic success or failure of the enterprise as
a whole is determined, while the failure of the latter affects, generally,
only one part, and often a very small part, of the whole enterprise,
and can be remedied easily by a more skilful and complete structure.
For this reason, a skilful and scientific location of any given line of
road is very rarely appreciated. As formerly stated, the work of the
locating engineer may determine the success or failure of any given
enterprise.
Of course, the determination to construct a line between two
termini is the province of the executive branch of the road, but, even
for this purpose, who can be a better adviser than the skilled engineer?
After this has been determined, there come the minor economic questions of the selection of the route, wherein must be considered: First,
the best route for traffic and the probable volume thereof; and secondly, the various questions as to the proper gradients, distance, rise
and fall, and curvature, their degree of importance being in the order
named. The first affects the revenue of the road, and the last four
affect the yearly operating expenses, or the profits of the enterprise.
They are as legitimate and proper subjects of consideration by the
locating engineer as is the first cost of the construction; for they are
taken care of by the annual operating expenses and the latter by the
annual interest, or fixed charges; and yet what great sums are spent
on railway construction without even considering any of these questions
except, probably, gradients. The writer has known chief engineers,
who, after the ruling gradient had been decided upon (probably by
the executive department, or management, from what it wanted
and not from a scientific study of the subject), appeared to attach no
importance to the other questions, indeed, had no thought or opinion
upon them; and, when a comparison between any two lines was made,

almost invariably took the line that showed the cheaper construction,
no matter if obtained by almost any excess of distance, rise and fall,
or curvature. And yet such men are entrusted with works of great
magnitude, amounting to thousands and millions of dollars. it is only
the abounding prosperity of the nation, and not the skill of the engineer, which, when such methods are allowed, makes an enterprise a
success instead of a failure. It is therefore refreshing to see a location
in which such questions have been considered.
The writer has given the paper only a hasty examination, but notes
the following points:
Adverse Grade. — It would seem that the author has given an undue
and disproportionate weight to the subject of adverse grades, and has.
fallen into the common error of adding up all the rises and falls, no
matter how small, for any two compared lines, and giving the preference to the one having the greater aggregate total. This may be very
fallacious, as that showing the lesser may have all its rises and falls
in two or three long stretches of io,000 feet or more, and be very objectionable, while the other may have an undulating grade with numerous short rises and falls, of less than, say, 3o or 4o feet, so arranged
that traffic can be handled as cheaply as on a level grade, upon the
theory of " momentum or velocity grades" which is illustrated as
follows:
Theory of Momentum or Velocity Grades.— A constant power (the
locomotive) is applied to overcome the train resistance, then the un-
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TABLE NO.

Mile.

Elevation (or lift), in feet.

355

2.

Difference in elevation of sags
and summits, to
be added or sub-

Equivalent lift,
in feet.

tracted.

100

102.2...

Ito
215.1

o

(It is assumed that at Mile
too the train has a speed
of 3o miles per hour)

95. 8
127.8 (lift due to 6o-mile speed)
8.o (lift due to ta-mile speed)
96.8 (lift due to 52-mile speed)
12.0 (lift due to IS-mile speed)
94. 0 (lift due to at-mile speed)

+ 32*
— (95.8+ 24)
4- 24. o+ 64.8
—(64.8+20.0)
± 20.0+ 62. o
— (62. o)

127.8
8.o
96.8
12.0

94. 0

32.0

* Original potential lift, due to a speed of 3o miles per hour

Equivalent speed,

in miles
per hour.

30
6o
Is
52
IS
5 1-F
30
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dulations, or various rises and falls, are overcome by the momentum,
or stored energy, which is increased, or stored up, on the descents and
given off on the ascents, as illustrated in Fig. xo7. This is what engine
men mean by the expression " taking a run at a hill."
Fig. 107 represents the profile of an imaginary line whereon a locomotive is supposed to be able to haul a train on a level grade at 3o miles
per hour and to exert the same tension upon the draw-bars up and
down hill, the alignment being arranged so as to allow of very fast
speeds. The calculation of the different speeds is illustrated in Table
No. 2.
A train in motion at 30 miles per hour has a potential lift of 32 feet,
vertically.

near the summit might have the same effect, for, though this might
not interfere with the potential lift, it would interfere with the constant force, the locomotive, because, with freights especially, the
ability to start a given load up any grade limits the amount of that
load, and, if it were not for the elasticity in the springs of the couplers,
it is doubtful whether an engine could start a load which it could
readily pull.
This would indicate that these sags could be made So or go feet,
but the line must be located for its weakest member, which would be
a freight of 40 or 50 cars, with speeds of from 15 to 30, or 25 to 40,
miles per hour.
With speeds of from 15 to 30 miles per hour the safe sag would be

I

I

1

I

1

I

(3.02 X 3.55) — (I.? X 3.55) = 74 feet.
With speeds of from 25 to 4o miles per hour, the safe sag would be

S

neraden 1-20.0

neia Ian

[revel Elevation

Elevation X6.0

2 ix
Elevation

Level

Elevation -6&S

Elevation-ma

3
Fie. 107.
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Thus the table shows that at Mile 115.1 the speed is 30 miles per
hour, or the original starting velocity.
Is it not evident that a road constructed on such a profile can be
worked as cheaply as an equivalent level road (except for the practically unmeasurable wear and tear on track and rolling stock due to
varying speeds), and with actually no more application of power,
provided the velocities can be maintained safely?
The writer would not advise carrying this to the extent suggested
by Wellington, that is, using grades greater than the maximum, in
these sags and rises, for, although this is correct, theoretically, it
pre-supposes always an unobstructed track. While this may generally
be so, it may not always. Suppose the grades on each side of the
sag at Mile 102.2 were beyond the maximum. Is it not apparent that
any obstruction necessitating a stop there would stall the train and
impede, or tie up, the traffic for the entire division, invalidating all
its fine-spun theories and elaborate calculations? A slippery rail

(4-02 X 3.55) — (2.52 X 3.55) = 35 feet.
Therefore, a line located with an undulating grade, containing
sags not exceeding 3o feet, or on special occasions 40 feet, would be
within safe limits, provided the ruling grade were not exceeded.
The foregoing calculations are dependent on the ability to maintain fast speeds. Therefore, anything which would interfere with this
should be avoided. A sharp curve at the bottom of a sag, say at Mile
102.2 in Fig. 107, would not be permissible. Such a curve half way
down would not be as objectionable, or could be introduced at a summit without harm, if properly compensated.
Distance. The author bas hardly given due weight to the question
of distance, and the writer is not sure that the advantages attained are
sufficient to compensate for the lengthening of the line about it miles
more than that of the Southern. The operation of an increased distance of this extent will probably cost an additional so cents per
train-mile. The cost for to trains daily each way, at St.o8 per trainmile (the cost on the Louisville and Nashville System), is calculated
as follows:
5o X 365 X $t.o8 X 2 X to trains = $4042 per year added to general operating expenses for one train-mile, and, for II miles, this makes
$44,462, which, capitalized at 4 per cent per year, gives $1,111,550.
Thus it would be justifiable to expend on first construction more
than $1,000,0oo to save this distance.
Now, from an examination of Fig, 104, it looks as if this excess dis—
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tance was lost between Knoxville and La Follette, and it also appears
that a 5-per cent line could be obtained. Suppose such a line to have
been located, following, in the main, the Southern from Knoxville to
the Clinch, then, which seems to be the natural route, up the Clinch to
Big Creek and up latter to La Follette. It is generally cheaper and
better to keep the railroad line as near the natural drainage ways as
practicable. This would also have had the advantages of opening a
new and unoccupied territory. The selection of the line through La
Follette and from there to Jellico seems to have been eminently wise
and correct.
This supposed line between Knoxville and the Clinch would have
about the same rises and falls as the Southern, the extreme elevation
of any point being about the same as that of the Knoxville, La. Follette
and Jellico Railroad between the same points. But the former has
the additional rise and fall, out of and into the valleys of Beaver and
Bull Run Creeks, which amount to about 525 feet for the former
and 225 feet for the latter, or a total of about 350 feet. Now, in continuous stretches of Too feet and more, such rises and falls add to the
yearly operating expenses $5.85 per foot of rise and fall per trainmile, or, for this line, with the assumption of To trains per day, each
way, and $5.o8 per train-mile, this would be

per mile on all south-hound traffic, and the cost of putting this supposed line upon this basis should be deducted. Now, it seems highly
probable that by constructing heavy tunnels, say two, 4000 feet long,
through the summits of Copper and Chestnut Ridges, this could be
accomplished. It would look as if it would be better to have a helper
for the Bull Run Valley, the grade for which could be 5.55 per cent,
or 82 feet per mile, two engines hauling upon this what one would
haul on a o.65-per cent grade. One engine would be sufficient, as
the distance would be only 4 miles, and only south-bound trains would
have to be helped. Again, probably 5 miles of extra line would have
to be built for the Oliver Springs Branch, and would probably cost
$30,000 per mile. There would also be two larger tunnels. The
helper engine and the 5.55-per cent grade would probably bring the
question of rise and fall under the rule of momentum grades, and
eliminate the question from the comparison entirely. The mile of
distance allowed for development would be reduced probably as much
as mile. The statement would then compare about as follows:
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$5.85 X To X 2 >( 1.08 = $39.96,
which, capitalized at 4 per cent per year = $999. That is, it would
be justifiable to spend about $5000 per foot to eliminate the rises and
falls. The comparison, with the increase in yearly •operating expenses,
for the two items of distance and rise and fall, capitalized, is as follows:
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$1,230,0ao

To excess cost of present location (as before) .
For reducing the proposed r-per cent line to a 0.63per cent line for south-bound business:
Voo,000
2 tunnels (80oo feet) at $100
r helper service (the author's cost is assumed for this,
350,000
though it is thought to be high)
T50,000
$30,0o0
Branch to Oliver Springs, 3 miles, at .
$1 ,300,000
But from this is to be deducted the following:
,, $350,000
35o feet of rise and fall saved, at $10oo
mile of distance, including cost of construction 80,000
4;0,000

THE PRESENT KNOXVILLE. LA FOLLETTE AND JELL/CO RAILROAD
LOCATION.
To ro* miles distance (increased) at Sroo,000 per mile
First cost of excess ro miles, say $60,000
Total excess of present location

$1,000,000
60o,000
$1,600,000

SUPPOSED LOCATION.
To 35o feet of rise and fall at Sr000.

Total in favor of supposed location

350,000
$1,250,0oo

This is upon a 5-per cent (or 53 feet per mile) ruling gradient.
But the present location is adapted for a ruling gradient of 35 feet
* Only TO miles' increase is charged, as r mile may be lost in developing the
supposed line to a r-per cent grade.

870,000

Balance in favor of the proposed line .

$38o,aoo

If such a change could have been made, on the foregoing basis, it
should have been done, as this is bound to be a link in the main line,
and subject to severe competition. There is also the probability of
the traffic increasing, thus making the comparison continually more
favorable than that given.
Of course, the foregoing is merely a supposititious case, and might
be wholly impractical of realization in the field, but, at least, it shows
the danger of ignoring such an important economic question as is miles
of increased distance.
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TABLE No. 3.

TABLE No. 3. - ESTIMATED PROBABLE COST OF DOUBLING THE ENGINE
TONNAGE TO HANDLE THE SAME TRAFFIC, UPON I MILE OF RAILROAD,
DUE SOLELY TO AN INCREASE IN THE MAXIMUM OR RULING GRADIENT.

Subdivisions.

-

Continued.
Percentage.
Affected.

S ubdivisions.

Percentage.
Affected.

Total !
blaint inance of Equipment.
Superintend nce
Repairs and renewals of locomotives..
Repairs and renewals of passenger cars
Repairs and renewals of freight cars ..
Repairs and renewals of work cars...
Repairs and renewals of shop machinery and t ools
Stationery a iid printing

Station servi ce
Station sup plies
Car mileage balance
Loss and d a mage
Injuries to ersons
Advertising .
Outside age icies
Commission s:
Rents of buil dings and other propertY • •
Stationery a ' Id printing
Other expen: ses
Total i

0.09386

0.04154

0.03323

0.02000

Total.

10?

0.02065
0.oi600

0.00757
0.01582
0.00005

0.00261
o. 000t i
o . ocio92
0.16374

0.23175

0.00768
0.07372

go

o_o6g35

0.02318
0.05718
0.00248

05
10

o. 001 16
0_ 00572

•

0.01040
0.00036

0.00396
0.07623

0.17896
0.00700

0.09375
0.09337
0.00873
0,00429
0.00125
0.06545

0.01609
0.03070

0.02341
0.06902

.s 2 o0P.0,2c2 8,

Other expen irs
Total 3
Condo cting Transportation.
Superintend :nee
Engine and round-house men
Fuel for loc ignotives
Water suppl y for locomotives
Oil, tallow nd waste for locomotives.
Other suppl i es
Train servic e
Train suppli es and expenses
Switchmen, gagmen and watchmen
Telegraph e tpenses

Details.

0.11732
0.02581
09

Maintenan .•.e of Way and Structures.
Repairs of r )adway
Renewals of rails
Renewals of ties
Repairs to ridges and culverts
Repairs and renewals of fences, road
crossings, signs and cattle guards
Repairs and renewals of buildings and
fixtures .
Repairs an d renewals of docks and
wharves.
Repairs and renewals of telegraph
Stationery id printing
Other expen ses

Added Cost.

0.07500
0.07003

0.00611
0_00300
0.00087
0-05236
0.01287
0.01535

0.00347

0.04516
0.01250

0.00743
0.00378
0.02840

0.00048

0.00126
0.00456
0.04010
0.56020

0.23559

4•0
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Added

Details.

Cost.

Total.

General Expenses.
Salaries of general officers, insurance,
law, etc
Estimating the extra engine to cost
$12,500, and capitalizing at 4% per
annum, the interest charges would be
11300; and estimating the daily engine
run to be Ito miles, or 40,000 miles
per annum, the cost per mile i s
Total

0.02909

0.01250

0.48806

Ruling Gradient. - In the author's treatment of this point he is
slightly in error. In the first place, it is improper to assume that
trains are not fully loaded, for it is the duty of the management to
see that the power is used up to its full safe capacity, thus obtaining
the greatest economy. If the grades or traffic in one direction are
different from those of the other, as they are, almost always, this
must be made up by the size or number of trains.
Secondly, while operating expenses may vary directly as the trainmileage, they do not vary as the number of trains. This is shown in
Table No. 3.
Thirdly, it seems to the writer that $2,900,000, the result of the
author's calculation for the saving by the change in the ruling
gradient, is fully one-half too large, and that the method shown in
Table No. 3, which is practically Wellington's method, is the better.
The writer has taken the annual operating sheet of the Missouri Pacific
Railway for 19oz, which will serve as a standard, and has reduced the
various items to percentages, the gross total being unity.
The value or percentage in Table No. 3 (o.48806) is for one train
one way, but if a change is made in the maximum, or ruling, gradient,
it affects the load on the entire division, which, for convenience, may
be called zoo miles long.
Therefore, to double the engine-tonnage to haul the same traffic,
due solely to a change in the ruling gradient, on a division zoo miles
long, will cost $48.8o6 per Too train-miles per day, or $48.8o6 X 365
$17,894.20 per annum; or, as the train-mile on the Louisville and
Nashville costs $1.o8, this will be $17,894.20 X IA = $19,325.70 for
increase of z engine-mile, or zoo per cent per year per daily train one
way only.
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Now, an engine will pull 73 per cent as much on a 1-per cent grade
as upon a 0.65-per cent grade, or, to haul as much, will increase its

or more trains. It is not necessary to enter into history to verify this
statement, as all railroad engineers (and, for that matter, all operating
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mileage 1.00 — 0.73, = 0.369 per cent. But an increase of z engine0 .73
mile, or zoo per cent per year per daily train for a zoo-mile division, is
$19,325.70, and for a 79-mile division and to trains daily, one way only,
this change will be worth $19,325.70 X 0.369 X 0.79 X 10 — $ 55,511
saving in the operating expenses, which, capitalized at 4 per cent per
annum, gives a capitalized saving of $1,387,775 by changing the ruling
gradient from 1 per cent to o.65 per cent. But even this saving would
fully warrant the change, which, therefore, was a wise and proper one.
It is manifest from an examination of Table No. 3, showing the
operating expenses of the Missouri Pacific Railway, that there are
many items therein which are not affected by an increased train service, as, for instance, general expenses, superintendence, etc., etc.
Vertical Curves. — For a link in a main line, when fast speeds are
desired and expected, a gradation of o.o5 foot per station (too feet)
in sags and 0.10 foot at summits makes a better and more easy transition than those mentioned by the author. Some recommend even
a flatter curvature, but, with the present general use of springs in
couplers, 0.05 and 0.10 foot are sufficient.
Transition Spirals. — A spiral increasing z degree in 6o feet is too

short for a line of this character, as it is suitable only for a speed of
about 36 miles per hour.
The writer believes that very seldom has a line received such
thought and study regarding the main questions of location the
economic questions — and the author deserves great credit for laying
it before the Society so fully. The writer regrets that time prevents
him from going into the subject more thoroughly.
E. J. BEARD, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).— This paper is dedicated primarily to the young and inexperienced, and, therefore, it is
important to call attention to some statements and computations

wherein the author, in setting forth some of the considerations which
determined important steps, has evidently committed errors, the
pointing out of which, it is hoped, will prevent some of the dedicatees
from falling into the same mistake.
It is not true, as the author states and applies, that the "operating
expenses vary directly as the train-mileage," for only a part of the
total operating expenses is affected by the addition or deduction of one
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officials) should be thoroughly familiar with the principles underlying,
and so admirably set forth in, the work of the late A. M. Wellington,
M. Am. Soc. C. E. While the percentage cost of each item of expense
to the cost of a train-mile, as contained in Wellington's "Economic
Location," is not strictly correct at this date (due to change in conditions), his tabulations can be quickly brought up to date by the application to them of the data found in detail in the reports of the

various State Railway Commissioners, the annual reports of various
railroads, or, sufficient for all practical purposes, from the work
quoted by the author.*
Wellington states that some 5o per cent of the cost per train-mile is
affected by an increase or decrease in the number of trains. While

there is some variation, under ordinary conditions, in the cost of each
item since Wellington wrote, his figure, so per cent, is not, at this date,
very far wrong when the change (i. e., the increase or reduction in

train-miles) is considerable, but when such a small reduction in the
number of trains is accomplished, as by the author on the road in
question, it is doubtful if the change would amount to more than 35
or 40 per cent of the average cost (10.08) per train-mile on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad.
The statement that he is conservative in adopting this cost per
train-mile, and in justifying the statement by referring to the cost per
train-mile on the Duluth and Iron Range and the Duluth, Mesaba
and Northern Railroads, is hardly to be considered true after looking
into the operating conditions shown by the statistics of these roads,
coupled with a belief in the very different operating conditions of
each. From the United States Statistics of Railways, before referred
to, the percentage cost per train-mile of the four grand divisions, re-

ferred to the total cost of a train-mile, is as shown in Table No. 4.
TABLE NO. 4.

I

L. & N. b. & I. R. D., NI. & N.
Percentage. Percentage. Pertenttute.

Maintenance of way
Equipment
Transportation
General
Totals

21
22

52
5
00

* "Statistics of Railways in the United States," compiled
merce Commission.

27
27
42

35
25

3
4

6

100

1 00

by the Interstate Corn
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This table shows that the excessive cost of maintenance of way and
equipment (notably the former), compared with that of transportation, is excessive as compared with that shown for the Louisville and
Nashville. Although the writer is unfamiliar with any of the roads
named, it would seem evident that climatic and other conditions on
the Michigan roads, compared with those on the Louisville and Nashville, are the cause. There is nothing in the paper to indicate excessive maintenance expense, and, no doubt, it will at least average with
that of the system of which it is a part, which, it is ventured to say,
varies little, mile for mile, in the items of expense affected by trains
or engine, when the number of trains is equal.
There are seemingly several reasons why the average train-mile
cost on the road in question, if it had been built on a r-per cent maximum, should not be any higher than the general average of the Louisville and Nashville. One is that there are many items included in
the cost per train-mile (which is merely the unit of the grand total
of the operating expenses of a great system, and includes many items,
such as general officers, general office forces and other expenses),
which will not in any wise be affected by the addition of this small
mileage to the total of the road. In other words, it is not reasonable
to assume that, when the cost of operation per train-mile on 3coo miles
of road is $s.o8, the addition of 79 miles, over which is to pass the same
average train-tonnage per annum, will increase the annual operating
expenses by the annual train-miles on 79 miles at $1.o8 per train-mile.
What has been said indicates the wide reasoning necessary to be conservative, and to be so that something less than $1.o8 would be likely
to be in order. However, to show more fully the wrong results arrived
at by the author, that figure will be used later.
The author states that it was "in no wise certain that the 1-per cent
grade would be used as a helper grade." How, then, is he justified
in recommending the expense of reducing the other two x -per cent
grades to 0.65 per cent? The truth, no doubt, is that, whatever the
number of trains, they will (as far as it is safe for the engineer to go)
practically all arrive at the foot of the hill loaded to require a helper,
as the operating department will hold for full train loads, unless the
unbalancing of traffic should occasionally require return of power to
the other end — an exigency unsafe to figure on — and the only proper
thing to do is to figure on pushing all the trains estimated to be
required for the traffic to be handled. Again, why run the helper

engine 4 miles more than the length of the helper hill? It should
not, and is not likely to, be done, as it would give 16 or 17 miles, say
(with properly located sidings), as the length of the helper's round
trip, instead of 24 miles, and for 8 trains per day, or, with half that
number on Sundays, 46,104 engine-miles per annum. The author
also wrongly states that 4 trains on the 0.65 per cent grade will handle
the same tonnage as 6 trains on the I-per cent grade, representing a
decrease of 331 per cent in engine- or train- mileage, when the relation
between the grades in this respect is a reduction of 27 per cent. While
this is true, probably a reduction to 8 trains should be estimated on
instead of the exact ratio, 7.3.
From the foregoing data is obtained the annual saving in operating
expenses due to the reduction in the number of trains, as follows:
20 per cent of 20 trains (so each waypeo,49
rd2a.8y 7) . X 35 per cent of
$1J08 X 79 miles X 39 days per year =
- $40,492.87.
This sum, capitalized at 4 per cent, gives but $1,012,322, a sum
vastly less than that arrived at by the author.
In determining the effect the operation of the helper engine will
have on transportation, maintenance of way, and equipment expenses,
it would have been better to obtain the data from the statistics of
the Louisville and Nashville instead of taking those of the Pennsylvania Company, where conditions of operation are distinctly different,
and adaptable to but few roads in this country. In lieu of nothing
better than the "Statistics of Railways," those can be used, which, no
doubt, conform closely enough for the purpose to the conditions that
would be encountered. Obtaining therefrom the following, as the
percentage per train-mile of operating items affected for maintenance,
equipment and transportation (except wages) gives:
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-

Repairs and renewals of locomotives.
Superintendence and general expenses
Fuel
Water.
Oil and waste
Other supplies
Telegraphing and despatching
Total

7 .3 per cent
0.6
to . 8
0.63

35
o. 2
I T

21.o

per cent

It is no doubt true that the expense of these items, in the case
of a helper engine, would vary somewhat from the general average
of a road engine of the same pattern, but, in view of the severe and
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erratic service required of the helper, it would probably be more than
for a road engine.
The assumption that half of the maintenance-of-way expenses is
due to engines alone is, to say the least, a crude method, if one stops
to think of how the introduction of a helper would affect in any manner whatever most of the items making up the total of such expenses,
except as to roadway, rails and ties. Probably something like onehalf of that proportion of the rail wear due to trains is due to the
engines alone, but that ratio does not, as assumed by the author, apply
to any of the other items, and the most that can be charged to maintenance of way is something like the following:

comparison with what it would be if no helper were required. All
these delays mean expense — fuel, wages and other concomitant items
—and probably $20,000 would not be too high to estimate as the annual cost of this pusher; but this is not intended to decry the use of
pushers. From these figures, the estimated cost of change, to lower
the ruling grade, would be as follows:
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Renewals of rails
Repairs to roadway.
Ties
Switches and sidings.
Miscellaneous
Total .

t cent,
3 cents,
0.6 cent,
0.4
r
"
6. o cents,
"

or about one-half the author's estimate. The coincidence of the total
of transportation, and maintenance of way and equipment about
equalling the author's, of course, has no meaning. His erroneous
reasoning would give an error of ± 25 cents per train-mile, or about
so per cent in such a case as the Duluth, Mesaba and Northern. Summing up these items gives, as the annual cost of one helper engine with
a double crew, the following:
Interest on $14,000, cost of helper engine, at 4 per cent
Annual wages of crew......
46,104 train-miles at 27 cents
Total

$56o
3,744
12,448
$16,752

This is somewhat nearer the annual cost of a helper engine, which,
by the writer, is almost invariably estimated at $x8,000 per annum,
and, in view of the many non-estimable objections to the use of a
helper, is none too large. To draw attention to what some of these
non-estimable objections might consist of, take this 8-mile helper hill.
It will be found in practice that 8 freight trains per day each way is
about the limit of one helper's capacity on such a hill, and its use will
tend to delay trains at the foot of the grade, delay meetings at other
places, and generally interfere with the even operation of the road, in

Annual cost of a helper engine on the Cumberland-Clinch
$450,000
Divide, $18,000 capitalized at 4 per cent..
Construction cost of two tunnels
195, 180
Interest on construction for one year, having no earning
I40po0
power during the construction of tunnels
Total cost of change to lower grade.
$785, 180

There are other increased expenses, due to a reduction in ruling
grade, to add to this. One, often overlooked in estimating the saving
in operating cost accomplished by the reduction in train-miles for the
same tonnage traffic obtained by the reduction of ruling grades, is that
this reduction increases the cost of operation per train over every
grade plane the rate of which is less than the ruling grade. Stated in
another way, the value of a foot of rise and fall varies with the ruling
grade. An engine loaded for the higher ruling grade can proceed
on any less grade at a speed equal to that attainable if loaded for the
lower ruling grade, with the consumption of less fuel; or, in another
way, like engines will require and consume more time over a given
division after its ruling grades are reduced to a lower maximum than
before the change, when loaded for the respective ruling grade, resulting in increased expense for all items affected by time. The result
of disregarding this fact is that often the advantages and saving in
operating expenses estimated on by the engineers are not realized, and,
consequently, the expected decrease in cost per ton-mile is not realized,
the operating department finding it necessary to decrease the engine
rating below that indicated by the differences in ruling grades, in order
to get trains over the division within reasonable time and with economy. Take the line under discussion: It will require from zs to
2o per cent more time for a train, having an engine loaded for a 0.65per cent maximum grade, to go from Saxton to Knoxville than it
would for the same engine loaded for a z-per cent grade. This, probably, would not affect train wages, in view of the shortness of the
division, if operated as one division; and whether or not it is to be
operated that way is understood as yet to be unsettled. But, no matter
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how it is operated, time affects fuel, water, oil, etc., all of which will
be increased from 15 to zo per cent, and some other items not necessary
to enter into here to affect the reasoning. If the cost of fuel, oil and
water is, as has been assumed, 11.8 per cent, this gives an expense
here (due to this condition) of zo per cent of 11.8 per cent of $1.03
X 16 trains X 79 miles X 339 working days = $10,922.

Taylor are vital and quite full, the writer would extend them somewhat by making the first one read:
(1) Of not using at any point more difficult gradients, nor any
greater distance, nor any more curvature, nor stiffer curves than the
country actually requires.
The writer would also suggest the desirability of adding another
rule, viz.:
(5) Of occupying, at all strategic points, as fully as possible (without
otherwise injuring the location), all the available ground.
Many engineers do not fully appreciate the value of distance and
curvature saved, nor do some seem to appreciate the fact that it is
not always the line that shows the least construction cost per mile
that is the cheapest, even to construct. As an illustration of the
effect of distance and curvature the following experience is cited:
The writer recently had occasion to revise a projected location,
made previous to his engagement, through a very crooked valley
with high bluffs on each side. These bluffs placed seemingly insurmountable obstacles in the way of any location, except one which
followed the general windings of the valleys, and, even then, quite
heavy work was required. At one place, covering about r miles of
the original location, it was found, however, that by introducing two
tunnels (of about 550 and 26o feet in length) a line could be located,
with the same gradient, with lighter curves, with about 320 degrees
less curvature and about 2170 feet shorter. Although the construction
of the new line was more expensive per mile, it was actually about
$9000 cheaper than a line on the original location would have been,
besides being much less expensive to operate.
Without in any way seeming to criticise the location shown on
Plate I, for which it is presumed there were most excellent reasons, the writer would like to ask if it was on account of lack of
sustaining ground from the Bull Run side of Copper Ridge toward
Lee's Ford (territory outside of the limits of the plan on Plate I),
that the long &tour around Copper Ridge was used, rather than a
line up Beaver Creek from Open Valley, near the point P, and then
passing directly under Copper Ridge by a tunnel to the Bull Run
slope of the ridge, or whether there were other considerations entering
into the problem? Plate I would indicate that possibly such a
line, with the same rise and fall and gradient as the line located, and
from i to 2 miles shorter, but requiring an indicated tunnel about
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Sro,o22, capitalized at 4 per cent, gives
Increased cost (before obtained)
Total

$273,038
785,r80
$1,058,218

This amount wipes out entirely the saving expected by the reduction of ruling grade. While but an approximation, this is not far
from the truth, and, without a doubt, the President of the Louisville
and Nashville Railroad certainly does not yet understand.
It will not be amiss to warn the inexperienced not to take literally
all the author's remarks about smoothness of grade lines, by which he
awkwardly expresses absence of rise and fall, which, though an important matter, is minor to that of ruling grades. Its value is readily
estimated, and, to avoid a few feet more or less on minor grades, will
not warrant a very great expense. Neither should he take literally
the implication that it is easier to obtain the best across Missouri's
northwest prairies than through Tennessee's mountains. Many who
have had experience in both kinds of country will bear out the remark
that the contrary is true. Titanic work is not the embodiment of
good engineering, and the 4o per cent more rise and fall on the
Missouri road, considered with the conditions of years ago under
which it was built, together with its cost (perhaps $15,000 to $20,000
per mile, at present prices), as against $69,000 per mile for the Tennessee road, does not, by any means, indicate better engineering on the
latter. The elimination of the Jo or 1 r feet more rise and fall per
mile would not warrant, with like traffic, an additional expenditure
exceeding probably $2000 per mile giving a cost of from $17,000 to
$22,000 per mile, as against $69,000. An examination of a map of
the country crossed by the Chicago-Kansas City lines shows their
general direction to be across the drainage, and each valley is from
25o to 35o feet below the saddles of the ridges, thus approaching those
of the author's road.
WALTER WATSON, ASSOC. M. AM. Soc. C. E. (by letter). — While
the general rules to be followed in making a location given by Mr.
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23oo feet long, compared with one 217o feet long on the line as located,
might have been used, provided suitable sustaining ground could have
been obtained toward Lee's Ford.
In regard to the suggested rule (5), it may be stated that there are
often cases in difficult country where the line can be properly located,
so that it would be extremely difficult for a rival company to construct
a line through the same pass or valley, while a location, equally good
in other respects, could be made, which would leave room for a rival
to pass, and thus the situation would not be fully controlled. The
complete control of such a pass, or valley, might add very materially
to the value of the property.

of railroad location from a trade to a profession; from the "rule-ofthumb" methods of many years ago to the scientific methods of today; and this without reflecting on those great men who, early in the
history of railroad building, saw the true relation between location
and operation. Moreover, the paper emphasizes the necessity for
taking time and spending money in the design of the road, and by design is meant location, and for doing the work over, revising and rerevising, until the best that can be done by the united efforts of all
the engineering talent engaged has been accomplished.
One suggestion: The paper professes to be written for the young
men. Therefore, from the teacher's standpoint, should not the qualifying adjective "capitalized" be used before "cost" in the paragraph
On page 342.
One other suggestion: In determining the cost of pusher-engine
service, only those items of expense which may be attributed to this
particular service are used, a proceeding that seems rational; but,
when it comes to a consideration of the saving due to the reduction in
train-miles by the lower ruling grade, it is stated that "operating expenses vary directly as the train-mileage," the cost per train-mile on
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WILLIAM G. RAYMOND, M. AM. Soc. C. E. (by letter). —This paper is
of the greatest interest to all those having to do with railroad location.
There are one or two points that will perhaps bear emphasis. The first
is the great value of the topographic charts of the United States Geo-

logical Survey. Time and again have these charts been used in projecting water-supply work. Time and again have they revealed
reservoir sites and conduit routes which would have been entirely
missed by the reconnoitering engineer. And, for the use of the rail-

road locating engineer, they are even more valuable, not only saving
his time, but insuring, with the exercise of reasonable care and intelligence, the selection of the most feasible route between two termini by
compelling the following of Wellington's precept, stated anew by
Professor Taylor in his fourth emphatic suggestion, that the reconnaissance shall be of an area, not a line, and by furnishing a smallscale, bird's-eye view of the widest possible area in such a way that it

may all be taken in at a glance, all seen at once, and be all at once
before the engineer for study. The writer has used these charts for
both railroad location and water-supply work, and has found them
invaluable aids. The completion of the charting of the entire country
cannot be accomplished too soon.
A second point is that the low grade line does not always mean the
most expensive line even in first cost; that, in general, an economical
location is one which adopts the lowest possible grades for the longest
possible distances, and bunches the difficulties at a few points where
they may be overcome most economically by heavy work or by pusher
service.
A third point is the evidence furnished by this paper of the advance

the Louisville and Nashville Railroad for the year 1902 is used in the
calculation following, and the total saving is found by multiplying
the train-miles saved by this train-mile cost, $1.o8. This, being the
average cost of all trains, is, of course, as the author points out, not
the proper cost to apply to the heavy freight trains, the ones affected
by the grade changes considered, but is used for safety, the actual
cost of trains not yet running being indeterminate. The author estimates that the average train-mile cost of these heavy trains may be as
great as $1.50; but, whatever it is, will the saving in money, due to a
saving of train-miles, equal the cost per train-mile multiplied by the
train-miles saved? Manifestly, it will not, and a considerable part of
the late Mr. Wellington's great work was devoted to showing that it
will not be this quantity. Railroad bookkeeping may make it so appear, and an increased number of trains due to increased business
does not always seem to lessen the train-mile cost, as it should, theoretically, but this is due largely to increased expenses warranted by

the increased business, and is not at all due to the greater number of
trains. In recent years train-mile cost has increased greatly, but this
is not due to the running of more trains. When the business does
not change, and a reduction in train-miles, due to a reduction in grades,,
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or increased locomotive power, is secured, it is doubtful if more than
half the average train-mile cost is saved for each train-mile saved.
Just how much the saving is, no one knows. In the present case, if
$1.50 per train-mile is a fair cost for the trains affected, and half of
this can be saved with each train-mile saved, the annual saving will be
$80,343, instead of $116,000, and the amount gained by the changed
line will be $1,327,420, instead of $2,218,845. The reduction of nearly
$900,000 in the capitalized saving in no wise changes the correctness
of the final choice in this case, but it might well change it in some
other case where the difference in values might not be so great. With
an assumed train-mile cost of $1.50, it is entirely possible that each
train-mile saved may mean $1.08 saved, but the evident purpose of the
author was to use the whole train-mile cost, making only as much
allowance as would insure his being within that cost.
Whether or not the suggestion here made is wise, may be a matter
of opinion; it outlines the procedure the writer would follow.
With this change, and possibly without it, the paper seems to be
one of the most valuable that has recently appeared for the study of
the young engineer.
F. LAVIS, Assoc. M. Aar. Soc. C. E. — The speaker thinks that it
was unnecessary to offer any apology for the presentation of this
paper on account of the fact that the perusal of it might be loss of
time to some experienced engineers. An engineer who is interested in
railroad location as a science cannot fail to be interested in the development of such a low grade line through a very rough piece of country.
The speaker does not feel sure that the low grade was warranted, but
will refer to that later.
The literature on the practical aspects of railroad location is chiefly
conspicuous by its absence, and a description of this kind, of actual
work performed, is therefore valuable. It would have enhanced the
value of the paper considerably had the author been able to go
into more details of the work, even at the risk of saying something
which might have been known to someone else, and to have shown, if
possible, a map of the various preliminary lines run and their relation
to the final located line, and to have given some details of the cost of
the surveys and the time consumed in making them.
Mr. Taylor states as his fourth principle, in making such surveys
as this, the necessity of making "a diligent study of the whole
country." Evidently, he did this before the completion of the work,
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but fuller details of how much country the reconnaissances covered,
how much time was spent on them, and how the final results were
deduced from these observations, would have been invaluable, to
experienced engineers as well as to students.
It hardly seems possible that railroads to-day are located in any
other than a big, broad-minded way, with time and money enough to
do the work thoroughly, and to thrash out the country until absolute
proof is obtained that the best line has been selected.
The speaker, however, knows from a rather extended experience
that, in spite of all that should be known of the increased cost of operation of badly located roads, many miles of railroad are being located
and built now in the same old narrow-minded way, and this is the
cause of the large expenditures which are being made for relocations
and revisions. Many men, investing in railroad projects, still believe
that any money spent on engineering, and especially on location surveys, is just so much money wasted.
An instance has come under the speaker's observation recently.
On what is now part of a trunk line, and between two points, about
zoo miles apart, by the present operated line, a new line has been
located, saving more than 30 miles of distance, with ruling grades of
one-half of those on the older line, saving nearly 3000 feet of rise and
fall, and having less than half the total degrees of curvature of the
older line. This does not necessarily imply a criticism of the older
line, as the speaker does not know any of the conditions under which
it was located and built or the relative cost of the two lines, but it
illustrates what can be accomplished by a thorough study of the
country and by properly conducted surveys.
It seems strange that the author has offered no explanation of the
fact that so many changes were necessary after construction was
started. It appears that the route had been under consideration,
more or less, for the past twenty years, and surely, at least a decision
as to ruling grades and the general location of the line, if not of the
minor details, should have been reached before construction was com-

menced.
It is stated that, when it was found that 0.65-per cent grades could
be obtained on this new line, this required changes in minor grades
on the part on which construction had already started, and caused the
officials of the Louisville and Nashville to determine to make some
grade revisions on the old lines which this link connected.
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Surely this new line and the whole freight division of which it is a
part should have been studied as a whole, to determine the ruling
grades possible on the whole division, and a thoroughly comprehensive
survey should have been made before construction was started.
One of the grave errors, even to-day, in a great deal of the grade
revision, is that it is not comprehensive enough, and the work is done
in little pieces.
It does not necessarily follow that, because a comprehensive scheme
has been laid out, the work has to be undertaken all at once, but the
work done should be governed by its relation to the whole.
It is hardly possible, from the information contained in the paper,
to estimate the value of the change from the i-per cent to the o.65-per
cent grade on this short piece of line, without knowing its relation to
the operating division of which it will form a part.
In speaking of the rates of grade, the author uses indiscriminately
rates per mile and rates per cent. Rates of grade in this country, at
least among engineers, are now spoken of almost exclusively in rate,
per cent, and it would seem advisable to use this method of nomenclature exclusively, at least in an engineering paper.
In reference to the Missouri prairies: The word, prairie, generally
conveys to the average reader an idea of a comparatively level plain,
but some of the most difficult location can be found through the Missouri and Iowa prairies, especially for low grade lines. Mountain
ridges may be bucked through, but the long rolling country, with
differences between ridges and valleys often amounting to more than
200 feet, such as found through Missouri, broken up by cross-drainage,
presents some of the most difficult problems in railroad location.
The line has to go down into valleys and over ridges, and the slopes
are almost always just too steep for the grades one is trying to get.
W. H. COVER DALE, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. —The author is to
be congratulated, both upon his location of the line between Knoxville and Jellico, and upon his description of the work. The locating
engineer always delights to narrate his troubles; but, unlike the author,
he does not always succeed in making the narration attractive.
The topography of this section of country, as may be seen from a
glance at the map, is enough to strike terror into the heart of the
engineer who is looking for a railroad of easy grades and tangential
alignment between the points named.
Not only does the backbone of the Cumberland Range interpose a

rugged barrier some 500 to 600 feet higher than either terminus, but
series of subsidiary ridges, parallel to the axis of the mountain and
divided by deeply-eroded valleys, point their forbidding fingers across
the path; and precipitous torrents, at widely-varying elevations, roar
their challenge of defiance.
The author, in all probability, has secured the best location which
the country— and his company— affords. He states frankly that
the grade reduction, which left one pusher grade on the road, was an
afterthought, considered only when much construction work had been
done; hence the relation between the maximum ordinary and pusher
grades needs no criticism. All in all, the result of his work can be
but a matter of congratulation. The method by which the result was
secured is the subject matter of this discussion.
In any topic as comprehensive as that of railroad location, much of
interest must necessarily be omitted from a paper, which the author
does not intend as an exhaustive treatise; and, indeed, the author
states that he has not mentioned that part of the work upon which he
spent most of his energy. This probably means the reconnaissance
feature, as he emphasizes the importance of a diligent study of the
whole country; and if this assumption be correct, an ignorant, but interested, reader of the paper would respectfully ask that, before the
discussion be closed, the author give some idea of the amount of such
work which was necessary in the development of this line. A thorough
reconnaissance and the method of selection of the primary points on
the route is not a narrow and detailed question, but a broad determination of policy upon which must rest the vindication of the located
line. The fact that the author speaks definitely of the features of
Copper Ridge for a distance of 3o miles from the point where he
crossed it throws a little light on the scope of such work.
About seven years ago the speaker drove more than 20,000 miles,
looking for a 20 -foot-per-mile grade for the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and
Chicago Railway, between the Ohio River and the prairie country,
some zoo miles to the westward, and he recalls the narrow and prejudiced state of mind in which he was when he began the work. A
summit, lower than the one over which this line was laid, and in plain
sight of it, meant nothing to him but that the locating engineer had
been in error, while a detour of to or so miles, if it afforded the required grade, was the one route which should have been considered
seriously. Such matters as excessive cost of construction, failure to
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serve important centers of population, greatly increased mileage, etc.,
were mere bagatelles when weighed against the reduction of ton-mile
cost.
However, a little good advice from his chief engineer soon put him
in a more tolerant attitude, and he began to realize that topography
is but one of several factors, and too often an unknown one at that, in
the transportation equation.
This suggests a second point to which the speaker wishes to call
attention, namely: Men of a previous generation must not be judged
by present standards, and this is equally true of technical skill and
of morality. Who shall say that the old Portage Road across the
Alleghany Mountains was not the proper answer to the stage-coach
problem? Who shall say that Hernando Cortez and Nero were cruel
men?
The author compares his grade of 34 feet per mile with that of 66
feet per mile existing on rival roads. He also states that his total
average rise and fall per mile is only 21.5 feet, as against 59.2 feet for
the old road. He states, further, that his road is smoother than an
unnamed prairie road by 42 per cent. These facts are pertinent and
interesting, but they are disjointed, or, rather, isolated; and, in all
fairness, the inference that the first railroad through this country should
have been constructed on the location described by the author must be
avoided.
Many other facts must be added to those stated by the author
before the chain of cause and effect can be completed, as, for instance,
the cost per mile which secured the 34-foot grade, as against the cost
of the 66-foot grade, the length of the respective routes which exceeded
the straight-Iine distance by 34 and 55 per cent in favor of the old
route, and the general traffic and commercial conditions obtaining at
the respective dates of construction.
Because men built railroads on a 1-per cent maximum grade fifty
,or twenty years ago, it by no means follows that they built badly, and
their work must not be judged by the conditions under which work
is done to-day. Increased traffic, competition, reduction in ton-mile
revenue and other considerations to-day make easy gradients imperative and economic, which, a generation ago, would have been the
height of folly; and it may even be possible that this "widow's
mite" railroad, running up and down and across country, over the
hills and hollows — on which, it may be, the old rails have a hard time

to keep the fire-box off the ties may have represented as nice an
adjustment of means, methods and results as the author's modern
road.
In regard to grade revision and the method of determining the
amount which could be spent economically for tunneling, it is noted
that the author's estimates are based upon a 217o-foot tunnel at Copper
Ridge and a loo-foot tunnel at Black Oak Ridge No. 2. The actual
construction work, however, was not carried out on these lines. The
town of Clinton, with its contiguous 7oo-foot tunnel, was weighed in
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the balance against the town of Dosset and the claim of the Oliver

Springs Branch, and found wanting, and so a sweeping change of location was made and a tunnel 3520 feet long was substituted for the 700foot tunnel.
The total length of main-line tunnel, therefore, is 5690 feet instead
of 2810 feet, or practically double the length used in estimating. It is
beside the question to offset the additional cost of main-line construction against the saving on the branch line because main-line construction cost must be justified by main-line traffic results.
Furthermore, although by this plan the grades on the branch line
were reduced to the main-line ruling grade against south-bound traffic,
and although, theoretically, this is very nice, yet grades of coal branch
lines are by no means as important as main-line grades, and for several
reasons:
(r) Through main-line freight trains do not travel over such
branches, nor stop at such junction points to take on loads or set off
empties, except in rare instances.
(2) Trains running light and filling to capacity at local points are
rarely a factor in grade determination.

(3) Local trains deliver empties to mines and collect loads therefrom, and seldom work up to full engine capacity.
(4) Coal branch grades are with, rather than against, their traffic,
and a grade of 34 feet per mile, over which to shove merely empty
gondolas, is an expensive luxury.
It appears, therefore, that the author's estimate of what the 34-foot
grade would cost should have included alI main-track work as actually
built. Since it is not apparent from the paper what the increased cost
of the 5690 feet of tunnel is over that portion of the original line which
it displaces, it would not be pertinent to subject the author's estimate
tc detailed examination.
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It is pertinent, however, to call attention to the idea which pervades the argument expressed on page 344: " Operating expenses
vary directly as the train-mileage," and to be satisfied that this
premise be a sound one before accepting the conclusion.
The Transactions of this Society contains a memorial of that great
railroad economist, Albert Fink; * and even from those brief notes
may be learned the fact that his first analyses of railroad operations
were embodied in the annual reports of the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad about thirty years ago.
Mr. Fink's writings upon this subject are still classics, and it is of
interest to note that the officers of the very railroad, the records of
which contain so much that is practical and scientific, acquiesce so
readily in the empirical theory which the author states as a fact.
Revenue train-mileage is a unit of service by which may be measured the cost price of transportation. To say, however, that this cost
price varies directly as the total amount of transportation sold, is to
disregard all the primary-construction cost of the property, much of
the maintenance, and a considerable amount of the costs incidental to
train service and general expenses.
The Interstate Commerce Commission classifies railroad operating
expenses under four main headings:
1st. Maintenance of way and structures,
2d. Maintenance of equipment,
3d. Conducting transportation,
4th. General expenses.
A brief examination of these expense items will show to what extent
they vary as train-mileage:
(r) "Maintenance of way and structures expense" "fluctuates, not
with the rate of wear, but with the rate of renewal," says Mr. Eaton,
the statistician of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, in his book on "Railroad Operations." The character and amount of traffic determine in
a general way the types of track and bridge structures, but large sums
are spent annually for maintenance of such structures, and appear in
the figures which the author has used, which have nothing whatever to
do with train-mileage.
Widening banks, sodding slopes, cutting weeds, repairing fences
and track signs, many tie renewals, painting bridges and buildings,
renewing bridges and buildings destroyed by fire, flood, or lawless* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XL', p. 626.
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ness, the substitution of steel and masonry for wooden structures,
grade reductions, revisions of alignment and other betterments of
magnitude not chargeable to capital account: All these items of operating expense depend in no way upon the train-mileage.
The "maintenance of way and structures" item, for the Louisville
and Nashville Railroad, amounted, in 1902, to about 22 per cent of the
entire charge against operation; and, of this amount, only 331 per cent,
or 7 per cent of the whole, is chargeable to train-mileage. This apportionment is made on the basis of the Pennsylvania Railroad methods, and includes all renewals of rails, frogs and switches, 33} per cent
of cross-tie renewals and to per cent of repairs of roadway, track and
bridges. All repairs of buildings, docks and structures, other than
above, are taken as independent of train-mileage.
(2) "Maintenance of equipment expense" varies with enginemileage, freight and passenger car-mileage, but not with train-mileage.
It depends upon alignment and grade of line, weather, speed and
accidents; it includes cost of marine-equipment maintenance, interest
on shop investments, etc. This item, for the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad, amounted, in 1902, also to about 22 per cent of the entire
charge against operation, and cannot be said to vary directly with
train mileage. It is noted that, while repairs to locomotives, passenger and freight cars, etc., are the direct result of operation, yet a
unit of maintenance, much more exact than train-mileage, is now in
general use.
(3) "Conducting transportation" is usually subdivided into twentyfive or more accounts, including fuel, water, locomotive and miscellaneous supplies, wages of engineers, firemen and roundhousemen,
switchmen, flagmen, station supplies, advertising, telegraphing, carmileage, injuries to persons and property; etc., etc., and only one of
these accounts, namely, train service, which covers the wages of conductors, baggagemen, brakemen and flagmen, can be said to vary
directly with train-mileage. This item, for the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, amounted, in 1932, to about 52 per cent of the total
operating expenses, and of this amount only 13 per cent varies with
train-mileage.
(4) The item "general expenses," of course, does not vary with
train-mileage, so that, in all, about 14 per that of operating expenses
depends upon train-miles run, and upon this slender thread hangs all
the weight of the author's argument.
-
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W. D. TAYLOR, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter). — The writer congratulates himself that, with possibly a single exception, this paper has
met with so fair and frank a discussion.
Many of the points brought forward are suggestive, and the writer
regrets that there could not have been time and opportunity for a discussion of this nature during the lay-out of the work.
Engineers connected with railway work have been slower, perhaps,
than others of the profession in abandoning, toward their own work,
the old unscientific attitude, which maintains that "it's right because
I fixed it so." A prominent railway president, of a western road, who
is not an engineer, insisted, not a great while ago, in conversation
with the writer, that even now they were making small progress in
this direction.
Though no engineer can project a work of this magnitude, which
involves as many conflicting elements as extensive railway location in
difficult country always does, and which is laid out in the hurry that
was unavoidable in this case, and feel absolutely sure that serious
errors have not been made, yet, the writer trusts that no really essential element was overlooked in this lay-out.
Before discussing the questions raised by the writer's critics, a few
points not included in the paper will be mentioned.
A letter of instructions, as to their duties, sent to all resident
engineers on construction on this line, may be found in Engineering
News.*
Clauses in the specifications for construction which vary somewhat
from the usual forms were as follows:
"Stumps shall be grubbed for 2 feet back from the slopes of cuts,
from ditches, and from new channels for waterways.
"Clearing shall be paid for separately. Grubbing shall be paid
for in the price paid for excavation.
"The price paid for clearing is understood to apply to the heaviest
clearing to be encountered along the line. When the clearing is
lighter, it is to be rated by the engineer, so that at a point where only
half the work done on the heaviest sections is necessary it shall be
rated accordingly.
"Embankments shall not be built with wheel-barrows, grading
machines, or by casting, or by any process which does not thoroughly

pack the material. Dump-cars may be used only on very high fills
and upon the special instructions of the engineer.
"All embankments shall be kept to the full width of cross-section
at all heights while being built, with the sides at least as high as the
center of the roadbed.
"In constructing any embankment, except one built of hard rock
material, no back dumping from carts is to be allowed, but the embankment is to be built either in 6-inch layers or less, or to be so sloped
that the teams will constantly pass over all material as soon as it is
dumped."
These restrictions as to the manner of building embankments did
not seem to have a very ill effect on the construction prices, as will be
apparent from an examination of the contract prices given in Table
No. 5. The excavation was all paid for as measured in excavation,
with a free average haul of 500 feet. The overhaul clause reads as
follows:
"Average haul shall be computed for each cut separately, and
short haul from one cut shall not offset long haul from another cut.
The average haul from any cut shall be the distance between the center of gravity of that cut and the center of gravity of the fill which
the material from that cut makes,"
The two branches and the work on the main line north of La Follette
were let to one firm of responsible contractors; the work from La
Follette to Beaver Creek to another; and the work from Beaver Creek
to Knoxville, and including the Knoxville yards, was let to another.
The price of ordinary labor, most of which was done by negroes, varied
from $1.00 to $1.35 per day.
The prices paid in the contracts varied between the limits given
in Table No. 5.
Timber and stone were fairly well distributed on all the lines north
of La Follette. Suitable timber was, for the most part, white oak,
which was too small for trestle stringers. South of La Follette all
timber, except that of a very temporary nature, had to be imported,
and stone for masonry was not very well distributed. For example,
the stone for the masonry of the Clinch River Bridge had to be
brought in barges from near Clinton. No transportation for either
freight or passengers was allowed on the Louisville and Nashville.
Portland cement of the better brands was worth $2.85 per barrel in
Knoxville.
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TABLE No. 5.- CONSTRUCTION PRICES ON TUE KNOXVILLE, LA FOLLETTE AND
J ELLICO RAILROAD.
Clearing, per acre
$18 oo $20.00
Earth excavation, per cubic yard
o. 17
0. 19
Loose rock excavation, per cubic yard
0 .35
0 .37
Solid rock excavation, per cubic yard
o. 67
0.70
0.28
Chert excavation, per cubic yard
0,28
Water excavation, per cubic yard..
0.75
I.5o
Tunnel excavation, per cubic yard .
2.50
3.00
Iron, in trestles and foundations, per pound
0.04
0.04
First-class, stone, bridge masonry, per cubic yard
8 no ro.so
First-class, stone, arch masonry, per cubic yard
ro.00
Stone, culvert masonry in natural cement
4.5 0
5.50
Stone, culvert masonry, laid dry, per cubic yard
3 • as
4. 5o
1.50
Rip-rap, per cubic yard.
1.00
I.5o
2.00
Stone paving (in culverts), per cubic yard
Concrete in foundations, Louisville cement, per cubic yard
6.5o
4.25
Concrete in piers and culverts, Portland cement, per cubic yard .
6.75
7.5o
6.75
7.50
Concrete in arches and walls, Portland cement, per cubic yard
15.00 17.00
Temporary trestles, per i000 feet, B. M., including iron
6.00
Concrete packing in tunnels, natural cement, per cubic yard
I.5o
2.25
Dry packing in tunnels, per cubic yard
0.40
0.50
Piles in foundations, per linear foot
24.00 27.50
Timber in foundations, per loco feet, B. M
Piles in pile bridges, left in work, per linear foot
0 .40
0 .40
28. oo
28.00
Pile trestles exclusive of piles and stringers, per i000 feet, B. M
28.00 28.00
Framed trestles, per 1000 feet, B. M
27.5o
28.00
Timber in tunnels, left in the work, per moo feet, B. M
Hauling drain pipe, cement, or other construction material especially aranged for, per mile per ton
0 .44
0 .35
❑ .or
❑ .015
Overhaul, per cubic yard
Necessary haul on masonry stone, per cubic yard per mile, after
0.75
first mile
0.75

There have appeared in the discussion so many inferences which
were contrary to fact, even though they were seemingly warranted by
some of the writer's awkward expressions, to one of which Mr. Beard
calls attention, that it would seem to be well for anyone who wishes
to make a special study of this location, and whose impresisons as to
the facts are not cleared by the closure, to inspect the topographic
sheets of the Geological Survey covering the are:, traversed by the
road and its branches. They are the Williamsburg, Briceville, Loudon, Knoxville, Cumberland Gap and Maynardsville Sheets. In
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order to give a more adequate idea of the character of the country and
of the work, a few photographs, Plates II, III and IV, have been
inserted.
The discussion by Mr. Low in regard to the Clinch River Division
of the Norfolk and Western is particularly interesting to the writer.
This discussion, taken in connection with his discussion of the paper
"Heavy Railway Construction in Wyoming,"* seems to warrant the
assertion that it is not possible to escape expensive work in this territory, even when using go-foot grades in both directions, temporary
structures, and when running generally with the drainage. No doubt
the topography at and near the headwaters of the Clinch is somewhat
rougher than along the Knoxville, La Follette and Jellico, but the
latter country is of the same general character as the former, and the
Knoxville, La Follette and Jellico was built with permanent structures, with very much lighter gradients, and generally across drainage.
The line of the Knoxville, La Follette and Jellico lies very low,
relatively to the adjacent country. A gravity-supply water station,
ample throughout the year, was easily available right on the summit
of the Clinch-Cumberland Divide, the highest point on the line.
The writer does not know what the cost per mile of the Knoxville
and Ohio Branch of the Southern would be, in existing condition,
and, judging from his experience in railway appraisals, is quite sure
that no one else does. But the line has the same number of tunnels
as the Knoxville, La Follette and Jellico, two of which are quite long,
and has a quantity of quite heavy construction. The line probably
could not be reproduced with properties new and with permanent
structures at a less cost per mile than $40,000, exclusive of terminals
and equipment.
It is no doubt due to another of his awkward expressions that the
writer's critics have gotten a somewhat exaggerated idea of the expensiveness of the line_ The cost data for the main line, given on page
352, includes the cost of expensive terminal lands, yards and station
buildings within the City of Knoxville. The detailed figures are not
at hand, but probably between 20 and 25 per cent of the total amount
will be expended within the limits of that city.
Further, by far the costliest part of this line, barring the construction of the tunnels, which have received so much attention, was at
the head of the Narrows and along Hickory Creek, just south of the
* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. XLVI, p. 57.
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Narrows, where there was only one route possible, and where there
was no question whatever concerning gradients.
The writer would gladly accept Mr. Walter Watson's suggested
change and interesting addition to the rules outlined for location
work, also Professor Raymond's suggested change in verbiage.
The writer is quite sure Air. Coverdale did not catch the import of
all the reasons given for the change of the location from the route
via Clinton to the route via Dosset. The main line, itself, was shortened nearly mile by that change, and the alignment very much improved, in addition to the other advantages explained.
Not one cent was expended to secure 34-foot grades on the branch
lines over which to shove empty gondolas.
There is no doubt, as some of the writer's critics have suggested,
that parts of the road were put under construction too soon, before
a definite detailed policy of development had been decided upon.
There were such urgent reasons for haste in some of these matters that
grading forces were put on parts of the line before all the surveys
were connected, the reasons for which can be easily divined by the
initiated.
Since the writer has seen so much adverse grade used, which could
have been excluded at no expense at all, but by the exercise of a
reasonable amount of care, he confesses to personal antipathy to such
grades. Although all that Mr. Watson says, in regard to using undulating grades with sags dropping from 3o to 40 feet below a generally
level gradient, is true enough, the writer suggests that the evil effects
of an adverse grade can hardly be over-estimated in the lay-out of a
road for slow and heavy traffic on long ascents where the grade rate
is the maximum or approaching the maximum; that is, where the
gradient exceeds, for the slowest and heaviest trains, Class A, of
Wellington's clasgification. The evil effect of such an adverse grade
consists, for the most part, in that, wherever it is possible, the total
elevation could be surmounted with a uniform gradient of less rate.
The grade profile shows that in comparatively level country,
where the vertical elevations surmounted were not so great but that
momentum could be used effectively in surmounting hills, adverse
grades were permitted in order to reduce the cost of the work. But
on long ascents on the steeper gradients momentum grades have no
place, and, in such cases, adverse grades were excluded.
One of the writer's critics contends that, as the natural drainage
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—Masonry at Hickory Creek Crossing No. 3; and North Portal of Tunnel No.
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Fig. I.—Masonry, and Rock Excavation, Hickory Creek Crossing No. 7.

Fig.
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Looking South.

masonry, and Rock Excavation, Hickory Creek Crossing No. 7. Looking North.
[This line goes through the edge of the prt:cipice)
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route from La Follette to Knoxville led down Big Creek and the
Clinch to Clinton, that route should hare been followed. One of
the usual consequences of leaving a natural drainage route in railway
location is adverse grade, and the amount necessitated on the original
line between La Follette and Clinton was cited by the writer to show
the extent of the penalty paid, which amount, though large enough at
one point to be both objectionable and expensive, seemed to be warranted by the advantages secured. Besides, . . . the line followed a
natural drainage route for the first few miles south of La Follette,
while the stream, Big Creek, followed a route which in one sense might
be called artificial. To the writer, the reasons given for the selection of
the route between La Follette and Clinton, on the original location
through Clinton, seem conclusive enough. The location that Mr.
Low describes also left the natural drainage route. And the penalty
paid in this case was, not only adverse grade, but the introduction of
a grade of 90 feet to the mile, and it was the only one on Pao miles of
road exceeding 58 feet to the mile, opposing the direction of probable
heavier traffic. This is certainly very objectionable, but without
opportunity to make a careful investigation, the writer would be
slow to say that the location made was ill advised, for conditions, and
not merely theories, are to be dealt with in railway location everywhere, and especially in country of the Clinch River variety. If the
river line was taken, the locating engineer on Mr. Low's road was
probably confined, on Clinch River between Sword's Creek and
Cleveland, as the writer was on Big Creek below La Follette, to a
choice between a crooked and expensive line, unduly lengthened from
following the windings of a tortuous mountain stream, and a more
direct line, constructed for the most part in tunnels and on bridges.
The primary object in the location of this line was, not to reach
Knoxville, though that was of great importance, but to effect through
connection with the Atlanta, Knoxville and Northern to the South.
The road enters Knoxville on the northwest side of the city, passes
through the western edge of it, and effects the junction with the
Atlanta, Knoxville and Northern at the southwest edge of the city
where large Freight yards are provided for, and then runs northeast
and north miles to the center of the city, where are the city freight
and passenger yards and stations. Thus, through freight will pass
only through the western edge of the city. If the through route had
been established via the line now occupied by the Southern it would
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have been, on this account, 8, and not z r, miles shorter. If the route
had been laid out on i-per cent compensated grades, via the general
route now held by the Southern, retaining the present crossings of
valleys and summits, and putting sufficient development into the line
to gain the necessary elevations, that route would have been lengthened
enough, between Clinton and Knoxville alone, to account for all but
miles of the present difference in length. The cost of laying out
a road through the district, on the general route occupied by the
Southern, on compensated grades of r per cent south-bound and 1.15
per cent north-bound would not be warranted by any traffic that any
road in the district can reasonably expect for years to come.
Further, the Atlanta, Knoxville and Northern runs southwest out
of Knoxville, while this road, from the point, P, in the open valley
of Beaver Creek, runs in a general direction due east 14 miles to the
Atlanta, Knoxville and Northern connection at Knoxville. From this
point, P, to a point immediately south, 12.5 miles distant on an air
line, and 59 miles below Knoxville on the Atlanta, Knoxville and
Northern there is an excellent route available, under the same restrictions as to gradients, but which route involves the construction
of a tunnel under,Biack Oak Ridge and a bridge over the Tennessee
River. This cut-off (say, 15 miles in actual length) would shorten the
through route at least 17 miles, and there was little doubt in the
writer's mind that the traffic of the road at no very distant day would
warrant its construction. The probability of the eventual building of
this cut-off had its due share in the decision on the present route south
of Coal Creek.
By sonic heroic construction, between 2 and 3 miles of distance
could be cut out by the plan, very pertinently suggested by Mr. Walter
Watson, of cutting out the development at Copper Ridge. That the
necessary tunnel to carry out his suggestion would be very much
longer than he estimates is due to the fact that the part of the map
on Plate I, at the extreme up-stream end of Beaver Creek as shown,
is a mere sketch, and is inaccurate. The north side of Copper
Ridge is precipitous and badly broken, particularly at the elevation
at which such a line would strike it, and, though there is some, there
is a dearth of, supporting ground up the Clinch toward Lee's Ford, as
may be seen from Plate I. When the traffic of the road warrants
the building of the cut-off mentioned above, it may be that this
revision may also be warranted.

The element producing the greatest doubt in the writer's mind
as to the advisability of reducing the south-bound grades has not
been mentioned by any of his critics. If the original location on the
t-per cent grades should have been retained, then, in the writer's
opinion, it should have been done on account of the commercial and
operating value of an early opening of the road, rather than because the
immediate expenditure to effect the reduction was not justified by the
results to be gained. Certainly, the value to the system, of this link
which should unite its separated parts, for the period through which
the opening of the road was necessarily postponed by this reduction,
was very much more than the bare interest on the capital already
expended in construction.
The writer wishes to say that the general officers of this road were
in no wise misled. The President of the Louisville and Nashville
Railroad seems not to believe that he needs an engineer to advise him
as to the operating value of a given grade reduction on any part of his
system, and, in the writer's opinion, that belief is wonderfully well
founded. He never saw the figures which give alarm to two of the
writer's critics, but when he saw the figures as to what the reduction
would cost, the writer still thinks he fully understood. Every important step in the lay-out of the road was fully discussed with the Chief
Engineer of the Louisville and Nashville, and with other engineers
who knew their business. Even if custom on railways permitted,
it is doubtful if any one man ought to undertake to decide important
steps in expensive and extensive railway construction, without full
and free discussion with several traffic and construction experts.
It is true only in a very broad sense that operating expenses vary
as the train-mileage. This paper was prepared in moments snatched
from very exacting work, but within a very few days after the paper
had been accepted for publication the writer noticed the error he had
fallen into, and to which several of his critics have called attention.
The calculation as to the value of the grade reduction was made anew,
and, as the corrections were needed for the most part only in the figures, the writer held them, intending to make the necessary changes
in the proof, which he, not being familiar with the mode of procedure
in the Society's publications, expected would be sent to him.
Now the saving that can be effected in operation by cutting down
grades on a division which has been operating, say, 20 trains per day,
so that the same business can be done by 16 trains, is a very different
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matter, for the first few years at least, from the saving that can be
made in future operating expenses in constructing a road to do its
business with x6 trains per day instead of 20. Every railroad manager
knows how utterly impossible it is, when business falls off and the
number of trains is reduced, to reduce expenses accordingly. The
impossibility of accomplishing this is due primarily, but not entirely,
to the fact that an organization equipped for the more expensive operation of 20 trains per day is now retained to operate a less number.
The grade of service as to men, equipment, maintenance, etc., necessary to operate a division handling 20 trains a day is very much above
the grade of the same required for 16 trains. When the number of
trains is actually decreased in operation the more expensive organization is already in existence and will be dispensed with only with great
difficulty and after long years, if indeed an increase of traffic does not
warrant its retention. But in laying out a new road to handle its
business with i6 instead of 20 trains per day the more expensive
organization to operate 20 trains per day will not be developed.
This was the thought uppermost in the writer's mind. But its
fallacy consists in the fact that a grade reduction is for all time, and
the grade of the service, eventually, will be adjusted to the demands
of the traffic.
Since this paper was prepared, this subject has been treated exhaustively in a paper * by Mr. J. B. Berry, Chief Engineer of the
Union Pacific Railroad. Mr. Berry's analysis of the percentage of
operating expenses on an operated road which can be saved by cutting
down train-mileage through grade reduction shows a result of about
44. This is the lowest result that has been attained by any adequate
analysis that the writer has seen, but, even if only this saving can be
made by the grade reduction, it still was advisable, as Mr. W. P.
Watson and Professor Raymond conclude.
The writer thinks there are good reasons for believing that Mr.
Berry's and Mr. Watson's analysis of this percentage may not be quite
conclusive in this case. For instance, in calculating the proportion
of operating expenses on which savings could be effected, both Mr.
Berry and Mr. Watson assume that there would be no reduction in
telegraph nor general expenses. Twenty trains per day will probably
call for more train-order stations than sixteen, or will necessitate a

night operator at stations where only day operators serve with the
lesser number of trains. Wellington* says, of station, terminal, and
general expenses: "There is nothing by which they are so quickly
affected as by a decided increase in the number of trains."
The writer cannot see why the four fully-loaded trains on the
0.65-per cent grade cannot just about handle the tonnage of six fullyloaded trains on the s-per cent grade. Supposing the trains to be
pulled at to miles an hour by the identical engine described on page
5 of the paper entitled " Virtual Grades for Freight Trains," f the
caboose to weigh 10.5 tons, the engine and caboose resistance to be 9 lbs.
per ton, and the loaded-car resistance to be 5 lbs. per ton, the aggregate
gross tonnage of loaded cars carried by the six trains on I-per cent
grades will be 5337, and that by the four trains on o.65-per cent grades
will be 5160. Mr. Beard seems to have overlooked the fact that when
the grade is reduced the train load is increased by a larger percentage
than is the percentage of grade reduction. As per the data above,
the 35-per cent reduction in this case allows an increase of 45 per cent
in train load.
The point made by Mr. Beard, however, in regard to the additional cost of reducing the ruling grade due to the slower speeds that
heavier trains must make over the road, is well taken, but it seems a
trifle ungenerous, under the circumstances, to hold that this will
obtain for passenger trains and local freights.
One of the writer's critics contends that his annual cost of the
pusher-engine service is too high, and another that it is too low.
This is a matter of secondary importance, but the writer has the
figures, made three years ago by the general superintendent of a
western road, as to the actual cost of such a service where conditions
were identical, in almost every respect, coal and water convenient,,
etc., with those contemplated for the pusher service on this road.
The figures were furnished the engineering department of that road
for use in calculating the value of a much-needed grade reduction..
The annual cost given was $11,056. Further, Mr. Berry, in the bulletin previously referred to, analyzes the cost per mile of pusherengine service and finds it to be 34.4 per cent of the cost of a trainmile for conditions obtaining on the Union Pacific Railroad. As fuel
is very much cheaper near Jellico than on the Union Pacific, this is
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certainly a safer percentage on the Louisville and Nashville than in
Wyoming. On this basis, the annual cost of this service on this line
would be 34.4 per cent of $1.08 X 32,544 engine-miles, or $12,090.
Even when it would have helped him to make his point, in showing
that the cost of the pusher service as fixed by the writer was too low,
Mr. Beard does not seem to have calculated accurately the annual
wages of a double crew, but adopted the writer's figures, which were
for a single crew with reasonable allowance for overtime.
Really, Mr. Beard should revise his arithmetic. He should review
his geography also, for he seems to suppose that the ore-carrying
roads running into Duluth are in Michigan. And Duluth, the Duluth
of Proctor Knott, is not a Michigan village.
The writer did not intend any invidious comparison between his
own work and that of the unknown engineer who located the Knoxville and Ohio Branch of the Southern. The fact that the road is
said to be one of the very best paying divisions of the Southern's system is sufficient to attest the worth of his work.
Neither did he intend to decry the work of the engineer who laid
out the Chicago-Kansas City line referred to. The writer is familiar
with every foot of the part of the line referred to, and, a few years ago,
made some woeful failures in attempting to improve certain parts
of this location.
In the comparisons made on grade smoothness, the rise and fall on
minor gradients should very probably have been excluded. But
since, on the three lines mentioned, so large a proportion of the rise
and fall was made on the heavier and longer gradients that the result
of the comparison would have been altered but little, the figures which
were at hand were used. Each of the lines referred to has a heavier
traffic than that immediately in prospect for the new line. The expensive construction necessary on this new line was warranted only
because of the fact that the smoothness of the grades gave the owners a
road which would admit of comparatively inexpensive operation.
Neither did the writer intend to intimate that any very wonderful
engineering work had been done. The only wonderful thing about the
matter was that a route, of the nature described, on which a road
could be constructed at any outlay that the experienced executive
officers of a first-class railway considered reasonable, existed at all in
such a country. The writer is quite positive that the final result of
the examination and surveys could not reasonably have been antici-

pated from any possible preliminary examination of the country and
the available maps. Major R. H. Elliott, former Chief Engineer of
the Kansas City, Memphis and Birmingham Railroad, acted as Consulting Engineer for the Louisville and Nashville, in the projection of
this whole scheme. He had made a thorough study of the topographic
maps, and was probably as familiar with the whole district as any man
living. And yet, when the final result of the surveys was communicated to him, his reply was: "That o.65-per cent compensated grade
is astonishing, and I did not know or think it possible."
The conduct of the surveys and examinations was in no wise
unusual. The topographic maps rendered unnecessary much of the
examination which, otherwise, would have been essential. However,
as the maps were somewhat inaccurate, and as the contours on these
maps were at too-foot intervals, and the grade of the railroad so light,
comparatively, a good deal of examination was necessary, particularly
to determine the character of the country between the contours. The
country was too heavily timbered, as a rule, to make much headway
in the surveys by stadia methods, which, in suitable country, is a
favorite method with the writer. Each party was equipped with
aneroids, hand-levels, etc., and the party chief with a saddle-horse.
Most of the reconnaissance work was done by the writer, or in conjunction with the chiefs of party. Sunday was a day very much in
favor for a horseback ride across country. The writer, on more than
one such day, took breakfast, dinner, and supper, each with different
location parties, separated by a goodly number of miles. The company was as liberal as could be in regard to the number of men, engineering equipment, and the means for taking care of the men in camp.
The writer had all the encouragement and co-operation from his
superiors that he could possibly ask for, and was not hampered by
any restrictions or requirements whatever. He was simply expected
to secure the best line possible under reasonable outlay, and had
authority to determine the location, fix the gradients and maximum
curves, and to arrange for the letting of the construction contracts.
In conducting such a survey over an extended country, the writer
has never believed in the system of having a central office control too
minutely the surveys made by a number of parties; nor of hampering
the party chiefs by picayunish requirements such as a report at the
close of each day as to just how many stations of line have been run
out. Such requirements reduce an engineer to a machine, and, by
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showing him that he is distrusted, deprive him of that self-confidence,
and of the consciousness of the appreciation of his work on the part
of his superiors, so essential to the best work. In this day of educated
engineers, trained in loyalty as well as in efficiency, men can and
always should be secured for such work who can be released from such
petty exactions, and with whom it will pay to do it. The writer can
recall many a day in survey camps of his own when the best progress
was made and not a stake was driven. In such a survey party, it is
well that the men who occupy the inferior positions should be engineers in embryo, men who have received at least a part of a college
engineering course, so that, when rainy days come, or when the party
is necessarily held up to work up notes, there will be no idlers in the
camp.
Under the conviction that the best place for working out a survey
in difficult country is in the camp where the men arc doing the
work, each party was supplied with a draftsman and drafting equipment, and, instead of requiring a continuous stream of couriers bearing tedious maps, profiles and reports, passing back and forth between the camp and the central office, all such notes were kept in
the hands of the chief of party until the survey was completed over
the territory he was to cover, when a complete map, profile, estimate
and report were made out and submitted by the men who bad done
the work. The writer believes that the requisite co-operation and
unity of purpose between the parties was supplied by his continuous
visits to the men in their camps, where he could talk over frankly and
fully with each his special problems and difficulties, better than could
possibly have been accomplished by any means whatever from a
central office miles away from the work. Though the writer's office
was in Knoxville, a large percentage of his time, during the location,
was spent in the saddle.
Of course, the number of parties that one man can look after in
this manner is limited, but it gives the engineer in charge an insight
into the character of the work as a whole, which he cannot possibly
acquire behind a roll-top desk, or from the most elaborate maps and
profiles spread out on a drafting table, miles and miles from the work
and the men who are doing it.
It cannot be insisted upon too strenuously that the engineer in
charge of such location should not be hampered at the outset (and,
as already said, the writer was not) by the usual restrictions as to

grade rates, curve radii, etc. And yet, in order that there may be
unity in the results attained by several survey parties, tentative
maxima should be fixed, by the engineer in charge, during the preliminary examinations and surveys; and, in order that there may be
no careless work in using stiller grades and curves than those
demanded by the country, under the governing financial restrictions,
the fact should be constantly kept before the party chiefs that these
maxima are only tentative, and that subsequent developments may
require the assumed maxima to be considerably reduced.
The line, originally, was reconnoitered between La Follette and
Jellico with 1.25-per cent grades in view, and a location through this district was made some seven years ago on this gradient. Surveys with
the present construction in view were begun through this district on
1.15-per cent grades in both directions. As already noted, the country
was not only reconnoitered, but the original location surveys between
Knoxville and La Follette were made on r-per cent grades in both
directions; in each case with the final result which has been described.
If Mr. Coverdale would intimate that this is a haphazard method
which only just happened to secure good results in this case, the writer
differs with him seriously as to the steps necessary to secure successful results in such work.
The writer has never believed in the theory that difficult railway
location must needs he done by a genius, or that there are men
specially endowed with "an eye for country" to whom such work
must always be entrusted. It is work in which training and
experience go farther than inspiration, and in which nothing but hard
work, common sense, and an intelligent comprehension of the ends in
view will enable one to succeed. One cannot be sure that he has
gotten the best line for his purposes between any two points in
country at all difficult, until he has examined and studied thoroughly
the entire area between, and until, in his mind's eye, its traffic possibilities are as clear as the possible revenue from his father's farm,
and its outline as well defined as the contour of his mother's yard.
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Abutments, bridge, 73, 74.
for openings, 64, 65.
pile, 65, 76.
Acceleration, distance required for, 168.
final speed, formula, 168.
force necessary for, 167.
possible load for, required, 168.
problem in, r95.
train, too.
Adhesion, coefficient of, 140.
Air brakes, 203.
Alignment, horizontal, 19.
vertical, 20.
Am, Soc. C. E. rail section, 26.
Angle bars, 32.
Angle work, directions for, 268.
Articles of incorporation, 2.
Ash pits, estimate for, 259.
Atmospheric resistance, 160.
Automatic signaling, see Block signaling.
Axmen, duties of, 265, 282.
Azimuth, method, instrument for, 269•
versus deflection angles, 269.

Block signaling,
automatic, t r 7.
operation of, 120.
controlled manual, t16.
single track, 122.
automatic, 123.
telegraphic, 116.
three methods, 116.
Boiler, dimensions for typical locomotives, 146-157.
performance, St. Louis tests, 142.
tractive effort, 139, 1 40working pressure, typical locomotives,
146-157.

Bolts, track, 33•
Bondholders, the real builders, 5.
Bonds, defined, 4how disposed of, 5.
interest on, how collected, 4security for, 5.
Bonzano joint, 29, 31.
Borrow pits, staking out, 315.
Bridges, abutments, standard form of,
74.
area of waterway, 77.
economical spans, 77.
floor, solid, 66.
girder and truss, 73.
masonry for, 73.
piers, 73.
standard form, 75.
pile, 69.
stringer, 63.
structures used for various crossings,

Ballast, 52.
estimate for, 257.
how obtained, 53.
materials, 52.
requirements for, 52.
stakes, how set, 308.
uses of, 52.
Bar detector, 126.
Bench-mark, described, 271.
Berne, 56.
Betterment Surveys, Chapter XXII, 32 5.
improvements gradual, 329.
interesting, 329.
object of, 325.
relocation, 323.
simple method, 327.

5 8.
superstructure, form to be used, 76.
surveys, 320.
trestle, 67.

weight of, 76.
Bridging estimate, 256.
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Buildings, estimate for, 259.

yard, 104.
Burnettizing process, 44.
Business, local vs. through, 250.
Capital, allowable, 13.
control of, Tr, 14.
operating expense not to be charged
to, 10.
railroad, fair return on, 15.
Capitalization, dangers of over-, 9.
defined, 5.
Car movement, 96.
Cars, classes of in yard work, 96.
Cattle guards, 59, 78.
estimate for, 258.
Chaining, directions for, 267.
Chainmen, duties of, 265, 28o, 282.
Charter, defined, 3.
Chief engineer, in control of what, 7.
Chief of party, duties of, 265.
Classification of earthwork, 325, 322.
Clearing, caution as to amount, 282.
and grubbing, specifications for on
the K., La F. & J. R. R.., 380.
estimate for, 254.
Cluster, applied to yards, 1o5.
Coaling stations, estimate for, 259.
Company, defined, 3.
formation of, 2.
Compensation on curves, 185, 183.
Compound locomotives, 1 43.
Concrete for bridge masonry, 65.
piles, 72.
Construction, by contract vs. day labor,
7.
of side tracks, 95.
rapid, desirable, 7.
Construction Surveys, Chapter XXI,
30r,
Construction Surveys, organization for,
long line, 302.
short line, 301.
Continuous rail joint, 29, 31.
Cost, of conducting transportation, 209.
estimates of for various items of construction, see Estimate.

Cost-continued.
general expenses, 209.
maintenance of equipment, 208.
maintenance of way, 208.
of curvature, 232, 233.
of distance, 230, 357.
per mile of American railroad, Table
13, 26o.
per mile K., La F. & J. R. R., 352.
of operating distance, Table 9, 229.
general items affecting, 206.
affected by location, 207.
of overhaul, 57.
of pusher service, 233, 234, 342, 389,
390.
problem, 329.
of railroad, estimate of, 253.
relative of two like things of different
lives, 49.
right of way, 287.
rise and fall, 231, 232, 358.
spike dowels, 51.
of a stop, 217.
stringer bridges, how estimated, 66.
ties, treated and untreated, example,
5o.
train-mile, division of, 228.
increased by heavier locomotives,
216.
increased by heavier trains, 255.
preservative processes, 45, 46.
pusher service, 233, 234.
tunnels, K., La F. & J. R. R.., estimated, 342unit construction prices, K., La F. &
J . R. R., 382.
Creosoting process, 46.
Crossings, 88.
and slips, 86, 87.
interlocking, 124.
Cross-overs, 9o, 95.
interlocking, 125.
laying out, 91.
Cross-sectioning, 309, 311, 312.
Cross Ties, Chapter IV, 38.
cutting of, under rail, 41.
decay of, 43.

Cross Ties-continued.
durability, 45.
form and size, 38.
making, 40.
material, 38.
piling, 41.
preservative processes, 43.
table of standard classification, 39.
Culverts, arch, 63.
blind drains, 59.
concrete barrel, 63.
estimates for, 256.
forms used, 58.
openings, 63.
FiPe, 60.
staking out, 316.
stone box, 6o.
water way, 66.
wood box, 59.
Curvature, cost of, 232, 233.
equivalent to mile of distance, 216,
227.

on the K., La F. & J. R. R., 35o.
saving due to reduction of, problem,
238.
Curve compensation, 181.
effect on ruling grade, 293.
Curve resistance, formulas for, 177.
for high speeds, 178.
general statement of, 170.
theory of, 173.
Curves, action of truck on, 171, 172.
doubling train resistance, 180.
length of, 22.
method of running in, 295.
minimum radius, 20.
power, for betterment surveys, 325.
pressure on outer rail of, 113, 174,
1 75.
railroad, described, 19.
relation of wheel and rail on, 170.
spiral, notation, 20.
vertical, II, 296, 362.
widening gauge on, 181.
Cylinder, dimensions of typical locomotives, 146-157.
tractive effort, 134.
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Damage from surveys, 283.
Detector bar, 126.
Development, defined, 264.
ert7ain typical locoDimensions of 6-cls
motives,
Directors, defined, 3.
Distance, cost of, 229, 230, 357.
saving due to reduction of, problem,
237.
Ditches, road-bed, 55.
surface, 55.
Dividend, to be earned, 206.
Division point, change of, 326.
Dowels, 51.
Draftsman, necessary on location, 353.
Drilling, a term in switching, 98.
Driving wheels, allowable weight on,
140, rail Isection, 26.
Duties, general, of members of survey
party,26

25 ogs, se c5tion hands', estimate for,
Dwellin

Earnings, per mile of line in the 1.J -rutted
States, table, 253.
per mile, typical lines, 253.
Earthwork, classification of, 321.
classification specifications, 322.
cubic yards per mile, Table xi, 255.
diagrams, 286.
estimate of, for reconnaissance, 254preliminary estimate, 285, 286, 287.
slopes, 55.
staking out, 309.
Economical speed, 326.
Elevation of outer rail, 1o8.
maximum, 112.
outer rail vs. both rails, 112.
reason for, 108.
rule for, 110.
speed assumed,
Engine houses, estimate for, 259.
Engineer, his duty, 16.
resident, see Resident engineer.
Engineering, estimate of, 26o.
Engineering News, pile formula, 70..
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Equipment, estimate of, 260.
Estimate for ash pits, 259.
ballast, 257.
bridging, 256.
buildings, 259.
cattle guards, 258.
clearing and grubbing, cost of, 254coaling stations, 259.
culverts, approximate costs, table, 257.
earthwork, cost of, 254.
cost per mile of American railroad,
260.
cost of railroad, 253.
engineering, 260.
engineer's, 6.
engine houses, 259.
equipment, 260.
fencing, 258.
interest an item of, 260.
interlocking plants, 258.
preliminary, 283 ff.
progress, how made, 307.
right of way, 259.
road crossings, 257.
section hands' dwellings, 259.
side tracks and yards, 258.
telegraph construction, 258.
track, 257.
track scales, 259.
traffic, 252.
trestles, wooden, 256.
tunnels, 255.
turntable, 259.
water stations, 258.
Expenditure per capita for railway
service, 252.
Expenditures, railroad, 205.
Expense, operating, see Operating
expense.
Failure, causes for railroad, 9.
procedure in case of, 8.
Fence, 78.
Fencing, estimate for, 258.
Fixed charges, amount of, 205.
defined, 205.
Flagman, duties of, 266, 282.
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Force account, to be kept by resident
engineer, 307.
Franchise, defined, 3.
value of, x3.
Friction, causing curve resistance, 173.
coefficient of, between brakeshoes and
wheels, 203.
journal, 159.
Frog, MacPherson, 85.
movable point, 89, 90.
number, 84.
parts, 83.
spring rail, 83, 84.
stiff, 83.
Funded debt, amount of, 205.
Gauge, of wheels, 172.
play, 171, r72.
widening on curves, 181.
Gauntlet tracks, 90, 91.
Grade, adverse, 341, 355, 3 84
and locomotive problems, 188.
equivalent to acceleration, 180.
equivalent to curve and train resistance, /80.
low, devices for securing, 290.
momentum or velocity, 183, 185, 218.
problem, 198.
theory of, 355.
of repose, defined, 187.
pusher, to determine, 592.
ruling, see Ruling grade.
Grade line, fixing, 297.
Grade reduction, value of, Chapter XV,
211, 215, 235, 236, 344, 361, 365,
366, 371, 387, 388.
Grade resistance, 169.
Grade stakes, how set, 307.
Grade, to fit the country, 300.
Gradients, notation, 21.
what constitutes light and heavy, 21.
Gravity switching, 98, 99.
Haul, see Overhaul.
Head, velocity, see Velocity head.
Heating surface, water evaporated from,
1 39-

Heating surface - continua.
amount for certain types of locomotives, 146-157.
Helper service, see Pusher service.
Horse power, of locomotives, 137.
Hump yards, roo.
Hunt rail section, 27.
Improvements, see Betterment surveys.
Inception, of a railroad enterprise, I.
Income, per mile in United States,
2

53.

Inspector, best masonry, 303.
best tie, 303.
Interest, an item in construction estimates, 260.
compound, sum after a years, 48,
49fair rate to be earned, 205.
Interlocking and signaling, Ins.
crossover, 125.
single track crossing, 124.
Interlocking machines, all electric, 228,
129.
electro-pneumatic, 128.
General Railway Signal Co.'s style A,
526, 128.
horizontal, 126, 127.
manual, 126.
pneumatic, 128.
power, 128.
Saxby and Fanner, 126, 127.
vertical, 126, 128.
Interlocking plants, estimate for, 258.
Journal friction, 159.
Knoxville, La Follette & Jellico Railroad, location of, 331.
snap of, 333, 335.
map, contour, of portion, 339.
profile of, 337.
Ladder track, Tor, 103.
Lands, for railroad purposes, how
secured, 3.
Laws, company organized under, 2.

Levelman, duties of, 265.
Level, notes, 273.
rod, 273.
sensitiveness of, 273.
Leveling, across a ravine, 272.
for staking out or cross-sectioning,
312.
method of, 271.
Line, to fit the country, 300.
Load, maximum for partially loaded
train, 190, 191.
maximum hauled on grade, 190.
reduction of in winter, 190.
value of full, 191.
Location, comparisons of, 239, 358, 359,
conduct of 3survey, 39 1 .
defined, 24 .
defined,
of the K., La F. & J. R. R., 331.
map and profile through La Follette, of, 348, 349.
note-book for, 296.
notes, computation of, 294.
planning the, 2299
91; 341, 369.
reference books, 242.
report, 300.
survey, the, Chapter XX, 290.
general statement, 290.
training for, 393.
Locomotive, the, Chapter XI, 133.
thet, and its Work, Part II, 131.
adhesion, 133.
and grade problems, Chapter XIII,
188.
balanced compound, 144, 157.
04 . ics of, to determine, prob.
characteristics
te2nst
compound, 143.
cylinder tractive effort, 134.
distribution, 325.
engine, St. Louis tests, 14 2 .
essentials of, 133.
horse power, 137.
Mallet articulated, 145.
performance, 143.
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Locomotive - c ontinued.
reference books, 131.
Shay, 1 45.
speed possible on given grade,
problem, 192.
tests, St. Louis, 135, 138 , 139, 1 4 1 .
the work of the, Chapter XII, 158.
three elements of, 133.
types of, 145.
types illustrated, 1 46-1 57.
work classified, 158.
Locomotives, dimensions of certain
typical, 146-157.
switching, per cent of, 212.
weights of, 146-157.

Operating expenses - continued_
to be earned, 2o5.
estimate of items varying with number of trains, Table 7, 213.
not to be charged to capital, ro.
unit for measuring, 2o6.
Operation, organization for, 7.
Organization, general expenses of, 26o.
for long line construction, 302.
for short line construction, 3or.
Over-haul, defined, 323.
specification for, 323.
when required, 3 2 4.
usual price, 57.
Overlap, term in signaling, 121.

MacPherson safety switch, 85.
Map, and profile for location report,
Plate XIV, 300.

Party for preliminary survey, 264.
general duties of, 265.
Passenger terminals, 104.
Permanent way, what constitutes, 18.
reference books, 18.
Piers, bridge, 73, 75.
Pile bridge, 69.
examination of site, 72.
on curves, 72.
staking out, 317.
standard form of, 71.
timber for, 72.
Piles, concrete, 72.
rules for driving, 7o.
safe load for, 7o.
screw, 72.
Population, variation of traffic with, 299.
Poling, a term in switching, 98.
tracks, 98.

reading, 2 44.
Mapping, preliminary survey, 2 74topography, 278.
Maps, contour, use of, 244.
county, 243.
United States Geological Survey, 2 43.
value of, 370.
United States land, 243.
Mass diagram, to be made before contracting, 324.
Momentum grade, see Grade, momentum or velocity.
Myer, formula for water way, 66.
Note-book, location, 296.
transit, 269.
Notes, level, 273.
location, computation of, 294.
preliminary transit, 27o.
Nut lock, 33.
Operating expenses, changed by variation in number of trains, 21r, 362.
classification of, table, 208,
classification and discussion of, 378,
379.
cost of distance, rise and fall, and
curvature, compared, 227.

Preservative processes, Burnettizing, 44.
comparisons, 47.
cost, 45, 46economyof,
46.
47.
for cross-ties, 43Rti ping, 46.
Wellhouse or zinc-tannin, 45.
Problems, in change of ruling grade,
rise and fall, and curvature, Chapter XVII, 235.
curvature, saving due to reduction of,
238.
distance required to increase speed,
1 95.
distance, saving due to reduction of,
238.
locomotive, to determine characteristics of, 204.
maximum load hauled on a grade,
190.
tractive effort of, 188.
pusher grade, to determine, 192.
rise and fall, saving due to reduction
of, 238.
ruling grade, saving due to reduction
of, 235.
speed, possible on given grade, 792.
stopping train, 202.
time required to vary speed, 2o1.
velocity grade, 198.
Profile, from contour map, 279.
and map for location report, 300.
preliminary, 275.
progress, 307.
velocity, for betterment surveys, 325.
how constructed, 185, 187.
indications of, 327.
study of, 187.
Pusher grade, problem, 192.
Pusher service, cost of, 233, 234 , 342,

yard, 99Power, loss on steep grades, Table 8,
223.
Preliminary estimate, 283 ff.
Preliminary profile, 275.
Preliminary survey, 262.
general methods, 262,
general procedure, 279.
mapping, 274.
the party, 264.
stadia method, 279.
topography, how taken, 277.

389 , 390.
problem, 239.
Pyramid, terminal, 313.
Rail, braces, 35.
elevation of, speed assumed, III.

t
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Rail - continued,
elevation of the outer, Chapter IX,
io8.
fastenings, Chapter III, 29.
angle bars, 30, 32.
bolts, 33.
braces, 35.
joints, 29.
Bonzano, 29, 31.
continuous, 29, 31.
roc, per cent, 29, 31.
Weber, 29, 31.
nut locks, 33.
screw spikes, 34.
spike dowels, 51.
spikes, 34.
tie plates, 35.
joint, action, 32.
joints, angle bars, 33,
bolts, 33.
nut locks, 33.
requirements for, 29.
types of, 29.
pressure on outer, 113.
sections, Am. Soc. C. E., 26.
Dudley, 26.
Hunt, 27.
and wheel, relation of, 168.
Rails, Chapter II, 23.
chemical composition of, 24.
form of, 2 4life of, 27.
manufacture of, 23.
principles of design, 24.
specifications for, 28.
stiffness of, 25.
Railroad, capital, fair return on, 15.
control of by state, 14.
enterprise, inception of, 1.
expenditures, Chapter XIV, 305.
failure, causes for, 9.
procedure in case of, 8.
fine, kind to build, r6.
location, construction, and betterment surveys, Part III, 241.
protected by the state, 15.
purpose of, x.
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Railroad - continued.
relations with public, 14.
service, control of by government, 15,
valuation, r r.
Receiver, for railroad property, defined,
8.
Reconnaissance, Chapter XVIII, 243.
by annular belts, 248.
by stadia, 249.
comparing routes, 250.
importance of, 250. •
long line, 249.
moderately long line, 248.
report, 251.
short line, 246.
should be extensive, 375.
three classes, 243.
traffic estimates, 252.
Relief tracks, 95.
Report of reconnaissance, 25r.
Residency, work of, 304
Resident engineer, general duties, 304,
306, 307, 308.
Resistance, acceleration, 164.
atmospheric, 16o.
at starting, 159, 162, 163, 180.
curve, see Curve resistance.
grade, see Grade resistance.
oscillation and concussion, 159.
roiling, 159.
train, see Train resistance.
Resistances, compared, 178, 179.
Right of way, cost of, 287.
estimate of, 259.
surveys for, 303.
width of, 288.
Rise and fall, class A, discussion of, 225.
classified, 220.
Cost of, 231, 232 2 358.
defined, 218.
equivalent to mile of distance, 217,
224.

power lost in descending steep grade,
223.
per mile, K., La F. & J. R. R., 353.
rules for determining, 222.
saving due to reduction of, 238.

Road-bed, construction, 55.
form of, 53.
slopes, 55.
Whittemore, 53.
widths of, 254.
Road crossings, 59, 77.
estimates for, 257.
Rock and earth sections, 314Rod, leveling, 273.
Rodman, duties of, 265.
Rodman's peg book, 2 74.
Rolling resistance, 159.
Round houses, estimates for, 259.
Routes, comparing, 250.
Ruling grade, effect on curve compensation, 182.
effect of curve compensation on, 293.
how projected, 292.
minimum economical, 181.
reduction of at stations, 181.
Rtiping, 46.
saving due to reduction of, problem,
2 35.

Scales, track, estimate for, 259.
Screw piles, 72.
Screw spikes, 34.
Section hands' dwellings, 259.
Sections, compound, 314.
Side hill, estimates, 285, 287.
Side track, construction, 95.
Side track, passing for double track, 94.
passing for single track, 94.
small station, 92.
and yards, Chapter VIII, 92.
estimate for, 258.
la-bor on, 212.
per cent of total track, 212,
Signaling, Chapter X, 114.
block, see block signaling.
defined, 114economical, 116.
interlocking and, 115.
methods of, 1r4Signals, arrangement for several tracks,
120, 121,

automatic, 118, 119.

Signals -continued.
color for, Ir4.
disk, ITS.
general forms of, 117, x18.
semaphore, z 18.
semaphore positions, rt4.
three position, 121.
Sinking fund, computation of, 49.
to be earned, 205.
Slipping of wheels on cur.•es, 173, 174,
175, 176.
Slopes, earth and rock, 254.
Slope stakes, setting, 3: r.
Specifications, clearing and grubbing,
K., La F. & J. R. R., 380.
earthwork, 380.
classification of, 322.
overhaul, 323, 381.
Speed, assumed for canting track, r r r.
distance required to increase, problem,
1 95.
economical, 326.
high, demand for, 328.
length of grade to reduce, problem,
198.
possible on given grade, problem, 192.
proper for ruling grades, 180.
time required to vary, problem, 201.
variation of tractive effort with, 135.
Spike, dowels, 51.
hookheaded, 34.

screw, 34Spiral, easement, notation for, 294.
length of, III, 362.
loop, described, 291.
use of, x to.
used on the K_, La F. & J. R. R., 35z.
Stadia, in preliminary surveys, 263, 279•
for reconnaissance, 249.
Staff, train, 122.
Stakeman, duties of, 265.
Stakes, marking, 267.
survey, 266.
Station buildings, estimate for, 259.
Stations, summit versus sag, 180.
reduction of ruling grade out of, 181.
Steam, quantity of, 138, 139.
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Stock, a debt, 3.
defined, 3 ,
paid for by original subscribers.
sub:s:cri
isben.
tsboe 4d . 4and paid before company
treasury, defined, 4.
watering, defined, ro.
legitimate and illegitimate, to.
Stockholder, defined, 3.
Stopping train, problem, 202,
Structures, sites for, examination of, 306.
Survey, betterment, see betterment surrey.
lboricadti
geon3, 250ee. location survey.
preliminary, see preliminary survey.
Switch, angle, Si.
back, described, 291.
facing point, 83.
block,
laying
,9812..
lead, 82.
lights, rot.
MacPherson safety, 85.
parts named, Sr.
rail, curved, Sr.
length of, Si.
slip, 86, 87, 89.
split, So, 87.
standard form, 82_
three throw, 86.
stub, 80.
trailing point, 83.
Wharton safety, So, 83.
Switching, locomotives, per cent of, 212.
systems, 98.
Tables, cost per mile of American railroad, 26o.
cost of class C, rise and fall, Table To,
231.
cost per train mile of operating distance, 229.
culverts, approximate cost, Table 12,
2 57.
curve resistance formulas, 177.
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continued.
Tables
earthwork quantities for reconnaissance estimates, 255.
items of operating expense varying
with number of trains, 213.
operating expense, classification of,
208.
ties, standard dimensions of, 39.
tie timber, durability of, 4 2 .
train resistance, 163.
velocity head, 186.
Talbot, formula for water way, 67.
Tariff, units of, 206.
Taxation, value for, II, 12, 13.
Taxes, how fixed and amount of, 205.
Teamsters, duties of, 266.
Team tracks, 93.
Telegraph construction, 258.
Tender capacities for typical locomotives, 1 46- 157.
Terminal pyramid, 313.
Terminals, loop, 104, 105.
passenger, 104.
water, 106.
Tie plates, 35.
Tie timber, durability of, table, 42.
Ties, standard dimensions of, table,
-

39•
Timber, for trestle and pile bridges,
7 2.
Time required to increase or decrease
speed, problem, 201.
Toes, embankment, staking out, 315.
Topographer, duties of, 266.
Topography, preliminary survey, how
taken, 277.
Track, centers, when and how set, 308.
estimate for, 257.
reason for canting on curves, ro8.
Tracks, advance, 98.
classification, 97.
gauntlet, 90, 91.
ladder, tor, 103.
local order, 98.
miscellaneous, 98.
necessary for a yard, 97.
poling, 98.

continued.
Tracks
receiving, 97.
relief, 9$.
repair, 98.
sand stub, 93.
side, 92.
storage, g8.
team, 93.
yard, proportion of, 92.
Tractive effort, of adhesion, 14o,
available for acceleration, 195.
boiler, 139, 14o, 141.
problem, 188.
cylinder, 134, 142.
problem, 188.
pounds per ton of ten-wheel locomotive, table, 193.
three equations, 14o.
variation of with speed, 135.
Traffic, estimates, 252.
rates, control of II, 15.
relation to valuation,
Train-mile, unit of operating expense,
206.
cost of, 207.
cost, division of, 228.
of passenger and freight, 207.
varying with weight of locomotive,
216.
varying with weight of train, 215.
Train resistance, 159.
diagram of, 162.
formulas for, 160, 161, 162.
table of, 163.
Train, staff, 122.
stopping, see stopping train.
Trains, number of, effect on operating
expense, 211, 213, 215.
Transit, for azimuth work, 269, 27o.
note-book, 269.
Transitman, duties of, 265, 280, 281
Trestle bridge, staking out, 317.
Trestles, on curves, 69.
described, 67.
text-books for design of, 69.
timber for, 72.
wooden, estimates for, 256.

Tunnels, estimate for, 255estimates of cost on K., La F. & J.

-

.

R. R, 343.
section of, on the K., La F. & J.
R. R., 35r.
staking out, 317.
Turnouts, Chapter VII, 80.
double, 85, 86.
laying out, 92.
Turntable, estimate for, 259.

-

r

Valuation, railroad, t r.
Value, of franchise, 13.
for taxation, II, 12, 53.
purchase, 13.
Velocity head, explained, 184.
table of, r86.
Velocity profile, see Profile, velocity.
Vertical curves, see Curves, vertical.
Water, stations, estimate, 258.
terminals, ro6.
way, area of for culverts, 66.
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Weber rail joint, ag, 31.
Weight of locomotives, 146-157.
Wellhouse process, 45.
Wharton safety switch, 80.
Wheel gauge, 175.
Wheel and rail, relation of, 170.
Whittemore, D. J., road-bed form,
53.
Work, done on a grade, 169.
of locomotives classified, 158.
principle of equal in curve resistance
174.
Yard, buildings, 104.
defined, 92.
design, Too.
lighting, 103.
signaling, 103.
terminology, 105.
tracks, proportion of, 92.
Yards, 96.
side track and, estimate for, 258.
Zinc-tannin process, 45.
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Lowe's Paint for Steel Structures.
12mo, 1 00
Lunge's Techno-chernical. Analysis. (Cohn.)
12mo. 1 00
* McKay and Larsen's Principles and Practice of Butter-making
8vo, 1 50
Maire's Modem Pigments and their Vehicles
12mo 2 00
Mandel's Handbook for Rio-chemical Laboratory
12mo, 1 50
1 Martin's Laboratory Guide to Qualitative Analysis with the Blowpipe
12mo, 0 -50
Mason's Examination of Water. (Chemical and Bacteriological.)
12mo, 1 25
Water-supply. (Considered Principally from a Sanitary Standpoint.)
8vo, 4 00
* Mathewson's First Principles of Chemical Theory
8vo, 1 OD
Matthews's Laboratory Manual of Dyeing and Textile Chemistry
Svo, 3 50
Textile Fibres. 2d Edition, Rewritten.
8vo, 4 001
* Meyer's Determination of Radicles in Carbon Convounds. (Tingle.)
Third Edition
12mo, 1 2S
Miller's Cyanide Process.
12mo, 1 00
Manual of Assaying
12mo, 1 00
Minet's Production of Aluminum and its Industrial Ilse. (Waldo.) -12mo, 2 50
* Mittelstaedt's Technical Calculations for Sugar Works. (Bourhakis.) 12mo, 1 50
Mixter's Elementary Text-book of Chemistry
12mo. 1 50
Morgan's Elements of Physical Chemistry
12mo, 3 00
* Physical Chemistry for Electrical Engineers
12mo, 1 50
* Moore's Experiments in Organic Chemistry
12mo, 0 50
* Outlines of Organic Chemistry
12mo, 1 50
Morses Calculations used in Cane-sugar Factories.
15mo. mor. 1 50
* Muir's History of Chemical Theories and Laws
Svo, 4 00
Mulliken's General Method for the Identification of Pure Organic Compounds.
Vol. I. Compounds of Carbon with Hydrogen and Oxygen. Large Sen. 5 00
Vol. II. Nitrogenous Compounds. (In Preparation.)
Vol. III. The Commercial Dyestuffs.
Large Svo, 5 00
* Nelson's Analysis of Drugs and Medicines
12mo, 5 00
Ostwald's Conversations on Chemistry. Part One. (Ramsey.)
12mo. 1 50
Part Two. (Turnlaull.).. . . 12mo, 2 00
* Introduction to Chemistry. (Hall and Williams.)
Large 12mo, 1 50
Owen and Standa,ge's Dyeing and Cleaning of Textile Fabrics
12mo, 2 00
* Palmer's Practical Test Book of Chemistry.
12mo, 1 00
*Pauli's Physical Chemistry in the Service of Medicine_ (Fischer.) . 12mo, 1 25
Penfield's Tables of Minerals, Including the Use of Minerals and Statistics
of Domestic Production.
8'10, 1 00
Pictet's Alkaloids and their Chemical Constitution. (Biddle.)
8vo, 5 00
Poole's Calorific Power of Fuels
Svo, 3 00
Prescott and Winslow's Elements of Water Bacteriology, with Special Reference to Sanitary Water Analysis
12mo, 1 50
* Reisig's Guide to Piece-Dyeing
Svo, 25 00
Richards and Woodman's Air, Water, and Food from a Sanitary Standpoint
8vo. 2 00
Ricketts and Miller's Notes on Assaying
Svo, 3 00
Rideal's Disinfection and the Preservation of Food
Svo, 4 00
Riggs's Elementary Manual for the Chemical Laboratory
, 8vo, 1 25
Robine and Lenglen's Cyanide Industry. (Le Clerc.)
8vo, 4 05
Ruddiman's Incompatibilities in Prescriptions.
8vo, 2 00
Whys in Pharmacy
12mo, 1 00
*Ruer's Elements of Metallography. (Mathewson.) .
8vo, 3 00
Sabin's Industrial and Artistic Technology of Paint and Varnish.
.Svo, 3 00
Salkowslci's Physiological and Pathological Chemistry.
(Onadarff )
8vo, 2 50
* Schimpf's Essentials of Volumetric Analysis .
Large 12mo„ 1 50
Manual of Volumetric Analysis. (Fifth Edition, Rewritten)
8vo, 5 00
* Qualitative Chemical Analysis
Svo, 1 25
* Seamon's Manual for Assayers and Chemists
Large 12mo 2 so_
Smith's Lecture Notes on Chemistry for Dental Students
Svo, 2 50
Spencer's Handbook for Cane Sugar Manufacturers.
, 16mo mor. 3 00
Handbook for Chemists of Beet-sugar Houses
16mo, mor. 3 00
Stockbridge's Rocks and Soils
8vo. 2 50
Stone's Practical Testing of Gas and Gas Meters
8vo, 3 50
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• Tillman's Descriptive General Chemistry

8vo, 33 00
Svc.. 1 50
• Elementary Lessons in Heat
Svo, 3 00
Treadwell's Qualitative Analysis. (Hall.),
8vo, 4 00
Quantitative Analysis. (Hail.)
8vo,
5 00
Turneaure and Russell's Public Water-supples
Deventer's
Physical
Chemistry
for
Beginners.
(Bcatwood.).....12ino,
1 50
Van
Venable's Methods and Devices for Bacterial Treatment of Sewage 8vo, 3 00
Ward and Whipple's Freshwater Biology. (In Press.)
Svo, 4 00
Ware's Beet-sugar Manufacture and Refining. Vol. I
vol. II
8vo, 5 00
... Svc,. 2 00
Washington's Manua/ of the Chemical Analysis of Rocks
8vo, 3 00
* Weaver's Military Explosives
8vo, 1 50
Wells's Laboratory Guide in Qualitative Chemical Analysis..
Short Course in Inorganic Qualitative Chemical Analysis for Engineering
12mo, 1 50
Students
12mo, 1 25
Text-book of Chemical Arithmetic
8vo, 3 50
Whipple's Microscopy of Drinking-water
12mo, 1 50
Wilson's Chlorination Process
12mo. 1 50
Cyanide Processes
.8vo, 7 50
Winton's Microscopy of Vegetable Foods...
Zsigmondy's Colloids and the Ultramicroscope. (Alexander).. Large 12trro, 3 00

CIVIL ENGINEERING.
BRIDGES AND ROOFS, HYDRAULICS. MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING. RAILWAY ENGINEERING.
* American Civil Engineers' Pocket Book_ (Mansfield Merriman, Editorin-chief.)
16mo, mor. 5 00
Baker's Engineers' Surveying Instruments
12mo, 3 00
Bixby's Graphical Computing Table
Paper l0 X24} inches. 0 25
Breed and Hosmer's Principles and Practice of Surveying. Vol. I. Elementary Surveying
8vo, 3 00
Vol_ II. Higher Surveying
Svo, 2 50
*Burr's Ancient and Modern Engineering and the Isthmian Canal
8vo, 3 50
C,omstock's Field Astronomy for Engineers
Svo, 2 50
Corthell's Allowable Pressure on Deep Foundations .
12mo, 1 25
Crandall's Text-book on Geodesy and Least Squares
8vo, 3 00
Davis's Elevation and Stadia Tables
8vo, 1 00
* Eckel's Building Stones and Clays
8vo, 3 CO
Elliott's Engineering for Land Drainage
12mo, 2 00
8vo, 5 00
• Fiebeger's Treatise on Civil Engineering
8vo, 5 00
Flemer's Phototopographic Methods and Instruments.
Folwtll's Sewerage_ {Designing and Maintenance.)
Svo, 3 00
Freitag's Architectural Engineering
8vo, 3 50
8.vo, 2 60
French and Ives's Stereotomy.
-Gilbert, Wighttnan, and Saunders's Subways and Tunnels of New York.
(In Press.)
* Mauch and Rice's Tables of Quantities for Preliminary Estimates...12mo. 1 25
Svo, 3 00
Hayford's Text-book of Geodetic Astronomy
Hering's Ready Reference Tables (Conversion Factors.)
16mo, mor. 2 50
16mo, mor. 1 00
Hosmer's Azimuth
Text-book on Practical Astronomy.
8vo, 2 00
12mo, 1 25
Howe's Retaining Walls for Earth.
* Ives's Adjustments of the Engineer's Transit and Level
16mo, bds 0 25
Ives and Hilts's Problems in Surveying. Railroad Surveying and Geod16mo, mar. 1 50
esy...
• Johnson (5_13.) and Smith's Theory and Practice of Surveying. Large 12mo, 3 50
Johnson's (L. J.) Statics by Algebraic and Graphic Methods
.8vo, 2 00
Svo, 3 00
*Kinnicutt. Wirkslow and Pratt's Sewage Disposal
• Mahan's Descriptive Geometry
Svo, 1 50
Merriman's Elements of Precise Surveying and Geodesy
8vo, 2 50
mor. 2 00
Merriman and Brooks's Handbook for Surveyors
Vugent's Plane Surveying.
Svo, 3 50
Svo, 3 00
.0gderi's Sewer Construction
Sewer Design.....,...
12mo, 2 00

Ogden and Cleveland's Practical Methods of Sewage Disposal for Residences. Hotels, and Institutions. (In Press.)
Parsons's Disposal of Municipal Refuse
8vo, $2
Patton's Treatise on Civil Engineering
.Svo, half leather, 7
Reed's Topographical Drawing and Sketching
.
4to, 5
Ftiemer's Shaft-sinking under Difficult Conditions (Corning and Peele.).Svo. 3
Siebert and Biggin's Modern Stone-cutting and Masonry
8vo, 1
Smith's Manual of Topographical Drawing. (McMillan.)
Svo, 2
Soper's Air and Ventilation of Subways
12mo, 2
* Tracy's Exercises in Surveying
12mo, mor. 1
Tracy's Plane Surveying..
16mo, mor. 3
Venable's Garbage Crematories in America
Methods and Devices for Bacterial Treatment of Sewage,
tro
v°.
Wait's Engineering and Architectural Jurisprudence.........
Svc), 6
Sheep, 6
Law of Contracts.
Svo, 3
Law of Operations Preliminary to Construction i n Engineering and
Architecture
Svo, 5
Sheep, 5
Warren's Stereotomy-Problems in Stone-cutting
8vo, 2
Waterbury's Vest-Pocket Hand-book of Mathematics for Engineers.
21 X si inches. mor. 1
* Enlarged Edition, Including Tables
mor. 1
Webb's Problems in the Use and Adjustment of Engineering Instruments.
16mo. mor. 1
Wilson's Topographic Surveying
8vo, 3

00
50
00

an
50
50
50
OD
OD
00
OD
00
50
00

00
50
50
00
50
25

BRIDGES AND ROOFS.
Boner's Practical Treatise on the Construction of Iron Highway Bridges..Svo, 2 OD
* Thames River Bridge
Oblong paper, 5 00
Burr and Falk's Design and Construction of Metallic Bridges
Svo, 5 00
Influence Lines for Bridge and Roof Computations
.8vo. 3 0•
Du Bois's Mechanics of Engineering. Vol. II
Small 4to. lia 60
Foster's Treatise on Wooden Trestle Bridges
4to, 5 00
Fowler's Ordinary Foundations
8vo, 3 50
Greene's Arches in Wood. Iron. and Stone
Svo, 2 50
Bridge TruSses
Svo, '2 5•
Roof Trusses
8vo, 1 25
Grimm's Secondary Stresses in Bridge Trusses
8vo. 2 50
Heller's Stresses in Structures and the Accompanying Deformations
8vo, 3 00
Howe's Design of Simple Roof' trusses in Wood and Steel
8vo. 2 00
Symmetrical Masonry Arches
8vo, 2 50
Treatise on Arches.
SVO, 4
* Hudson's Deflections and Statically Indeterminate Stresses .....Small 4to, 3 50 ,
*Plate Girder Design 8vo, 1 50•
* Jacoby's Structural Details, or Elements of Design in Heavy Framing, 8vo, 2 25
ohnson. Bryan and Turneaure's Theory and Practice in the Designing of
Modern Framed Structures
Small 4to, 10 00
*:Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure's Theory and Practice in the Designing of
Modern Framed Structures. New Edition. Part I.
8vo, a 00
Part II. New Edition
8vo, 4 00
Merriman and Jacoby's Text-book on Roofs and Bridges:
Part I. Stresses in Simple Trusses
Svo, 2 50
Part II. Graphic Statics
8vo, 2 50Part III. Bridge Design
8vo, 2 50
Part IV. Higher Structures
8vo, '2 50
Ricker's Design and Construction of Roofs. (In Press.)
Son dericker's Graphic Statics, with Applications to Trusses, Beams, and
8vo, '2 00
Arches
Waddell's De Pontibus, Pocket-book for Bridge Engineers
.1.6mo, mor. 2 00
*Specifications for Steel Bridges
12mo,
50
Waddell and Harrington's Bridge Engineering. (In Preparation.)

co

HYDRAULICS.
Barnes's Ice Formation
8vo, 3 00
Basin's Experiments upon the Contraction of the Liquid Vein Issuing from
an Orifice. (Trautwine.)
Svo. 2 CO
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8ro, 75 DO
.Bovey's Treatise on Hydraulics
• hurch's Diagrams of Mean Velocity of Water in Open Channels.
Oblong 4to, paper, I 50
8vo, 2 00
Hydraulic Motors
Mechanics of Fluids (Being Part IV of Mechanics of Engnieering) Svc., 3 00
'Coffin's Graphical Solution of Hydraulic Problems
16mo, mor 2 .50
Flather's Dynamometers, and the Measurement of Power..
12mo, 3 00
Folwell's Water-supply Engineering.
Svo, 4 00
Frizell's Water-power
8vo, 5 00
12mo 1 50
Fuertes's Water and Public Health
Water-filtration Works
12mo, 2 50
•Ganguillet and Kutter's General Formula for the Uniform Flow of Water in
Rivers and Other Channels. (Hering and Trautwine.)
8vo, 4 00
-Hazen's Clean Water and How to Get It
Large 12mo, 1 50
Filtration of Public Water-sappli
8vo, 3 00
Hazelhurst's Towers and Tanks for Water-works
Svo, 2 50
Herschel's 115 Experiments on the Carrying Capacity of Large, Riveted, Metal
Conduits
Svo, 2 00
Hoyt and Grover's River Discharge
8vo, 2 00
Hubbard and Kiersted's Water-works Management and Maintenance.
8vo, 4 00
* Lyndon's Development and Electrical Distribution of Water Power.
Svo, 3 00
Mason's Water-supply, (Considered Principally from a Sanitary Standpoint.)
8vo, 4 00
* Merriman's Treatise on Hydraulics. 9th Edition, Rewritten
8vo, 4 00
Svo, 2 00
* Molitor's Hydraulics of Rivers, Weirs and Sluices
* Morrison and Brodie's High Masonry Dam Design
8v0, 150
4 Richards's Laboratory Notes on Industrial Water Analysis....
Svo,
50
Schuyler's Reservoirs for Irrigation, Water-power, and Domestic Watersupply. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged
Large 8vo, 6 90
* Thomas and Watt's Improvement of Rivers
410, 6 00
Turneaure and Russell's Public Water-supplies
..
8vo, 5 00
* Wegmann's Design and Construction of Darns. 6th Ed., enlarged
4to, 6 00
Water-Supply of the City of New York from 1658 to 1895
4to, 10 00
Whipple's Value of Pure Water...
Large I2rao, 1 00
Williams and Hazen's Hydraulic Tables
Svo, 1 50
Wilson's Irrigation Engineering
Svo, 4 00
Wood's Turbines
Svo, 2 50

•

MATERIALS OF

ENGINEERING.

Svo, .5 00
Baker's Roads and Pavements.
Treatise on Masonry Construction
8vo, 5 00
Oblong 4to, 5 00
Black's United States Public Works.... .....
*Blanchard and Drowne's Highway Engineering, as Presented at the
Second International Road Congress, Brussels, 1910
Svo, 2 00
Bleininger's Manufacture of Hydraulic Cement. (In Preparation.)
* Bottler's German and American Varnish Making. {Sabin.). -Large 12mo. 3 50
Burr's Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials of Engineering
..8vo. 7 50
Byrne's Highway Construction
SVO, 5 00
Inspection of the Materials and Workmanship Employed in Construction.
16nio, 3 00
8vo, 6 00
Church's Mechanics of Engineering
Mechanics of Solids (Being Parts I, II, III of Mechanics of Engineer8vo, 4 50
ing
Du Bois's Mechanics of Engineering.
Vol. I. Kinematics, Statics, Kinetics
Small 4to, 7 50
Vol. II. The Stresses in Framed Structures, Strength of Materials and
Theory of Flexures
Small 4to. 10 00
* Eckel's Building Stones and Clays
8vo. 3 00
* Cements, Limes, and Plasters
8vo. 6 00
Fowler's Ordinary Foundations
Svo, 3 50
*Greene's Structural Mechanics
8vo, 2 50
Bolley's Analysis of Paint and Varnish Products. (In Press.)
* Lead and Zinc Pigments
Large 12•no, 3 00

8

* Hubbard's Dust Preventives and Road Binders
8vo, 73 00
Johnson's (C. M.) Rapid Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Special Steels,
Steel-making Alloys and Graphite
.Large 12mo, 3 00
Johnson's (J. B.) Materials of Construction
Large Svo, 6 00
Keep's Cast Iron.
8vo, 2 50
Lanza's Applied Mechanics
Svo. 7 50
Lowe's Paints for Steel Structures..
12mo, 1 00
Ma're's Modern Pigments and their Vehicles
12n2o, 2 00
* Martin's Text Book on Mechanics. Vol. 1. Statics
12mo, 1 25
Vo1. II. Kinematics and Kinetics
12mo, 1 50
12mo, 1 50
• Vol. III. Mechanics of Materials,
Maurer's Technical Mechanics
Svo, 4 00
Svo, 5 00
Merrill's Stones for Building and Decoration...
Merriman's Mechanics of Materials
8vo, 5 00
12mo, 1 00
• Strength of Materials
Metcalf's Steel. A Manual for Steel-users.
12mo, 2 00
8vo, 2 50
Morrison's Highway Engineering
12mo, 2 00
* Murdock's Strength of Materials
Patton's Practical Treatise on Foundations..
Svo, 5 00
Rice's Concrete Block Manufacture..
8vo, 2 00
8vo, 3 00
Richardson's Modern Asphalt Pavement
Richey's Building Foreman's Pocket Book and Ready Reference-16mo, mor_ 5 00
*Cement Workers' and Plasterers' Edition (Building Mechanics' Ready
Reference Series)
16mo, mm. 1 50
Handbook for Superintendents of Construction
16mo, mor. 4 00
* Stone and Brick Masons' Edition (Building Mechanics' Ready
lfimo, mor. 1 50
Reference Series)
* Ries's Clays: Their Occurrence, Properties, and Uses
8vo, 5 00
* Ries and Leighton's History of the Clay-working Industry of the United
States
8vo, 2 50
Sabin's Industrial arid Artistic Technology of Paint and Varnish.
8vo, 3 00
* Smith's Strength of Material
1.2rno, 1 25
Snow's Principal Species of Wood
8vo, 3 50
Spa/ding's Hydraulic Cement
12mo, 2 00
Text-book on Roads and Pavements
12mo, 2 00
Small 8vo, .5 00
* Taylor and Thompson's Concrete Costs
* Extracts on Reinforced Concrete Design
8vo, 2 00
.Svo, 5 00
Treatise on Concrete, Plain and, Reinforced
.. 8vo, 8 00
Thurston's Materials of Engineering. In Three Parts
Part I. Non-metallic Materials of Engineering and Metallurgy....8vo, 2 00
Part II. Iron and Steel 8vo, 3 50
Part III. A Treatise on Brasses, Bronzes, and Other Alloys and their
Constituents
8vo, 2 50
8vo, 4 00
TiEson's Street Pavements and Paving Materials
Turneaure and Maurer's Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction.
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged
Svo, 3 .50
Waterbury's Cement Laboratory Manual
12rno, 1 00
* Laberatory Manual for Testing Materials of Construction
12mo, 1 50
Wood's (De V.) Treatise on the Resistance of Materials, and an Appendix on
the Preservation of Timber
8vo, 2 00
Wood's (M. P.) Rustless Coatings: Corrosion and Electrolysis of Iron and
8v0, 4 00
Steel

RAILWAY ENGINEERING.
Andrews's Handbook for Street Railway Engineers
3 X5 inches. mor. 1 25
Berg's Buildings and Structures of American Railroads
4to, .5 00
Brooks's Handbook of Street Railroad Location..
16mo, mar. 1 50
* Burt's Railway Station Service
12mo, 2 00
16mo, mor. 2 50
Butts's Civil Engineer's Field-book
Crandall's Railway and Other Earthwork Tables.
8vo. 1 50
16mo, mor. 2 00
Crandall and Barnes's Railroad Surveying
* Crockett's Methods for Earthwork Computations
8vo, 1 50
Paper, 5 00
Dredge's History of the Pennsylvania Railroad. (1879)
Cardboard,
Fisher's Table of Cubic Yards , .
25
Godwin's Railroad Engineers' Field-book and Explorers' Guide., l6mo, mor. 2 50
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Hudson's Tables for Calculating the Cubic Contents of Excavations and Embankments
8vo,
Ives and Hilts's Problems in Surveying, Railroad Surveying an.; Geodesy
16mo, mon
Molitor and Beard's Manual for Resident Engineers...
16mo,
16mo, mor.
Nagle's Field Manual for Railroad Engineers.
Ova,
* Orrock's Railroad Structures and Estimates
16mo, mar.
Philbrick's Field Manual for Engineers
Raymond's Railroad Field Geometry
16mo, mon
Ova,
Elements of Railroad Engineering
Railroad Engineer's Field Book. (In Preparation.)
16mo.
mon
Roberts' Track Formula and Tables
16mo, mon
Searles's Field Engineering
16mo, mor.
Railroad Spiral
Taylor's Prismoidal Formulae and Earthwork.
8vo,
Large 12mo,
Webb's Economics of Railroad Construction
16mo, mor.
Railroad Construction
Wellington's Economic Theory of the Location of Railways
Large 12mo,
12mo,
Wilson's Elements of Railroad-Track and Construction

$1 00
1
1
3
3
3
2
3

50
00
00
00
00
00
50

3
3
1
1
2
5
5
2

00
00
50
50
50
00
00
00

2
3
1
1

50
00
50
50

DRAWING
8vo,
Barr and Wood's Kinematics of Machinery
8vo,
* Bartlett's Mechanical Drawing.
Abridged Ed
8vo,
Ova,
* Bartlett and Johnson's Engineering Descriptive Geometry
Blessing and Darling's Descriptive Geometry. {In Press.)
Elements of Drawing. (In Press.)
Coolidge's Manual of Drawing
8vo, paper,
Coolidge and Freeman's Elements of General Drafting for Mechanical EngiOblong 4to,
neers
8vo,
Durley's Kinematics of Machines
Emch's Introduction to Projective Geometry and its Application
8vo,
.Svo,
Hill's Text-book on Shades and Shadows, and Perspective
Ovo,
Jamison's Advanced Mechanical Drawing
Svo,
Elements of Mechanical Drawing
Jones's Machine Design:
8vo,
Part L Kinematics of Machinery
Part II. Form, Strength, and Proportions of Parts
8vo,
* Kimball and Barr's Machine Design
8vo,
Ova,
Ma-Cord's Elements of Descriptive Geometry
Kinematics; or, Practical Mechanism
8vo,
4to,
Mechanical Drawing
8vo,
Velocity Diagrams
Large 12mo,
McLead's Descriptive Geometry
8vo,
* Mahan's Descriptive Geometry and Stone-cutting
Ova,
Industrial Drawing. (Thcmpson.)
Ova,
Moyer's Descriptive Geometry
4to,
Reed's Topographical Drawing and Sketching.
* Reid's Mechanical Drawing_ (Elementary and Advanced.).
8vo,
Text-book of Mechanical Drawing and Elementary Machine Design 8vo,
..
8vo,
Robinson's Principles of Mechanism
8vo,
Schwamb and Merrill's Elements of Mechanism.
Ova,
Smith (A. W.) and Marx's Machine Design
Smith's {R.. S.) Manual of Topographical Drawing.
(McMillan-)
8vo,
Oblong 8vo,
* Titsworth's Elements of Mechanical Drawing
(In Press.)
Tracy and North's Descriptive Geometry.
Warren's Elements of Descriptive Geometry, Shadows, and Perspective.. Ova,
Elerhents of Machine Construction and Drawing..
Ova,
Elements of Plane and Solid Free-hand Geometrical Drawing....12mo,
General Problems of Shades and Shadows
8vo,
Manual of Elementary Problems in the Linear Perspective of Forms and
12mo,
Shadow
12mo,
Manual of Elementary Projection Drawing
12mo,
Plane Problems in Elementary Geometry
Weisbach's Kinematics and Power of Transmission. (Hermann and
Ova,
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1 00
2 50
4 iit)
2 50
2 00
2 00
2 50
1
3
3
3
5
4
1
1
1
3
2
5
2
3
3
3
3
2
1

50
00
00
00
00
00
50
50
50
40
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
25

3 50

7 50
I 00
3 00
100
1 50
1 25
5 00.

Wilson's (H. M.) Topographic Surveying
* Wilson's (V. T.) Descriptive Geometry
Free-hand Lettering.
Free-hand Perspective
liVoolf's Elementary Course in Descriptive Geometry

8vo, $3 50
8vo, 1 50
8vo, 1 00
Ova, 2 50
Large 8vo, 3 00

ELECTRICITY AND PHYSICS.
12mo, 1 2,5
* Ahegg's Theory of Electrolytic Dissociation. (von Ende.1.
Andrews's Hand-hook for Street Railway Engineers. ...... 3 X5 inches mon 1 25
Anthony and Ball's Lecture-notes on the Theory of Electrical Measurei2mo, 1 00
ments
Anthony and Brackett's Text-book of Physics. {Magic.) . .Large 12mo, 3 00
8vo, 3 00
Benjamin's History of Electricity
Svo, 4 00
Betts's Lead Refining and Electrolysis....
* Burgess and Le Chatelier's Measurement of High Temperatures. Third
Ova, 4 00
Edition.
Classen's Quantitative Chemical Analysis by Electrolysis. (Boltwood.) Svo, 3 00
12mo, 1 50
Manual of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
*
Ova, 3 00
Crehore and Squier's Polarizing Photo-chronograph
12mo, 1 25
* Danneel's Electrochemistry. (Merriam.)
Dawson's "Engineering" and Electric Traction Pocket-book . . .16mo, mon 5 00
Dolezalek's Theory of the Lead Accumulator (Storage Battery). (von Ende.)
12mo, 2 50
Svo, 4 00
Duhem's Thermodynamics and Chemistry. (Burgess.)
12mo, 3 00
Flather's Dynamometers, and the Measurement of Power...
.
12mo,
1 50
* Getman's Introduction to Physical Science.
Oyo, 2 54
Gilbert's De Magnete. (1)fottelay )
12mo, 1 00
Hanchett's Alternating Currents
Hering's Ready Reference Tables (Conversion Factors)
16mo, mor. 2 60
Ova, 6 00
* Hobart and Ellis's High-speed Dynamo Electric Machinery
Ova, 2 00
HoIman's Precision of Measurements
Telescope-Mirror-scale Method, Adjustments, and Tests ....Large Ova, 0 75
* Hutchinson's High-Efficiency Electrical Illuminants and Illumination,
Large 12mo, 2 50
* Jones's Electric Ignition 8va, 4 00
KarapetoS's Experimental Electrical Engineering:
8vo, 3 50
* Vol. I
* Vol. II
00
2 5(
Kin zbrunner's Testing of Continuous-current Machines
Ova, 3 00
Landauer's Spectrum Analysis. (Tingle.)...
.8vo, 3 00
Lob's Electrochemistry of Organic Compounds. (Lorenz.)
* Lyndon's Development and Electrical Distribution of Water Power. 8vo, 3 00
* Lyons's Treatise on Electromagnetic Phenomena. Vols, I. and IX. 8vo, each, 6 00
8vo, 4 00
* Michie's Elements of Wave Motion Relating to Sound and Light
12mo, 1 50
* Morgan's Physical Chemistry for Electrical Engineers
8vo, 2 50
* Norris's Introduction to the Study of Electrical Engineering
Norris and Dennison's Course of Problems on the Electrical Characteristics of
Circuits and Machines. (In Press.)
4to, half mon 12 50
* Parshall and Hobart's Electric Machine Design
'
Reagan's Locomotives: Simple, Compound, and Electric. New Edition.
Large 12mo, 3 50
Hzbrunner.). _Ova, 2 00
* Rosenberg's Electrical Engineering_ (Haldane Gee-Kin_
* Ryan's Design of Electrical Machinery:
Svo, 1 50
...
* Vol. I. Direct Current Dynamos
Vol. II. Alternating Current Transformers. (In Press.)
Vol, III. Alternators, Synchronous Motors, and Rotary Convertors.
(In Preparation.)
8vo, 2 50
Ryan, Norris, and Hoxie's Text Book of Electrical Machinery
Schapper's Laboratory Guide for Students in Physical Chemistry..., .12mo, 1 00
Ova, 1 50
* Tillman's Elementary Lessons in Heat
Large 12mo, 2 CIO
Timbie's Elements of Electricity
12mo, Paper 0 25
* Answers to Problems in Elements of Electricity
Large I2mo, 2 00
Tory and Pitcher's Manual of Laboratory Physics
8vo, 3 00
Ulke's Modern Electrolytic Copper Refining.
Svo, 2 00
* Waters's Commercial Dynamo Design

:NZ: 2
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LAW.
*Brennan's Hand-book of Useful Legal Information for Business Men.
16mo, mor. S5 00
* Davis's Elements of Law
SY°, 2 50
* Treatise on the Military Law of United States
Svo, 7 00
* Dudley's Military Law and the Procedure of Courts-martial.. Large 12mo, 2 50
Manual for Courts-martial
16mo, mar. 1 50
Wait's Engineering and Architectural jurisprudence
8vo, 6 OD
Sheep, 6 50
8vo, 3 00
Law of Contracts. ..
Law of Operations Preliminary to Construction in Engineering and
Architecture
8vo, 5 00
Sheep, 5 50

MATHEMATICS.

Mathematical Monographs. Edited by Mansfield Merriman and Robert
Octavo, each $1 00
- S. Woodward
No. 1. History of Modern Mathematics, by David Eugene Smith.
Na. 2. Synthetic Projective Geometry, by George Bruce Halsted
Na. 3- Determinants, by Laenas Gifford Weld. No. 4. Hyperbolic Functions, by James McMahon. No 5- Harmonic Functions, by William E. Byerly. No, 6. Grassmann's Space Analysis.
by Edward W. Hyde- No. 7. Probability and Theory of Errors,
by Robert S. Woodward. No. 8. Vector Analysis and Quaternions,
by Alexander Macfarlane. No. 9. Differential Equations, b,r
William Woolsey Johnson. No. 10. The Solution of Equations,
by Mansfield Merriman. No. 11. Functions of a Complex Variable,
by Thomas S. Fiske.
Manner's Technical Mechanics
bye, 4 00
Merriman's Method of Least Squares..
8vo, 2 00
Solution of Equations
8vo, 1 00
* Moritz's Elements of Plane Trigonometry.
Svo, 2 00
Rice and Johnson's Differential and Integral Calculus. 2 vols. in one.
Large 12mo, 1 50
Elementary Treatise on the Differential Calculus.
Large 12mo, 3 00
Smith's History of Modern Mathematics
8vo, 100
• Veblen and Lennes's Introduction to the Real Infinitesimal Analysis of One
8vo, 2 00
Variable..
* Waterbtiry's Vest Pocket Hand-book of Mathematics for Engineers.
27, X 5f inches, mor. 1 00
* Enlarged Edition, Including Tables .
mor. 1 50
8vo, 1 00
Weld's Determinants
Wood's Elements of Co-ordinate Geometry.
8vo, 2 00
Woodward's Probability and Theory of Errors..
Svo, 1 00

Baker's Elliptic Functions
8vo, 1 50
Briggs's Elements of Plane Analytic Geometry. (Becher.)
12mo, 1 00
* Buchanan's Plane and Spherical Trigonometry
Svo, 1 00
Byerly's Harmonic Functions
8vo, 1 00
Chandler's Elements of the Infinitesimal Calculus
12mo, 2 00
*Coffin's Vector Analysis,
12mo, 2 50
Compton's Manual of Logarithmic Computations.
12mo, / 50
* Dickson's College Algebra
Large 12mo, 1 50
* Introduction to the Theory of Algebraic Equations
Large 12mo, 1 25
Etrieh's Introduction to Projective Geometry and its Application
Svo, 2 50
Fiske's Functions of a Complex Variable
Svo, 1 00
Haisted's Elementary Synthetic Geometry
8vo, 1 50
Elements of Geometry
8vo. 1 75
* Rational Geometry
12mo, 1 50
Synthetic Projective Geometry.
8vo, 1 00
8vo, 5 00
* Hancock's Lectures on the Theory of Elliptic Functions
Hyde's Grassmann's Space Analysis
8vo, 1 00
* Johnson's (J. B.) Three-place Logarithmic Tables: Vest-pocket size , paper, 0 15
* 100 copies, S 00
* Mounted on heavy cardboard, S X IG inches, 0 25
* 10 copies, 2 00
Johnson's (W. W.) Abridged Editions of Differential and Integral Calculus.
Large 12mo, 1 vol. 2 50
12mo, 1 00
Curve Tracing in Cartesian Co-ordinates
Differential Equations
8vo, 1 00
Elementary Treatise on Differential Calculus.
Large 12mo, 1 50
Elementary Treatise on the Integral Calculus
Large 12mo, 1 50
* Theoretical Mechanics.
12mo, 3 00
Theory of Errors and the Method of Least Squares.
12mo, 1 50
Treatise on Differential Calculus
Large 12mo, 3 00
Treatise on the Integral Calculus
Large 12mo, 3 00
Treatise on Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations
Large 12mo, 3 50
Karapet-off's Engineering Applications of Higher Mathematics:
* Part L Problems on Machine Design
Large 12mo, 0 75
..
Koch's Practical Mathematics. (In Press.)
Laplace's Philosophical Essay on Probabilities. (Truscot t and Emory.) 1.,.mo, 2 00
*Le Messurier's Key to Professor W. W. Johnson's Differentia/ Equatlons,
Small 8vo, 1 75
• Ludlow's Logarithmic and Trigonometric Tables...
Svo, 1 00
* Ludlow and Bass's Elements of Trigonometry and Logarithmic and Other
Tables..
8vo, 3 00
* Trigonometry and Tables published separately.
Each, 2 00
Macfarlane's Vector Analysis and Quaternions
8vo, 1 00
McMahon's Hyperbolic Functions
8Yo, 1 00
Manning's Irrational Numbers and their Representation by Sequences and
Series...
12mo, 1 25
* Martin's Teat Book on Mechanics. Vol. I. Statics
12mo, 1 25
* Vol. II. Kinematics and Kinetics
12mo, 1 50
12mo, 1 50
* Vol. III. Mechanics of :Materials

12rno, 1 50
Bacon's Forge Practice
Baldwin's Steam Heating for Buildings
12mo, 2 SO
Barr and Wood's Kinematics of Machinery
8vo, 2 50
* Bartlett's Mechanical Drawing
8vo, 3 00
" Abridged Ed
Svo, 1 50
* Bartlett and Johnson's Engineering Descriptive Geometry
Svo. 1 50
*Burr's Ancient and Modern Engineering and the Isthmian Canal_
3 50
Carpenter's Heating and Ventilating Buildings
8-co, 4 00
Experimental
Engineering
s
Carpenter and Diedenchs
8vo, 6 00
* Clerk's The Gas, Petrol and Oil Engine
.8vo, 4 00
Compton's First Lessons in Metal Working.
12mo, 1 50
Campton and De Groodt's speed Lathe
12mo, 1 50
Coolidge's Manual of Drawing
8vo, paper, 1 00
Coolidge and Freeman's Elements of General Drafting for Mechanical Engineers...
Oblong 4to, 2 50
Cromwell's Treatise on Belts and Pulleys.
12mo, 1 51)
Treatise on Toothed Gearing..
ldmo, 1 50
Dingey's Machinery Pattern Making
12mo, 2 00
8vo, 4 00
Durley's Kinematics of-Machines
Flanders's Gear-cutting Machinery.
Lnrge 12mo, 3 00
Flather's Dynamometers and the Measurement of Power.
12mo, 3 00
12rno, 2 00
Rope Driving.
12mo, 1 25
Gill's Gas and Fuel Analysis for Engineers..
/loss's Locomotive Sparks.
8vo, 2 00
* Greene's Pumping Machinery
8vo, 4 00
Hering's Ready Reference Tables (Conversion Factors) ...... __16mo, mor- 2 50
Svo, 6 00
• Hobart and Ellis's High Speed Dynamo Electric Machinery.
8vo, 5 00
Hutton 's Gas Engine....
jamison's Advanced Mechanical Drawing.
Svo, 2 00
Svo, 2 50
Elements of Mechanical Drawing
Jones's Gas Engine.
8vo, 4 00
Machine Dsign:
Part I. Kinematics of MachMery.
P. 1 50
Part II. Form, Strength, and Proportions of Parts_
Svc, 3 00
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING, STEAM-ENGINES AND BOILERS.

* Kaup's Machine Shop Practice
Large /2mo $1 25
* Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-Book
16rno. mor. 5 00
Kerr's Power and Poster Transmission.
8vo, 2 00
• Kimball and Barr's Machine Design
8vo , 3 00
4' King's Elements of the Mechanics of Materials and of Power of Transmission
Om 2 50
* Lanza's Dynamics of Machinery
Svo. It 50
Leonard's Machine Shop Tools and Methods.
Ova, 4 00
* Levin's Gas Engine
8vo 4 00
* Lorenz's Modern Refrigerating Machinery, {Pope, Haven, and Dean) 8vo, 4 00
MacCord's Kinematics; or, Practical Mechanism.
8vo, 5 00
Mechanical Drawing
4m, 4 00
Velocity Diagrams.
Svo, 1 50
MacFarland's Standard Reduction Factors for Gases
Svo, 1 50
Mahan's Industrial Drawing. (Thompson.)
8vo. 3 60
Mehrtens's Gas Engine Theory and Design.
Large 12mo. 2 50
Miller. Berry, and Riley's Problems in Thermodynamics and Heat Engineerinj
Svc,. paper. 0 75
Oberg's Handbook of Small Tools.
Large 12mo, 2 50
*Parshall and Hobart's Electric Machine Design. Small 4to, half leather, 12 50
* Peele s Compressed Air Plant. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged .8va, 3 50
* Perkins's Introduction to General Thermodynamics
12mo. 1 50
Poole's Calorific Power of Fuels..
8vo, 3 00
• Porter's Engineering Reminiscences, 1855 to 1882
8vo, 3 00
Randall's Treatise on Heat. (In Press,)
• Reid's Mechanical Drawing. (Elementary and Advanced.)
, Ovo, 2 00
Text-hook of Mechanical Drawing and Elementary Machine Design.Ovo, 3 00
Richards's Compressed Air
12mo, / 50
Robinson's Principles of Mechanism.
Svo, 3 00
Schwamb and Merrill's Elements of Mechanism
8vo, 3 00
Smith (A. W_) and Marx's Machine Design...
Ova, 3 CIO
Smith's (O.) Press-working of Metals
,, 8vo, 3 00
Sorers Carbureting and Combustion in Alcohol Engines. (Woodward and
Preston.).
Large 12mo, 3 00
Stone's Practical Testing of Gas and Gas Meters.
Svo, 3 50
Thu_rstora's Animal as a Machine and Prime Motor, and the Laws of Energetics,
12mo, 1 00
Treatise on Friction and Lost Work in Machinery and Mill Work. , .Ovo, 3 00
* Tillson's Complete Automobile Instructor
16mo, 1 50
• Titsworth's Elements of Mechanical Drawing
Oblong 8vo, 1 25
Warren's Elements of Machine Construction and Drawing..
8vo, 7 50
* Waterbury's Vest Pocket Hand-book of Mathematics for Engineers.
inches, mor. 1 00
*Enlarged Edition, Including Tables
mor. 1 50
Weisbach's Kinematics and the Power of Transmission, {Herrmann-Klein.). .
8vo, 5 00
Machinery of Transmission and Governors. (Eerrnann-Klein.)- 8vo, 5 00
Wood's Turbines..
8vo, 2 50

n x5.1

MATERIALS OF ENGINEERING.
Burr's Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials of Engineering.
Ova, 7 50
Church's Mechanics of Engineering...
8vo, 6 00
Mechanics of Solids (Being Parts I, 1 I ,. III of Mechanics of Engineering).
8vo, 4 50
* Greene's Structural Mechanics Ova, 2 50
Holley's Analysis of Paint and Varnish Products. (In Press.)
*Lead and Zinc Pigments
Large /2mo, 3 OD
Johnson's (C. M.) Rapid . Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Special
Steels, Steel-Making Alloys and Graphite .
Large 12mo, 3 00
Johnson's {J. B.) Materials of Construction.
Ova. 6 09
Keep's Cast Iron.
Svo, 2 50
* King's Elements of the Mechanics of Materials and of Power of Transmission
8vo, 2 50
Lama's Applied Mechanics
Svo,
7
50
Lowe's Paints for Steel Structures
12mo, 1 OD
Maire's Modern Pigments and their Vehicles.
12mo, 2 00
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8vo, $4 00
Maurer's Technical Mechanics..
$vo, 5 00
Merriman's Mechanics of Materials
12mo, 1 00
* Strength of Materials..
12mo, 2 00
Metcalf's Steel, A Manual for Steel-users
12mo, 2 00
* Murdock's Strength of Materials
Sabin's Industrial and Artistic Technology of Paint and Varnish.. ....8vo, 3 00
/2mo, 1 00
Smith's (A. W.) Materials of Machines....
12mo, 1 25
* Smith's (H. E.) Strength of Material.
3
vols.,
Svo, $ 00
Thurston's Materials of Engineering
8vo, 2 00
Part I. Non-metallic Materials of Engineering,
8vo, 3 50
Part II. Iron and Steel
Part III. A Treatise on Brasses, Bronzes, and Other Alloys and their
Ova, 2 50
Constituents
Waterbury's Laboratory , Manual for Testing Materials of Construction.
{In Press.)
8vo, 3 00
Wood's {De V.) Elements of Analytical Mechanics...
Treatise on the Resistance of Materials and an Appendix on the
8vo, 2 00
Preservation of Timber.
Wood's (M. P.) Rustless Coatings: Corrosion and Electrolysis of Iron and
Svo, 4 00
Steel..

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS.
-

Berry's Temperature-entropy Diagram, Third Edition Revised and En12mo, 2 50
larged.
1 50
Carnot's Reflections on the Motive Power of Heat. (Thurston . )
12mo, 250
Chase's Art of Pattern Making.
Ova, 5 00
Creighton's Steam-engine and other Heat Motors
Dawson's "Engineering" and Electric Traction Pocket-book_ ...10mo, mor. 5 00
8vo, 6 OD
* Gehhardt's Steam Power Plant Engineering
Ova, 500
Goss's Locomotive Performance
121no, 2 00
Hemenway's Indicator Practice and Steam-engine Economy
Hirshfeld and Barnard's Heat Power Engineering. (In Press.)
8vo, 5 00
Hutton's Heat and Heat-engines.
Ova, 5 00
Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants....
8- a
o 4
1 05(0
Kent's Steam Boiler Economy '
Kneass's Practice and Theory of the Injector...
Ova, 200
MacCord's Slide-valves
4to, 10 00
Meyer's Modern Locomotive Construction
8vo, paper, 0 75
Miller, Berry. and Riley's Problems in Thermodynamics
Ova, 400
Moyer's Steam Turbine
Peabody's Manual of the Steam-engine Indicator
2ni°
ture 11
5°
TemperatureTables of the Properties of Steam and Other Vapors and Tempera'
Svo, 1 00
Entropy Table.
8vo, 5 00
Thermodynamics of the Steam-engine and Other Heat-engines..
Ova, 300
• Thermodynamics of the Steam Turbine
Ova, 250
Valve-gears for Steam-engines .
Ova, 4 00
Peabody and Miller's Steam-boilers
* Perkins's Introduction to General Thermodynamics .
Vapors., 1 '5°
Pupisn''rhermodynamics of Reversible Cycles in Gases and Saturated Vi
1 25
(Osterberg.)
Reagan's Locomotives: Simple, Compound, and Electric. New Edition.2
Large 12mo, 3 50
12mo, 2 00
Sinclair's Locomotive Engine Running and Management.
12mo, 250
Smart's Handbook of Engineering Laboratory Practice
8vo, 3 OD
Snow's Steam-boiler Practice
12mo, 1 00
Spangler's Notes on Thermodynamics. ..
250
3
00
Valve-gears
,
Spangler, Greene, and Marshall's Elements of Steam-engineering
4 (8)
Thomas' s Steam-turbines
Sv
Thurstan's Handbook of Engine and Boiler Trials, and the Use of the IndiSvo, 5 00
cator and the Prony Brake
8vo, 1 50
Handy Tables.
Manual of Steam-b, 'lers, their Designs, Construction, and Operation Ova, 5 00
2
vols.,
Ova,
10 00
Manual of the Steam-erg -a.
.
8vo, 604
Part I. History. Struc.ure, and Theory
8vo, 6 00
Part II. Design, Construction, and Operation
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Wehrenfennig's Analysis and Softening of Boiler Feed-water. (Patterson.)
Syr). 34 00
Weisbach's Heat. Steam, and Steam-engines. (Du Bois)..
8vo, 5 00
Whitham's Steam-engine Design
Svo. 5 00
Wood', Thermodynamics, Heat Motors, and Refrigerating Machines.. -Svo, 4 00

MECHANICS PURE AND APPLIED.
Church's Mechanics of Engineering:.
Svo, 6 00
Mechanics of Fluids (Being Part IV of Mechanics of Engineering) Svo, 3 00
* Mechanics of Internal Work
Svo. 1 .50
Mechanics of Solids (Being Parts I, II, III of Mechanics of Engineering).
8vo, 4 50
Notes and Examples in Mechanics. Svo, 2 00
Dana's Text-book of Elementary Mechanics for Colleges and Schools .I2mo. 150
Du Bois's Elementary Principles of Mechanics:
Vol. I. Kinematics
Svo, 3 50
Vol. II. Statics
Svo, 4 00
Mechanics of Engineering. Vol. I..
Small 4to, 7 50
Vol. II..
Small 4to, 10 00
* Greene's Structural Mechanics...
Svc', 2 50
* Hartmann's Elementary Mechanics for Engineering Students
12mo, 1 25
James's Kinematics of a Paint and the Rational Mechanics of a Particle.
Large 12mo. 2 00
* Johnson's (W. W.) Theoretical Mechanics... 12mo, 3 00
* King's Elements of the Mechanics of Materials and of Power of Transmission
Svo, 2 50
Lanza's Applied Mechanics..
Svo, 7 50
* Martin's Text Book on Mechanics, Vol. I, Statics
12mo, 1 25
■ Vol. II. Kinematics and Kinetics
12mo, 1 50
* Vol. II/. Mechanics of Materials
12mo, 150
Maurer's Technical Mechanics
Svo, 4 IX)
* Merriman's Elements of Mechanics..
12rno, 1 00
Mechanics of Materials
8vo. .5 00
* Michie's Elements of Analytical Mechanics
Svo, 4 00
Robinson's Principles of Mechanism.
Svo, 3 00
Sanborn's Mechanics Problems
Large 12mo, 1 50
Schwamb and Merrill's Elements of Mechanism....
Svo, 3 00
Wood's Elements of Analvtkal Mechanics.
Svo, 3 00
Principles of Elementary Mechanics
12mo. 1 25

12mo. 31 25
* Satterlee's Outlines of Human Embryology
Svc, 2 50
Smith's Lecture Notes on Chemistry for Dental Students
Large 12rno, 3 00
• Whipple's Tyhpoid Fever
Large 12ma, 1 50
* Woodhull's Military Hygiene for Officers of the Line .
12mo, 1 00
* Personal Hygiene
Worcester and Atkinson's Small Hospitals Establishment and Maintenance,
and Suggestions for Hospital Architecture, with Plans for a Small
12mo, 1 25
Hospital

METALLURGY.
Svo, 4 00
Betts's Lead Refining by Electrolysis..
Bolland's Encyclopedia of Founding and Dictionary of Foundry Terms used
I2mo. 3 00
in the Practice of Moulding. . .
12mo, 2 50
Iron Founder
12mo, 2 50
"
Supplement
8vo, 3 00
* Borchers's Metallurgy. (Hall and Hayward.)
* Burgess and be Chatelier's Measurement of High Temperatures. Third
Svo, 4 00
Edition
12mo, 1 00
Douglas's Untechnical Addresses on Technical Subjects.
limo, mor. 3 00
Goesel's Minerals and Metals: A Reference Book
12mo. 2 50
* IIes's Lead-smelting
Johnson's Rapid Methods for the Chemical Analysis of Special Steels,
Large 12mo, 3 GO
Steel-making Alloys and Graphite.
8vo, 2 50
Keep's Cast Iron.
12mo. 2 00
Metcalf's Steel. A Manual for Steel users.
Minet's Production of Aluminum and its Industrial Use. (Waldo.).. 12mo, 2 50
Large 12mo, 2 00
Palmer's Foundry Practice
12mo, 2 00
* Price and Meade's Technical Analysis of Brass
Svo, 3 00
Ruer's Elements of Metallography• (Mathewson.)
12mo, 1 00
Smith's Materials of Machines...
12mo, 2 00
Tate and Stone's Foundry Practice
Svo, 8 00
Thurston s Materials of Engineering. In Three Parts
Part I. Non-metallic Materials of Engineering, see Civil Engineering,
Page 98vo, 3 50
Part II. Iron and Steel....
Part III. A Treatise on Brasses, Bronzes, and Other Alloys and their
8vo, 2 50
Constituents
Svo. 3 00
Ulke's Modem Electrolytic Copper Refining
12mo.
2 50
West's American Foundry Practice.
12mo, 2 50
Moulders' Text Book...

MEDICAL.
* Abderhalden's Physiological Chemistry in Thirty Lectures. . (Hai/ and
Defren.).
Svo, 5 00
von Behring's Suppression of Tuberculosis. (Bolduan j... ..
12mo. 1 00
*Bolduan's Immune Sett
12mo, 1 50
Bordet's Studies in immunity. (Gay.)
Svo, 6 00
* Chapin's The Sources and Modes of Infection
Large 12mo. 3 041
Davenport's Statistical Methods with Special Reference to Biological Variations
16Eno, mor. 1 50
Ehrlich's Collected Studies on Immunity. (Boldu .an.).
Svo, 6 00
* Fischer's Nephritis
.
Large 12mo, 2 .50
*Oedema
SW. 2 00
*Physiology of Alimentation
Large 12/no, 2 00
* de Fursac's Manual of Psychiatry. (Rosanoff and Collins.)
Large 12mo, 2 50
* Hammarsten's Text-book on Physiological Chemistry. (Mandel.)....Svo, 4 00
Jackson's Directions for Laboratory Work in Physiological Chemistry. -Svo, 1 25
Lassar-Cohn's Praxis of Urinary Analysis. (Lorenz.).
12rno, 1 00
Mandel's Hand-book for the Bic-Chemical Laboratory
12mo. 1 50
* Nelson's Analysis of Drugs and Medicines
• Paulii' Physical Chemistry in the Service of Medicine. (Fischer.) 12
1- 2m7 31 25
* Pozzi-Escot's Toxins and Venoms and their Antibodies_ (Cohn.)
12mo. 1 00
Rostoski's Serum Diagnosis. (Bokluan-). •
12mo. 1 00
Ruddiman's Incompatibilities in Prescriptions
Svo, 2 00
Whys in Pharmacy
12mo. 1 00
Salkowski's Physiological and Pathological Chemistry. (Orndorff.) ....Svo, 2 50

16

MINERALOGY.
* Browning's Introduction to the Rarer Elements
Brush's Manual of Determinative Mineralogy. (Penfield.)
Butler's Pocket Hand-book of Minerals...
Chester's Catalogue of Minerals

Svc.,
8va,

1 50
4 00

186;1°
o, 'plE1).1.;:r.., 31 thj
00
Cloth, 125
8vo, 500
*Crane's-Gold and Silver.
Dana's First Appendix to Dana's New "System of Mineralogy".. Large Svo, 100
Dana's Second Appendix to Dana's New "System of Mineralogy."
Large Svo, 1 50
12mo, 2 00
Manual of Mineralogy and Petrography...
12mo, 1 50
Minerals and How to Study Them...
Large Svc', half leather. 12 50
System of Mineralogy
Text-book of Mineralogy.
12mo,
8v 4 1 00
00
Douglas's Untechnical Addresses on Technical Subjects- .
Svo, 1 25
Eakle's Mineral Tables
Svo, 3 00
• Eckel's Building Stones and Clays
16mo, mar. 3 CIO
Geese's Minerals and Metals: A Reference Book
Svo. 3 50
• Groth's The Optical Properties of Crystals. (Jackson.)
Grath's Introduction to Chemical Crystallography (Marshall)........12mo, 1 25
Field
Geologists
. 16mo. mor. 1 50
fors•.
iP
i•d di
Ilanyes
gssIHgnaenoclubr ock
Rocks
8vo
°, 5
5W
OO
Rock Minerals..
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Jolaannsen's Determination of Rock-forming Minerals in Thin Sections. Svc,
With Thumb Index 55 00
* Martin's Laboratory Guide to Qualitative Analysis with the Blowpipe..
12mo, 0 60
Merrill'; Non-metallic Minerals: Their Occurrence and Uses
Svo, 4 00
Stones for Building and Decoration
8vo, 5 00
*Pen.field's Notes on Determinative Mineralogy and Record of Mineral Tests
Svo, paper, 0 50
Tables of Minerals, Including the Use of Minerals and Statistics of
Domestic Production
Elva, 1 00
*Pirsson's Rocks and Rock Minerals
12mo, 2 50
*Richards's Synopsis of Mineral Characters_ .
12mo. mor. 1 25
* Ries's Clays: Their Occurrence, Properties and Uses
8vo, 5 00
* Ries and Leighton's History of the Clay-working inuestry of the United
States
Svo, 2 50
* Rowe's Practical Mineralogy Simplified
12mo, 1 25
* Tillman's Text-book of Important Minerals and Rocks
8vo, 2 00
Washington's Manual of the Chemical Analysis of Rocks.
8vo, 2 00

MINING,
Beard's Mine Gases and Explosions.

Crane's Gold and Silver
* Index of Mining Engineering Literature
* Ore Mining Methods
* Dana and Saunders's Rock Drilling
Douglas's Untechnical Addresses an Technical Subjects
Eissier'.5 Modern High Explosives

Large 12mo, 3 00
8vo, 5 00
8vo, 4 00
*8vo. mor. 5 00
8vo, 3 00
Svc, 4 00

12mo, 1 00
8vo, 4 130
Goesel's Minerals and Metals: A Reference Book
16mo, mor. 300
IhIseng's Manual of Mining.
Svo, 5 00
*
Lead Smelting.
12mo, 2 50
* Peele's Compressed Air Plant
Svo, 3 50
Riemer's Shaft Sinking Under Difficult Conditions. {Corning and Peele )8vo, 3 00
■ Weaver's Military Explosives..
Svo, 3 00
Wilson's Hydraulic and Placer Mining. 2d edition, rewritten... ....12mo, 2 50
Treatise on Practical and Theoretical Mine Ventilation 12mo, 1 25

SANITARY SCIENCE.
Association of State and National Food and Dairy Departments, Hartford
Meeting, 1906.
S vo, 3 00
Jamestown Meeting, 1907
8vo, 3 00
*Bashore's Outlines of Practical Sanitation
12mo, 1 25
Sanitation of a Country House
12mo, 1 00
Sanitation of Recreation Camps and Parks...
12mo, 1 00
* Chapin's The Sources and Modes of Infection
Large 12mo, 3 00
Foiwell's Sewerage. (Designing, Construction, and Maintenance )
. .8vo, 3 00
Water-supply Engineering...
Svo, 4 00
Fowler's Sewage Works Analyses...
12mo, 2 00
Fuertes's Water-filtration Works
12mo, 2 50
Water and Public Health.
12mo, 1 50
Gerhard's Guide to Sanitary Inspections
12mo, 150
* Modern Baths and Bath Houses..
Svo, 3 00
Sanitation of Public Buildings.
12mo, 1 50
4 The Water Supply, Sewerage, and Plumbing of Modern City Buildings.
Svo, 4 00
Hazen's Clean Water and How to Get It...
Large 12m
8 vo
o . 3 1 50
Filtration of Public Water-supplies..
00
* ICJ"
' inicutt. 'Winslow and Pratt's Sewage Disposal
8vo, 3 00
Leach's Inspection and Analysis o Food with Special Reference to State
Contra l
Svo, 7 50
Mason's Examination of Water. (Chemical and Bacteriological).....12mo, 1 25
Water-supply. (Considered principally from a Sanitary Standpoint).
8vo, 4 00
* Mast's Light and the Behavior of Organisms.
Large 12mo, 2 50
18

Merriman 's Elements of Sanitary Engineering..
Svo, $2 00
Ogden's Sewer Construction
Svo, 3 00
Sewer Design
12mo. 2 00
Parsons's Disposal of Municipal Refuse.
Svo, 2 00
Prescott and Winslow's Elements of Water Bacteriology, with Special Reference to Sanitary Water Analysis....
12mo. 150
* Price's Handbook on Sanitation
12rno, I 50
Richards's Conservation by Sanitation
Svo, 2 50
Cost of Cleanness....
12mo. 100
Cost of Food. A Study in Dietaries
I
1 00
Cost of Living as Modified by Sanitary Science.
12mo, 1 OD
Cost of Shelter.
12mo. i 00
Richards and Woodman's Air, Water, and Food from a Sanitary Standpoint.
S vo, 2 00
* Richey's Plumbers', Steam-fitters', and Tinners' .Edition (Building
Mechanics' Ready Reference Series).
16mo. mar. 1 50
Rideel's Disinfection and the Preservation of Food...
8vo, 4 00
Soper's Air and Ventilation of Subways
12mo, 2 50
Turneaure and Russell's Public Water-supplies..
Svo, 5 00
Svo . 2 00
Venable's Garbage Crematories in America ..
Method and Devices for Bacterial Treatment of Sewage
Svo, 3 00
Ward and Whipple's Freshwater Biology.
(In Press. )
Whipple's Microscopy of Drinking-water
Svo, 350
Typhoid Fever.
Large 12mo, 3 00
Value of Pure Water
Large 12mo, 1 00
Winslow's Systematic Relationship of the Coccaceie
Large 12mo. 2 MI

MISCELLANEOUS.
■ Burt's Railway Station Service

12mo,
• Chapin's Flow to Enamel
12mo,
Enimons's Geological Guide-book of the Rocky Mountain Excursion of the
International Congress of Geologists..
Large 8vo,
Ferrel's Popular Treatise on the Winds_
8vo,
Fitzgerald's Boson Machinist.
18 rno,
* Fritz, Autobiography of John
8vo,
Gannett's Statistical Abstract of the World.
24 mo.
Haines's American Railway Management...
/2rrio.
Hanausek's The Microscopy of Technical Products. (Winton)
. ..8vo,
Jacobs's Betterment Briefs. A Collection of Published Papers on Organized Industrial Efficiency
8vo,
Metcalfe's Cost of Manufactures, and the Administration of Workshops 8vo.
* Parkhurst's Applied Methods of Scientific Management
..8vo,
Putnam's Nautical Charts.
8vo,
Ricketts's History of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 1824-1894.
Large 12mo.
■ Rotch and Palmer's Charts of the Atmosphere for Aeronauts and Aviators.
Oblong 4to,
Rotherham's Emphasised New Testament.. ,
Large Svo,
Rust's Ex-Meridian Altitude, Azimuth and Star-finding Tables.
Bye
Standage's Decoration of Wood. Glass. Metal. etc
12rna
Thome's Structured and Physiological Botany. (Bennett).
16mo,
Westerrnaier's Compendium of General Botany. (Schneider).
Svo,
Winslow's Elements of Applied Microscopy.
I2mo,

2 00
1 00

1 50
4 00
1 00
2 00
0 75
2 60
5 00
3
5
2
2

50

00
00
00

3 00
2 00
2 00
5 00
2 00
2 25
2 00
1 50

HEBREW AND CHALDEE TEXT-BOOKS.
Gesenius's Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to the OId Testament Scriptures.
(Tregeiles.)
Small 4ta, bag mot..
Green's Elementary Hebrew Grammar
12mo

19

5 00
1 25

